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The verse of Gen 1, 1: a subordinate or
principal clause?
A Contribution to the Discussion
on the Syntax of the First Sentence
of the Hebrew Bible

This article is devoted to the syntax issue of Gen 1, 1, which is one of the
most discussed Old Testament passages. The biblists’ views on it are still divided.
According to some, this is an independent statement (status absolutus), while
others maintain that this passus is a subordinate sequence (status constructus)
to the text of Gen 1, 2-3. They justify their opinions with a variety of arguments:
philological-linguistic, exegetical, literary, theological etc. But these are not the
justifications that will decide the case. Therefore the present article proposes
another argument – contextual. Nevertheless the context is an indispensable
element of understanding each literary unit. In this case however it is not about
the literary context, but about the historical one, because the causal factor of
writing the text Gen 1, 1 – 2, 4a throws some light on the syntactical problem
of verse Gen 1, 1.
Key words: Book of Genesis, syntax, sentence superior, subordinate clause,
context, creation, chaos, Babylonian captivity.
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Preface
“ֱֹלהים ֵ ֥את הַ ּׁשָ ַ ֖מיִ ם וְ ֵ ֥את הָ ָ ֽא ֶרץ
֑ ִ אׁשית ּבָ ָ ֣רא א
֖ ִ ”ּבְ ֵר
1
Gen 1, 1 is one of the most important , but also one of the most
doubtful texts of the Old Testament2. It is a kind of exegetes’ crossword
and crossroads, a philological and theological problems interact and
paradigm, an intricate dispute, in which it is impossible to bet3. In
short, the real – crux interpretum.
In the history of exegesis there have been a various translations and
interpretations of these words. Today the situation is not different.
Exegetes’ opinion remains diverse too4. But all this also has a positive
side. It means that the discussion is open.
This article pretends to be namely one of many contributions to
further discussion in this matter. In order to achieve the intended
purpose, it was divided into two parts. The first part shows the status
quaestionis of research on the issue. While the second piece presents
an argument that the author’s opinion indicates the direction, in which
could follow the work of translating of the above mentioned verse. And
at the end of the study occurs a summary that recaps the work done.

Status quaestionis of research on the
syntax of verse from Gen 1, 1
There are two main methods of translation of the first verse of the
Hebrew Bible. The first convention could be called traditional and
the other – modern5. Here are some of the most famous examples. For
1

Even can be said, it is a true biblical’s revelation’s summa summarum, because
it is a tale both quintessential things about God and about the creation: God is
the Creator and the universe – creation; cf. M. F. Rooker, Genesis 1:1-3: Creation
or Re-Creation? Part 1, „Bibliotheca Sacra“, 1992, no. 149, p. 316.

2

“[Q]uesti [...] versetti presentano [...] tutta una serie di problemi interpretativi”
(W. Brueggemann, Genesi, Strumenti Commentari 9, Torino 2002, p. 49).

3

Cf. P. Ricœur, Apie vertimą, Vilnius 2010, p. 7.

4

Cf. R. M. Davidson, In the Beginning: How to Interpret Genesis 1, „Dialogue“,
1994, no. 6(3), p. 9-12; J. Lemański, Księga Rodzaju. Rozdziały 1 – 11. Wstęp,
przekład z oryginału, komentarz, Nowy Komentarz Biblijny Stary Testament
I/1, Częstochowa 2013, p. 144-145.

5

The name modern is relative, because it was yet known long before it began
what is today known as the modern times (eg. so this text explained in the twelfth
century rabbi Ibn Ezra). However, such translation has expanded only in the
nineteenth and twentieth century, under the influence of some archaeological
discoveries (especially the ancient epic Enuma Elish); cf. S. Łach, Księga Rodzaju.
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better recognition of differences a larger part of the biblical text is
Biblical
given – namely the first two verses of the Book of Genesis.
theology
The examples of the traditional method:
“Ἐν ἀρχῇ ἐποίησεν ὁ θεὸς τὸν οὐρανὸν καὶ τὴν γῆν. ἡ δὲ γῆ ἦν ἀόρατος καὶ
ἀκατασκεύαστος καὶ σκότος ἐπάνω τῆς ἀβύσσου καὶ πνεῦμα θεοῦ ἐπεφέρετο
ἐπάνω τοῦ ὕδατος” (LXX, III–II c.);
“In principio creavit Deus caelum et terram. Terra autem erat inanis
et vacua, et tenebrae super faciem abyssi, et spiritus Dei ferebatur
super aquas” (Vulgata, III c.);
“Am Anfang schuf Gott Himmel und Erde. Und die Erde war wüst
und leer, und es war finster auf der Tiefe; und der Geist Gottes schwebete auf dem Wasser” (Martin Luther, 1545);
“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the
earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters”
(King James Bible, 1611).
The examples of the modern method:
“Lorsque Dieu commença la création du ciel et de la terre, la terre
était déserte et vide, et la ténèbre à la surface de l’abîme; le souffle
de Dieu plânait à la surface des eaux” (Traduction Œcuménique de la
Bible, 1979);
“When God began to create heaven and earth – the earth being
unformed and void, with darkness over the surface of the deep and
a wind from God sweeping over the water” (New Jewish Publication
Society Version, 1985);
“In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, the
earth was a formless void and darkness covered the face of the deep,
while a wind from God swept over the face of the waters” (New Revised
Standard Version: Catholic Edition, 1991);
“Quand Élohîm commença à créer les cieux et la terre – or la terre
était tohu et bohu, et ténèbre sur la face d’un abysse, et vent d’Élohîm
remuant sur la face des eaux” (André Wénin, 2007).
Why is the one text translated in two, not only different, but also
contradictory ways? The culprit of this linguistic dialectic is the
“simple” ancient biblical Hebrew syntax6. It is precisely this “simplicWstęp – przekład z oryginału. Komentarz, Pismo Święte Starego Testamentu
I/1, Poznań 1962, p. 182.
6

“While the first sentence of the Bible is relatively straightforward in Hebrew, it
possesses a subtle ambiguity that makes it difficult to translate” (D. W. Cotter,
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ity” thanks, the first linguistic unit of Bible (Gen 1, 1), which is introduced by the Hebrew phrase אׁשית
ִ ּבְ ֵר, may be a simple sentence (status
absolutus) or part of a complex sentence (status constructus) i.e. the
piece of Gen 1, 1-37. The first view is represented by the traditional
method of translation, the second by the modern approach. Which
version is better? Linguistically both translations are completely valide
et licite8.
And what arguments adduce the followers of these translations?
Their argumentation is diverse. Dominated, however, by linguisticexegetical and theological reasons.
Those who regard Gen 1, 1 as a title or as an independent sentence
(status absolutus), they maintain e.g. that it is an anthemic equivalent
of the Old Testament confessions of faith in God as the Creator of
heaven and earth (cf. Gen 14, 19-22; Ps 115, 15; 121, 2; 124, 8), or cite
testimony of LXX, which reads the verse of Gen 1, 1 as independent
clause, either refer to the so-called the second description of the creation of the world, which also begins with the sentence constitutes
a form of title in Gen 2,4a9.
When it comes to followers of other hypotheses, their arguments
are based e.g. on the fact that the locution אׁשית
ִ  ּבְ ֵרis without an article,
and the lack of which can give the verse Gen 1, 1 a sense of time, which
in turn would indicate that the first sentence of the Hebrew Bible is
a subsidiaries phrase (status constructus). As evidence they adduce
the beginning of the first sentence of the Babylonian epic Enuma Elish,
where the first words mean simply: when at the top10.
Genesis, Berit Olam. Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry, Collegeville 2003,
p. 12); cf. J. Lemański, Księga..., op. cit., p. 145.
7

Cf. B. S. Childs, Teologia biblica. Antico e Nuovo Testamento, Priemme Theologica, Casale Monferrato 1998, p. 132; J. Lemański, Pięcioksiąg dzisiaj, Studia
Biblica 4, Kielce 2002, p. 152; J. Lemański, Księga..., op. cit., p. 144-145; V. P.
Hamilton, Handbook on the Pentateuch. Genesis. Exodus. Leviticus. Numbers.
Deuteronomy, Grand Rapids 1995, p. 30-31; B. Vawter, Genesis, in R. C. Fuller
(ed.), A New Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture, Nashville – Camden – New
York 19843, p. 173.

8

“Le due versioni sono gramaticalmente possibili” (La Bibbia di Gerusaleme,
Bologna 200017, p. 35); “Gli studiosi moderni sono ampiamente d’accordo nel
sostenere che questo problema non può essere risolto soltanto su una base
grammaticale. In effetti, sono possibili entrambe le opinioni [...]” (B. S. Childs,
Teologia..., op. cit., p. 132).

9

Cf. J. Lemański, Księga..., op. cit., p. 144-145; P. Morant, Die Anfänge der Menschheit. Eine Auslegung der ersten elf Genesis-Kapitel, Luzern 1960, p. 41-42.

10

Cf. J. Lemański, Księga..., op. cit., p. 144-145; E. A. Speiser, Genesis: Introduction,
Translation, and Notes, The Anchor Yale Bible 1, New Haven – London 2008,
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These two different methods of translation of the verse Gen 1, 1 also
contributed to the emergence of two different interpretations of the Biblical
theology
reality described in the sentence Gen 1, 2. The first interpretation is
called the initial chaos theory and the second is named the precreation
chaos theory11. Proponents of both views hold that the creation of an
orderly universe, described in the Gen 1, 1 – 2, 4a, was first preceded
by the existence of transitional forms of chaos. It was formed substantially of three elements: of the formlessness, of the darkness and of
the deep water.
However, between these two theories there is a fundamental difference. According to the first hypothesis the chaos described in the
second verse (Gen 1, 2) is a direct consequence God’s creative activity
outlined in the first line (Gen 1, 1). In other words, the primitive chaos
was created by the Lord God12. Whereas according to the secondguessing of biblical scholars the initial turmoil in the world (Gen 1,
2) existed independently to the creative operation of God referred in
the verse Gen 1, 113.
Which interpretation could be accepted? Usually it responds as
follows: in terms of syntax again the both hypotheses are valid, but
theologically only the first14. The second opinion is not reconciling
with the concept of the dogma of the creation of the universe from
nothing – creatio ex nihilo.

The historical context and the issue
of syntax of the verse Gen 1, 1
According to information theory, each of homo sapiens spoken word
or sentence conveys a certain information. However, the amount of
content depends mainly on two factors: the reliability of the information source of authority and the context. Thus, for example, synoptic

p. 9-12.
11

Cf. M. F. Rooker, Genesis..., op. cit., p. 316.

12

“[C]haos occurred in connection with the original creation [...]” (B. K. Waltke,
Creation and Chaos, Portland 1974, p. 19).

13

“[C]haos occurred before the original creation” (B. K. Waltke, Creation..., op.
cit., p. 19).

14

“[S]yntactically perhaps both [...] are possible, but not theologically” (G. von
Rad, Genesis. A Commentary, Westminister 1973, p. 48).
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forecast: “It will snow tomorrow”, sounds different on 6 December in
Vilnius and otherwise in Rome15.
Similarly, it is with the excerpt from Gen 1, 1. If, as indicated above,
it is not possible to decide on the translation and interpretation solely
based on linguistic arguments, then one must to grasp the context,
which – as it seems – is not adequately evaluated over a translation or
interpretation level. But here however it does not consider the literary
context. It is of course very important16. This study takes aim at different context, namely the historical, which is also particularly useful in
discovering the meaning of the biblical text, since the aptly recognized
historical background of an episode clearly draws its message17.
Under what historical circumstances it was written the episode of
Gen 1, 1 – 2,4a? In this case, the opinions of researchers are relatively
unanimous. For the experts the final editing of this fragment is dated
to the times of the Babylonian captivity i.e., to the sixth century before
Christ18.
And what happened at that time is well known. The chosen nation
lost the war with the Babylonians and thus had lost its political independence (cf. 2 Kings 25, 1-10). Although it must be admitted that this
exile was not extremely difficult in comparison to that from the time
of the Assyrian (VIII a.). King of Judah was still regarded as the heir
of the throne of David. He had assured maintenance (cf. 2 Kings 24,
8-16; Jer 52, 31-34). Exiled people had been living together (cf. Ezek
1, 3; 2, 15). They were provided with food and with job (cf. Jer 29, 5-7).
Neither the national culture, nor religion was banned (cf. Jer 29, 1.89.12-15). Some of them founded their company and even occupied
high positions (cf. Dan 1, 1-7)19. The similar information also provides
15

Cf. U. Eco, Atviras kūrinys. Forma ir neapibrėžtumas šiuolaikinėje poetikoje,
Vilnius 2004, p. 116; D. Dzikiewicz, Zasady czytania Pisma Świętego, in D. Dzikiewicz – J. Witkowski (eds.), Józef Obrembski – kapłan według serca Bożego,
Wielcy Ludzie Wileńszczyzny 1, Wilno 2010, p. 112.

16

More on this see for example D. Dikevičius, Dėl Pr 1, 1–3A vertimo ir interpretacijos, in V. Balčius (ed.), Kunigas. Vilniaus Arkivyskupo Kardinolo Audrio
Juozo Bačkio tarnystės penkiasdešimtmečiui, Vilnius 2011, p. 100-102.

17

Cf. R. E. Brown – S. M. Schneiders – M. Wojciechowski, Hermeneutyka biblijna, in R. E. Brown – J. A. Fitzmyer – R. E. Murphy (eds.), Katolicki komentarz
biblijny, Prymasowska Seria Biblijna, Warszawa 20042, p. 1816.

18

“La sua redazione finale [...] risale all’epoca dell’esilio [...]” (G. von Rad, Genesi.
Traduzione e commento, Antico Testamento 2/4, Brescia 1978, p. 76); “Il testo
risale probabilmente al VI secolo a.C. e si rivolge a degli esulari” (W. Brueggemann, Genesi, op. cit., p. 44).

19

Cf. J. D. Purvis – E. M. Meyers, Wygnanie i powrót. Od zburzenia Jerozolimy
przez Babilończyków do odbudowy państwa żydowskiego, in H. Shanks (ed.),
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some archaeological artefacts20. So, there is nothing surprising in the
fact that not all the exiles returned to Judea during the reign of King Biblical
theology
Cyrus II (559-529), whose edict allowed returning (cf. Ezra 1, 2-4; 6,
3-5)21. There established one of the most influential Jewish Diaspora.
Babylonian exile, however, was also seen in a negative light, especially in its initial phase. For many it was a real national catastrophe,
primarily from the theological point of view (cf. Ps 79; 137; Lam). The
chosen people found themselves in deep, not only political, but also
theological crisis: God abandoned his people (cf. Isa 49, 14)22. Because
the military beaten army was tantamount to the theological defeated
God YHWH. And conversely, the victory of the army of Babylon was
attributed to their national deity Marduk. In addition, the temple of
Jerusalem was in ruins (cf. 2 Chr 36, 19), the worship of God was broken and the priesthood has been scattered. And all these signs where
indicating God’s presence among his people. In short, everything was
drowned in the big existential chaos.
Precisely, in such circumstances has been written the first chapter
of Book Genesis. Its author (or authors), representing the so-called
priestly tradition (P), concerned about different things, such as e.g.,
the celebration of the Sabbath (cf. Gen 2, 1-4a), but the most important were: YHWH, creation and chaos. His theological insight was
brilliant. The Israel lost the previous signs of God’s presence (the
Promised Land, the temple of Jerusalem, the throne of David) – it’s
not a problem! Evidence of existing of YHWH are present through the
creature – a sign par excellence. He, then, is the Creator of the universe.
So, he was everywhere at home. Even on land that belongs to Israel’s
enemies. He is God, who is not limited by any distance. Therefore, on
the state of theological chaos is not worth sorrow and despair. For the
Starożytny Izrael. Od Abrahama do zburzenia świątyni jerozolimskiej przez Rzymian, Podręczniki Biblijne, Warszawa 2007, p. 297-311; P. Sacchi, Il giudaismo
del Secondo Tempio, in G. Filoramo (ed.), Ebraismo, Economica Laterza 435,
Roma – Bari 2007, p. 54-57.
20

Cf. P. Sacchi, Il giudaismo..., op. cit., p. 55; J. A. Soggin, Storia d’Israele. Introduzione alla storia d’Israele e Giuda dalle origini alla rivolta di Bar Kochbà,
Biblioteca di cultura religiosa 44, Brescia 20022, p. 326-331.

21

Cf. J. D. Purvis – E. M. Meyers, Wygnanie..., op. cit., p. 317-319; P. Sacchi, Il
giudaismo..., op. cit., p. 67-69; J. A. Soggin, Storia..., op. cit., p. 335-361.

22

“Abissalmente profonda fu la crisi [...]” (H. Küng, Ebraismo, Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli Saggi, Milano 20074, p. 119); “Con la caduta di Gerusalemme nel
587 a.C. si apre per l’ebraismo un periodo di crisi [...]” (P. Sacchi, Il giudaismo...,
op. cit., p. 53); cf. L. Alonso Schökel, Isaiah, in R. Alter – F. Kermode (eds.), The
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one who arranged the primeval chaos at the beginning of creation (cf.
Gen 1, 1-2), is more able to give order to the existential chaos of the
chosen people.
In other words, the author of the episode Gen 1, 1 – 2, 4a did not care
only about the cosmogony, but the issue of strengthening the faith of
Israel23. And in such circumstances, the accent fell on the idea of creating the world of primordial chaos (cf. Gen 1, 1-2). The idea of creating
the universe out of nothing (creatio ex nihilo) was not known to him.
Such conclusions were reached by chosen peoples’ theologians only
in the second century BC (2 Macc 7, 28)24.
And this information sheds light on the work of the modern translator-exegete too. It rather tends to perceive the verse of Gen 1, 1 as the
phrases subsidiary. Because only then arises the idea of an utter and
primeval chaos (cf. Gen 1, 2) from the womb of which emerged a very
good creation (cf. Gen 1, 3-31). In the sixth century before Christ, it
was a source of renewal of faith for the chosen people, also today it
provides consolation, because today’s world is going through some
chaotic situations on the various levels of life.

Recapitulation
This analysis allows drawing the following conclusions. Firstly, in
the course of the exegesis’ history it was not consensus regarding the
meaning of the first sentence of the Hebrew Bible and there is no one
either today. For someone, this is the main sentence (Gen 1, 1), for others dependent (Gen 1, 1-2). On the linguistic level, it is possible both.
Secondly, if cannot resolve this issue only by means of linguistic tools,
it would be worth to reach for help to the historical context of this text.
And this shows that the episode of Gen 1, 1 – 2, 4a was written at the
time of the Babylonian exile. It was a time of major theological crisis,
which was tantamount to a primordial chaos (Gen 1, 2). Since the first
was defeated by God Creator (Gen 1, 3 – 2, 1), the second chaos will be
defeated by God Saviour. In the light of this historical context Gen 1, 1
must see as the subordinate sentence. Thirdly, the above interpretation
also has a pastoral value, because it aims to show God as the one who
can master the existential chaos of every human being.
23

“[I]l testo della creazione con cui la Bibbia comincia è stato formulato e riformulato come veicolo della fede di Israele” (W. Brueggemann, Introduzione
all’Antico Testamento. Il canone e l’immaginazione cristiana, Strumenti Biblica
21, Torino 2005, p. 48).
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WERSET RDZ 1, 1: ZDANIEM NADRZĘDNYM CZY
DRUGORZĘDNYM?
PRZYCZYNEK DO DYSKUSJI NAD SYNTAKSĄ
PIERWSZEGO ZDANIA BIBLII HEBRAJSKIEJ
Niniejszy artykuł został poświęcony zagadnieniu syntaksy wersetu Rdz 1,
1, należącego do najbardziej dyskutowanych ustępów Starego Testamentu.
Opinie biblistów na jego temat są nadal podzielone. Według jednych badaczy jest to zdanie niezależne (status absolutus), według innych dany passus
stanowi sekwencję podporządkowaną (status constructus) fragmentowi Rdz
1, 2-3. Na uzasadnienie swego stanowiska tak jedni, jak i drudzy przytaczają
różnorodne argumenty: filologiczno-lingwistyczne, egzegetyczne, literackie,
teologiczne. Nie są to jednak uzasadnienia przesądzające sprawę. Dlatego
obecne opracowanie prezentuje kolejną rację – kontekstualną. Kontekst jest
bowiem nieodzownym elementem zrozumienia każdej jednostki literackiej.
Tym razem nie chodzi wszak o kontekst literacki, lecz o ten historyczny, albowiem – czynnik sprawczy powstania całej perykopy Rdz 1, 1 – 2, 4a rzuca
również pewne światło na zagadnienie syntaksy wersetu Rdz 1, 1.
Słowa kluczowe: Księga Rodzaju, syntaksa, zdanie nadrzędne, zdanie podrzędne, kontekst, stworzenie, chaos, niewola babilońska.
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God as a source of the power
of blessing. The biblical bases and
meaning in priesthood’s ministry

The Latin term benedicere means “to speak about someone good, to praise,
to thank, to wish somebody’s well, to greet, to call upon the kindness of man
and God”. The blessing is related to the gifts of God which He gives to a human.
The Creator in Adam and Eve delivers His blessing to all human mankind. It is
a blessing of life and fertility. A man can give this God’s grace to his descendants. It is seen in the history of Israel where the blessing received by Abraham
moves to his descendants. Transmitting the God’s blessing starts to be a priestly
ministry from the Aaron’s and his sons becoming as Old Covenant’s priests.
Jesus Christ is the One and Only Priest who in perfection realises and passes
the blessing. We see it in His teaching and mission. He includes the Apostles in
this mission and they continue His work and passing the ministry to successors.
God’s blessing is being passed in sacraments, especially in Eucharist and Sacrament of Penance and Reconciliation. Blessing as a priestly ministry can be seen
during all liturgical year when the priest blesses people and different things
and subjects. A priest is a “blessing man” who as a „second Christ” becomes
a bridge for human to come to God and by his service brings God to a man.
Key words: God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, blessing, to bless, sacraments, priesthood,
priest.
The last visible gesture done on Earth by Jesus Christ was His blessing. The introduction to richness of blessing is the result of showing
God’s generosity in full light and religious sense of admiration of human as a result of this generosity. The blessing is a gift that concerns
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the life itself and its mystery. It is a gift expressed by word and its
mystery. The blessing is a word and a gift at the same time, glorifying
and good because the goodness it brings it is not just like a thing or
gift. The thing what blessing brings does not belong to the material
world but to the world of being and it is not the result of action of a
human but the creative power of God. The blessing is the creative and
reviving gift1. No doubt the blessing is the integral element of human
life. It can be talked about in many aspects but the priest’s blessing
deserves a special attention. Why is it so special?
This article is a reflection on the source of blessing and its meaning
in life and ministry of priests and People of God. Firstly, the terminology related to blessing will be explained. Secondly, we will talk about
the source of blessing and its meaning in the history of the Chosen
Nation and what role it had in the teaching and ministry of Jesus
Christ. Then the role of blessing in the life of Church and ministry of
priests will be explained.

The meaning of term „blessing”
If we want to look into the topic of blessing, especially the priest
blessing, we need to start from explaining the terminology. The Polish
word “to bless” comes from latin word benedicere. The latin benedicto
comes from bene – good and dicere – to speak. To bless (benedicere) is
to „speak about someone good, to praise, to thank, to wish somebody’s
well, to greet, to call upon the kindness of man and God” 2. When we
look into the Bible we will discover that “blessing” and “benediction”
(Hebrew – beraka) in the secular sense only means gift, mutual endowment. In the Old Testament it is referred primarily to the gifts of God.
First people were blessed by the Creator. The God’s blessing was identified with the gift of life, fertility, welfare and peace. The symbol of this
blessing’s meaning was a water dropping down from heaven that was
giving life to the Earth. In the Old Testament “to bless” meant firstly to
greet someone on the street. But most commonly word was related to
God who as the giver of life shows grace to people – by blessing them3.

1

J. Guillet, Błogosławieństwo, in: X. Leon-Dufour (ed.), Słownik Teologii Biblijnej,
Poznań 1994, p. 79.

2

H. Szkiłądź, Błogosławić, in: Słownik Języka Polskiego, vol. I, p. 168.

3

T. Jaklewicz, Błogosławcie!, “Gość Niedzielny” 02/2013, p. 25.
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Blessing as the source of life and gift from God
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Benediction is the acting of God that gives life, its source is the theology
Father. His blessing is a word and a gift at the same time. In relation
to human this terminology will mean adoration and giving oneself to
the Creator in thanksgiving (KKK 1078). It has been accompanying
man since the beginning of his existence. In the beginning God blesses
living creatures, especially man and a woman (KKK 1080). On the
first pages of the Bible already, after creating a human, God in Adam
and Eve blesses all the humankind: “God created man in the image
of himself, in the image of God he created him, male and female he
created them. God blessed them, saying to them, ‘Be fruitful, multiply,
fill the earth and subdue it. Be masters of the fish of the sea, the birds
of heaven and all the living creatures that move on earth. God also
said, ‘Look, to you I give all the seed-bearing plants everywhere on
the surface of the earth, and all the trees with seed-bearing fruit; this
will be your food. And to all the wild animals, all the birds of heaven
and all the living creatures that creep along the ground, I give all the
foliage of the plants as their food.› And so it was. God saw all he had
made, and indeed it was very good. Evening came and morning came:
the sixth day (Genesis 1, 27-31). The one who blesses is God and His
blessing always gives life4. The oldest blessings relates to the idea of
migratory life and refer to the fertility of the Earth, the long life the
capacity of transmitting the name to the descendants and having their
own land5. Those blessing received from the God for human, he can
give out to others.

The God’s blessing for Abraham and his descendants
Starting from Abraham, God’s blessing goes through the history
of people that was going to death – turning it to life, to its source; by
the faith of „father of the faithful” who accepts this blessing, the story
of salvation has begun (KKK 1080). The God’s blessings appears in
amazing and saving moments such as the birth of Isaac, coming out
of Egypt (Passover and Coming Out), the gift of Promised Land, the
choice of David, the presence of God at Temple, purifying exile and
return of “small Rest”: The Law, The Prophets and Psalms from which
the Liturgy of Chosen Nation is made, they all remind about those
4

J. Guillet, Błogosławieństwo, in: X. Leon-Dufour (ed.), Słownik Teologii Biblijnej,
Poznań 1994, p. 80.

5

L. Stachowiak, Błogosławieństwo, in: F. Gryglewicz (ed.), “Encyklopedia
Katolicka”, vol. II, Lublin 1995, c. 682.
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God’s blessings and respond to them by worshipping and thanksgiving at the same time (KKK 1081).
It can be seen in Abraham’s life and mission whom by his faith and
giving his life to God has become the blessing to all the nations of the
world. He distinguished himself from other people – his pagan neighbours because he got to know the existence of God – The only One
who created the world, whilst the pagans by worshipping different
gods remain wrong. We know this reasoning about the ability to know
God “from nature” also from the deuterocanonic Book of Wisdom 13,
1nn and Romans 1, 18-23. Courage in spiritual struggles with pagan
world was awarded. God appeared to Abraham and called him to fulfil
sublime mission. On the way of resigning from what he had, Abram
was to achieve a lot more: „Yahweh said to Abram, ‘Leave your country, your kindred and your father’s house for a country which I shall
show you; and I shall make you a great nation, I shall bless you and
make your name famous; you are to be a blessing!” (Gen 12, 1-2). So it
is not about a particular calling, in some way egoistic because distinguishing Abram from others but about the act what has got collective
dimensions and meaning. Straight after this the theme of blessing was
highlighted. The destiny of individual Abram’s calling is most widely
understood as universalism. The new relationship of Abram and God
was sealed by the New Covenant made after fulfilling the purpose of
migration – settling down in Kaanan6. It is fulfilled in the birth of Izaac
who becomes the blessing for Abraham and also a heir of blessing.
In the Book of Genesis we also discover the story about Jacob who
fight with God Himself for a blessing. The Patriarch says to God: “I will
not let you go unless you bless me.” (Genesis 32,27). This is an image
of spiritual battle showing how precious gift is the God’s blessing. In
Jewish family the father used to bless the children. Also the surprising
situation took place when the “weaker” was blessing the “stronger”. It
turns out that man can blesses God Himself. He confesses in this way
the truth about that he has been gifted and gives his thanksgiving to
his Creator. The formula of blessing that is being used the most often
in Israel was adjective expression: “Let be…(name) blessed!”. This
kind of sentence was the exclamation of admiration that God reveals
His power and generosity to oneself, in its life. In turn the exclamation:
“Let be God blessed” was to show exultation that a human received
being a witness of a situation which God’s presence was obvious. This
both calling shows what is the essence of blessing – the public professing the majesty of God and thanksgiving for His goodness. Along
6

W. Chrostowski, Pięcioksiąg czyli Tora Mojżesza, Warszawa 2007, p. 36-37.
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with the words of blessing – gestures were accompanying them such
as putting hands on a head, raising hands or giving some king of ma- Biblical
theology
terial gift7. God blessing the people gives them sign of His grace and
favour and the people blessing God recognises His presence among
them. God blessing the Israel gives him a share in His own life and
eternal design and the people blessing Him shows Him gratitude for
His goodness and help8.

Aaron’s blessing
The blessing is a special action what’s purpose is to get God’s goodwill for someone or for group of people by the appropriate words or
symbolical sacral gestures. They show existential dependance from
the Creator. Human gives blessing in the name of God and anyone
can do that, however, the special power is connected with the blessing of people authorised to transmit the grace of God. The privilege
and responsibility of blessing is associated with the priesthood. The
Book of Numbers connects blessing with priests from Aaron’s generation who was giving it during celebration of the Old Testament’s
cult.9. They were chosen and destined by God to this function: „God
spoke to Moses and said, ‘Speak to Aaron and his sons and say: «This
is how you must bless the Israelites. You will say: May God bless you
and keep you. May God let his face shine on you and be gracious to
you. May God show you his face and bring you peace.» This is how
they must call down my name on the Israelites, and then I shall bless
them.’” (Numbers 6, 22-27).
The hebrew birkat (ha-)kohanim are the words said by Moses to
the high priest Aaron to bless the people. At the time of the Jerusalem Temple, the high priest used to proclaim birkat kohanim every
morning, and at the same time it was being said in all the provincies.
It was being said four times in Jom Kipur: during szacharit (dawn),
musaf (additional prayer after szacharit), minchy (afternoon prayer)
i neili (obligatory prayer in Jom Kipur). After the Temple was demolished, Aaron’s blessing was being said only during morning prayers
in Palestine, and in Jom Kipur – four times, as it was in the Temple.
In Babilonia, it was being said in the morning and in the afternoon
7

T. Jaklewicz, Błogosławcie!, “Gość Niedzielny” 02/2013, p. 25.

8

P. S. Minear, Błogosławieństwo, w: B. M. Metzger, M. D. Coogan, Słownik wiedzy
biblijnej, Warszawa 2004, p. 71, c. 1.

9

L. Stachowiak, Błogosławieństwo, in: F. Gryglewicz (ed.), Encyklopedia Katolicka,
t. II, Lublin 1995, c. 682.
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and in Jom Kipur – three times, leaving it out during minchy. Before
proclaiming birkat kohanim, the priest was taking off his shoes and one
of the Levites was washing his hands, and then he was going to aron
(ha-)kodesz (built niche in the eastern wall of synagogue or wardrobe)
and with the face turned to praying people, with the hands raised up
(in a special way – fingers spaced two and thumbs side by side), after
chaz(z)anem (synagogue intendant), word after word – he was saying
the blessing10.

Priests as people chosen by God
The priest in the Old Testament had to do mainly the sacrifice. At
that time he was as an intercessor who was dedicating the sacrifices of
faithful to God, and to them was passing by the blessing. All the values
of the Old Testament take on significance only in the person of Jesus
Christ who fills them and infinitely exceeds them. Now the general
law of revelation applies in a special way to the case of priesthood11.
The priesthood of the Old Testament was chosen by God for its special
possession, therefore it had no inheritance on the Earth but was called
to serve God: „ Of the Israelites, I myself have chosen your brothers
the Levites as a gift to you. As men dedicated, they will belong to God,
to serve at the Tent of Meeting. You and your sons will undertake the
priestly duties in all that concerns the altar and all that lies behind
the curtain. You will perform the liturgy, the duties of which I entrust
to your priesthood. But an unauthorised person approaching will
incur death,” (Numbers 18, 6-7), „God said to Aaron: ‘You will have
no heritage in their country, you will not have a portion like them; I
shall be your portion and your heritage among the Israelites. ‹Look,
as heritage I give the Levites all the tithes collected in Israel, in return
for their services, for the ministry they render in the Tent of Meeting.
The Israelites will no longer approach the Tent of Meeting, on pain
of committing a deadly sin. Levi will discharge the duties of the Tent
of Meeting, and the Levites will bear the consequences of their own
guilt. This is a perpetual decree binding all your descendants: the
Levites will have no heritage among the Israelites, for the tithe which
the Israelites set aside for God is the heritage I have given the Levites.
This is why I have told them that they will have no heritage among
10

M. Bendowska, Żydowski Instytut Historyczny, http://www.jhi.pl/psj/Blogoslawienstwo_kaplanskie, [16.10.2017].
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A. George, Kapłaństwo, in: X. Leon-Dufour (ed.), Słownik Teologii Biblijnej,
Poznań 1994, p. 362.
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the Israelites.” (Numbers 18, 20-24). In the Book of Isaiah we can find
the term signifying a man called by God to a special assignment in the Biblical
theology
history of salvation. Hebrew term bechir (chosen) relates to one of the
most important dimensions of life of Israel, the chosenness. It seems
that the only motive for God to choose His servants is love. The one
whom God has chosen gets always His help. The choice is always connected with the giving of the Spirit. Only having the Spirit of Yahweh
the chosen of God can effectively fulfil the tasks entrusted to them.
The action of the Spirit of Yahweh appears in an extraordinary way
in the expected and perfect king. The Messiah is to be given the Spirit
of Yahweh12.

Jesus Christ as a source of blessing
Catechism of the Catholic Church indicates the role of Jesus in the
work of salvation. The Father as a Source and Destination of all the
blessings, in His Word what took the human body for us, died and
resurrected, fulfils us with His blessings and because of them pours
in our hearts a Gift that contains all the gifts of the Holy Spirit (KKK
1082). When the name of God is spoken upon the people, the God’s
blessing is brought upon them. The New Testament confirms this
truth. Jesus Christ – God-Human became the most perfect, fullest
blessing not only for the Jews but for all the people, for all the Earth
and world. God blessed everybody in Him. Jesus is the „blessed fruit”
of „the blessed womb” of Mary13.
Jesus appears as a human who has the fullness of the Spirit of God in
the moment of christening in the Jordan river. John the Baptist gives
his testimony about it and states that he saw a Holy Spirit descending
and remaining on Jesus. And in the last sentence of his testimony he
solemnly announces: „ I have seen and I testify that he is the Chosen
One of God” (J 1,34). Jesus wants to reach to every person with His
mission of salvation14. Starting His mission Jesus goes to the people,
bringing them the blessing. It can be seen in His preaching, especially
on „the Sermon on the Mount”.

12

H. Witczyk, Błogosławieństwo wiary, Kielce 2015, p. 80-90.

13

T. Jaklewicz, Błogosławcie!, “Gość Niedzielny” 02/2013, p. 24.

14

H. Witczyk, Błogosławieństwo wiary, Kielce 2015, p. 99-100.
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Blessing in teaching and ministry of Jesus
Blessings are in the centre of Jesus’s teaching. Its proclaiming
takes promises given to the Chosen Nation from the Times of Abraham. Jesus fulfils them, pointing out its mediation not only for the
use of earthly goods but for the Kingdom of Heaven: „How blessed
are the poor in spirit: the kingdom of Heaven is theirs. Blessed are
the gentle: they shall have the earth as inheritance. Blessed are those
who mourn: they shall be comforted. Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for uprightness: they shall have their fill. Blessed are the
merciful: they shall have mercy shown them. Blessed are the pure in
heart: they shall see God. Blessed are the peacemakers: they shall be
recognised as children of God. Blessed are those who are persecuted
in the cause of uprightness: the kingdom of Heaven is theirs. ‘Blessed
are you when people abuse you and persecute you and speak all kinds
of calumny against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for
your reward will be great in heaven; this is how they persecuted the
prophets before you.”(Mt 5, 3-12) (KKK 1716).
On the “Sermon on the Mount” Jesus gives the eschatological blessing to people of certain features or acting in a certain way. The Blessing
assures that God will stand by them and reward them at the time of
salvation, the final kingship of God. He strengthens them when they
face difficulties in this way15. All blessings promise future salvation, the
perfect Kingdom of God, what is promised right now and to which we
can be „written in heaven”. Jesus in the Gospel does not call blessed
the state of perfection or fulfilment but the man who strives for Him,
who is in the path between vocation and to manifest being perfect16.
The words “to bless” and “blessing” are written in the Bible 410
times. According to the original they mean „happy”, like for example in
„the Sermon on the Mount” (Mt 5, 1-12). However, the word “blessed”
translate as „happy” is not that accurate. In Greek language the word
makarios has been used which shows the state where everything goes
according to the plan or it symbolises those for whom everything goes
really well. We could say that a „blessed” man is a man who no matter what situation he is in – he is always happy, everything goes well
for him. Those ones who the Gospel’s blessings speak about are not
blessed because of the situation they are in but because of Jesus. They
hope because the Kingdom of Heaven is also for them. People do not
15

P. J. Achtemeier, Błogosławieństwa, in: P. J. Achtemeier (ed.), Encyklopedia
biblijna, Warszawa 2004, p. 130, c. 2.
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receive the blessing only because they are poor in spirit, persecuted,
etc. Not the only state of them counts but the fact they are not sepa- Biblical
theology
rated from God. The circumstances of life that Jesus calls blessed are
generally considered as everything but no blessing. Jesus shows us that
also in these situations people are blessed because the God exists17.
Blessings reflects the face of Jesus Christ and describe His love.
They express the vocation of the faithful included in the glory of His
Passion and Resurrection, also explain the characteristic actions and
attitude of Christian life. They are paradoxical promises that support
hope in hardships, announce the goodness and reward that in hidden
way are given to the disciples, and already begun in life of the Blessed
Virgin Mary and all the saints. (KKK 1717).
The blessed people are linked in lack and persecution in life on
Earth but also for all of them the reward is promised – The Kingdom
of Heaven with its supernatural gifts. It is to pay for the practice of
virtues and the fulfilment of human desires and aspirations. Blessed
are called all those who could live up to the time of Messiah, those
over who not only listen to the Word of God but also accomplish
them and those faithful to God and guarding, they are awaiting His
coming18. To become blessed – so to obtain blessing is to participate
in supernatural goods that the Kingdom of God carries along and
the participation in it by having a relation with the person of Christ.
To deserve this blessing not only by the practice of different virtues but most of all by clinging to God with the unwavering faith.
Although the promised blessings are of a future, eschatological and
spiritual nature, yet in their light, all temporal values also take on a
greater significance of gratitude for spiritual goods, and especially for
choosing and destining to glory19. Blessings shows the sense of human
life, the final destination of human actions: God is calling us to His ow
happiness. This calling is directed to each person but also to all the
Church, the new people of those who accepted the promise and live
in it with faith (KKK 1719).
As a real and eternal Priest, Christ was blessing children during
His public ministry: „Then he embraced them, laid his hands on them
and gave them his blessing.” (Mark 10, 16), and was blessing His disciples: „Then he took them out as far as the outskirts of Bethany, and
17

J. Witko, Moc błogosławieństw, “Przewodnik katolicki” 52/2014, s. 56-57.
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K. Romaniuk, Błogosławieństwa Ewangeliczne, in: F. Gryglewicz (ed.), Encyklopedia Katolicka, vol. II, Lublin 1995, c. 680-681.
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K. Romaniuk, Błogosławieństwo, in: F. Gryglewicz (red), Encyklopedia Katolicka,
vol. II, Lublin 1995, c. 683.
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raising his hands he blessed them.” (Luke 24, 50). In the Book of Acts
of Apostles saint Peter explained in one of his speeches that Jesus was
sent to the Earth to bless: „It was for you in the first place that God
raised up his servant and sent him to bless you as every one of you
turns from his wicked ways.›” (Acts of Apostles 3, 26). Christ instructed
His disciples to give blessing even for oppression and persecution20.

Inclusion of the disciples in Jesus’s mission
Jesus includes into His big mission all the people who believes in
Him. In the most important moment of His life, when His hour came,
He called disciples to join His mission of salvation, in a way of service.
The Apostles after the Resurrection of Christ have full consciousness
of that because of an invitation from the Messiah and connection with
Him, they are the servants of God. In the unanimous prayer that they
bring to God in the midst of the persecution of the Sanhedrin, they
say: „ And now, Lord, take note of their threats and help your servants
to proclaim your message with all fearlessness, by stretching out your
hand to heal and to work miracles and marvels through the name of
your holy servant Jesus.’” (Acts of Apostles 4, 29-30). It is hard to get
a text which is more unequivocally showing disciples taking part in
Jesus’s mission21.
After His resurrection Christ by giving the Holy Spirit to the Apostles entrusts them His power of blessing: they become sacramental
symbols of Christ. By the power of the same Holy Spirit they entrust
empowerment to their successors. This apostolic succession forms the
structure of the whole liturgical life of the Church. It has a sacral character transmitted by the Sacrament of the Holy Orders (KKK 1087).
The Apostles did not receive only some kind of function that every
member of the Church could do but were specially and internally involved in the mission of the Incarnated Word. Apostles did the same
when they chose their cooperates who were supposed to be their successors in ministry. This choice was covering also those who were supposed to continue their mission in the history of Church – the mission
of representing The Lord Christ and Redeemer22. All the Christians
are called to take part in the mission of the servant of the Lord. The
20

K. Romaniuk, Błogosławieństwo, in: F. Gryglewicz (ed.), Encyklopedia Katolicka,
vol. II, Lublin 1995, c. 683.
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H. Witczyk, Błogosławieństwo wiary, Kielce 2015, p. 101-102.
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Jan Paweł II, List Apostolski Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, w: Breviarium Fidei. Wybór
doktrynalnych wypowiedzi Kościoła, Poznań 2007, s. 670.
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bishops, priests and deacons take part in this mission in the first row
as people chosen and gifted of the grace of faith and the power of the Biblical
theology
Holy Spirit. They must reveal the God to people around them23.

The liturgy of Church as a symbol of blessing
This mission can be discovered in the liturgy of Church where in
fullness and speciality a man represents God Himself. It can be seen
during the liturgical functions where the priest in verbal formula along
with the particular gesture or liturgical symbol asks God for sanctification and giving spiritual and material goods for the people of God24.
As the Pope Pius XI in his encyclical Ad catholici sacerdotii says,
the priest is the servant of Christ, is the instrument in the hand of
the Savior to lead His mission further in time what in over Earthly
efficiency renewing the humanity, lead it to a noble cult. The priest
is a “second Christ” according to the Gospel’s words: „ and he said to
them again, ‘Peace be with you. ‘As the Father sent me, so am I sending
you.” (J 20, 21). The power entrusted to a priest based on a Sacrament
of Holy Orders is permanent and lasting25.
God gives the power of His blessing to those who substitutes Him on
Earth – the priests. They always bless in His name, in the name of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Blessing is not a magic, it is a grace
given most often during sacraments where the priest in the name of
God blesses a man26. It can be seen very clearly in the liturgy of Church
what has double dimension. It is understood as an answer of faith and
love for the “spiritual blessings” we receive from the Father. On one
hand the Church united with its Lord and in „Holy Spirit” (Luke 10,
21), blessed the Father „ Thanks be to God for his gift that is beyond
all telling!” (2 Kor 9,15) by the adoration, worship and thanksgiving.
On the other hand up to fulfilment of God’s plan the Church does not
stop giving to the Father „sacrifices from received from Him gifts” and
ask Him to send the Holy Spirit upon those gifts, oneself, on all the
faithful and upon the whole world and to bring the fruits of life by the
23
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communion in death and resurrection of Christ the Priest and by the
power of blessing „to the praise of the glory of his grace, his free gift
to us in the Beloved,” (Ef 1, 6) (KKK 1083). In the liturgy the Church
blesses and worships God the Father as a source of all the blessings
of creation and salvation that He blessed us in His Son to give us the
Spirit of the children of God (KKK 1110).

Eucharist and sacrament of penance and reconciliation
The power of blessing of the priest can be fully seen in sacraments,
especially in Eucharist and Sacrament of Penance and Reconciliation.
Jesus Christ established a sacrament of Eucharist and consequently
decided to establish a sacrament of Holy Orders. He could only entrust
the Eucharist to chosen people’s hands. This is how the Church was
born and this i show the Church understands the union between the
priesthood and Eucharist. The Highest and the Only One Priest is
Jesus Christ. He is a Good Shepherd. The priest has participation in
the greatest power existing in the world. Priest touching a heart frees
it from guilt, from the greatest misfortune that can happen to a human
– that is sin. The priest can sanctify things and people also when he is
a sinful himself because he is doing it by the power of God, not his27.
The blessings occur at the beginning and the end of the Holy Mass,
there are like frames in the blessing-thanksgiving nature of the Mass.
Preparation of sacrificial gifts of bread and wine has also a character
of blessing: „Blessed are you Lord, the God of universe...” (MR 1970
r.). The blessing is also a formula said before the reading of the Gospel
„The Lord is with you”, in the beginning of the eucharistic prayer and
before final blessing and also words „The peace of the Lord be with
you always, along with the sign of peace. Many forms and formulas of
the blessing, especially the formulas of greeting given by Saint Paul
the Apostle in liturgical form already: „The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ, the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with
you all!” (2 Kor 13,13), went to eastern and western liturgy, and in Roman Missal some of them became a form of greeting28.
During the Eucharist priest says for couple of times “The Lord be
with you”. What does it mean? Jesus is with His people in all their
life experiences and situations. The God says: „I shall not fail you or
27
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desert you,” (Hebrews 13, 5). And in Gospel Jesus ensures: „I am with
you always; yes, to the end of time.” (Mt 28, 20). The Lord is with h/is Biblical
theology
faithful not only when it is good but also and maybe primarily when
it is badly. God reminds about this through a priest. And words „The
Lord is with you” are for the people source of faithful blessing. At the
end of the Mass the priest gives in a sign of a cross – a blessing which
is done in the name of Almighty God. It has a huge meaning. People go
with this blessing home and the Lord is going with them. Everything
from that moment can be different, under the condition that we will
take this blessing with faith and bringing it in life.29. There are many
different blessings existing in Church, with the official liturgical character. It is usually accompanied by the spirkling with the Holy Water
and that is why it is said very popularly about sanctifying people or
things. Priest do that generally. The special two-volume book of blessing exist that relates to different situations in life.30.

Forms and methods of blessings
Among the sacramentals we can find firstly the blessings of people,
meals, things, places. Each blessing is God’s worshipping and prayer
for His gifts. Christians in Christ are „Blessed be God the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with all the spiritual blessings of
heaven in Christ.” (Ephesians 1, 3). And this is why the Church gives
blessing calling the name of Jesus and usually doing the holy sign of
the cross (KKK 1671).
There are many other forms of blessings in Church apart from blessings during Eucharist. We can highlight blessings of people, meals,
things, places but most primarily we get our attention to blessing of
the Blessed Sacrament. This form rose in late medieval as a numerous manifestation of increased eucharistic worship. This blessing took
place at the end of service or teoforic processions and was ministered
as a sign of the cross. The special form of blessing is related to realisation of life vocation, for example blessing in episcopal ordination,
Holy Orders of the Presbyterian, ordination of the diaconate and religious profession. The gesture accompanying the blessing is taking
the hands out completed with the prayer. The blessing is connected
with ministering of sacraments. Blessing in Christening sacrament is
related to blessing parents and the child and participants, during Sacrament of Confirmation – the blessing of Bishop to newly confirmed,
29
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during Sacrament of Anointing the Sick – blessing the people taking
the sacrament, and during the Sacrament of Marriage – blessing the
newlyweds. Moreover, in case of danger of life every priest can minister
an apostolic blessing31.
Some of the blessings has permanent nature; its result is sacrificing
some people to God and reservation of certain objects and places to
liturgical use. Among the blessing of people – which cannot be mixed
up with sacramental ordination – the blessing of the abbot or priest of
the convent, the consecration of the virgin and widows, the ordinance
of religious profession and blessing for certain ministries in Church
(lectors, acolytes, catechists etc.). As an example of blessing the things
we can list sanctifying the church or the alter, blessing of sacred oils,
vessels and liturgical vestments, bells, etc. (KKK 1672).
Blessing of the thing is related to the liturgical year. During celebration of different festivities, certain things are being blessed, for
example: water for the feast of Epiphany, wax candle called Blessed
Candle in the feast of the Presentation of the Lord, ashes at Ash
Wednesday, palms on the Palm Sunday, oils on Holy Thursday, food on
Holy Saturday, fire, paschal and baptismal water on the Easter Vigil32.
The blessing can be expressed in two forms: firstly the prayer in the
Holy Spirit goes through Christ to the Father (we bless Him because
He blessed us) (por. Ephesians 1, 3-14; 2 Kor 1, 3-7; 1 P 1, 3-9.), then
beggs for a grace of Holy Spirit who through Christ goes to the Father
(this is Him who blesses us, por. 2 Kor 13,13; Rz 15, 5-6. 13; Ef 6, 23-24)
(KKK 2627).

Priest as a person of blessing
For sure the blessing is coming through most powerfully through
sacraments. Nevertheless, the wise, warm, fervent word of blessing
has great power. Priest by its definition is a man who blesses, and this
is what he needs to do. He has influence on the presence of God among
the people by his service. The danger is to have a magical approach
to blessing, some naive, pagan expectation that it will automatically
safeguard human fate. This treating of blessing must be rejected. But
the more extreme and dangerous seems to be the second extreme
today – the unbelief in God’s presence and acting in human life. The
31
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blessing is an expression of faith that we know that we are not alone,
but the God watches over us33, that „as the light and warmth of the Biblical
theology
sun is a blessing to the Earth, so the light of God is for mankind when
He shines His face upon it”34.
The blessing is a given gift to a man by God through priests. But the
biggest gift that was given to us by our Creator and sent by Jesus is
the Holy Spirit. He is the blessing because He was given to us to have
Him and for Him to remain in us. The blessing of God in full meaning
is the Holy Spirit35. The power of priesthood comes from Him. He is
the One sanctifying the Church that watches over the people to go
through the road of salvation. Priest as an instrument of God is called
to minister God’s blessing in the most perfect expression which is the
Holy Spirit, in a special and exceptional way in the power of Christ.

***
The blessing of God that accompanies human always is a sign of
the Creator’s care about His creation. God as a source and destiny
of blessing calls chosen people to deliver His blessing. It can be seen
from the very beginning when God blessed the human as a crown of
creation. In the history of Israel certain people became transmitters
of God’s grace. In the moment of shaping the cult this special task was
entrusted to priests. The fullest sign of priest’s function is realised in
Jesus who is a real and eternal Priest. Chosen members of the Church
have participation in this priesthood through the ordination. They
deliver to the People of God the biggest and greatest gift – the Holy
Spirit who is the most perfect sign of God’s blessing. God is always a
source of priest blessing. Priests bless the faithful in Him name. This
is a very important function in priest’s ministry because the priest
stands in front of people as an alter Christus, becoming a connector
between God and people. The blessing is an expression of deep strive
of Christian prayer: it is a meeting God and a man; in blessing the gift
of God and acceptance by man call each other and unite. The prayer
of blessing is man’s answer to God’s gifts. Because God blesses, the human’s heart can bless God who is the source of all blessing (KKK 2626).
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BÓG JAKO ŹRÓDŁO MOCY BŁOGOSŁAWIEŃSTWA. BIBLIJNE
PODSTAWY I ZNACZENIE W POSŁUDZE KAPŁAŃSKIEJ
Łaciński termin benedicere oznacza „mówić o kimś dobrze, życzyć dobra,
przyzywać łaskawości człowieka i Boga”. Błogosławieństwo odnosi się również
do darów Boga, jakie daje On człowiekowi. Stwórca w Adamie i Ewie udziela
błogosławieństwa całemu rodzajowi ludzkiemu. Jest to błogosławieństwo
życia i płodności. Tę Bożą łaskę człowiek może przekazywać swoim potomkom.
Widać to w dziejach Izraela, gdzie błogosławieństwo, które otrzymuje Abraham
przechodzi na jego potomków. Od wyboru Aarona i jego synów na kapłanów
Starego Przymierza, przekazywanie Bożego błogosławieństwa staje się funkcją
kapłańską. Jedynym kapłanem jest Jezus Chrystus, który w sposób doskonały
urzeczywistnia i przekazuje błogosławieństwo. Widać to w jego nauczaniu
i misji. W tę misję włącza Apostołów, którzy kontynuują Jego dzieło i przekazują posługiwanie swoim następcą. Boże błogosławieństwo przekazywane
jest w sakramentach, szczególnie w Eucharystii oraz sakramencie pokuty i pojednania. Funkcję kapłańską, jaką jest błogosławienie, widać w trakcie całego
roku liturgicznego, kiedy kapłan błogosławi ludzi i różne przedmioty. Kapłan
to człowiek błogosławiący, który jako „drugi Chrystus” staje się pomostem dla
człowieka w dotarciu do Boga i jednocześnie swoją posługą przybliża Boga
człowiekowi.
Słowa kluczowe: Bóg, Jezus, Duch Święty, błogosławieństwo, błogosławić,
sakramenty, kapłaństwo, kapłan.
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Biblical Canon: Formation & Variations
in Different Christian Traditions

The Canon hasn’t been constant, but historically varied. Various approach
to biblical authorship and different processes led to the fact, that nowadays
we can distinguish at least three canons of the Holy Bible. The most important differences concern the Old Testament. Protestant Churches include in
the canon all 39 books that belong to the Hebrew Bible. The Roman Catholic
Church recognize 46 Old Testament books and the Orthodox Church following
the text of the Septuagint (LXX) 50 books. These differences are related to deuterocanonical books, called by Protestant Churches Apocrypha. All Christians
agree with the same number of 27 books in the New Testament. However,
it is a different arrangement of books in the Roman Catholic and Protestant
Churches and the Orthodox Church. The existence differences in the biblical
canon remain an ecumenical problem in the Christian striving to the unity.
Key words: Biblical Canon, formation, variations, Christian traditions.
When we look at the Bible of various Christian denominations, easily to see that the Churches have a different number of Scripture’s
books, recognized as canonical. To understand the current system of
the Bible, it’s important to show what canon is and how it had been
shaped over the centuries. The aim of this study is to examine how
biblical canon was formed and consequently to see which books are
common and what the differences in the perception of the books to
be inspired are.
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Formation of the Biblical Canon
“Canon” came from the Greek word kanon that means “measuring
stick”, by extension “rule”, “standard”. In sacred literature “canon”
contains a list or collection of books recognized as authoritative, in
Judaism and Christianity they are regarded as inspired by God and
can be used for worship and mission activity1. Analyzing the formation
of the biblical canon it is necessary to focus on the origin, process of
recognition and final fixing of the sacred literature.

The Hebrew Bible
In the Jewish community Scribes (Hebrew Soferim) played the supreme
norm of faith and life and had been received the divine authority status2.

1

Cf. “Canon,” in: R.N. Soulen and R.K. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism,
(Louisvelle. London: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 29.
The beginning of the “canonicity” of Scripture’s books is just observed in the
Bible. The following quotes clearly indicate the presence of canonical awareness
in both the Old and the New Testament: “You shall not add to the word which
I command you, nor take from it, that you may keep the commandments of the
Lord your God which I command you” (Deut 4:2); “Whatever I command you, be
careful to observe it; you shall not add to it nor take away from it” (Deut 12:32);
“Stand in the court of the Lord’s house, and speak to all the cities of Judah,
which come to worship in the Lord’s house, all the words that I command you
to speak to them. Do not diminish a Word” (Jer 26:2); “Do not add to His words,
lest He rebuke you, and you be found a liar” (Prov 30:6); “I know that whatever
God does, it shall be forever. Nothing can be added to it, and nothing taken from
it. God does it, that men should fear before Him” (Eccl 3:14); “the longsuffering
of our Lord is salvation – as also our beloved brother Paul, according to the
wisdom given to him, has written to you, as also in all his epistles, speaking
in them of these things, in which are some things hard to understand, which
untaught and unstable people twist to their own destruction, as they do also
the rest of the Scriptures” (2 Pet 3: 15-16); “Then he said to me, “These words
are faithful and true.” And the Lord God of the holy prophets sent His angel
to show His servants the things which must shortly take place. “Behold, I am
coming quickly! Blessed is he who keeps the words of the prophecy of this book”
(Rev 22, 6-7); “For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of
this book: If anyone adds to these things, God will add to him the plagues that
are written in this book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the book
of this prophecy, God shall take away his part from the Book of Life, from the
holy city, and from the things which are written in this book” (Rev 22, 18-19).

2

Cf. L.M. McDonald, “Canon,” 777-809, in: J.W. Rogerson and J.M. Lieu (eds.),
The Oxford handbook of Biblical Studies, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2008), 779.
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The Jewish canon “the Tanakh” includes three types of books: Torah
Biblical
– Law, Nebiim – Prophets, Ketubim – Writings3.
theology
The Torah contains the first five books of the Bible – Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, known also as Pentateuch. The
final form of the Torah was composed in the V century B.C.E.
Nebiim consists of prophets’ speeches and biographical sources.
In the Hebrew Bible there are 8 books of the Prophets: the Former
(Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings) and the Latter Prophets (Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve, which are called as Minor Prophets – Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah, Hagai, Zechariah, Malachi). Prophets were accepted as
normative by 200 B.C.E.
To Writings (Kethubim) belong: Psalms, Proverbs, Job, which are
traditionally recognized as the poetical books; the Song of Songs,
Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, that create the Five Scrolls;
Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah, Chronicles. According to biblical scholars,
some texts from these books may had been written even before the
Exile, but finally their present form had been reached during or after
the Exile. Some scholars underline that the book of Daniel is probably
the last one in Jewish Canon, composed around 165 B.C.E..
In Hebrew enumeration Samuel, Kings, Ezra-Nehemiah, Chronicles
and the Twelve minor prophets are counted as one book each, totally
constituting 24 books4.
Jewish Bible – Tanakh5
Pentateuch or the Five Books of Moses – Torah ()ּתֹורה
ָ
1. Genesis – Bereszit ()בראשית
2. Exodus – Szemot ()שמות
3. Leviticus – Wajikra ()ויקרא
4. Numbers – Bamidbar ()במדבר
5. Deuteronomy – Debarim ()דברים
Prophets – Newiim ()נביאים
Former Prophets
6. Joshua – Jehoszua ()יהושע
3

Cf. D.A. Holgate and R. Starr, Studyguide to Biblical Hermeneutics, (London:
SCM press, 2006), 26.

4

Cf. G.W. Anderson, “Canonical and Non-Canonical,” 113-159, in: P.R. Ackroyd
and C.F. Evans (eds.), The Cambridge History of the Bible. From the Beginnings
to Jerome, vol. 1, (Cambridge: University Press, 1970), 135; cf. J.R. Beasley, C.E.
Fant, E.E. Joiner, D.W. Musser, M.G. Reddish, An Introduction to the Bible,
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1991), 51-55.

5

Cf. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1997).
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7. Judges – Szoftim ()שופטים
8. 1-2 Samuel – Szemuel ()שמואל
9. 1-2 Kings – Melakhim ()מלכים
Latter Prophets:
10. Isaiah – Jeszajahu ()ישעיה
11. Jeremiah – Jiremijahu ()ירמיה
12. Ezekiel – Yekhezqel ()יחזקאל
13. Twelve Minor Prophets – Trei Asar ()תרי עשר
Hosea – ()הושע
Joel – ()יואל
Amos – ()עמוס
Obadiah – ()עבדיה
Jonah – ()יונה
Micah – ()מיכה
Nahum – ()נחום
Habakkuk – ()חבקוק
Zephaniah – ()]צפניה
Haggai – ()חגי
Zechariah – ()זכריה
Malachi – ()מלאכי
Writings – Ketuwim ()כתובים
14. Psalms – Tehilim ()תהלים
15. Proverbs – Miszlei ()משלי
16. Job – Ijow ()איוב
17. Song of Songs – Szir Haszirim ()שיר השירים
18. Ruth – Rut ()רות
19. Lamentations – Eikhah ()איכה
20. Ecclesiastes – Qoheleth ()קהלת
21. Esther – Ester ()אסתר
22. Daniel – Daniel ()דניאל
23. Ezra-Nehemiah – Ezra wuNechemia ()עזרא ונחמיה
24. 1-2 Cronicles – Diwrej Hajamim ()דברי הימים
The Jews in Diaspora who didn’t remember or never spoke Hebrew,
influenced by Greek culture, needed a Greek version of the Bible.
A translation of the Holy Scriptures from Hebrew to Greek, also known
as the “Bible of Alexandria” had been developed since the time of
Ptolemy II Philadelphia (285-246 B.C.E.), specifically in the period
from about 250 to 150 before Christ. The name “Septuagint” and the
abbreviation (LXX) comes from the Letter of Aristeas, which was written about 120 B.C.E., where the sacred legend was mentioned about 70
Jewish scholars translating independently the same text under God’s
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inspiration without any error. The Septuagint includes Greek books
missing in the Hebrew Bible: Wisdom of Solomon, Judith, Baruch, Biblical
theology
the Letter of Jeremiah, 1-2 Maccabees, short additions to Esther and
Daniel. Probably Greek Scriptures were not only spread in Diaspora,
what is suggested by the discovered greek texts of Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy, the Letter of Jeremiah among Qumran’s
Dead Sea Scrolls6.
In the formation of the Hebrew Bible and the Old Testament Canon
very important role played the following ancient texts:
1) The Prologue to Sirach (c. 130 B.C.E.) mentioned about great
teachings of the “Law and the Prophets and the others that followed them”, what some scholars even identify with the Writings,
the third part of the Hebrew Bible.
2) The text from Jubilees 2, 23-24 (c. 160-140 B.C.E.) spoke about
“twenty-two chief men from Adam until Jacob and twenty-two
kinds of works made before the seventh day”.
3) The Qumran text 4QMMT (or “Miqsat Ma’aseh ha-Torah”) from
about 150 B.C.E., known as 4QHalakic Letter (or “The Second
Letter on Works Reckoned as Righteousness”) taught: “to you
we have written that you must understand the book of Moses
and the words of the prophets and of David and the annals of
each generation” (4Q397, frr. 7+8:10-11, Martinez trans. 84).
Some scholars refer David to the psalms literature and “the
annals of each generation” to the Cronicles concluding the
Writings in the Hebrew Bible.
4) The passage of 2 Maccabees 2: 13-15 (c. 104-63 B.C.E.) referred
to the founding of the library by Nehemiah and collecting “the
books about the kings and prophets, and the writings of David,
and the letters of kings about votive offerings”.
5) Philo (c. 20 B.C.E.-40 C.E.) mentioned “laws and oracles delivered through the mouth of prophets, and psalms and anything
else which fosters and perfects knowledge and piety” (Contemplative Life 25, LCL), which later he named as “Holy Scriptures”
(hierois grammasi).

6

Cf. Septuaginta Id Est Vetus Testamentum Graece Iuxta LXX Interpretes, vol.
I, (Stuttgart: Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1952); cf. Septuaginta
Id Est Vetus Testamentum Graece Iuxta LXX Interpretes, vol. II, (Stuttgart:
Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt), 1952; cf. M.J. Gorman (ed.),
Scripture. An Ecumenical Introduction to the Bible and Its Interpretation, (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Academic, 2010), 9, 105; cf. J.R. Beasley, op. cit., 63.
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6) Dead Sea Scrolls spoke about the literature larger than later
canonized Hebrew writings, which included 1 Enoch, Jubilees,
Temple Scroll, the Psalms of Joshua and others.
7) Jesus in Luke 24:44 referred to “the law of Moses, the prophets,
and the psalms”.
8) Josephus, a Jewish historian from I century, mentioned about
22 books that had a special status in the Hebrew community7.
Probably he described the same 24 books Hebrew canon has
nowadays where Ruth together with the Book of Judges formed
one book, Lamentations of Jeremiah together with the Book of
Jeremiah another one.
9) Also 2 Ezdras (called 4 Ezra), written around 100 C.E., speaks
about 24 books to be read by everyone, that was the Hebrew

Biblical
theology

7

“For we have not an innumerable multitude of books among us, disagreeing
from, and contradicting one another: [as the Greeks have:] but only twenty two
books: which contain the records of all the past times: which are justly believed
to be divine. And of them five belong to Moses: which contain his laws, and the
traditions of the origin of mankind, till his death. This interval of time was little
short of three thousand years. But as to the time from the death of Moses, till
the reign of Artaxerxes, King of Persia, who reigned after Xerxes, the Prophets,
who were after Moses, wrote down what was done in their times, in thirteen
books. The remaining four books contain hymns to God; and precepts for the
conduct of human life. ’Tis true, our history hath been written since Artaxerxes
very particularly; but hath not been esteemed of the like authority with the
former by our forefathers; because there hath not been an exact succession of
Prophets since that time. And how firmly we have given credit to these books
of our own nation, is evident by what we do. For during so many ages as have
already passed, no one has been so bold, as either to add any thing to them;
to take any thing from them; or to make any change in them. But it is become
natural to all Jews, immediately, and from their very birth, to esteem these
books to contain divine doctrines; and to persist in them: and, if occasion be,
willingly to die for them. For ’tis no new thing for our captives, many of them
in number, and frequently in time, to be seen to endure wracks, and deaths
of all kinds, upon the theatres; that they may not be obliged to say one word
against our laws, and the records that contain them. Whereas there are none
at all among the Greeks who would undergo the least harm on that account: no
nor in case all the writings that are among them were to be destroyed. For they
take them to be such discourses as are framed agreeably to the inclinations of
those that write them. And they have justly the same opinion of the elder writers: since they see some of the present generation bold enough to write about
such affairs, wherein they were not present; nor had concern enough to inform
themselves about them from those that knew them. Examples of which may be
had in this late war of ours: where some persons have written histories, and
published them, without having been in the places concerned; or having been
near them when the actions were done: but these men put a few things together,
by hearsay; and insolently abuse the world; and call these writings by the name
of Histories”. Flavius Josephus of the Antiquity of the Jews, Against Apion, 1.8.
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Bible, and the remaining 70 books hidden for the “wise” (2
Biblical
Esdras 14).
theology
10) The first Jewish text Baba Bathra 14b (?140-180 C.E.) confirmed the second and third part of the Hebrew Bible, at the
same time assuming the Torah: “Our Rabbis taught: The order
of the Prophets is Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Isaiah, and the Twelve Minor Prophets... The order of
the Hagiographa [or ‘Writings’, = Ketubim] is Ruth, the book of
Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel and the Scroll of Esther, Ezra and Chronicles”8.
The assembly at Jamnia that took place in 90 C.E. was an important, but not final step in the determining of the Hebrew Bible, where
Jewish scholars from Palestine were discussing about surviving of
Judaism and cult after the temple had been destroyed. There were
numerous meetings of the main rabbis of Palestine, but their aim was
not to establish the list of the canonical books. They needed for precise
indication of normative books for the Jewish community searching
a new basis for their identity9.
In the discussion about canonicity of the Hebrew Bible the following
criteria were important: authoritative books had to be conformed to
Torah and other already normative writings (conformity); written by
prophets inspired by God (inspiration) and only in Hebrew, because
Greek texts were assumed as corrupted by Hellenistic influence (Hebrew language); finally had to be generally accepted, focusing on God’s
dealing with Jewish people (widespread use)10.
There are many opinions when the Hebrew canon was eventually
formed. Some put this date as early as II in. BC, others move this period
even in the second or third century of our era. The unique solution
where the Hebrew canon was totally established hasn’t been decided
definitely until nowadays11.

The Canon of the Christian Bible
It was naturally for Christianity that grew up from Judaism to recognize Hebrew Scriptures as authoritative. When the Law and the
Prophets were widely accepted, the issue of the Writings wasn’t closed
definitely. After Paul brought the Gospel to Gentiles, the Greek texts
8

Cf. McDonald, op. cit., 788-792; cf. Beasley, op. cit., 56.

9

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 56.

10

Cf. ibid., 56-57.

11

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 108.
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of the Bible began to play an important place in Christian communities. Except Jerome and Rufinus, Christian authorities considered
Septuagint codices as canonical. According to manuscripts from IV-V
century, to Greek Scriptures belonged those writings, that were not
included into the Hebrew canon: the Wisdom of Solomon Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), the Letter of Jeremiah, fragments of Daniel and Esther,
Tobit, Judith, 1-4 Maccabees, Psalm 151, 1 Esdras, which nowadays
constitute part of some Christian canons known as deuterocanonical
or apocryphal books. Other scriptures, such as Enoch, Jannes and
Jambres, Apocalypse of Elijah, that did not belong to those lists were
called by Christians pseudepigrapha, what means “falsely attributed”,
and were considered as useful for reading and understanding of New
Testament writings12.
In the meantime Christian texts also began to be used in worship
and received the Scripture’s status as before Hebrew books had done13.
Some materials that later became a part of the New Testament were
known orally, especially regarding to the Gospels, teachings of Jesus
and stories about him. The awareness to record texts of Jesus’ witnesses before their death, lack of end time and necessity to interpret
the present and future life, facing different problems in the churches,
increased number of converts contributed to the formation of written
documents of the New Testament14.
The letters of Paul which appeared from 50 C.E., were the first written texts of the New Testament. Among them it’s important to distinguish those books, which from the beginning had been attributed to
his authorship: 1 Thessalonians, Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Philippians,
Philemon, Galatians. In front of differences in setting, lexis, style and
theology, 2 Thessalonians, Colossians, 1-2 Timothy, Titus, Ephesians
were regarded as deutero-Pauline letters, probably not written by him,
even if they shared his main ideas15. When Paul considered Jewish
Greek scriptures as authoritative, after his death Christians began to

12

Cf. ibid., 9, 105, 108-109; cf. Beasley, op. cit., 57-58. Cf. McDonald, op. cit., 781.

13

Cf. H. Gamble, “The Formation of the New Testament Canon and Its Significance for the History of Biblical Interpretation”, in: A.J. Hauser and D.F. Watson
(eds.), A History of Biblical Interpretation. The Ancient Period, vol. 1, (Grand
Rapids, Michigan/Cambridge U.K., 2003), 409-429, 409-410.

14

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 59-60.

15

Cf. ibid., 60.
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use his letters in their daily life. By the fourth century, 13 or 14 (with
Biblical
Hebrews) letters of Paul were regarded as canonical16.
theology
The Gospel of Mark, written about 70 C.E., was followed by Matthew
(85-90 C.E.), Luke (85-90 C.E.) and John (90-100 C.E.). Lack of centralized political power and of temple archive caused various interpretations of Jesus life and teaching at the beginning of Christianity. By the
time of the apologist Justin Martyr and his pupil Tatian, a fore-hold
gospel was already sufficiently approved and used against heresies17.
The Hebrews before attributed to Paul, probably was written by an
anonymous author from the I century. The Revelation came from John,
a church leader in Asia Minor, in the last decade of the first century.
To the catholic letters, named because of their universal character,
belong 1-2-3 John, Jude, 1-2 Peter. 2 Peter probably was the last book
of the New Testament, had been written by 125-130 C.E. James, 1-2
Peter, 1-3 John, Jude appeared already in II-III century collections,
but were not widely accepted as authoritative writings until the IV
century. Eastern Christians couldn’t accept the Revelation by the fifth
century. The book of Hebrews was accepted in the East, but rejected
in the West18.
There were also other books from the end of the I to the end of the
II century, as 1-2 Clement, the Epistle of Barnabas, the Didache, the
Shepherd of Hermas, the Gospel of Peter, The Apocalypse of Peter,
the Gospel of Thomas, the Acts of Paul, which had received by some
communities the status of sacred Scripture, but finally they didn’t
belong to the developed canonical list19.
Marcion, a Christian from the II century, trying to form a New Testament canon, distinguished God of the Old Testament from God of the
New Testament. His proposal of Canon contained only a shorter nonorthodox version of Gospel of Luke and the 10 letters of Paul (Galatians,
1-2 Corinthians, Romans, 1-2 Thessalonians, Colossians, Philippians,
Philemon, Laodeceans, which biblical scholars usually interprete as
Ephesians). Later Marcion was announced by the Church as a heretic20.
16

Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, included Hebrew into canonical list in 367.
Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 110-111.

17

According to Justin Martyr, the Gospels were read aloud during Christmas assemblies. Tatian was the first Christian writer who cited the Gospel as Scripture
(Justin, First Apology 67.3-4; Tatian, Oration to the Greeks 13.1). Cf. Beasley, op.
cit., 60; cf. M.J. Gorman (ed.), op. cit., 109-110.

18

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 111; cf. Beasley, op. cit., 60-61.

19

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 60-61.

20

Cf. Gorman, op. cit.,112; cf. Beasley, op. cit., 62.
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Muratorian fragment from the end of the II century recognized 4
Gospels, Acts, 13 Paul’s letters, 2 letters of John, the letter of Jude, Revelation. Irenaeus (c. 170-80), bishop of Lyons, added to this collection
also 1 Peter. He was also the first who distinguished the Christian Old
and New Testaments. Tertullian referred the Latin word testamentum
to the New Testament and recognized as authoritative only 23 books
except of James, 2 Peter, 2-3 John. Origen mentioned about 27 books,
adding that six among them – Hebrews, James, 2 Peter, 2-3 John, Jude
– were debated21.
In the fourth century Christian Scriptures just determined the
Canon. In the Easter letter of Athanasius of Alexandria from 367 C.E.
there was a list of 27 Scriptures of the New Testament described as
“canonical” Christian Communities use nowadays22. The same number
of books is confirmed by the councils of Hippo (393 C.E.) and Carthage
(397 C.E.)23.
The Church used the following criteria in recognizing of the canon of
the New Testament: texts had to be regarded to the apostolic tradition
(apostolicity), in accordance with the apostolic teaching of the Church
(orthodoxy), created in apostolic age24 (antiquity), inspired by God
(inspiration) and used widely in Christian communities (widespread
use)25.
In 382 C.E. the great biblical Palestine scholar Jerome (c. 345-420)
asked by Pope Damasus, translated Scripture from Hebrew and Greek
21

Cf. McDonald, op. cit., 804; cf. W. W. Klein, C.L. Blomberg, R.L. Hubbard, Introduction to Biblical Interprretation, (Nashville – Dallas – Mexico City – Rio
de Janeiro: Thomas Nelson, 2004), 111-112.

22

Cf. Gamble, op. cit., 409-411.

23

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 62.
There were known 15 lists of sacred writings appearing between IV and VI
century CE that confirmed current canon of 27 books of the New Testament:
Eusebius, HE 3. 25. 1-7 (303-325); Catalogue in Codex Claromontanus (303-67);
Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. 4. 33 (c. 350); Athanasius, Festal Letter 39 (c. 367);
Mommsen Catalogue (c. 365-90); Epiphanius, Panarion 76. 5 (c. 374-7); Apostolic Canon 85 (c. 380); Gregory of Nazianzus, Carm. 12. 31 (c. 383-90); African
Canons (c. 393-419); Jerome, Ep. 53 (c. 394); Augustine, De doct. Christ. 2. 8. 12
(c. 396-7); Amphilochius, Iambi ad Seleucum 289-319 (c. 396); Rufinus, Comm.
In Sym. Apost. 36 (c. 400); Pope Innocent, Ad Exsuper. Tol. (c. 405); Syrian catalogue of St Catherine’s (c. 400). An import ant role in the formation of the New
Testament Canon player also: Codex Vaticanus (c. 331-50); Codex Sinaiticus (c.
331-50); Codex Alexandrinus (c. 425); Syriac Peshitta (c. 400). Cf. McDonald, op.
cit., 796.

24

This criterion is dependent from other criteria.

25

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 62-63.
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into Latin, nowadays known as the Vulgate26, that means “common”
version because of its use in the Church for many hundred years. As Biblical
theology
Greek-speaking Churches preferred the Septuagint, Western Churches
were faithful to Vulgate27.
According to Jerome writings present in the Greek Septuagint, but
not in the Hebrew Bible, are secondary or apocryphal. To Pseudepigraha belong noncanonical and nondeuterocanonical Jewish and Christian writings between 650 B.C.E. and 800 C.E. The main themes they
speak about are evil, end of the world, Messiah, angels, resurrection.
Different group of books (the Gospel of Thomas, the Acts of Andrew,
the Protevangelium of James etc.) from the second until ninth century
creates the Apocryphal New Testament. Most of them are infantile,
with sensational miracles or stories, offering alternative insights28. The
Church fathers until the fourth century less frequently but also cited
among Old Testament and Christian writings many apocryphal and
pseudepigraphical texts29.

Canon Variation in Different Christian traditions
Different understanding of biblical authorship and historical processes of Scripture’s formation led to different versions of the Holy
Bible that nowadays we can distinguish at least 3 different Christian
canons: Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox and Protestant.

The Roman Catholic Canon
The Council of Trent (April 8, 1546) underlined, that deuterocanonical books were equally authoritative with protocanonical books and
this position is valid until nowadays30. To protocanonical books belong
39 books from the Hebrew Canon; to deuterocanonical – 7 books accepted earlier by Alexandrian Jews31.
26

Biblia Sacra Juxta Vulgatam Clementinam Divisionibus, Summariis et Concordantiis Ornata, (Romae-Tornaci-Parisiis: Typis Societatis S. Joannis Evang.,
1956).

27

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 113, 115; cf. Beasley, op. cit., 62-63.

28

Cf. Holgate, op. cit., 31-32.

29

Cf. McDonald, op. cit., 803-804.

30

Cf. “Canon of the OT,” in: G.W. Bromiley (ed.), The International Standard Bible
Encyclopedia, vol. 1, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1979), p. 600; cf. J.R. Beasley, op. cit., 59.

31

Cf. R.E. Brown, J.A. Fitzmyer, R.E. Murphy, The New Jerome Bible Handbook,
(London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1992), 323.
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The Old Testament in the Roman Catholic Church consists of:
Pentateuch – Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy;
Historical and Wisdom Books – Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1-2 Samuel,
1-2 Kings, 1-2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Tobit (deuterocanonical),
Judith (deuterocanonical), Esther (incl. The six additions), 1-2 Maccabees (deuterocanonical); Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song
of Songs (Song of Solomon), Wisdom of Solomon (deuterocanonical),
Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) (deuterocanonical);
Prophetic Books – Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Baruch (incl.
Letter of Jeremiah) (deuterocanonical), Ezekiel, Daniel (incl. The
Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Jews, Susanna, and Bel
and the Dragon), Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi32.
The New Testament includes:
4 Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John;
The Acts of Apostles;
13 letters of Paul (Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians, 1-2 Thessalonians, 1-2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon) and 8 letters of other or anonymous writers (Hebrews, James,
1-2 Peter, 1-3 John, Jude);
Apocalypse, or Revelation33.

The Eastern Orthodox Canon
The Synod of Jerusalem (1672) accepted additional works of Old
Testament as canonical in the Orthodox Church34. The Old Testament
in the Orthodox Bible includes:
Historical Books – Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1-2 Kingdoms (1-2 Samuel), 3-4 Kingdoms (1-2 Kings), 1-2 Chronicles, 1 Esdras (additional), 2 Esdras (Ezra,
sometimes also Nehemiah), Nehemiah, Esther (with the six additions),
Judith (additional), Tobit (additional), 1-3 Maccabees;
Poetic and Didactic Books – Psalms (incl. Ps. 151), Job, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs (Song of Solomon), Wisdom of Solomon
(additional), (Wisdom of) Sirach (additional);

32

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 15.

33

Cf. ibid., 71-72.

34

Cf. “Jerusalem, Synod of,” in: F.L. Cross (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of the
Christian Church, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 875; cf. Beasley, op.
cit., 59.
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Prophetic Books – Hosea, Amos, Micah, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah,
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Isaiah, Biblical
theology
Jeremiah, Baruch (additional), Lamentations, Letter of Jeremiah (additional), Ezekiel, Daniel (incl. the Prayer of Azariah and the Song of
the Three Jews, Susanna, and Bel and the Dragon);
Also: 4 Maccabees, in an appendix; Prayer of Manasseh at the end
of 2 Chronicles, in an appendix; 3 Esdras in Slavonic Bibles of the
Russian Orthodox Church, in an appendix35.
Most Orthodox today together with Roman Catholics and Protestants accept the same canon of 27 New Testament books36. The canonical status of Revelation was questioned in the Middle Ages. Nowadays
it belongs to the Orthodox canon, but constantly is not available in the
Greek Church lectionary37.
The New Testament in Eastern Orthodox Churches includes:
4 Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John;
The Acts of Apostles;
7 Common Letters (James, 1-2 Peter, 1-3 John, Jude);
14 letters of Paul (Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians, 1-2 Thessalonians, 1-2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon, Hebrew);
Revelation38.

The Protestant Canon
The Protestants excluded from the Old Testament Apokrypha,
known in the Roman Catholic Church as deuterocanonical, which
according to M. Luther were ”not held to be equal to holy scripture
but are useful and good to read”39. From the Reformation Protestant
Churches have recognized as canonical thirty-nine books present in
the Hebrew Bible which were accepted by Jews and apostles at Jesus
time:
Pentateuch – Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy;

35

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 14; cf. W.R.F. Browning (ed.), A Dictionary of the Bible,
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), XIII-XV.

36

Cf. Brown, op. cit., 325.

37

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 113.

38

Cf. Библия или Книги Священного Писания Ветхого и Нового Завета, в русском
переводе, с параллельными местами и указателем церковных чтений, (Москва:
Издание Московской Патриархии, 1956), 1272.

39

Cf. Gorman, op. cit., 114.
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Historical and Poetic Books – Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1-2 Samuel, 1-2
Kings, 1-2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther; Job, Psalms, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs (Song of Solomon);
Prophetic Books – Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi40.
Nowadays Protestants, as Roman Catholics and most Orthodox,
accept the same 27 New Testament books41. Their New Testament
includes:
4 Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John;
Acts of Apostles;
Letters – Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1-2 Thessalonians, 1-2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon,
Hebrews, James, 1-2 Peter, 1-3 John, Jude);
The Revelation of John42.

Summary
The Canon hasn’t been constant, but historically varied. It was an
unconscious process, even in Jesus time Jews and later Christians
were not interested in a closed collection of sacred writings. It appeared in response to some need of the community. As canonization
is a process which can be understood only from historical perspective,
it was necessary to see how biblical canon had been shaped over the
centuries, beginning with the Hebrew Bible, to study later the process
of formation of the Old and New Testament canon in the Christian
Bible. Various approach to biblical authorship and different historical
processes led to the fact, that nowadays we can distinguish at least
three canons of the Holy Bible.
The most important differences concern the Old Testament. Protestant Churches include in the canon all 39 books that belong to the Hebrew Bible. The Roman Catholic Church recognize 46 Old Testament
books and the Orthodox Church following the text of the Septuagint
(LXX) 50 books. These differences are related to deuterocanonical
books, called by Protestant Churches Apocrypha. All Christians agree
with the same number of 27 books in the New Testament. However,
it is a different arrangement of books in the Roman Catholic and
40

Cf. Beasley, op. cit., 13, 58-59; cf. Holgate, op. cit., 31.

41

Cf. Brown, op. cit., 325.

42

Cf. The New English Bible, (Oxford/Cambridge: Oxford University Press/Cambridge University Press, 1970), IX-XI.
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Protestant Churches (Gospels – Acts – Letters of the Apostle Paul
– Common Letters – Revelation) and the Orthodox Church (Gospel Biblical
theology
– Acts – Common Letters – Letters of the Apostle Paul – Revelation).
The existence differences in the biblical canon remain an ecumenical
problem in Christian striving to the unity.

KANON BIBLIJNY: FORMACJA I RÓŻNICE W ODMIENNYCH
TRADYCJACH CHRZEŚCIJAŃSKICH
Kościoły i Wspólnoty chrześcijańskie posiadają odmienną liczbę kanonicznych ksiąg w Piśmie Świętym. Ażeby zrozumieć przyczyny tego podziału, należy
spojrzeć, jak kanon biblijny kształtował na przestrzeni wieków, poczynając
od Biblii hebrajskiej poprzez formację Starego i Nowego Testamentu Biblii
chrześcijańskiej.
Najważniejsze różnice dotyczą Starego Testamentu. Wspólnoty protestanckie
przyjęły 39 ksiąg, które przynależą do Biblii hebrajskiej. Kościół rzymskokatolicki
uznaje za kanoniczne 46 ksiąg Starego Testamentu, a Kościoły prawosławne,
idąc za tekstem Septuaginty (LXX) – 50 ksiąg. Te różnice dotyczą deuterokanonicznych ksiąg, określanych przez protestantów jako apokryfy. Wszyscy chrześcijanie zgadzają się co do liczby 27 ksiąg, obecnych w Nowym Testamencie,
aczkolwiek w różnej kolejności. Istniejące różnice w kanonie biblijnym pozostają jednym z ekumenicznych problemów w drodze ku jedności chrześcijan.
Słowa kluczowe: kanon biblijny, formacja, różnice, tradycje chrześcijańskie.
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Missionary attitude as an essential
dimension of Catholic Spirituality

For, on one hand, the missionary activity of the Church is the work of the
Holy Spirit, who is also the main creator of spiritual life. It is one of the most
important tasks and goals of the Christ’s Church. This means that missionary
attitude is an essential dimension of Christian spirituality.
The whole Christian life, especially spirituality, understood as a fruit of the
cooperation with the Holy Spirit, is permeated with missionary attitude to such
a degree that it should be said that Christian spirituality is simply a missionary
spirituality. Its unique feature is the particular docility to the Holy Spirit.
Joy is an important feature of missionary spirituality, and apostolic love up
to Christ’s standard. It is a love for the Church as Christ’s Mystical Body. It is a
radical ecclesial love, which does not evade the toils of missionary work, and
even the sacrifice of one’s own life. An another important feature of missionary
spirituality is striving for sanctity, because Christian spirituality is a function of
holiness, that is – it remains in the service of holiness.
Key words: Christian spirituality, spiritual life, mission, missionary attitude,
missionary spirituality.
Saint John Paul II’s encyclical Redemptoris missio on the permanent
validity of the missionary mandate (from 7th Dec 1990), published on
the 25th anniversary of the conciliar decree on the missionary activity of the Church – Ad gentes, begins with the words: “The mission of
Christ the Redeemer, which is entrusted to the Church, is still very
far from completion. As the second millennium after Christ’s coming
draws to an end, an overall view of the human race shows that this
mission is still only beginning and that we must commit ourselves
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wholeheartedly to its service. It is the Spirit who impels us to proclaim
the great works of God [...]”.
These words form a scheme within which the topic of the present
spiritual theology reflection finds its proper place. For, on one hand,
Theology
of spirituality the missionary activity is the work of the Holy Spirit, who is also the
main creator of spiritual life, and on the other – it is one of the most
important tasks and goals of the Christ’s Church. This means that
missionary attitude is an essential dimension of Christian spirituality.
To substantiate the thesis that Christian spirituality is missionary
in its nature, it is first necessary to specify the very concept of “spirituality” and explain its essence from the point of view of the Catholic
faith. This is because, in our times, marked by a “universal need of
spirituality,” as St. John Paul II stated in the Apostolic Letter Novo
millennio ineunte (no. 33) – this concept has become very fashionable
and consequently – ambiguous.

The concept and essence of Christian spirituality
The key term spiritualitas (spirituality)1 originated in the first half
of the 5th century and is one of the oldest theological terms. Several
centuries later, in the age of the scholasticism, it was used in philosophy
to denote the immateriality of the human soul. Later it came out of use.
When it returned to the language of theology at the break of the 19th
and 20th centuries, it meant the whole sphere of man’s relationships to
God, encompassing not only ascetics and mysticism, but also various
styles of striving after holiness. In the modern times, however, it gained
a much broader sense. This was mainly the result of post-modern and
New Age influences as well as of the fact it has been assimilated by
psychology and other social sciences and arts. So spirituality ceased
to be an exclusively theological issue.
Having this in mind sociologists in the 1990-ies identified a social
phenomenon which they dubbed “a new spirituality”. It is quite
heterogeneous and it develops outside institutional forms of religion
and often also separately from any religious involvement. This means
that spirituality exceeds the religious context, even more so – an
ecclesiastical one. No wonder that recently more and more often the
term “spirituality” is used instead of the “religiousness”. Whereas
until recently religiousness was considered a fundamental feature of

1

See. A. Solignac, Spiritualité, in: Dictionnaire de spiritualité ascétique et mystique, ed. M. Viller, F. Cavallera, J. de Guibert, v. 14, Paris 1990, col. 1142-1143.
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human existence, at present spirituality becomes crucial, including
both religious and non-religious one.
The latter usually does not have public representations, universally
approved dogmas and moral rules, rites and cults celebrated in comTheology
munity. Instead of a religious institution, a concrete person becomes of spirituality
the subject, defining what is spiritual. So the “new spirituality” is
characterized by a transition from being institution-oriented to being
individual-oriented. As a result – what has already been said – spirituality, until recently a nearly exclusive domain of theology and pastoral
work, now has become the object of interest for psychology and social
sciences2. Moreover, “the new spirituality” has begun to permeate
public consciousness so strongly that it is considered one of the megatrends of the early 21st century. This spirituality focuses on the experience of sacrum, sometimes nameless, understood in the categories
of something personal, intimate, something that relates to the power
located in the man’s interior. Consequently, “new spirituality” stresses
the role of experiences as well as psychological and spiritual exercises
and it considers the human body to be filled with an internal, spiritual
meaning and, at the same time, to be a manifestation of a creative
power of the Spirit. So it refers with respect to nature and promotes
so called healthy eating. Moreover, it attaches a lot of significance to
inter-human bonds, as long as they are based on faithfulness and love.
It is sensitive to art in broad sense and also emphasizes the equality of
the sexes. In a word, it is a holistic spirituality, democratic, so available
for everybody and at the same time subjective and non-hierarchic,
situated in opposition to institutionalized religion, especially Christianity3. “The new spirituality” focuses most of all on providing a general
good mental state and self-fulfilment of the individual, but has nearly
no interest in the well-being of the others.
One particular example of the “new spirituality” is so called spirituality without God, that is an atheistic spirituality, as well as even
further-reaching spirituality without religion4. According to one of the
representatives of the atheistic spirituality, it is based not on religious
faith but on faithfulness, especially to the cultural heritage. In his
opinion faithfulness is more important than faith. Faith is the basis
2

See: Z. Pasek, Nowa duchowość. Konteksty kulturowe, Kraków 2013, p. 37-38.

3

J. Mariański, S. Wargacki, Nowa duchowość jako megatrend społeczny i kulturowy, „Przegląd Religioznawczy” 4(2011), p. 138.

4

See: A. Comte-Sponville, Duchowość ateistyczna. Wprowadzenie do duchowości
bez Boga, transl. E. E. Aduszkiewicz, Warszawa 2011; S. Harris, Przebudzenie.
Duchowość bez religii, transl. J. Żuławnik, Łódź 2015.
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of religion, whereas faithfulness is the basis of spirituality. Thanks to
the faithfulness to the cultural heritage a spiritual bond is formed,
on which society is constructed. The second essential feature of the
atheistic spirituality is being rooted in the present. In contrast to the
Theology
of spirituality traditional religious spirituality, especially Christian one, atheistic
spirituality is far from eschatological attitude. If eternity and God’s
Kingdom, understood in any way, consists in an eternal “now,” then,
being involved in what is hic et nunc, man builds God’s kingdom and
tastes eternity. Therefore – as another author writes – “our task is to
reclaim this material and spiritual space (world, we ourselves: the
present), in which there is nothing to be believed in, since everything
can be known; there is nothing to be hoped, since everything can be
done or loved; to do – what depends on us; to love – what does not
depend on us”5. In this sense atheistic spirituality is not opposed to
religious spirituality, as the common notion of atheism might suggest,
but seems to be its more primeval form and at the same time – a more
universal one.
There is a more radical form of “new spirituality”, the so-called
spirituality without religion, understood as “deepening the very comprehension and incessant breaking through the illusory veil of one’s
own ‘self ’”6. In fact the spirituality so understood concentrates on
psychological processes. It is particularly interested in neurophysiology and neuropsychology, that is the control over one’s consciousness
and cognitive and mental processes7.
It is close to the psychology of spirituality, which has attracted more
and more interest in the last decades. In fact, a Polish Society of Psychology of Religion and Spirituality was established. A psychological
approach to spirituality is sometimes transferred uncritically into the
formation for priesthood and consecrated life, not without disastrous
results for shaping the attitudes of faith. This is because an impression
is made that the application of appropriate psychological methods can
replace the cooperation with God’s grace. Surreptitiously, a spirituality
without God and even spirituality without religion forces its way into
the life of the faith milieus, such as seminaries and novitiates should be.
Spirituality approached from the psychological side is understood
as a property that is innate, given by God, nature or perhaps other
5

A. Comte-Sponville, Duchowość ateistyczna, p. 71; see: R. Zas Friz De Col, Dalla
trascendenza celeste alla trascendenza terrena. Saggio sulla ‘nuova’ spiritualità,
„Mysterion” 4 (2011), no. 1, p. 3-16.

6

S. Harris, Przebudzenie. Duchowość bez religii..., p. 18.

7

Ibid., p. 47-61.
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supernatural or so-called “essential” power and is a nearly biological characteristic of the homo sapiens species. So, spirituality, from
the formal point of view, is a process or integrated set of mental processes, appearing as an adaptative response of every human being to
Theology
the consciousness of their own existence and condition. Sometimes of spirituality
psychology understands spirituality also as a sphere of the activity
of spirits, that is an extra-sensory dimension of reality and a field of
practices aiming at “spiritualizing and/or coming into direct contact
with the supernatural sphere”8.
When analyzing various contemporary conceptions and expressions
of spirituality it is not difficult to notice that their common denominator is the ability to transcend, inherent in human nature, that is the
ability to overcome the limitations related to the bodily-mental dimension of existence. Approaching reality from the phenomenological
point of view, Card. Karol Wojtyła in his work Person and act (Osoba
i czyn, Kraków 1969) stated that the ability to auto-transcend, being
a permanent element of human nature, is the essence of spirituality. To present the issue in a simpler way, one can say, following the
Cardinal, and later – Pope, that every human being as homo sapiens –
a rational and free being expresses his/her spirituality in activity (act).
Everything that makes up culture, taken broadly, bears testimony to
the spiritual nature of man, which differentiates him fundamentally
from animals. Therefore, I put forward a proposal that the spirituality,
on this fundamental level, be called anthropogenic spirituality, since it
has its source in the ability to transcend, inherent in human nature9.
Card. Wojtyła teaches that man as a person through an act crosses
over the present experience of one’s “self”, in a conscious and free
way. In this way he/she reveals immaterial, that is spiritual nature
and the spirituality belonging to it. But this should not be considered
equivalent to the negation of materiality, as early scholasticism did
when it used the spiritualitas term. According to the Archbishop of
Krakow, the essence of spirituality should be seen in verity, that is in
being assigned to the truth10. This means that human spirituality is
expressed not only in consciousness and thinking, but also in acting
and experiencing. On the basis of these two fundamental dynamisms
of human existence the inherent ability to auto-transcend is actualized, in which both the consciousness and the freedom of the subject
8

See: P. M. Socha, Przemiana. W stronę teorii duchowości, Kraków 2014, p. 24-28.

9

Paweł M. Socha states that “it is not so much religiousness, but spirituality which
is the anthropologic feature.” – Przemiana. W stronę teorii duchowości..., p. 58.

10

K. Wojtyła, Osoba i czyn, Kraków 1985 (ed. 2), p. 218-219.
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are involved, as well as acting and experiencing. And his/her whole
carnal dimension is indispensable for this purpose11.
Our Author, as the Pope, often referred to this truth, but there is also
a
noticeable
evolution of his views. In the later period he connected
Theology
of spirituality spirituality, taken in the anthropogenic sense, not only with verity, that
is striving after truth, but above all with love. One can find the confirmation of this in the words of post-synodal Exhortation Familiaris
consortio (from 22 Nov 1981), in which St. John Paul II develops the
notion that God created man in his image and likeness, calling him to
existence through love and towards love (cf. Gen 1:27). At the same
time he states that God inscribed in the humanity of man and woman
the capacity for love, and also the responsibility for the communion
that is born out of this love. In this context there is also a statement that
“As an incarnate spirit, that is a soul which expresses itself in a body
and a body informed by an immortal spirit, man is called to love in his
unified totality. Love includes the human body, and the body is made
a sharer in spiritual love” (FC 11). So the integrality of soul and body
was emphasized and love was shown as the essential bond of the unity
of a human person. Love, understood as mutual self-giving of persons
for the sake of each other’s happiness, is the factor making the spiritual
and corporeal dimension interpenetrate in an inseparable way.
This topic, based in the context of philosophical anthropology, made
a return in the Letter to families Gratissimam sane (from 2 Feb 1994),
published in the Year of the Family. Calling to mind the thought of
Descartes, St. John Paul II said that “It is typical of rationalism to
make a radical contrast in man between spirit and body.” But, as he
emphasized, “man is a person in the unity of his body and his spirit.
The body can never be reduced to mere matter: it is a spiritualized
body, just as man’s spirit is so closely united to the body that he can
be described as an embodied spirit” (no. 19).
From both, most representative of the Holy Pope’s statements, it appears that the tension, typical of the spiritual nature of man, is situated
not so much on the body-soul axis, which is of interest to philosophy
and psychology, but on the truth-love axis, which is the subject of
theology in the first place. A conclusion can be drawn that the above
mentioned capacity for auto-transcending, that is crossing over the
corporeal dimension by the spirit, takes its dynamism from truth and
love, so it encompasses the cognitive, volitional and affective acts,
11

See: A. Szostek, Autotranscendencja podstawą duchowości w ujęciu kard. Karola
Wojtyły – Jana Pawła II, in: Jan Paweł II – Mistrz duchowy („Homo meditans”,
27), ed. M. Chmielewski, Lublin 2006, p. 37-51.
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which become manifest in the act12. In a nutshell, everything characterizing man as homo sapiens, that is all the manifestations of his rational
activity, and especially the creations of civilization and culture, are the
manifestation of his spirituality, taken in the anthropogenic sense13.
Theology
Therefore one should speak about different kinds of anthropogenic of spirituality
spirituality, respective of what man transcends to, in the quest for truth
and love thanks to his liberty and rationality. So, if auto-transcendence
has soteriological direction, which means that is turned towards
something or someone in order to cross over the time-space limitations and to ensure for oneself the permanence of being and happiness, then one can speak about religious spirituality. It is a particular
form of anthropogenic spirituality. In this area there are to be found
different spiritualities of the religions of the world, different in their
doctrine, ethics and cults/rites, including Christianity, but with a very
important reservation that various spiritualities of non-Christian
religions, including the above mentioned “new spirituality” can be
defined as “grass-roots”, that is natural or innate. However, Christian
spirituality, from the Catholic faith point of view should be treated as
a “top-down”, that is super-natural religion. So we face some kind
of a qualitative “leap” between the spiritualities of various religions
and Christian spirituality. As it is known, it has as its subject, the selfrevelation of the Divine Trinity of Persons in the Incarnate Son of God,
Jesus Christ. It is characterized by being based on Biblical revelation
and it has a Trinitarian-Christological character, as well as an ecclesial, sacramental and Marian one14. This means that in the doctrinal,
ethical and cultic-ritual respect it is incomparable and non-reducible
to any other religious spiritualities, even more so – to non-religious
(atheistic) ones.
12

Benedict XVI teaches about the close connection of the truth and love, both
of which are the basis of anthropogenic spirituality, in the Encyclical Caritas
in veritate (from 29 June 2009). We can read there about the necessity “to link
charity with truth not only in the sequence, pointed out by Saint Paul, of veritas
in caritate (Eph 4:15), but also in the inverse and complementary sequence of
caritas in veritate. Truth needs to be sought, found and expressed within the
“economy” of charity, but charity in its turn needs to be understood, confirmed
and practised in the light of truth. In this way, not only do we do a service to
charity enlightened by truth, but we also help give credibility to truth” (no. 2).

13

See: R. Zas Friz De Col, La vocazione universale all’auto-trascendenza, „Mysterion” 8 (2015), n. 1, p. 124-132.

14

See: M. Chmielewski, Główne rysy duchowości katolickiej, in: Duchowość,
mistyka i medytacja chrześcijańskiego świata – katolicyzm („Duchowość Dalekiego Wschodu a chrześcijaństwo. Dialog czy konfrontacja?), ed. I. Kamiński,
J. Perszon, J. Kulwicka-Kamińska, Toruń 2014, p. 13-27.
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Christian spirituality, as a supernatural spirituality is identical with
a strictly understood “spiritual life,” which, according to St. John Paul
II is a life in Christ, under the influence of the Holy Spirit or simply the
life of the Holy Spirit in man and a close cooperation with Him, which
Theology
of spirituality has as its aim leading man towards holiness, that is to being unified
with Christ. So, whereas every man manifests a spirituality proper
to himself in the anthropogenic sense, the spiritual life, as a fruit of
cooperation with the Holy Spirit, is an exclusive attribute of baptised
persons. But, because the cooperation with the sanctifying activity of
the Holy Spirit is actualized on the basis of innate capacities, which
we defined as the anthropogenic spirituality, it can, to a large extent,
be described and researched attitude-wise. And every attitude, as
a position taken in the face of a given reality, is characterized by three
main references: cognitive, axiological-affective and behavioural. So
this should be the key to investigating the missionary spirituality.

Missionary spirituality
John Paul II presented in detail what missionary spirituality is and
what it should be like in his Encyclical Redemptoris missio,15 mentioned
at the beginning of the paper. Pope Francis refers to this encyclical in
his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii gaudium on proclaiming Gospel
in the modern word (24 Nov 2013). Therefore, to fully discuss the topic
it would be enough to present the content of these two documents.
St. John Paul II in the first words of his encyclical briefly recalls
what has been elaborated on half a century earlier by the Second
Vatican Council, that the essential aim of the Church in the world is
to continue the mission initiated by Jesus Christ for the redemption
of the world. This mission has, above all, a Trinitarian, Christological
and Pneumatological character, since – as 2nd Vatican Council teaches
in the Decree on missions Ad gentes – “The pilgrim Church is missionary by her very nature, since it is from the mission (ex missione) of the
Son and the mission of the Holy Spirit that she draws her origin, in
accordance with the decree of God the Father” (no. 2). So it is not so
much the mission of the Church, but above all the mission of Christ16,
which the Church, as His Mystical Body, enlivened with the power of
15

See: A. Cattaneo, Un papa missionario. L’enciclica “Redemptoris missio” – 7 XII
1990, in: Giovanni Paolo II teologo. Nel segno delle Encicliche, ed. G. Borgonovo,
A. Cattaneo, Milano 2003, p. 183-196.

16

With reference to this Pope Francis writes: “Though it is true that this mission
demands great generosity on our part, it would be wrong to see it as a heroic
individual undertaking, for it is first and foremost the Lord’s work, surpassing
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the Holy Spirit, is to continue till the end of the world. The mission,
then, is not limited either in time or space. So it cannot be said that
because Christianity is one of the predominant religions in the world,
since it totals about 1210 million believers, the mission of the Church
Theology
is finished. Quite the contrary, taking into account on one hand the of spirituality
undefined time-spatial horizon, and on the other – constantly changing cultural conditions, the holy Pope states emphatically that “this
mission is still only beginning and that we must commit ourselves
wholeheartedly to its service” (RMs 1). And Pope Francis stresses that
“today missionary activity still represents the greatest challenge for
the Church and the missionary task must remain foremost” (EG 15).
It is worth recalling here the characteristic words of John Paul II
from the post-synodal Apostolic Exhortation Christifideles laici about
the vocation and mission of the laity in the Church and the world (from
30 Dec 1988). Defining the nature of the laity, John Paul II, referring to
his predecessor, Pius XII, states forcibly that lay people “in particular,
ought to have an ever-clearer consciousness not only of belonging to the
Church, but of being the Church” (no. 9). So if the mission, inherent in
the very nature of the Church, is a constant task to be undertaken, then
also the laity, together with the clergy and consecrated persons, bear
the responsibility for fulfilling it. This was articulated by St. John Paul
II, when he wrote further in his encyclical: “Above all, there is a new
awareness that missionary activity is a matter for all Christians, for all
dioceses and parishes, Church institutions and associations” (no. 2).
This thought has been sustained by Pope Francis, who said that “all
of us are called to take part in this new missionary ‘going forth.’ Each
Christian and every community must discern the path that the Lord
points out, but all of us are asked to obey his call to go forth from our
own comfort zone in order to reach all the ‘peripheries’ in need of the
light of the Gospel” (EG 20).
Whereas St. John Paul II only says that fulfilling the mission is the
matter of each member of the Church, his successor points to the
main reason for this duty. It is based on the baptism. Francis writes,
“In virtue of their baptism, all the members of the People of God have
become missionary disciples (cf. Mt 28:19). All the baptized, whatever
their position in the Church or their level of instruction in the faith,
are agents of evangelization, and it would be insufficient to envisage
a plan of evangelization to be carried out by professionals while the rest
of the faithful would simply be passive recipients. [...] Every Christian
anything which we can see and understand. Jesus is ‘the first and greatest
evangelizer’” (EG 12).
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is a missionary to the extent that he or she has encountered the love
of God in Christ Jesus: we no longer say that we are ‘disciples’ and
‘missionaries’, but rather that we are always ‘missionary disciples’”
(EG 120).
Theology
The existence of a universal missionary duty, involving every memof spirituality
ber of the Church, and in a particular way those who have the ministry
of the word, is the fundamental conclusion from the papal documents
relating to the missionary spirituality discussed here17.
Another important conclusion which can be gathered from the reading of the encyclical Redemptoris missio by St. John Paul II is that “the
missionary thrust belongs to the very nature of the Christian life, and
is also the inspiration behind ecumenism” (RMs 1). This statement of
St. John Paul II can be reinforced with the sentence of Bl. Paul VI,
which the Polish pope quoted, precisely, that “in the Church’s history,
missionary drive has always been a sign of vitality, just as its lessening
is a sign of a crisis of faith” (RMs 2). Paraphrasing these words, it can
be said that the involvement in the missionary activity of the Church
proves the quality of the spiritual life of a Christian. So there should
be talk not so much about missionary spirituality as such, but rather
about the missionary dimension of Christian spirituality. Missionary
involvement cannot be reduced to some sector of pastoral initiatives
or even less so – short-term pastoral activities. Pope Francis appeals
to all communities to “devote the necessary effort to advancing along
the path of a pastoral and missionary conversion which cannot leave
things as they presently are. ‘Mere administration’ can no longer be
enough. Throughout the world, let us be ‘permanently in a state of
mission’” (EG 25).
The present Pope dreams about so called “missionary option,” that
is a change in customs, ways of doing things, times and schedules,
language and all Church structures in order for them to “become
suitably channelled for the evangelization of today’s world rather than
for self-preservation.” In his opinion the pastoral structures should
be renewed in order to “make them more mission-oriented, to make
ordinary pastoral activity on every level more inclusive and open, to
inspire in pastoral workers a constant desire to go forth and in this
way to elicit a positive response from all those whom Jesus summons
to friendship with himself” (EG 27).
The papal statements quoted here clearly imply that the responsibility for the Church’s mission should permeate all aspects of Christian
17

See: W. Seremak, Duchowość misyjna Kościoła w nauczaniu Jana Pawła II, in:
Lumen Christi tantum in Ecclesia, ed. T. Paszkowska, Lublin 2005, p. 223-240.
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life, especially spiritual life, even more so because, as one can read in
the encyclical of St. John Paul II, this involvement “has as its goal an
interior renewal of faith and Christian life” (RMs 2).
Pope Francis, approaching the reality in a very realistic way, obTheology
serves the spiritual apathy of many Christians. He expresses his ob- of spirituality
servations, writing that “at a time when we most need a missionary
dynamism which will bring salt and light to the world, many lay people
fear that they may be asked to undertake some apostolic work and they
seek to avoid any responsibility that may take away from their free
time. For example, it has become very difficult today to find trained
parish catechists willing to persevere in this work for some years” (EG
81). In other words, Francis expects that the catechetical ministry will
cease to be treated as a more or less profitable teaching profession
and will become a ministry full of enthusiasm, motivated by a living
faith. Therefore he makes an appeal, “Let us not allow ourselves to be
robbed of missionary enthusiasm!” (EG 80).
Consequently, “missionary activity demands a specific spirituality,
which applies in particular to all those whom God has called to be missionaries”, says St. John Paul II and adds immediately, that “this spirituality is expressed first of all by a life of complete docility to the Spirit.
It commits us to being molded from within by the Spirit, so that we may
become ever more like Christ” (RMs 87). In the light of the clarifications
made earlier concerning the term and the essence of spirituality, this
sentence has a fundamental meaning. For the very core of spiritual
life is nothing else but docility to the Holy Spirit, who by his power accomplishes the process of Christ-formization in a man18. “An essential
characteristic of missionary spirituality is intimate communion with
Christ” (RMs 88). As the holy Pope explains further, it is impossible
to understand the mission and live it out without reference to Christ
who was sent out as the first one. Anyone who lives out his spiritual
life in a responsible way knows well that missionary activity in every
form comes down to man’s experience of communion with Christ, even
though usually this is not very spectacular and not effective from the
sociological point of view. Building churches and hospitals in missionary areas, collecting money for missions, a huge effort of missionary
workers for education and improvement of health standards, not to
mention the promotion of local culture, even though very important
or even indispensable, are always an intermediate goal, which should
lead to the essential purpose of the mission, which is accepting Christ
as one’s own Lord and Saviour. This essential goal is unchangeably
18

See: A. J. Nowak, Psychologia eklezjalna, Lublin 2005, p. 110-159.
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relevant also in the areas Christianized for a long time, with developed
Church structures and extensive catechetical and pastoral activity.
All this would mean little if it did not lead people, both the young and
the older, to being unified with Christ in His holy Church19. In this
Theology
of spirituality context the words of Fr. Franciszek Blachnicki († 1987), the founder of
the Life-Light movement, sound timeless. He often repeated that “life
is only born out of life,” and that one can be a true disciple of Christ
only if he/she is able to make others disciples. Pope Francis stresses
that “Missionary disciples accompany missionary disciples” (EG 173).
This is precisely the meaning of the Greek word katechidzein, which is
the origin of the contemporary terms “catechesis” and “catechist.” In
other words, a catechist who enters catechetical ministry, must have
missionary spirituality, whose “essential characteristic is intimate
communion with Christ” (RMs 88).
Joy is an important feature of missionary spirituality, but it should
not be mistaken for a superficial merriness. For joy is a state of the
spirit being in harmony with itself, and above all – remaining in communion with God. “The Gospel joy which enlivens the community of
disciples is a missionary joy,” writes Francis (EG 21). This joy, flowing
from Holy Spirit, was experienced by the seventy two disciples coming back from the mission (cf. Lk 10:17), as well as Christ himself, who
rejoices in the Holy Spirit and praises the Father, because His revelation reached the poor and the little ones (cf. Lk 10: 21). Its fullness is
also experienced by the first converts on the day of Pentecost, when
they heard the preaching of the Apostles in their own language (cf.
Acts 2:6; cf. EG 21).
St. John Paul II draws attention to another important feature of
missionary spirituality, that is apostolic love up to Christ’s standard.
This is a logical consequence of the communion with Him, discussed
earlier. By no means it is about love in the colloquial or sentimental
sense, but about “apostolic” love, that is love concerned with the salvation of people. As St. John Paul II writes, “The missionary is urged
on by ‘zeal for souls’, a zeal inspired by Christ’s own charity, which
takes the form of concern, tenderness, compassion, openness, availability and interest in people’s problems” (RMs 89). In other words,
the missionary in particular, but also to some extent every Christian,
enlivened by missionary spirituality “is a person of charity. In order
to proclaim to all his brothers and sisters that they are loved by God
19

See: M. A. Rostkowski, L’animazione e la formazione missionaria del popolo di
Dio. La parola di Giovanni Paolo II, „Rivista di Ascetica e Mistica” 34 (2009),
no. 2, p. 467-493.
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and are capable of loving, he must show love toward all, giving his life
for his neighbor. The missionary is the ‘universal brother,’ bearing in
himself the Church’s spirit, her openness to and interest in all peoples
and individuals, especially the least and poorest of his brethren. As
Theology
such, he overcomes barriers and divisions of race, cast or ideology. of spirituality
He is a sign of God’s love in the world – a love without exclusion or
partiality” (RMs 89). So the apostolic love is a love for the Church as
Christ’s Mystical Body, it is an ecclesial love, which does not evade
the toils of missionary work, and even the sacrifice of one’s own life.
Indeed, it is a radical love20.
One more feature of missionary spirituality deserves attention:
striving for sanctity. St. John Paul II writes clearly: “A missionary is
really such only if he commits himself to the way of holiness” (RMs
90). So if holiness and leading people to salvation is the fundamental
reason for Church’s existence and activity, it is possible to repeat the
Pope’s words that “The universal call to holiness is closely linked to
the universal call to mission. Every member of the faithful is called to
holiness and to mission” (RMs 90).
St. John Paul II, presenting the problem in such an unambiguous
way, once more emphasizes the fact that missionary attitude should
permeate all dimensions of Christian spirituality, because it is a function of holiness, that is – it remains in the service of holiness. Christian
spirituality which would not lead to holiness, understood as communion and becoming similar to Christ, would be devoid of sense.
In this context the holy Pope notices that a new stimulus for the
development of missions, especially the ad gentes – ad extra, as well
as for the work of new evangelization, the mission ad intra, requires
the holiness of life of the people doing the ministry. “It is not enough
to update pastoral techniques, organize and coordinate ecclesial
resources, or delve more deeply into the biblical and theological
foundations of faith. What is needed is the encouragement of a new
‘ardor for holiness’ among missionaries and throughout the Christian
community, especially among those who work most closely with missionaries” (RMs 90).
The Holy Father, as an seasoned spiritual master, does not content
himself with a general call to the missionaries for their holiness or with
an encouragement for them to “reflect on the duty of holiness” (cf.
RMs 91), but indicates concrete activities leading there. They include
perfecting one’s own doctrinal and pastoral training, and above all,
20

See: P. G. Cabra, Il cammino spirituale nel cammino della missione, „Rivista di
vita spirituale” 58 (2004), no. 4-5, p. 527-543.
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a spirit of contemplative prayer, having its origin in the Holy Scripture
and combined with activity. A missionary and everybody who does
Christological and ecclesial ministry of missions and evangelism, including the catechists, should be a “man of prayer.” The weight that
Theology
of spirituality St. John Paul II attaches to this can be seen in the following sentence:
“[...] the future of mission depends to a great extent on contemplation.
Unless the missionary is a contemplative he cannot proclaim Christ
in a credible way” (RMs 91). Summing up, Holy Father says that “the
missionary is a person of the Beatitudes” (RMs 91).

*
The reflection presented here makes it possible to realize that the
whole Christian life, especially spirituality, understood as a fruit of the
cooperation with the Holy Spirit, is permeated with missionary attitude to such a degree that it should be said that Christian spirituality
is simply a missionary spirituality. Its unique feature is the particular
docility to the Holy Spirit.
This implies that every Christian has a fundamental duty of being
involved in the missionary work of Christ which He mandated to the
Church. So it is not possible to live an authentic spiritual life disregarding the duty to proclaim Gospel and draw others to Christ – the more
so, the more pervasive is the “new spirituality,” destroying the sense
of supernaturality in man. All pastoral structures should be animated
with this missionary spirit – and in a particular way those directly related to the proclaiming of the Word, such as preaching or catechesis.
This was appropriately expressed by the post-conciliar German
theologian Karl Rahner († 1984), who stated that “every Christian is an
apostle everywhere and always just because of being Christian. To be
a Christian and to be an apostle is basically the same thing. Apostolic
activity is available for every Christian and in every life situation [...].
Every Christian is an apostle already by the very fact and to the very
degree that he is a Christian”21.
St. Paul is an unrivalled example of an apostle and missionary. In
the Letter to Romans he writes that he is “not ashamed of the gospel,
for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who believes”
(Rom 1:16). And since the proclamation of God’s Word is done thanks
to the grace of the Holy Spirit, it is necessary to cultivate a missionary spirituality appropriate for this ministry, permeating the whole
Christian existence.
21

O możliwości wiary dzisiaj, Kraków 1983, p. 250.
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MISYJNOŚĆ JAKO ISTOTNY WYMIAR DUCHOWOŚCI KATOLICKIEJ
Działalność misyjna jest dziełem Ducha Świętego, który zarazem jest głównym sprawcą życia duchowego. Jest ona jednym z najważniejszych zadań
i celów Kościoła Chrystusowego. Oznacza to, że misyjność stanowi istotny Theology
of spirituality
wymiar duchowości chrześcijańskiej.
Całe życie chrześcijańskie, a zwłaszcza duchowość, rozumiana jako owoc
współpracy z Duchem Świętym, jest przeniknięta misyjnością do tego stopnia,
że należałoby mówić, iż duchowość chrześcijańska to po prostu duchowość
misyjna. Jej specyfiką jest szczególna uległość Duchowi Świętemu.
Ważną cechą duchowości misyjnej jest radość i miłość apostolska na miarę
Chrystusa. Jest to miłość do Kościoła jako Mistycznego Ciała Chrystusa. Jest
radykalną miłością eklezjalną, która nie uchyla się nie tylko od trudów pracy misyjnej, ale nawet przed ofiarą ze swojego życia. Inną ważną cechą duchowości
misyjnej jest dążenie do świętości. Duchowość jest bowiem funkcją świętości,
czyli pozostaje w służbie świętości.
Słowa kluczowe: duchowość chrześcijańska, życie duchowe, misje, zaangażowanie misyjne, duchowość misyjna.
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The enthronement of Christ another way.
The stage of spiritual unification as leading
the Living God on top of the soul of a believer

One of the most important problems of Polish Catholic community of faith
at the present time is the idea of the enthronement of Christ the King of Poland
– very well known, and yet controversial. This pastoral and spiritual movement,
for the first time in the history of the Catholic Church in Poland, seems to divide
seriously the Polish Catholic community into two parts: those who are almost
fanatical followers of this idea claiming that only the enthronement of Christ
the King will save the modern world from darkness, and on the other hand a
serious opposition towards this group, that is the environment treating the
very enthronement as a serious element of darkness within the Catholic family
in Poland. Perhaps, an analysis and practical pastoral application of the idea of
leading Christ onto man’s spiritual peak which was presented by blessed John
Henry Newman in his writings will be a sort of rescue in this dispute.
Key words: idea of enthronement, Christ as the King of Poland, stage of inner unification, leading Christ on top of the human soul, the contemplative
apostolate.
One of the spiritual problems which have been subject to a long
and – it seems – still unresolved theological and pastoral discussion in
the Catholic Church in Poland is the intriguing idea of the Enthronement of Christ as the King of Poland. One can raise a bold claim here
that the Polish-Catholic enthronement thought is more than one of
religious concepts. The enthronement takes a lot of colours and shows
the variety of their shades: it is therefore a way of intense experience
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of piety, but it is also a political movement, radical religious reading
and at the same time uncompromising, purely Polish messianism, it
is based on the guarantee of holiness, without refraining at the same
time from assimilation of heretical views1.
Theology
Since the liturgical feast and the Sunday of Christ the King of the
of spirituality
year 2016, through the official act performed in the name of the Polish
Nation by bishops from Poland Jesus Christ has been acknowledged
as the only Lord of Poland. However, in what sense? The disputes
surrounding this idea have not subsided; on the contrary, they seem
to place – more than ever before – the supporters or opponents of enthronement in two positions, indisputably separated from each other.
In the case of the conceptual chaos characteristic of the theory of the
enthronement of Christ the King of Poland it is advantageous or even
necessary to broaden the theological background, seek a healthy spiritual comment which could introduce order and harmony between the
arguing parties of the uneasy dispute. Often reading a controversial
opinion in light of another document which shows the same topic in
a rational and orthodox way brings understanding. As it turns out, in
the classical theology of spiritual life the idea of enthronement – not
as an incendiary mixture of restless thought trends but as a consistent
and healthy way of inner life acknowledged by Christian authority –
has existed before. Its author was blessed John Henry Newman. The
purpose of this article is to propose ordering the contemporary vision
of enthronement of Christ the King, which has worried many people
1

The complex ideological reality of the enthronement movement in Poland is
shown by, say, a compact introduction composed by one of the main spiritual
leaders of the movement, Father Tadeusz Kiersztyn, a Jesuit, commenting in
the edition of the special Nabożeństwo Intronizacyjne. It serves the faithful as
an example of the initiation of this spiritual path, as a kind of textbook for those
who practise or wish to perform an act of enthronement. In his introduction
Kiersztyn surprises with a few clear tendencies: Polish messianism, a specific
interpretation of the visions given to Rozalia Celakówna, distrust of the positive
development of the history of the world, the climate of total cultural danger and
social suspicion, inspired but artificial prophetism, a vision of the closeness of
the end of the world and the belief that there is only one idea capable of saving
the earth, and it is of course the idea of enthronement. In the introduction to
the prayer book mentioned above Fr. Kiersztyn takes on a rather picturesque
tone and poses a prophet, the new Moses, who theatrically battles with the demon for the soul of the world: „I call you in the Name of the One who with the
Father and the Holy Spirit reigns over the whole of creation. I call you in the
Name of Jesus the King of Poland who liberated this country from the bondage
of evil spirits a thousand years ago. I call you to fight for the reign of God over
us – to fight under the banner of our Queen. Join the great work of Enthronement!” (translation by author) T. Kiersztyn, Zanim staniemy przed Królem, [in]:
G. Berger (ed.), Nabożeństwo Intronizacyjne, Kraków 2004, p. 11.
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for a long time, in light of Newman’s classical beautiful doctrine, which
deepens thinking and unites the Church2.

Idea of great controversies – brief
panorama of double discourse
The enthronement thought, exceedingly difficult to express unambiguously, raises many controversies and has already been subject to
colourful analyses, starting with bishops’ comments, to interesting
linguistic research of environments completely unrelated to religious
life. Above all, it should be stated clearly that the enthronement movement has become the basis of a certain division in the Catholic environment in Poland, which was unknown before. This division is puzzling,
since the very thought of enthronement of Christ the King does not
seem to be a heresy, nor a contradictory or theologically complicated
idea. Unquestionably, it remains internally healthy, and yet it causes
a practical conflict on the level of its absorption in the society and communities. Although it is possible to summarize clearly and systematize
the theological bases of the spiritual phenomenon described here, it
is difficult to take unequivocal steps in order to heal practically the
existing pathological situation of division. In that sense, therefore,
the radical enthronement idea troubles the Church in Poland at the
level of practice, action and functioning rather than causes confusion
in the world of theology. As it has been noticed by many authors, who
conduct their analyses completely from the outside, without religious
commitment, the unrest brought into the life of the Catholic Church in
Poland by the enthronement environment threatens to destabilize the
unity for the first time in the history of this Church in the long postwar
period or even for the first time in centuries. It seems that the Catholic
community in Poland, so far strong and practically consolidated, has
been experiencing a clear break, dissonance, because in one church
there gather to pray people completely devoted to enthronement or
extremely reluctant to it. Therefore the first scale of the problem,
apart from the theological dispute – which, it is worth repeating, is
quite simple to define – is of a sociological character. In the light of
this conflict the Church must first deal with the division, only later or
not at all with the doctrinal chaos3.
2

Cf. I. Ker, John Henry Newman. A biography, Oxford – New York 2009, pp. 5-11.

3

A very interesting study of the sociological context of the practical breakdown of
the so far strong ecclesial community in Poland is an article by Adam Warzecha.
Warzecha draws particular attention to the appropriate lack of communication
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In order to illustrate the complex situation within the ecclesial community it is worth giving space to two contradictory, slightly extreme
opinions which treat the topic of the enthronement of Christ the King
of Poland from their own point of view. The editorial staff and the theoTheology
of spirituality logical and formation community centred around Tygodnik Powszechn
are, without a shadow of a doubt, a Catholic milieu which definitely
distances itself from this idea. For the theologians and commentators
from this side of the Catholic Church in Poland the enthronement idea
appears as a sort of fundamentalism, it lacks cohesion, it is incomprehensible placing the universal Christ the King of the Universe in
opposition to the local Jesus the King of Poland. Fr. Adam Boniecki,
who is certainly still the most important person creating the ideological
profile of Tygodnik Powszechny, even commenting on the Lagiewniki
act of accepting Christ the King of the Universe speaks critically about
several aspects of this pastoral phenomenon which he considers important. The aspects are as follows: (1) inconsistency of Polish bishops
who in pastoral letters of 2008 and 2012 clearly opposed the thought
of enthronement as something unnecessary and harmful, (2) pastoral
chaos – it is difficult to understand how is the latest Lagiewniki act to
similar enthronement acts performed before several times by communities at Jasna Gora Sanctuary by Radio Maryja in 1997 or in 2000
in Swiebodzin, (3) lack of spiritual care for those baptized Poles who
do not yet recognize Christ as their King but may one day look for
ways to return, (4) focusing by the Church on spectacular pious acts
instead of deepened spiritual formation, (5) mixing with each other
the realities of two kingdoms: the human, political kingdom and the
eternal one which Jesus seemed to announce, (6) or at last subjective
and free interpretation of the famous homily opening the pontificate of
St. John Paul II in which the pope called to open the doors to Christ4.
between two milieux – the church hierarchy and the group promoting the idea
of enthronement. The conflict of communication leads to a public split and
weakening of the unity of the Church in Poland. Cf. A. Warzecha, Zastosowanie
Krytycznej Analizy Dyskursu w badaniu zjawisk komunikacyjnych na przykładzie
sprawy ks. Piotra Natanka, “Świat i Słowo”, 1 (22)/2014, pp. 78-83.
4

Boniecki writes in his column with a bit of irony: „For many believers, the solemn declaration of submission to Him whose kingdom is not of this world and
who has come to invite mankind to feast in the kingdom of heaven is a joyful
sensation, which does not mean that the very act of enthronement (for the sake
of simplicity I use the old term), if it is to be more than a mass devotional and if it
is to reach Poles outside the Catholic Church, requires a thorough explanation”.
(translation by author) A. Boniecki, Intronizacja, „Tygodnik Powszechny”, 47
(3515), p. 3.
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The environment of Catholics gathered radically around the tragic
but – on the other hand – outstanding figure of Father Piotr Natanek
presents a completely opposing attitude towards the enthronement
idea. It is a religious community of a rather specific, provoking or
Theology
even shocking charism. It is also a group whose bond with the visible of spirituality
institution of the Catholic Church has been increasingly weakening, but whose attachment and boundless devotion to the apostolate
propagating the thought of the enthronement of Christ the King of
Poland has been growing. The characteristic features of the apostolate are: (1) fatalistic prophetism, which sees the distinctness of the
final, apocalyptic sing in the events of the present day, (2) conviction
of the universal and pernicious for the Catholic Church and the world
deviation of bishops, priests and secular Christians from the fidelity
to Christ’s true teaching, (3) lack of consent for the Lagiewniki act of
2016 – according to Natanek and his environment it is a sort of half
measure, performed for show and in order to calm the conflict and
not to solve the deepest problems of civilization, (4) absolutizing the
enthronement idea as the only achievable, or even given by God, effective rescue from impending cultural destruction of the world, Church
and man. For Natanek’s supporters the present era is the apocalyptic
fulfillment of universal time given to mankind before the coming of
Christ at the end of times. Either there is conversion – whose condition and expression at the same time is the enthronement of Christ
the King of Poland – or there is simply no future for the world, faith
and humanity5.
The purpose of this disquisition is not a detailed analysis of views
expressed by determined opponents or dedicated followers of the
enthronement idea. It is true that between the environment of Father
Boniecki and Father Natanek’s group there is nothing more central
or balanced. There is either a definite rejection of the enthronement
act or blinded devotion to this idea. This tension has already caused
a painful division, it is therefore worth pointing to the existence of
a reflection – historically much earlier and definitely more open to
the experience of not only the local community of Polish Catholics but
5

Such radical views are probably most expressed in Father Natanek’s book, in
which he assumes the pose of a predictor of the end of the world, a prophet whom
the people of God do not listen to. Natanek writes: „Today so few people believe
that the coming of the Kingdom of God is as close as ever. Therefore, for those
who believe these are left: courage, confidence, trust and surrounding God like
children. If mankind wants to survive it is left with three tests: a test of faith,
a test of acknowledging God as the supreme Lord (Enthronement) and a test
of love”. (translation by author) P. Natanek, Listy otwarte ks. Piotra Natanka
Roku Pańskiego 2010, Grzechynia 2011, p. 3.
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of the Church in the universal dimension. This is John Henry Newman’s doctrine, already mentioned. Referring to the last of the three
classic stages of faith – to union – Newman at the same time identifies
this moment of spiritual growth with the enthronement of God at the
Theology
6
of spirituality summits of the human soul .

Unity of life
Cardinal Newman perceived three classic periods of inner life in the
light of certain harmony leading a Christian from purification through
inner enlightenment to a complete union with God in Christ quietly,
without unnecessary leaps, thereby without chaos. Therefore it would
be a superfluous complication to attempt to introduce schematic divisions and to artificially define the borders suggesting falsely that here
purification ends and in another place there is only the state of union.
Always and in everything blessed Newman was a rationalist in the
good sense of the word so he set a rather rational, orderly and coherent – not rash – direction of growth in spiritual life. Therefore in the
description of the last stage of mystical walking towards Christ, which
is union, there appears in Newman’s works a clear line of continuity
referring to the experience of the previous stages. On the other hand,
one can also notice looking with hope towards the future, towards
eternal life, which was for the Blessed the type and the summit of the
uniting process that every disciple of the Lord should bear witness to.
This has best been witnessed by the Mother of Christ, united with Him
forever. Newman started the very description of uniting a soul with
Christ with presenting the idea of coherence, unity of supernatural and
active life, life of grace and nature – the unity that should characterize
a Christian mature in faith7.
6

It must be strongly emphasized that the original idea of enthronement, discussed
by Rozalia Celakówna, has a lot in common not so much with the fatalistic reading of history by the Natanek group, but rather with the classic Catholic mysticism, maturely represented in Newman’s works. Celakówna wants universal
reparation for insulting the Sacred Heart of Jesus – reparation, penance leads
to the introduction of God into the throne of the human heart – a purified heart
which is ready to unite. Celakówna herself said, mentioned and wrote about
the act of the Enthronement of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Poland, presenting in her writings a vision intensely permeated with mysticism. She never
referred to a social vision of the enthronement of Christ the King of Poland. Cf.
R. Celakówna, Wyznania z przeżyć wewnętrznych, Kraków 2007, pp. 9-22.

7

Newman saw that this rational but spiritual harmony of progress was at the same
time a sign of the human, natural, humanistic fullness in a Christian. An example
of such harmony of growth, uniting nature and grace without contradiction, is
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That, indeed, is the peak of spiritual life. If it is real it does not
resemble at all an incomprehensible show where a soul plays a mystic role before Jesus, putting on masks of seemingly supernatural
charisms. In fact, the union is manifested in a person in the opposite
Theology
way: it calms, internalizes, frees from emotional passions, assures the of spirituality
soul on its ways and in its choices and, most of all, centralizes all the
forces of human personality around the gift of faith. Jerzy Gogola calls
this phenomenal process of centralization and cohesion a mystery. The
very word ‘mysticism’ comes from the inexpressible but quiet, slow
and systematic uniting of the soul with Christ8.
Of course, the progress of uniting may be read out falsely and thus
stopped. Such discrepancy which hinders unification because it replaces it with imitation, is first of all psychologism, that is, a conviction that the spiritual phenomena in unification may be replaced with
a subjective, stimulated by nature emotional experience of a religious
nature. Then, syncretism, a simple consequence of psychologism, or
a trend convincing that since the experience of contact with God has
a psychological element at its basis it is therefore equally valuable
in all religions of the world, is also dangerous. Finally, psychologism
combined with syncretism transforms into spiritual Gnosticism, that is
a belief that union with God is the effect of perfecting prayer methods,
rites or rituals or breathing exercises or similar phenomena which ineffectually imitate the mystery and illusively resemble spiritual values
but are in fact contrary to them. Mistaking the above phenomena for
manifestations of mysticism considerably slows down the soul’s getting
closer to God or at some point makes it even impossible. For a man
of faith seduced by psychologism or syncretism focuses his spiritual
energy around emptiness devoid of Christ. Simply, where there is
a seduced Christian’s prayer there is no Lord nor His grace9.
of course the figure of the Blessed Virgin. The cardinal claimed: „The honour
paid to Mary is not, as it were, a sort of permissible vagary, permissible but
dangerous, which The Church has to keep an eye upon, to see that it does not
go beyond certain limits. It belongs, on the contrary, to the essence, of the very
heart of Catholicism, and, if it needs must be preserved from distortion and
deformity, that is not because it is any way equivocal in its nature, but rather
because it is the efflorescence, the blossoming forth of the most consoling of
Gospel truths, the Incarnation of the Son of God in our humanity”. L. Bouyer,
Newman – his life and spirituality, San Francisco 2011, p. 405.
8

Cf. J. W. Gogola, Teologia komunii z Bogiem, Kraków 2003, p. 242.

9

Cf. Ibidem, pp. 243-244. Wacław Świerzawski adds directly that the requirement for spiritual tasting in the mysteries of Christ is to recognize dogma and to
conduct all prayer and inner experiences exclusively in the key of the universal
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In his analysis Newman never wandered the paths of spiritual Gnosticism, did not waste time for appearances but reached straight to the
centre of the spiritual union of the soul in love for Christ. The essence
of the union was for him the unity of the life of a Christian purified and
Theology
of spirituality enlightened in the process of mystical approach to the Lord. Thanks to
the union given as a gift to the soul, a Christian focuses in himself all
the personality forces as if in one place – in the spiritual centre where
he stays alone with Christ who lives in him without any hindrances.
John Henry says that uniting with Jesus in this only centre a believer
in a certain way resembles a blind man who has never seen sunlight
but who knows very well what the sun is; what is more, he can use
sunlight and solar heat on a completely different level for his own
benefit. Likewise, a Christian of mature faith is infinitely strongly integrated in himself. Thanks to that inner integration he starts to draw
his knowledge, certainty, discernment not from his own intelligence,
but directly from Christ. The blessed cardinal called this initial state
of union a new inner world of a Christian soul, which was no longer
directed towards God by the hand of any human ability but by Jesus,
the Master of all reality, who was as if looking at everything through
the integrated man10.
Therefore according to Newman the theology of full union one can
notice a sure, bold attempt to reverse the history of mankind. What
harmed man at the beginning, thanks to the union with Christ starts
to be a great hope at the end of everything. This great harm of the beginnings was the original sin whose direct effects were: separation of
man from God and confusion, chaos, atomization and breaking human
personality into tiny pieces. As the whole Christian theology affirms
after the original fall man is not able to integrate himself, as a result of
which he very often falls into contradictions losing the clear direction
of his vocation; he experiences temptations despite the desire for pious
life and he is not sure of himself and lives in fear despite discovering
God who is understanding and filled with love for him. Since the sin
tradition and doctrine of the Church. See also W. Świerzawski, Mistrzu, gdzie
mieszkasz? Człowiek – istota mistyczna, Sandomierz 1994, p. 42.
10

Newman explains it perfectly: „What a marvellous new state of being, which,
though he ever had the senses of hearing and of touch, never had he been able,
by the words of others, or any means of information he possessed, to bring home
to himself in the faitnest measure! Would he not find himself, as it is said, in
a new world? What revolution would take place in his modes of thought, in his
habits, in his ways, and in his doings hour by hour! He would no longer direct
himself with his hands and his hearing, he would no longer grope about – he
would see!” J. H. Newman, Discourses adressed to mixed congregations, London
1881, p. 86.
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man has been wearing this gnawing mark of break mainly because
the original sin has deprived him of a sort of God’s centre inside him.
None of the people has had and until the end of the world none will
have an autonomous centre which ensures constancy and stability of
Theology
his existence. Only God gives this grace. Therefore, as long as God of spirituality
lived in the centre of human personality it enjoyed unity, but when
man chose sin God’s light coordinating and bringing everything together went out11.
It is for this reason that Newman introduced a clear distinction
within the human species. Although all the people equally want the
original return to unity of life, some look for external solutions and
that is why they go astray, while others try to bring Christ back to His
due place in the centre of the human heart and they gain a new order thanks to the union. Seeking an external bond is haphazard and
pathetic, arousing pity at the most, because no force outside of man’s
own spiritual organism can unite his inner self. John Henry called
the people looking for this external relief in the state of being broken
poor – those who walk all the time close to endless darkness12.
The situation is completely different with Christians, who receive
from Christ a grace of inner light. The Lord’s disciples are the people
who have understood that the after-sin chaos can be healed with proportionate measures only. If, therefore, the very source of disorder
and break lay in the dispersion of God’s Centre in man, it is possible
to restore harmony, personality ties, the integrity of personality and
the order of existence also in this way only. The central place of human personality should be surrendered again to Christ. He must come
back there. Man has forgotten what Newman explained systematically in the moment of describing enlightenment that God does not
rule a soul by external laws but enlightens it from within, draws it
towards Himself as if from the inside through love and fascination and
intimacy. For the Blessed Cardinal union was first of all this: leading
Christ again to the centre of the human soul, spiritual vigilance with
11

Cf. H. U. von Balthasar, Czy Jezus nas zna? Czy my znamy Jezusa?, trans.
E. Piotrowski, Kraków 1998, pp. 18-23. See also J. Ratzinger, Wprowadzenie
w chrześcijaństwo, Kraków 2006, pp. 259-260.

12

Newman expressed the fate of such people with a sad triad of words, suggesting:
„There they are born, there they live, there they die; and instead of the bright,
broad, and all-revealing luminousness of the sun, they grope their way from
place to place with torches, as best they may, or fix up lamps at certain points,
and walk in the light of their fire, and in the flames which they have kindled;
because they have nothing clearer, nothing purer, to serve the needs of the day
and the year”. J. H. Newman, Discourses..., op. cit., p. 88.
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Him, eagerly awaiting His presence which then allows the Christian to
collect himself again around Christ’s Will, knowing the direction and
thus integrating oneself and avoiding going astray, which has become
man’s permanent condition after the original sin13.
Theology
In the very culminating point of the union of the human soul with
of spirituality
the Lord Newman saw then the peak of mature faith motivating human life properly and ultimately. The Christian who has united with
Christ, that is who has allowed the Redeemer to reach the peak of his
soul, is no longer split: nor between the mortal and eternal life, nor
between prayer and action, nor between love for people and for the
Creator. In the soul which is united, or centred around Christ, there
is mature harmonious peace thanks to which the Christian can act
creatively in the worldly life without becoming attached to it and being
fully aware of his eternal destiny. He can also love his beloved ones
and be faithful to good friendship, not deserting God for a moment.
Finally, he can enjoy what is beautiful on this side of existence, not for
a moment losing the conviction that earthly beauty is but a glimmer
of the full, more ideal and eternal one. In a person united with Christ
there is no more inconsistency. Every mark of the division that began
in the human soul after its first fall has been erased. The Christian
has restored the true personal Divine reference to his own centre and
therefore he again has had the grace of spiritual unity on all levels of
his personality14.
13

Blessed Newman expresses the return of Christ to the center of a Christian
soul by means of a colorful, rich literary description of the arrival of the king,
whose beauty captures the believer. Christ, occupying the place which is due
to Him – the main place of the Redeemer – brings the soul sublime gifts of the
union, such as spiritual riches, the spirit of sacrifice and the closeness of Angels.
In this sense, union is like another conversion, which is no longer of a moral
character, but is a complete, ontic, total turning of the Christian towards his
Lord. A man of faith knows perfectly well that this return of Christ is for the soul
a question of survival. John Henry wrote: „From that day it has begun a new
life: I am not speaking of any moral conversion which takes place in it; whether
or not it is moved (as surely we believe it will be) to act upon the sights which it
sees, still consider only what a change there will be in its views and estimation
of things, as soon as it has heard and has faith in the Word of God, as soon as it
understands that wealth, and notoriety, and influence, and high place, are not
the first of blessings and the real standard of good; but that saintliness and all
its attendants – saintly purity, saintly poverty, heroic fortitude and patience,
self sacrifice for the sake of others, renouncement of the world, the favour of
Heaven, the protection of Angels, the smile of the Blessed Virgin, the gifts of
grace, the interpositions of miracle, the intercommunion of merits – that these
are the high and precious things, the things to be looked up to, the things to be
reverently spoken of”. Ibidem, p. 94.

14

Cf. C. Hollis, Newman and the modern world, London 1967, pp. 47 – 49.
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It is exactly because of that that in the cardinal’s view the level of
unification differs in one feature from the previous stages of spiritual
life which were enlightenment and purification. The stages described
earlier reminded more dynamic processes which took place by comTheology
bination of grace and ascetic means such as selflessness or obedience of spirituality
and consistency in the dark and many more, analyzed above. Union
is not a process which needs separate tools but it is a state which is
characterized first of all by perfect unity of the person experiencing
the union. This state does not need its own original progress means
because its dynamics is ensured by the very presence, the very return
of Christ to the core of human personality. Now Christ manages the
person’s spiritual organism and He does so not by means but through
values with which He fills the soul in the union. The inner man is full of
self discipline, coherence, gentleness, prayer of concentration, tenderness of the heart and readiness to forgive. Along such a road the Lord
brings a Christian to holiness, magnanimity and love which – thanks
to the union – will never be disturbed. These permanent qualities of
unification make the Christian a heroic soul in the act of faith15.
Newman, of course, distinguished perfectly well two ontic realities
which come nearer to each other in an exceptionally intimate way
during the act of uniting, but do not become united so much as to lose
their own living frames. Christ lives as the Lord on top of the soul and
is exalted there but He does not unify with the soul so much as to lose
the limits of His Divinity. Similarly, the soul adores Christ and forever
lives and breathes His presence in itself but it never ceases to be – not
before death not even in eternity – the soul of a rational and free man.
Therefore all the activities that normally involve every person remain
in unification, but now they are undertaken as perfectly and purely as
possible. Thus a Christian in unification still does his work but does
it professionally, honestly, without excessive attachment to profit. In
the same way he continues his social, public or family commitments,
educates and develops, without wasting any human opportunity for
15

Newman then writes in a picturesque way: „Very various are the Saints, their
very variety is a token of God‘s workmanship; but however various, and whatever
was their special line of duty, they have been heroes in it; they have attained
such noble self -command, they have so crucified the flesh, they have so renounced the world; they are so meek, so gentle, so tender-hearted, so merciful,
so sweet, so cheerful, so full of prayer, so diligent, so forgetful of injuries; they
have sustained such great and continued pains, they have persevered in such
vast labours, they have made such valiant confessions, they have wrought such
abundant miracles, they have been blessed with such strange successes, that
they have been the means of setting up a standard before us of the truth, of
magnanimity, of holiness, of love”. J. H. Newman, Discourses..., op. cit., p. 101.
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progress or growth but in all that he does not lose the supernatural
perspective. Everything is done with the measure of greater maturity.
Thanks to this disposition the man of faith avoids a sort of spiritual
schizophrenia, an unhealthy and harmful split of the world of human
Theology
of spirituality affairs and the spiritual world. For Newman, the combination of spiritual depth and natural efficiency was even the essence of Christian
maturity16.
Mysticism has always called this union of a Christian’s inner life
and external activity the unity of life. This in turn has been an excellent definition of the state of holiness which for Christians has never
been indifference to obstacles and trials, nor a state of moral perfection adored by selfishness. Holiness is uniting internal forces of the
Christian’s whole personality around Christ who occupies the very
top, the very centre of the soul. There is, then, nobody and nothing
closer to man than the Lord. Since then, therefore, Jesus has been
the only source of both spiritual life with all its acts and human activity combined with internal foundations. „I must definitely emphasize
here – wrote Eugene Boylan – that there is no other way to be perfect.
All the religious practices that I have written about – prayer, spiritual
reading, receiving sacraments, daily Communion, attending Mass –
are holy in themselves but they are only means to an end. Using or
practising them, even the most common and zealous, does not constitute holiness. They are a great help in achieving it but holiness is
something completely different. Holiness is something that influences
every moment of our life and is rooted in the depths of our being. It
is continuous unity with God, constant abiding in Christ by lovingly
fulfilling His will, always and in everything. This alone will make our
life fruitful” (translation by author)17.

Complete trust
Heaving led Christ onto the very top of his spiritual life a Christian
gained a reliable, constant and permanent source of prayer, piety and
inner conversion, which also enriched the sphere of his external activities. In this Newman found correct verification for the act of uniting
a Christian soul with the Son of God described here. For the Blessed
Cardinal religiose living did not matter much because he thought
that prayer acts could equally well be composed taking as the basis
16

Cf. D. Carroll, Newman a Cardinal: one hundred years on, [in]: The Furrow, Vol.
30, 4/1979, pp. 226-228.

17

E. Boylan, Jezus, w którego wierzę, trans. K. Bednarek, Warszawa 2011, p. 438.
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stimuli of spiritual greed which at most was capable of uniting a man
with his own self, but surely not with God. For the union, then, more
important was – arising from prayer, of course – righteous involvement, faithfulness to inspirations in everyday life, courage to act in
Theology
accordance with one’s conscience, in which God’s voice resounded, of spirituality
and the Christian’s love of the Lord’s Will which he was seeking zealously, which he trusted sincerely and which he then used in his choices
without any compromise. Newman believed that a Christian united
with Christ bore witness to Him with every moment of his life and only
that testimony verified the fact of unification18.
Without the slightest doubts cardinal Newman understood that piety
was relatively easy to achieve. It is easy because it does not oppose
selfishness strongly enough; what is more, if piety is not subjected in
the soul to the unambiguous control of the truth it may even strengthen
self-love: through admiration for oneself, adoration of one’s own virtues
and supposed spirituality. Piety therefore does not verify the fact of
unification. A Christian may make the verification only at the level of
confronting the Will of God which is always demanding and usually
does not follow the line of egocentric tastes. Then being faithful to the
Lord means to be really united with Him. Secondly, humble reading of
the Will of Christ in a sense means also what has already been clearly
defined above. The unification is about returning to the original order
of the soul which enlightened it before the original fall. If that is the
case, the effect of the first people’s sin is the deviation from the Will of
God and the mistrust chaos. However, what is original and intended
by God for every person is included in the act of submission. Man
exists – that was God’s main creative intention – just to submit to the
Creator and thus achieve or receive real happiness. Trustful submission is therefore an indispensable element of unification19.
18

Por. M. Tierney, Newman‘s doctrine of university education, [in]: Studies – An
Irish Quarterly Review, Vol. 42, 166/1953, pp. 121 – 123.

19

Of course, the evangelical foundation of obedience is not fear, nor any awareness of the infinite advantage of God, in light of which man has no chance of
autonomy. The foundation here is only love. The Gospel and all the spiritual
schools clearly based on It claim that only those who love God worship Him,
serve Him and praise Him. One is obedient thanks to Love. Therefore, disobedience is so painful and the consequences of opposition to God so far-reaching,
because in fact they are not against legal rules, but against the pure Love of
the Creator. Cf. J. Augustyn and K. Osuch, Doświadczyć zbawienia. Ogólne
spojrzenie na Pierwszy Tydzień „Ćwiczeń Duchownych” Św. Ignacego Loyoli,
Kraków 1992, pp. 12-14. See also G. Aschenbrenner, Życie z Jezusem, Kraków
1992, pp. 44-47.
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According to Newman’s idea obedience, or the effect of trust in discovering and accepting God’s Will, is so close to union because it makes
the soul completely similar to Christ. The cardinal noticed that one
of the main features characteristic of Jesus of Nazareth as the Perfect
Theology
of spirituality Man had been the submission to the Father; not so much blind and full
of fear subordination as chosen conscious loving obedience. It was the
Lord’s supreme choice. It was obedience that Jesus learned through
what He had to suffer. The act of returning to obedience was also the
purpose of the act of Incarnation when finally there was Man among
people – Jesus Christ, who kept his word given to the Father without
breaking faith. He remained faithful. He remained obedient. And that
is why a believing soul has no other aim in the act of unification apart
from obedience. One cannot love God in Christ without remaining
deeply obedient to Him in what is the manifestation of His holy Will20.
Among many intentions on which the requirement to be obedient
to the Will of God to the end could be built Newman distinguished
particularly one significant motive of this highest human fidelity – it
was most of all the testimony given to the world. Without obedience to
Christ’s Will pointing to the glory of the Kingdom of God is only theory
which deters people due to its lack of authenticity. That is why it was in
obedience that Newman saw the basic expression of the Christian vocation. A person becomes a disciple of the Lord and is called primarily
in order to follow the Master. Obedience is the strongest manifestation
of effective witness that will never meet a stronger counter argument
of the world, which is by nature in opposition to God. What is more,
obedience is the proof of the consciousness of the Christian who does
not want to spend his days on mindless wandering but discovers his
purpose of life with freedom and determines himself to fulfill it21.
20

Newman wrote about Jesus, seeing somewhere in Him a perfect submission of
every Christian: „If there was one among the sons of men, who might allowably
have taken His pleasure, and have done His own will here below, surely it was
he who came down on earth from the bosom of the Father, and who was so pure
and spotless in that human nature which He put on Him, that He could have no
human purpose or aim inconsistent with the will of His Father”. J. H. Newman,
Discourses...op. cit., p. 109.

21

The cardinal taught also: „We are not sent into this world for nothing; we are
not born at random; we are not here, that we may go to bed at night , and get
up in the morning, toil for our bread, eat and drink, laugh and joke, sin when
we have a mind, and reform when we are tired of sinning, rear a family and
die. God sees every one of us; He creates every soul, He lodges it in the body,
one by one for a purpose. He needs, He deigns to need, every one of us. He has
an end for each of us; we are all equal in His sight, and we are placed in our
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All that, however, develops in the soul of a Christian on the basis
of one condition: the disciple must trust Christ. John Henry always
believed that the central axis of obedience was not fear or external
law or a fatal inevitable consciousness persuading man with sadness
Theology
that in every case he was weaker than the Creator so any resistance of spirituality
and opposition to the inevitable Divine judgments made no sense. In
a Christian who is subjected to God in such a way at most wrong attitudes may develop which distort his moral and spiritual sensitivity.
Researchers to Newman’s thoughts notice that in this context he points
to a few perversions, distortions of the soul which surrenders to God
not in freedom but in repression and fear, and these are: extremely
polar morality, which feeds human conscience with scruples in one
situation and then seeks relief in convincing itself that nothing is evil
or a sin; ignoring natural force in the acts of moral life, that is the
subjective conviction that no efforts make sense because God loves
human stumbles only and the spiritual poverty and humility supposedly resulting from them; and finally moral safeguard which resembles
a wall with which man separates himself from the real world, builds
artificial obstacles and all-anticipating barriers so that the corruption
of the world assumed in advance does not touch the inner self of the
person who should remain completely pure before God. The cardinal
saw that motives for obedience understood in such a way were antiwitness and soon destroyed the inner maturity of the soul. The only
convincing reason for obeying God may be internalized trust coming
from the correct reading of God’s love and wisdom22.
This aspect of unification, although in its first perspective is very
demanding, on the level that the soul is presently interacting with God
ceases to cause it any difficulties. Some spiritual authors are not afraid
to say even that the opposite state, that is mistrust, would be for the
soul a real punishment and torment. The spirit of a Christian united
with the Lord lives on trustful awaiting the coming of the Lord’s judgments, misses them and the more they demand from him self-denial
in the practice of this virtue, the more he desires them. In the process
of continuous increase of trust in God a trustful soul crosses further
and bolder boundaries, coming almost to this final line beyond which
there extends only the kingdom of eternal life. At this last stage of trust
there is the most heroic choice. A man of uniting faith is ready to lose
different ranks and stations, not to get what we can out of them for ourselves,
but to labour in them for Him”. Ibidem, p. 111.
22

Cf. T. Gornall, The Newman problem, [in]: Clergy Review, Vol. LXII, April 1977,
pp. 137-139.
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his temporal spiritual vision with which he saw God close to himself,
noticed the gestures of God’s closeness, read them with more and more
joy, in order to receive still in his lifetime on the ground of spirituality
eternal vision which does not need more tastes or the solemn dignity
Theology
of spirituality of discursive prayer, nor signs or other supports of spiritual growth,
nonetheless used nobly in the earlier stages. In this highest, uniting act
of trust the soul experiences a state similar to the one experienced by
Saul of Tarsus near Damascus (cf. Acts 9,1-19). It agrees to be lovingly
blinded in order to see the Bridegroom more and more clearly in a different, eternal way. It loses the light of temporal spirituality, although
it is given by grace and is supernatural, in order to gain the only light,
unfading and no longer separated from the Three Divine Persons23.
Such trust brings the main fruit of unification, that is the state of
contemplation. Contemplation in its most important dimension is
blindness. God’s light is so intense that the human spirit ceases to see,
which does not mean, however, that it ceases to be guided. The whole
paradox of unification, so difficult as it is, is that a Christian is really led
by God only when he becomes blind to his ideas and life calculations.
„We said that God was not known because He was so close. We are
usually not aware of the air we breathe, we do not see the light itself,
we only see things in the light. We do not even see our own face – only
its reflection in a mirror. We can see God’s face also in a mirror only,
and according to Paul this mirror is Jesus and His paschal mystery”24.
23

Pierre-Marie Delfieux explains this best by meditating upon the fact of the
Ascension, which on the one hand seems to be the Lord’s departure far away,
and on the other is the sign of calling the soul beyond the finite world. Delfieux
states: „Jesus disappeared from our human eyes, so that the eyes of our faith
may be opened wider. His voice ceased to be audible for our ears, so that the
power of His hope would anchor in our souls. Our hands can no longer touch
His body so that pure love could enlighten our hearts. What grace is for us
this apparent departure, which opens us to the fullness of the mystery of the
presence so alive and so powerful! The presence of God, which manifests itself
everywhere and fills us with inner light.” (translation by author) P. M. Delfieux,
Medytacje Paschalne, trans. Mniszki z Monastycznych Wspólnot Jerozolimskich,
Warszawa 2009, p. 249.

24

T. Halik, Cierpliwość wobec Boga. Spotkanie wiary z niewiarą, trans. A. Babuchowski, Kraków 2011, p. 133. Karol Wojtyła points out that neither the intellect nor the conscience, nor the other pious powers of the soul, can penetrate
the Divine Substance. Therefore, seeing the sacred trust of a Christian, Jesus
rewards him with the grace of ‘dark efficiency,’ i.e. the capacity by which the
mind, strengthened by the light of God Himself, unites with the Divine Substance. Cf. also, K. Wojtyła, Zagadnienie wiary w dziełach Św. Jana od Krzyża,
Kraków 1990, p. 204 – 205. Mieczysław Łacek comments that this blindness is
always given to people who have been capable of sacrificing themselves for the
sake of their radical following Christ. Such people can afford blind confidence,
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For Newman such a state of trust was fullness. At the same time it was
also the basis of the gift of contemplation. The cardinal distinguished
between two kinds of trust that a Christian might have in God. In order
to distinguish one from the other he used biblical symbols of flesh and
Theology
blood and of the gift of God’s counsel. Flesh and blood are able to lead of spirituality
the Lord’s disciple only to the level or temporal, natural trust. The man
of faith so shaped trusts God only to a certain degree: when he starts
a job, when he goes through difficulties, takes up new challenges or has
to face some unexpected difficulties, he also trusts in financial and living
matters. Such a level of trust does not unite with God yet. It merely gives
a sense of earthly stability. Whereas there is trust coming from the Spirit
of God which absolutely exceeds the threshold of temporal life and does
not hesitate to rely on the Word of the Creator in complete darkness, in
its crucifixion, in total denial and failure, being aware all the time that
it is only beyond mortal life that there is the real and lasting life. The
blessed cardinal believed that only that Christian trusted whose all hope
was in the invisible eternal life and who for its inheritance offered all
the visible worldly goods. Such complete awareness adds the soul the
fullness of trust which inextricably unites it with the Lord25.
Only then does a disciple united with Christ through utter trust
become a reliable and in a sense unrivalled witness of His, and his
authenticity, courage and intuitive competence in the life of faith the
world cannot rival. Trust obtained in such an intimate communion
with Jesus and reinforced thanks to the contemplative gaze beyond
always and in spite of everything. See also, M. Łacek, Lektura tekstów teologii
życia wewnętrznego. Okres nowożytny (XVI-XVIII w.). Św. Jan od Krzyża, [in]:
Idem, Wykłady w Prymasowskim Instytucie Życia Wewnętrznego w Warszawie,
Warszawa 2006, pp. 62-63.
25

Thomas Norris clearly indicates that Newman did not value trust according to
flesh and blood, treating it as superficial, or even self-interested. Only spiritual
trust is full, holy, contemplative. Norris writes: „Though instances of great holiness are rare, yet they are enough to win God‘s silent battles and to impress
His Kingdom upon society. He explain his conviction in the light of the intrinsic
power of the witness of holiness. The man commonly held in popular estimation
are greatest at a distance; they become small as they are approached, but the
attraction, exerted by unconscious holiness of un urgent and irresistible nature;
it persuades the weak, the timid, the wavering and the inquiring; it draws forth
the affection and loyalty of all who are in a measure like-minded; and over the
thoughtless or perverse multitude it exercises a sovereign compulsory sway,
bidding them fear and keep silence, on the ground of its own divine right to
rule them – its hereditary claim on their obedience, though they understand
not the principles or counsels of that spirit, which is born, not of blood, nor of
the will of the flesh, not of the will of man, but of God.” T. J. Norris, Cardinal
Newman for today, Dublin 2010, p. 112.
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the curtain of eternity introduces the Christian into the very centre
of Divine Substance. Owing to that he himself is stable, unwavering,
and this power of trustful contemplation emanates from within him
further on the whole environment. Only contemplatives evangelize
Theology
of spirituality effectively. Compared with the power of their testimony, all pastoral
methods, evangelistic endeavors or missionary undertakings appear
to be merely a child’s theater or a sacred imitation of the virtual tricks
of the world. It is, therefore, very important for the external activity of
the enthronement movement to meet with the internal analysis of the
stage of unification, as Newman described in detail. The apostolate of
a contemplative is the apostolate of depth. He does not share with the
world the essence of doctrine, nor even the beauty of moral norms, nor
the rousing spirit of prayer but encloses all these noble ends in one
common denominator, through which he is so effective – the apostolate
of a trustful contemplative begins with God Himself. „The summit of
mystical apostolate is the radiation of Divine life”26.

INTRONIZACJA CHRYSTUSA INACZEJ. ETAP ZJEDNOCZENIA
DUCHOWEGO JAKO WPROWADZENIE ŻYWEGO BOGA
NA SZCZYT DUSZY WIERZĄCEGO CZŁOWIEKA
Jednym z ważniejszych problemów wspólnoty katolickiej w Polsce jest
bardzo popularna w tym czasie i w pewnym sensie kontrowersyjna idea
Intronizacji Chrystusa na Króla Polski. Ten ruch duchowy i duszpasterski,
pierwszy raz w ciągu długiej historii Kościoła katolickiego nad Wisłą, wydaje
się poważnie dzielić polskich katolików jakby na dwa stronnictwa: tych, którzy
niekiedy wydają się być prawie fanatykami powyższej idei, sądzącymi, że jedynie Intronizacja Chrystusa może wybawić nowożytność z jej ciemności oraz
mocna opozycja wobec tego typu myślenia, która właśnie pomysł Intronizacji
traktuje jako poważną ciemność teologiczną wewnątrz katolickiej rodziny
w Polsce. Być może do rozwiązania tej trudnej dysputy teologicznej przyczyni
się analiza i praktyczne, duszpasterskie zastosowanie poprzednio istniejącej
już idei Intronizacji Chrystusa na szczyt duszy ludzkiej, która przedstawiona
została w duchowych pismach błogosławionego Johna Henry‘ego Newmana.
Słowa kluczowe: idea Intronizacji, Chrystus Królem Polski, etap wewnętrznego
zjednoczenia, wprowadzenie Chrystusa na szczyt duszy ludzkiej, apostolat
kontemplatywny.
26

M. Zawada, Apostolat kontemplacyjny w pismach bł. Elżbiety od Trójcy Przenajświętszej, [in]: J. W. Gogola (ed.), Uwielbienie chwały. VI Karmelitański Tydzień
Duchowości z bł. Elżbietą od Trójcy Świętej, Kraków 2004, p. 200.
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Bearing Witness as an Ever-Relevant Mission

Introduction
From 2013, we have been carrying out a pastoral program whose
theme is: “Through Christ, with Christ, in Christ. Through faith and
Baptism to bearing witness.” This program follows the path of Baptismal spirituality. It moves through an experience of faith, conversion
and Baptism to the taking up of evangelization, apostolate and bearing
witness to a life of faith.
Our theme for 2016 was “New life in Christ”. We recalled the historical event of Poland’s Baptism, we reminded ourselves that all people
are missionaries by virtue of Baptism, as St. John Paul II had taught;
we are all missionary disciples – as the present Pope Francis teaches.
We are disciples of Christ, since we have received the Gospel; we are
missionaries, because faith in Christ moves us to share it with others.
And so, it is from our Baptism that we draw our obligation of carrying
Christ to others. We are called to be His witnesses to the ends of the
earth. Therefore, we are to proclaim the Gospel primarily through the
testimony of our life.
The theme of the present pastoral year of 2016/2017 is “Go and proclaim.” It is the culmination of a reflection taken up by our Church
communities and the crowning of our Baptismal formation. It involves
all the faithful and exemplifies their mission in the contemporary
world. The theme of the pastoral year emphasizes the missionary
aspect of the life and mission of the Church and of all the baptized.
During this pastoral year, the words of Christ, “Go and proclaim”
(Mt 10:7); “God and make disciples” (Mt 28:19), make the Church in
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Poland sensitive to Christ’s missionary mandate and its realization in
pastoral, catechetical and evangelization work. These words of our
Lord are to contribute to a change in the mentality of priests and faithful; they are to lead to pastoral and missionary conversion.
The evangelization of the world had its beginning in the words of
Christ which constitute a call to proclaim the Gospel to all nations. Its
purpose is the Salvation of mankind. The fulfillment of the missionary
mandate enlivens the missionary spirit in the Church. Those who go
forth and proclaim the Gospel bear witness to their faith while opening
themselves to the action of the Holy Spirit who is the main Evangelizer.
Pope Francis calls the Church to take up “a new phase of evangelization, one marked by enthusiasm and vitality.”1 The Pope describes this
new phase of evangelization as a “missionary going-forth”. Its purpose
is to reach the peripheries of the world, “to get on the road”2. Christians are to be a community of disciples who take up new initiatives.
The Pope calls for a “pastoral and missionary conversion” in order to
“be in a permanent missionary state,” so that “the structures of the
Church may become more missionary in nature.”3
All this leads us to the following questions:
In today’s remarkably sophisticated world, how are we to proclaim
Christ as the only Savior of the world? How are we to bring the Gospel to contemporary man? Is it enough to use the most adequate and
beautiful words in order to draw others to Christ?
Blessed Paul VI expressed his conviction that “modern man listens
more willingly to witnesses, than to teachers, and if he does listen to
teachers, it is because they are witnesses.”4
St. John Paul II expressed himself in the same spirit in an encyclical
on the missionary activity of the Church: “People today put more trust
in witnesses than in teachers, in experience than in teaching, and in
life and action than in theories. The witness of a Christian life is the
first and irreplaceable form of mission.”5
Pope Benedict XVI wrote in a message for the 2013 World Youth
Day: “When we forget God, we lose hope and become unable to love
others. That is why it is so necessary to testify to God’s presence so
that others can experience it. The Salvation of humanity depends on
1

Evangelii Gaudium, 17.

2

B. Łysik, Duszpasterstwo misyjne według papieża Franciszka, „Nurt SVD” 1
(2015), pp. 19-20.

3

Ibidem, p. 9.

4

Evangelii Nunitiandi, 41.

5

Redeptoris Missio, 42.
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this, as well as the Salvation of each of us. Anyone who understands
this can only exclaim with St. Paul: “Woe to me if I do not preach the
gospel!” (1 Cor 9:16).”
The Church, from its very beginning, has placed the act of bearing
witness to the faith of its followers on par with proclaiming the Gospel.
All those belonging to Christ, by virtue of Baptism, would become His
witnesses, and martyria would become the natural form of sharing Pastoral
theology
one’s gift of faith with others.

Biblical grounds for Christian Witness
The initiative of saving the human race comes from the Father. It
is a sign of His grace and mercy. This is attested to by the Old and
New Testament. God chose and sent his messengers and prophets to
the Chosen People with the mission of proclaiming to them the truth
about Himself. Let us look at the calling of Moses (Ex 3:7-22), Jeremiah
(Jer 1:4-10) and Isaiah (Is 6: 1-13). The One who calls and sends out
is God the Father who is the initiator of this mission. The one who
is sent by God receives a task to carry out and he fulfills it by words
and signs. God accompanies the one whom He sends, reassuring him
about His presence. Fulfilling the mission entrusted to them by God,
the prophets bore witness to the Lord and, at the same time, to their
God-given mission.
In the fullness of time, the Father sends His Son (Gal 4:4). St. John
the Apostle stated: “For God so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish, but
may have eternal life” (Jn 3:16).
In the Decree on the Missionary Activity of the Church, we read:
“The pilgrim Church is missionary by her very nature, since it is from
the mission of the Son and the mission of the Holy Spirit that she draws
her origin.”6 This plan has its origin in the source of charity, which is
“the Charity of God the Father.”7 The purpose of this universal divine
plan is the Salvation of the human race.
Jesus Christ is the only authentic witness of God. Jesus became the
paradigm of the faithful witness (cf. Rev 1:5) in the New Covenant.
He has the awareness of being sent (cf. Jn 10:36). He came into the
world, in order to bear witness to the truth (cf. J 18:37). He alone has
seen God (Jn 1:18) and He speaks of what He has seen and heard the
6

Ad Gentes, 2.

7

Ibidem.
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Father doing (cf. Jn 3:11; 5:19-20).8 In His teaching and disposition,
Jesus exemplifies a total and perfect union with the Father and an
obedience to His will. He wants to give people only that which God
has revealed to Him (cf. Jn 8:28; 12:49-50). While being obedient to
the Father, He is not seeking His own glory, but the glory of Him who
sent Him with the Gospel into the world (cf. Jn 7:16-18). He testifies:
“He who sent me is with me; He has not left me alone, for I always do
what is pleasing to Him” (Jn 8:29). Jesus bears witness to the truth
which means that He reveals the mystery and wisdom of the Father
who seeks to liberate man from the power of evil. This liberation
takes place through the passion, death and resurrection of Christ. On
the Cross, Jesus bore witness to the unlimited love of God, because
“greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for
his friends” (Jn 15:13).9

The Mission of the Church: to Proclaim
and Bear Witness to the Gospel
The Church whose members we are, has a missionary nature which
is rooted in the Holy Trinity. The Church is missionary by nature,
because its roots have their origin in the mission of Jesus Christ and
the mission of the Holy Spirit, in accord with the Salvific will of God
the Father.
Through His life and teaching, Jesus Christ fulfilled this Salvific
mission for which He was sent into the world by the Father. Jesus
Christ handed down this mission to His disciples by sending them to
proclaim and bear witness to it. When He was ascending into heaven,
Christ addressed His Apostles with the words which constitute His
missionary testament. He commanded them: “You shall be my witness in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the
earth” (Acts 1:8).
The Church is missionary not only because it continues the mission
of Jesus, but also because it partakes in His pastoral prophetic authority. It has been sent by Him and today it sends its faithful to proclaim
the Gospel of Christ, bear witness to it and form the community of
believers.10
8

Z. Grochowski, Jezus jako świadek w Ewangelii wg św. Jana, “Verbum vitae”
27 (2015), pp. 172-173.

9

Ibidem, p. 183.

10

Cf. Ad Gentes, 6.
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Proclaiming the Gospel and bearing witness to it is the most important task of the Church. This task and mission was handed down to
the Church by Jesus Christ Himself. Paul VI reminds us in Evangelii
Nuntiandi: “The Church exists in order to evangelize, that is to say, in
order to preach and teach.”11 To proclaim the Gospel means to bear
witness to the Gospel.
All the Evangelists end their account of the Resurrected Lord’s meet- Pastoral
ing with His Apostles, with the missionary mandate: “Go, therefore, theology
and teach all nations...and behold, I am with you always, to the close
of the age” (Mt 28:19-20; cf. Mk 16:15-18; Lk 24: 46-49; Jn 20:21-23). St.
John Paul II has taught in Redeptoris Missio: “This is a sending forth
in the Spirit, as is clearly apparent in the Gospel of John: Christ sends
his own into the world, just as the Father has sent him, and to this end
He gives them the Spirit. Luke, for his part, closely links the witness
the apostles are to give to Christ with the working of the Spirit, who
will enable them to fulfill the mandate they have received.”12
The Evangelists speak clearly about going out and proclaiming the
Gospel. Still, Luke presents the mission of the Apostles as bearing
witness: “You are witnesses of these things” (Lk 24:48); and in the
Acts of the Apostles (1:8): “You shall be my witnesses to the end of
the earth” (Acts 1:8). St. John Paul II reminded us about it: “The mission of the Church, like that of Jesus, is God’s work or, as Luke often
puts it, the work of the Spirit. After the resurrection and ascension
of Jesus, the apostles have a powerful experience which completely
transforms them: the experience of Pentecost. The coming of the Holy
Spirit makes them witnesses and prophets (cf. Acts 1:8; 2:17-18). It fills
them with a serene courage which impels them to pass on to others
their experience of Jesus and the hope which motivates them. The
Spirit gives them the ability to bear witness to Jesus with boldness.”13
From the day of Pentecost, Christ’s missionary mandate has become
a fundamental element in the life of the young community of faith. It
is a community gathered for prayer, Eucharist and the meditation of
the word of God (cf. Acts 2:42-47).
This enormous task seems to go beyond the disciples’ human capabilities. That is why they are reassured that they will not be left alone,
but will have the Holy Spirit to accompany them. The Spirit of Christ
filled His disciples and awakened in them both a desire and courage
for the purpose of bearing witness to the Risen One. The Apostles with
11

Evangelii Nuntiandi, 14.

12

Redemptoris Missio, 22.

13

Ibidem, 24.
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the entire Jerusalem community have sensed the moral imperative:
“We cannot but speak of what we have seen and heard” (Acts 4:20).
The essence of evangelization is getting to know Jesus, the Son of
God and proclaiming Him to the whole world: getting to know His face
and showing it to others14. By fulling its mission, the Church sends
those who proclaim the Gospel to make know the Good News of Salvation “to the end of the earth” (cf. Mt 28:19). Pope Francis encourages
the contemporary Church to go out with its testimony of faith to the
existential and geographical peripheries. He writes: “In our day Jesus’
command to “go and make disciples” echoes in the changing scenarios
and ever new challenges to the Church’s mission of evangelization, and
all of us are called to take part in this new missionary “going forth”.
Each Christian and every community must discern the path that the
Lord points out, but all of us are asked to obey His call to go forth from
our own comfort zone in order to reach all the “peripheries” in need
of the light of the Gospel.”15
To summarize, we can state that the plan of Salvation flows from
the love of God for mankind. The starting point for every mission is
God the Father. He is the source of all mission. He chooses individuals
and sends them out with a mission to be fulfilled, so that people may
be reconciled with one another. The one who is sent fulfills the will of
Him who sends by means of words and deeds. God reassures those
whom He sends of His presence.

Evangelizers as Proclaimers
and Witnesses of the Gospel
The mindset of “going forth” characterizes every evangelizer, i.e.
every baptized, because the missionary mandate refers not only to
the Apostles and their successors (bishops, priests and deacons), but
to all the People of God. The contemporary Church takes into consideration the role of laymen in the Church’s missionary activity. They
are the ones who evangelize and bear a witness that attracts others
to Christ.16 Presently, the Church recognizes that all the baptized are
evangelizers17 and they all partake in missionary activity ad gentes.
Pope Francis makes this clear; from the beginning of his pontificate,
he has been counting on a missionary reawakening in the universal
14

Cf. Novo Millennio ineunte, 16.

15

Evangelii Gaudium, 20.

16

Verbum Domini, 94.

17

Redemptoris Missio, 71.
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Church, especially within the ranks of many of its lay members. According to the Pope, every baptized person, regardless of his role in
the Church and his level of education, is an active evangelizer. Every
Christian is a missionary to the extent that he has encountered the
love of God in Jesus Christ.
The Magisterium of the Church constantly takes note of the fact that
there is a relationship between the transmission of the word of God Pastoral
and bearing witness to Christian life. This is how there is a hunger for theology
the preached word, although by itself, it is not sufficient to reawaken
interest in the proclaimed kerygma and to lead people to the faith. An
evangelizer should show that the Gospel is a reality which one can live
with. “This reciprocity between word and witness reflects the way in
which God himself communicated through the incarnation of his Word.
The word of God reaches men and women ‘through an encounter with
witnesses who make it present and alive.’”18
The spiritual identity of the evangelizer should include an openness
to the action of the Holy Spirit and an obedience to the inspirations
of Him who is both the first and the instrumental missionary of the
Church.19 He is the One who enables people to bear authentic witness
through various charisms (cf. Rom 12:3-13; 1 Cor 12:1-31). Christ’s witness should stand out by his enthusiasm and zeal as well as virtues,
among which the Apostle Paul lists confidence, courage and reliability
(cf. 1 Thess 2:2; 1 Tim 3:13; Heb 3:6).
We are to engage in the new evangelization. “The pressing pastoral
task of the new evangelization calls for the involvement of the entire
People of God, and requires a new fervor, new methods and a new
expression for the announcing and witnessing of the Gospel.”20 To
the secularized world, St. John Paul II showed a new style of priestly
ministry. He treats the evangelical radicalism of priestly life as the
necessary condition for the new evangelization’s effectiveness. The
radical evangelism of consecrated persons and all faithful laypeople
is also needed.

18

Verbum Domini, 97.

19

Ibidem, 21.

20

Pastores dabo Vobis, 18.
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Areas of Evangelization – Those
for Whom the Proclamation of the Gospel
and Bearing Witness are Intended
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The missionary commission “go out and proclaim” is being realized
not only through missionary activity ad gentes (among the nations).
All of the Church’s pastoral activity is to be fulfilled in this spirit.21
In other words, the proclamation of the Gospel and bearing witness
to it need to be carried out in two fundamental areas: ad intra and
ad gentes.
The “missionary going forth”, according to Pope Francis, should
include three essential areas, or three groups to whom the proclamation of the Gospel and bearing witness to it are addressed and to whom
the Church turns with the Salvific message of Christ.
1. The first area of evangelization consists of the parish and ordinary
pastoral activity carried out among the faithful who regularly participate in the life of the community and gather in churches on Sundays
and holy days of obligation in order to be fed by the word of God and
the Bread of eternal life (pastoral activity within the parish).
The parish is the place where the missionary mandate is being realized – “Go and proclaim” – the space where missionary consciousness
is reawakened and where pastoral and missionary conversion take
place.22 What should be done, so that the parish would be renewed
and experience a missionary conversion? How should one move from
passive pastoral engagement, concentrated on maintaining a “possessive state” to a pastoral activity which is clearly missionary in nature
and seeks to accommodate those who are religiously indifferent or
remain far off?23
Parish renewal requires a revision of its structures. This needs
to be done in a way that would transform the parish into one community made up of small communities, while its members would be
missionary disciples of Jesus Christ. Priests should establish parishes
as “a community of small communities” and form leaders of groups,
communities and associations; group facilitators and volunteers with
whom priests should then start evangelizing. Communities of the
21
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faithful constitute a privileged tool of the new evangelization which
would enable the baptized to become authentic missionary disciples
of Christ. These communities are also the place where new vocations
to the priesthood, the consecrated life and secular life are born. Today,
if the pastor does not cooperate with laymen in the parish, his approach is only scarcely evangelizing in nature. Alone, even with the
most dedicated parochial vicars, he is unable to reach 60% or 50% of Pastoral
the faithful who reside in the parish and who no longer practice their theology
faith, or others who are religiously neglected and indifferent.
It is therefore necessary to rely on the laity, and not to be afraid of
entrusting them with the responsibility for various pastoral tasks and
the life of the parish. One should take up an active cooperation with
the Parish Pastoral Council and the Parish Economic Council. It is
also necessary to set up a Parish House of Charity or other charitable
institutions and entrust them with specific tasks. The pastor does not
have do everything by himself. It is enough for him to moderate and
coordinate the activities of lay groups, but on one condition: it is the
priests’ task to form the laity.
The Aparecida document expresses all this in the following manner:
“Parish renewal requires new attitudes in pastors and in the priests
who are in its service. The first requirement is that the pastor be an
authentic disciple of Jesus Christ, because only a priest who is in love
with the Lord lives in constant yearning to seek out those who are
separated and is not satisfied with mere administration.”24
We constantly need to learn how to work with the laity and have
confidence in their abilities and competence. That is why the priest
must be close to the faithful and be present with them among people
who are religiously indifferent, neglectful of their baptismal obligation or no longer familiar with the evangelical message. The priest
should have the disposition of a missionary disciple and inspire such
attitude among his faithful. The greatest pastoral endeavors in the
parish should be directed toward the invitation and formation of lay
missionary disciples. The larger their number, the greater the fruits
of evangelization.
The formation of the faithful in communities, Church movements
and associations, the formation of lectors, acolytes, extraordinary ministers of Holy Communion, permanent deacons – all this is the main
task which stands before the Church at the present moment. It needs
24
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to be remembered, that – as Vatican II teaches25 – the main areas of
activity and evangelization by the faith is the world of economy, culture, science, arts, politics, mass media and economic management,
as well as family, education, and professional life. These are the main
areas where the Church is present through lay missionary disciples.
These are the “contemporary Areopagi” where the Gospel must be
proclaimed and where Christ must be ushered in.
Priests will not accomplish this task on their own. But in cooperation with consecrated persons and well-formed laity one can count
on remarkable fruits of evangelization. For it is the case that every
layman who is adequately – both religiously and spiritually – formed
emanates the Gospel toward a number of individuals. Such a person
is a witness to the Gospel in his own environment.
Therefore, it is necessary to turn the parish into a mission outpost.
We read in the Aparecida document: “All members of the parish community are responsible for the evangelization of the men and women
in each setting.”26 Among the parishioners, there should be an reawakened and vitalized missionary consciousness, as well as a sense
of responsibility for missionary leadership and cooperation, with the
proclamation of the Gospel in one’s neighborhood and to the ends of
the earth as well. Parishes should become missionary-minded. This
requires both imagination and creativity, in order to reach those who
have left the Church community; those who live as if God did not exist;
and those who still want to know Him, but do not know how. In the
process of turning the parish into a missionary outpost, the Pontifical
Mission Societies constitute a great form of assistance. Agencies run
by the Department of Missions of the Polish Bishops Conference are
also most helpful.
2. The second area of evangelization is made up of baptized persons
who do not wholeheartedly belong to the Church and do not experience the joy flowing out from the faith. They need a new conversion
which would restore the joy of faith to their lives and a renewed desire
to become involved in the proclamation of the Gospel.
Pope Gregory the Great said: “The faithful are leaving us and we
remain silent.” Looking at the entire pontificate of John Paul II,
Benedict XVI and Pope Francis, we are encouraged to engage in
a new evangelization, so that we may remain neither silent nor indifferent in the face of those who leave the Church. Instead, we are to
25
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become fully engaged in the action of drawing to Christ those who
have drifted away. Evangelizers of the new evangelization are needed. “The new evangelization requires new proclaimers with a new
fervor, and a new expression for the announcing and witnessing of
the Gospel.”27 John Paul II has shown the secularized world a new
style of priestly ministry. He considered the radicalism of priestly
evangelical life to be the foundation for the new evangelization’s ef- Pastoral
fectiveness. The evangelical radicalness of consecrated persons and theology
of all the faithful is also needed.
According to John Paul II, the new evangelization does not consist
of proclaiming a “new Gospel.” It is indeed a proclamation of the Gospel brought to us by Christ, but it is “new in its ardor, methods and
expression.”28 St. John Paul II has taught that “what is needed today
is a pastoral activity which is truly missionary and which does not wait
passively, but sets out to look for the lost sheep.”29
Well-formed lay people in communities, Church movements and
associations are to go to those places which cannot be reached by the
priest. This is how the proclamation of the presence of Christ in everyday life should be the Church’s program for the third millennium.
In carrying out this program, one must not fear the involvement of
lay people who are missionary disciples of Jesus Christ by virtue of
Baptism and Confirmation.
It is necessary that priests reach those faithful who are religiously
neglected and indifferent, during their pastoral visitations. This is
a great opportunity for evangelization. Are we making good use of it,
in order to assist those people in their return to a life of faith?
Recently, the so-called “Three Kings Procession”, as well as pilgrimages to Jasna Góra, Ostra Brama and to other shrines – have become
an occasion for evangelization. This is the model of the Church which
is on the road and at the same time going out to others. In order to
evangelize baptized, but non-practicing individuals, we should not
be waiting for them to come to us. We must go out to them, and offer
them a renewal of faith. We are sent to them by Jesus Christ. A certain
change in our pastoral approach is needed: not to wait for the faithful,
but to go out to them, looking for contact with them; to be on the move
toward the faithful. This significant approach changes our pastoral pattern. It becomes the expression of missionary and pastoral conversion.
27
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3. The third area of new evangelization consists of those who do
not know Christ or those who have always rejected Him. The Church
is called to a missionary activity in the midst of those who have not
been baptized. Although much time has gone by since the beginnings
of the Gospel’s proclamation, missionary outreach remains relevant,
because more than 5 milliard people do not know Christ.
Pope Benedict XVI noted that missionary activity ad gentes opens
up toward new dimensions: the missionary activity of the People of
God is not only intended for non-Christian peoples and distant lands,
but above all for social and cultural contexts and hearts.”30 So we cannot close in within ourselves, but we should have the awareness and
responsibility for carrying Christ to the ends of the earth, where the
Church is not yet present. For it is a fact that all of us are missionaries by virtue of Baptism and Confirmation. We should engage in missionary leadership and cooperation, while supporting the Pontifical
Mission Societies, cooperating with the initiatives of the Works of “Ad
Gentes”, MIVA Poland, and the Center of Missionary Formation. We
should pray for missionary vocations, so that they could be sent to the
ends of the earth.
a. We send missionaries to missions ad gentes. Presently, there are
2012 missionaries in 97 countries, among whom there are 56 laypeople.
More than 100 priests and religious sisters have engaged in pastoral
activity in the East. One must also take into account the volunteers
who go to mission territories for longer or shorter periods of time and
to the East. Volunteering for the missions gives an opportunity to vitalize the faith and missionary spirit of volunteers and entire parishes,
pastoral groups and various associations in the parish.
b. We support missionaries spiritually, we offer our sufferings, and
we assist them materially as well.
Prayer for the missions is needed for the grace of faith for those
who still do not know Christ. All the faithful should become engaged
in spiritual and material assistance. Group leaders and missionary
volunteers have a great role to play in these areas. A missionary volunteer can be a person who will never become a missionary, but can
engage in missionary activity in his diocese, parish, or school, while
taking part in missionary vitalization and cooperation.

30
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It is imperative to develop the Apostolate of the sick. The sick must
be encouraged to engage in missionary activity by their spiritual union
with the suffering missionary Church.
The mass media have an enormous role to play in evangelization and
in bearing witness to the faith. Their role is to communicate information about the life and problems of people in Third World countries
among readers, radio listeners, and TV audiences. The Church increas- Pastoral
ingly recognizes the possibility of new evangelization and missionary theology
activity in the virtual sphere. This is an enormous field which ought
to be utilized.
Papal Mission Days deserve our particular attention.31 They make it
possible to gather funds for missionary activities on Mission Sundays
and provide for the support of young Churches. Another invaluable
initiative of the Pontifical Mission Societies is the spiritual adoption of
seminarians from missionary countries within the “AdoMis” program.
This is a helpful form of spiritual and material assistance for diocesan
and religious seminarians.
The Church in Poland has numerous growing initiatives which engage children in missionary activities. The Pontifical Association of the
Holy Childhood collects contributions from children who are preparing
for their First Holy Communion and transfers those funds to children
who prepare for their First Holy Communion in mission lands., especially in Africa. Every year, a drive is being held to collect financial
contributions in order to assist children in mission lands as part of the
“Kolędnicy Misyjni” project. This project involves the singing of Carrols and is used for the evangelization of those who are approached by
children with the message of Christ’s nativity. Such performances are
also used to collect financial means for missionary activity. It is a way
to develop missionary consciousness among children. This form of
evangelization has survived in the most secularized countries. It has
proven to be successful and is immune to secularization.
The “Ad Gentes” Works initiated by the Polish Episcopal Conference is constantly growing operation. For the past 11 years it has been
supporting Polish missionaries around the world.32 Every year, this
initiative has been used to subsidize evangelization works, as well as
medical, educational and charitable projects in the missions. Last year,
168 projects were subsidized. The Works help establish and furnish
31
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schools and kindergartens. Under the Works’ auspices, missionary
leadership sessions are conducted in parishes to encourage various
forms of service on behalf of the missions.
In addition, “MIVA Poland” supports Polish missionaries and sends
them manes of transportation, such as utility vehicles, motorcycles,
bicycles and boats.33 Thanks to the active involvement of many groups,
a “St. Christopher Campaign” is being held, which increases drivers’
awareness of the need for safe driving, while at the same time promotes
greater concern for the care of missionaries. Funds collected from
various drives are being used to purchase means of transportation
for missionaries.

Resolutions of the IV National Missionary Congress
The Church in Poland constantly increases its missionary initiatives
by forming its faithful in a spirit of responsibility for the missions.
One of the important events was the IV National Missionary Congress
which took place in Warsaw and in all of Poland in 201534. In order to
vitalize the missionary Church in Poland, the IV National Missionary Congress proposed specific actions whose purpose would be to
increase involvement in missionary activities:
1. Establish a Mission Office or Department. In every archdiocese
and diocese there are already episcopal delegates for the missions and
directors of the Pontifical Mission Societies. Deanery representatives
for missionary affairs should also be appointed. This would make
it possible for information about the missions to reach all parishes,
and from the parishes to the headquarters of the Pontifical Mission
Societies and the Commission of the Polish Bishops’ Conference for
Missionary Affairs. It would be a good way to vitalize a missionary
fervor, manifested through prayerful involvement and the organization of material support.35
2. Establish Missionary Works in every archdiocese and diocese
whose aim would be the spiritual and material support of missionary
service provided by diocesan and religious priests, sisters and laity.
The purpose of the Works would be the vitalization of a spirit of payer
33
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and the establishment of missionary cenacles in parishes, as well as
the entire formation of missionary group leaders and cooperation
with the Pontifical Mission Societies and the branches of the Polish
Bishops’ Conference Commission for Missionary Affairs. On the First
Friday of every month or on any other day, every parish should have
a prayer service for the intentions of missionaries and for the purpose
of collecting material offerings. These offerings constitute the Diocesan Pastoral
theology
Missionary Fund.
3. Priests for the propagation of missions. Only with the cooperation
of priests who have a “missionary mind and heart” – as St. John Paul
II used to say – would it be possible to vitalize a missionary spirit in the
Church in Poland. It is necessary to renew the missionary consciousness of diocesan and religious priests and form a missionary spirit on
the seminary level. The Pontifical Missionary Union has a lot to do in
this area of activity on behalf of the missions.
4. Catechists for missionary affairs. It is imperative to renew the
missionary awareness among catechists. Proposals have been submitted, so that missionary issues could be emphasized in the context of
permanent formation of catechists, especially at a time when catechists
are being formally commissioned before the beginning of a new school
year, in order to further vitalize a missionary fervor and involvement
among them.
5. In various dioceses, there are retreats for priests and catechists.
They should be enriched by missionary themes. In order to reawaken
a missionary spirit among priests, Days for the Sanctification of the
Clergy could also be utilized. Days of recollection are organized in the
deaneries. Their theme this year should concentrate on the missionary activity of the Church. This should be taken into consideration by
the priests and missionary delegates in the diocesan deaneries who
conduct these days of recollection.
6. One of the proposed forms for the reawakening of interest in the
missions and the involvement of the faithful in assisting missionaries are biblical readings intended for the May and October devotions
which would center on the theme of missionary activity – prepared by
the Pontifical Mission Societies. Another form of spreading interest
in the missions is the utilization of missionary periodicals, missionary
websites and portals.
7. Scholarly congresses and symposiums on the theme of missions
and missiology. In the pastoral year of 2016/2017, there was a proposal
that such congresses and symposiums should be organized in archdioceses and dioceses. Their aim would be to reawaken and vitalize
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a greater missionary awareness among all those who are responsible
for the missionary activity of the Church and for evangelization
(bishops, priests, consecrated persons, seminarians and lay faithful).
Such gatherings would make us realize that we are all disciples and
missionaries by virtue of Baptism and we belong to a Church which
is missionary in nature and that Christ’s missionary mandate “Go and
teach” is still relevant and applies to all the baptized. During symposiums and congresses it is necessary to encourage parishes, families
and schools to take part in missionary vitalization and cooperation.
All agree that at the present time, what is needed is not so much
teachers of the faith, but rather those who bear witness to the faith with
conviction. People readily receive the word of those who proclaim the
Gospel if it is supported by the proclaimer’s living faith. In the midst of
numerous words, proclaimed ideas and blatantly amplified ideologies,
it is easy to lose one’s taste for the word of God and reduce it to just
another proposition for a successful life. A daily selfless and permanent
manner of bearing witness to one’s love leads to restless questions
about the sense of life, its ultimate aim and purpose. It wakes one up
from a lethargic state and allows to discover the evangelical message
as the only and most important path for every human being. Thanks
to one’s personal act of bearing witness to the faith, this faith does not
become deformed and reduced to the level of religious ideology, but
turns into an invitation of meeting with the One who is the Way, the
Truth and the Life (cf. Jn 14,6).
The power of bearing witness to Christian life is most noticeable in
mission countries, especial in those places where missionaries cannot openly speak about Christ and call others to conversion. It is then
that the truth about Christ the Savior can be discovered through the
missionaries’ outward deeds and their clear actions on behalf of one’s
neighbor, their works of mercy and selfless concern for the good of
others. That’s how many people are influenced by the missionaries’
behavior, their dedication and willingness to serve, so often at the cost
of the missionaries own inconvenience. The missionaries’ provokes
questions and makes those who observe them think about the missionaries’ driving motivation as well the authenticity of their way of life.
All this leads people to discover the missionaries’ religious motivation
for all that they do.
The most distinctly evident way of giving witness to one’s faith
is martyrdom. The grace of laying one’s life for Christ enables the
martyr himself to remain unwavering in his faith to the end. It also
constitutes a powerful incentive that leads one to reflect upon the
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truths of the faith which the martyr lives by, as well as the sense of
his martyrdom. Such ultimate form of bearing witness becomes the
seed of new adherents of Christianity. One can notice this process
in countries where Muslim fundamentalists murder Christians and
destroy their churches. Martyrs are the seed from which new followers of Christ are born.

Conclusion
Christ’s mandate, “Go and proclaim,” requires the active involvement of the entire Church, including all priests and faithful. Christ’s
commission, articulated on the day of His Ascension remains most
relevant. It flows from His will that the Church may go forth to all nations with the Salvific message and without any fear or anxiety. For this
to take place, there has to be a missionary community which is aware
of its responsibility for the proclamation of the message of evangelical
love. Such community should become a community of Jesus’ authentic witnesses – those who will fulfill their missionary call to holiness
without fear. Bearing witness to one’s faith remains the privileged and
effective way to fulfill one’s missionary vocation.
Showing Christ to others is the most valuable gift which we can give
to others. Do not be afraid! You are not alone. The Holy Spirit is with
you and He is the one who will enable you to give courageous witness
to your faith in Jesus. He is the One who will reawaken in you every
desire to do good, to proclaim the Gospel and to announce God’s love
for mankind. Enter often into the Upper Room like the Apostles, and
leave your fear and intimidation behind. Right there, open yourselves
up to the power of the Holy Spirit and your hearts will be filled with
courage, joy, peace and love. Draw the needed strength for the proclamation of your faith and for bearing witness to the Gospel from prayer,
the word of God and the Sacraments, especially the Eucharist. Only
a man who converses with the Lord is able to tell others about God.
Only a priest, a religious sister, a catechists who loves God can tirelessly speak about Him.
I wish to end with the words of the closing statement of Cardinal
Fernando Filoni who addressed the participants of the IV National
Missionary Congress. He referred to his final address as the opening
– and not the closing – words. The Cardinal spoke of St. John Paul II
as the greatest missionary of the past fifty years who left behind one of
the most beautiful encyclicals, “Redemptoris Missio” (“The Mission of
the Redeemer”). Filoni said that these two words are “the message and
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program that he is leaving us with. The Mission of Jesus Christ was
directed toward the Salvation of the whole world. There is no greater
or more beautiful mission than this. That is why the one who responds
to it, receives the same mission which Jesus Christ received. ‘Go out
and teach all nations.’ This was the last address, the last testament,
the last message and the last desire of Jesus.”36
Pastoral
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Ecclesial Foundations of the Care
of Migrants and Refugees

The Christian communities already in the antiquity took care of refugees
and migrants. In the following centuries, the Church has repeatedly called for
help provided to foreigners, placing particular emphasis on satisfying their
spiritual needs. Therefore, recommendations were made to provide pastoral
care in their mother tongue or even to create personal parishes for them. The
intensification of the Church’s teaching on migration has taken place in the
second half of the twentieth century and continues to this day. The documents
of the Holy See and the Popes’ statements focus on showing the advantages
and dangers of migration and point to various ways of the concern for migrants.
Key words: migration, Catholic Church on migration, pastoral care of migrants.

Introduction
The Catholic Church has joined the modern discussion on migration.
However, today’s views on refugees and migrants have not been developed in recent years, but they derive from the centuries-old tradition
of the Church, its formal teaching and many practical activities. The
aim of this article is to present the most significant statements of the
Church Magisterium on migration in greater detail and in chronological order. This synthesis may be the basis for the research on the theology of migration and inspiration for the practical care of migrants1.
1

The article was written under the research project entitled Religious education
of Polish emigrants in Great Britain. The current situation and perspectives of
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In ancient times, migration was a common phenomenon which
contributed to the expansion of Christianity. From the very beginning,
the Church was open to foreigners, and the Christian communities
often consisted of migrants and refugees (RM 82)2. Evidence of the
Church’s organised concern for the emigrants dates back to the sixth
century when a Greek pastoral ministry was established in Rome for
immigrants from the East who did not know Latin3. In addition, since
the 7th century, schools and shelters were established for pilgrims
arriving in Rome4.
Lateran Council IV of 1215 formally called for the provision of pastoral care led by priests of the same nationality to emigrants5. Since
the sixteenth century, accompanying colonisers who sought to discover and conquer new lands was the Church’s specific concern for
migrants. This activity, however, was linked to the evangelization of
conquered peoples6.
During the nineteenth century, the subject of populations subject
to relocation was under the jurisdiction of the Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith. Pope Pius X, who established the Office
for the Spiritual Care of Emigrants at the Consistory Congregation
in 1912, played a significant role in the development of pastoral care
for migrants. The motu proprio proclaimed by that Pope in 1912 and
entitled Cum omnes catholicos was the first document ever to express
concern for specific groups of migrants. It is in this document that the
pope used the wording “emigrants” to identify people going abroad
for earning purposes7.
development. The project is financed by the National Science Centre. Project
registration number: 2016/21/B/HS1/00834.
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Cf. T. Pieronek, Stolica Apostolska wobec migracji i migrantów [The Holy See
on migration and migrants], in: Migracje. Religie i Kościoły wobec migracji
i migrantów. Migracje i społeczeństwo [Migration. Religions and Churches on
migration and migrants. Migration and society], 14, J. E. Zamojski (ed.), Warsaw
2009, p. 22.
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by Pope Pius XII in the constitution Exsul Familia, Vatican 1952.
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Among the pre-Vatican documents of the Church significant for migrants, the Code of Canon Law of 1917 should also be mentioned. This
Code “created the possibility to organise for them adequate pastoral
care under the supervision and direction of the Holy See by means of
the structure of a personal parish arising from a distinct language or
nationality”8 (Cf. Can. 216 § 4).
In 1952, within the Sacred Consistorial Congregation, Pope Pius Pastoral
XII founded the Higher Council for Emigrants and the The Work of theology
the Apostolatus Maris on behalf of seafarers. In 1958, Pope Pius XII
established the institution called Apostolatus Coeli o Aëris for those
who work and travel by air.
The first document of the Holy See entirely devoted to migration
was the apostolic constitution of Pope Pius XII published on August
1, 1952 entitled Exsul familia. In this document the Pope referred to
the escape of the Holy Family to Egypt (Mt 2: 13-15), which was supposed to constitute a theological foundation for the analysis of modern
migration. In that constitution Pius XII outlined the Church’s concern
for emigrants in historical terms, indicating both its practical activities and the teachings contained in various documents. Because of the
groundbreaking significance, the constitution of the Exsul familia was
called the “Great Charter” of the migratory pastoral care. The problem
was, however, that it particularly emphasised the issue of emigration
from Italy and was therefore accused of the lack of universalism. Consequently, many countries omitted to implement it9.

The post-conciliar teaching of the Church on migration
The Second Vatican Council omitted to develop a document devoted
to the pastoral care of migrants. This does not mean, however, that
it completely avoided these issues. It simply concentrated on issues
of a general nature. The constitution of Gaudium et Spes speaks of
the dignity of human beings, their rights, among others, to emigrate
and to receive fair payment (PCC 65-66). The Council also pinpointed
that the main purpose of the service among migrants is to inculturate the Gospel “into the changing circumstances of migrants’ and the

8

Ibidem, p. 37.

9

T. Pieronek, Stolica Apostolska wobec migracji i migrantów, pp. 20-27; Cf.
J. Bakalarz, Podstawowe dokumenty Kościoła w sprawie opieki duszpasterskiej
nad migrantami [Church’s fundamental documents on pastoral care of migrants],
„Studia Polonijne”, vol. 4, Lublin 1981, pp. 7-8.
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newcomers’ lives and their right to the same kind of care as indigenous
people have in the local Church and parish” 10.
On the other hand, authors of the conciliar Decree Concerning the
Pastoral Office of Bishops in the Church „Christus Dominus” make an
appeal that “Special concern should be shown for those among the
faithful who, on account of their way of life, cannot sufficiently make
use of the common and ordinary pastoral care of parish priests or are
quite cut off from it. Among this group are the majority of migrants,
exiles and refugees, seafarers, air-travelers, gypsies, and others of this
kind” (DB 18).
Over time, the issue of migration became a subject of the Church’s
teaching to a greater extent. In 1965, Pope Paul VI founded the International Secretariat for the Direction of the Apostolatus Nomadum
Pope Paul VI founded the International Secretariat for the Direction of
the “Apostolatus Nomadum” and in 1967 established the Office for the
Pastoral Care of people who come within the area of tourism. In 1970
Paul VI in the motu proprio Apostolicae Caritatis put together various
sectors of human mobility and created the Pontifical Commission for
the Spiritual Care of Migrants and Itinerants within the Congregation
of Bishops.
The decision of Paul VI, who recommended that the provisions of
the Constitution of the Exsul familia be adapted to the thinking of the
Second Vatican Council, was the proof of such a tendency. This instruction primarily concerned the second part of this constitution, devoted
to organisational and legal guidelines. At the same time, however, it
was about emphasising the Church’s concern for dignity and human
rights11. This decision was announced by the Pope on 15 August 1969
in the form of a motu proprio entitled Pastoralis migratorum cura.
Following the papal motu proprio already on 22 August 1969, the
Congregation of Bishops issued an instruction on the pastoral care of
migrants called De pastorali migratorum cura12. Although the statement
was made in the post-Conciliar period, it did not abolish the constitution of the Exsul familia, but only supplemented it13. Referring to the
previous Church documents, this instruction confirms the human right
to migrate. Situations in which “a State which suffers from poverty
10

W. Necel, Prawo migranta do specjalnego duszpasterstwa, p. 54.

11

T. Pieronek, Stolica Apostolska wobec migracji i migrantów, p. 20; W. Necel,
Prawo migranta do specjalnego duszpasterstwa, Warsaw 2012, p. 58.

12

Congregation of Bishops, Instruction of De pastorali migratorum cura. Nemo
est, Vatican 1969.

13

Cf. T. Pieronek, Stolica Apostolska wobec migracji i migrantów, p. 28.
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combined with the great population cannot supply such goods to its
inhabitants, or where the State places conditions which offend human
dignity”14 were indicated as motives for migration. This instruction
contains many indications for pastoral care of migrants, also aimed
at preserving their own cultural identity.
On 26 May 1978, the Pontifical Commission for Migrants and Tourists issued a document entitled Pastoral Migrants which discusses the Pastoral
causes of migration, including unemployment, the search for better theology
living conditions, and the need to break away from systems that violate
human rights15.
John Paul II claimed that “the fundamental right of man is the right
to live in his own country. This law becomes real only when there are
no factors forcing to migrate”16. He was therefore aware of the growing
scale of migration and appealed to Christians and all people of good
will for an adequate response to this phenomenon. He noticed the positive aspects of migration, especially as regards the impact of migrants
on the development of host countries, but more often wrote that “this
fact is certainly not without difficulties of various kinds. Above all it
generally constitutes a loss for the country which is left behind. It is
the departure of a person who is also a member of a great community
united by history, tradition and culture; and that person must begin
life in the midst of another society united by a different culture and
very often by a different language”17.
In the teaching of John Paul II on migration, it is worth paying special attention to the annual Messages for the World Day of Migrants and
Refugees, celebrated on the Sunday after the Feast of the Epiphany
(6th January). These messages appeared in the years 1980-1985, but in
the form of the letters of the Secretary of State card. Agostino Casaroli.
Since 1985 the Pope himself was the author of these messages. John
Paul II in 1988 established also a Council dedicated to the spiritual
welfare of migrant and itinerant people. As W. Necel rightly points
out, “In the next 20 messages for the Day of Migrants and Refugees

14

T. Pieronek, Stolica Apostolska wobec migracji i migrantów, p. 20; W. Necel,
Prawo migranta do specjalnego duszpasterstwa, Warsaw 2012, p. 58.

15

Pontifical Commission for Migrants and Tourists, Ministry of migrants, Vatican
1978.

16

John Paul II, To the participants in the 4th World Congress on the Pastoral Care
for Migrants and Refugees, Vatican, 9 October 1998
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John Paul II, Encyclical Laborem Exercens, Vatican 1981, no. 23.
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between 1985 and 200518, Holy Father John Paul II - not so much in a
systematic way but more morphologically- diagnosed and described
the problems arising from the phenomenon of modern migration and
drew attention to the necessary repercussions on the broadly understood apostolic activity of the Church for migrants”19.
The richness of the issues discussed by John Paul II in these messages is already reflected in their titles: I. Local churches towards
emigrants (1985); II. Marriage and Family (1986); III. Catholic laymen
vs emigration (1987); IV. Mary as a reference point for migrants and
refugees (1988); V. A missionary aspect of migration (1989); VI. The
danger of proselytism of religious sects; VII. To respect the cultural identity of each person (1991); VIII. The Church calls for all people’s fuller
solidarity (1992); IX. Local Churches towards migrants (1993/1994); X.
Woman on emigration (1995); XI. Do not violate or ignore migrant’s rights
(1996); XII. Human faith should act through love (1997); XIII. Expressing kindness and solidarity to a stranger (1998); XIV. The whole of the
Christian life is like a great pilgrimage to the house of the Father (1999);
XV. The celebration of Jubilee is a call for change of lifestyle (2000); XVI.
The pastoral care of migrants, a way of accomplishing the mission of
the Church today (2001); XVII. Migration and inter-religious dialogue
(2002); XVIII. For a commitment to overcome all racism, xenophobia and
exaggerated nationalism (2003); XIX. Migration with a view to peace
(2004); XX. Respect for their identity and recognition of others (2005).
In each Message for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees, the
Polish Pope emphasised the dignity of human beings, especially the
needy20, reminding that migrants belong to this category. John Paul II
also put evangelisational and ecumenical hope into migration, especially in countries where Catholics are a minority and exhorted: “In
our society, characterised by the global phenomenon of migration,
individuals must seek the proper balance between respect for their
identity and recognition of that of others”21.
18

Message for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees of 1993 addressing the
problem of the local Church’s responsibility for newcomers was also a message
for year 1994.
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W. Necel, Introduction, in: John Paul II, Orędzia na Światowy Dzień Migranta
i Uchodźcy1985-2005 [Messages for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees
1985-2005], Poznań 2009, p. 7.
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The Code of Canon Law of 1983 and the Code of Canons of the
Eastern Churches promulgated in 1990 were significant documents for
the issue of emigration. As W. Necel notes, it is difficult to find in the
Code of Canon Law a direct record of the right of migrants to receive
special pastoral care; however, “the right of a migrant to a particular
pastoral activity that has gradually evolved throughout the history
of the Gospel is written in many canons, which directly or indirectly Pastoral
point to the right of the faithful migrant, but also to the duty of pastors theology
of the Church to provide the pastoral care of the newcomers”22. The
situation related to the Code of Canon Laws of the Eastern Churches
appears to be similar.
Deriving the reflection from the teaching of Vatican Council II, the
codes of law emphasise the fact that migrants are members of the
People of God and therefore have the same right as other believers
to “receive help from their shepherds from the spiritual goods of the
Church, especially the Word of God and the sacraments” (CCL canon
213, CCEC canon 16).
The Catechism of the Catholic Church, which speaks of the right to
emigrate (CCC 2211), is also an important document addressing the
migration issues during the pontificate of John Paul II. In this context,
it refers to the conciliar constitution of Gaudium et spes (26), and states
that the common good of all mankind requires “alleviating the miseries
of refugees dispersed throughout the world, and assisting migrants
and their families “(CCC 1911).
In 1988 John Paul II with the apostolic constitution Pastor bonus
instituted the Pontifical Council for the Spiritual Care of Migrants and
Itinerants independent from any Vatican Congregation. However, with
regard to migration Pope John Paul II’s pontificate was of historical
importance primarily due to the publication of the instruction entitled
Erga Migrantes Caritas Christi by the Pontifical Council for Migrants
and Itinerant People on 3 May 2004, which constitutes a synthesis of
the Church’s previous doctrine on migration and migrants and thus
the most current reference point for any ecclesial action in this field23.
Undoubtedly, the instruction opens a new chapter in the history of the
Church’s commitment to migrants24.
This instruction consists of four sections entitled: Migration, the sign
of the times and the care of the Church; Migrants and pastoral ministers;
Persons involved in pastoral ministry of Communion; and Structure of
22

W. Necel, Prawo migranta do specjalnego duszpasterstwa, Warsaw 2012, p. 63.
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missionary ministry. The first two parts contain theological premises
concerning migration and reception of migrants, the third one refers
to the subjects of the pastoral care of migrants, while the fourth one
primarily relates to human dignity25.
The instruction is accompanied by legal-pastoral rules. On the one
hand, this document emphasises the need to care about the identity
of migrants and, on the other hand, it speaks about integration with
the host country society (EMCC 78).
Pope Benedict XVI developed the Church’s teaching on emigration.
In the encyclical Caritas in Veritate of 2009, he wrote about the immense scale of modern migration and how great challenge migration
is for the individual countries and the international community as a
whole. The Pope reminded about the dignity of every human being
and thought that immigrants “make a significant contribution to the
economic development of their host country through their work, and
in the development of the country of origin through the transfer of
funds”26 (CV 62). Like his predecessor, Benedict XVI reminded about
the Church’s teaching on migration law and emphasised that “in the
current socio-political context, the right not to emigrate must be exercised before the right to emigrate, that is, to be able to remain on
one’s own land”27.
Messages for World Day of Migrants and Refugees are an important part of Benedict XVI’s teaching on migration. Already in his first
message in 2006 he writes about the large scale of migration and the
globalisation processes that stimulate them. He also notices the process
of feminisation of migration and correlative exploitation of women.
He also talks about refugees and calls for humanitarian attitudes28.
Benedict XVI’s great concern encompasses migrant families, pointing
to many dangers of migration to the functioning of the family. Much
attention and several messages are also devoted to a specific category
of migrants, i.e. students29.
25

Ibidem.
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and hope, Message for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees of 2013.
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Benedict XVI, Young Migrants, Message for the World Day of Migrants and
Refugees of 2008.; Benedict XVI, One human family , Message for the World Day
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In 2013 the Pontifical Council for Migrants and Itinerant People and
the Cor Unum Pontifical Council issued a document entitled Welcoming
Christ in Refugees and forcibly displaced persons. Pastoral Guidelines.
This document “broadly describes the present situation and future
prospects of refugees and other forcibly displaced persons in order
to offer a pastoral response to their needs, their dreams and their
hopes”30. It instructs every Episcopal Conference to appoint a Migrant Pastoral
Pastoral Commission or at least a special delegate. It is also proposed to theology
provide pastoral care to refugees and migrants in their own language
and to undertake ecumenical activities and interreligious dialogue,
including the care of people of different denominations and religions31.
Following his predecessors, Pope Francis proclaims the Messages
for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees, in which he underlines
the escalating phenomenon of migration. Right in every message, and
even in every statement, Francis calls to care for those most in need:
“Jesus Christ is always waiting to be recognized in the migrants and
refugees, in displaced persons and in exiles, and through them he calls
us to share our resources, and occasionally to give up something of
our acquired riches”32.
Pope Francis also appeals to the countries that are the source of
migration to create “better economic and social conditions at home,
so that emigration will not be the only option left for those who seek
peace, justice, security and full respect for their human dignity”33.
Francis repeatedly points to the dangers of migration, and in his Message of 2017 he addressed underage migrants calling them threefold
defenceless because “they are children, they are foreigners, and they
have no means to protect themselves. I ask everyone to help those
Migrants and Refugees of 2008; Benedict XVI, One human family, Message for
the World Day of Migrants and Refugees of 2011; Benedict XVI, Migration and
the New Evangelization, Message for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees
of 2012.
30
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who, for various reasons, are forced to live from their homeland and
are separated from their families”34. At the same time, however, he
also discerned the opportunity to conduct a new evangelisation in
migration35.
Francis’ concern for migrants is also manifested in the new Dicastery
of the “Integral Human Development”, established on 1 January 2017,
with a special department dedicated to migration directly subordinated
to the Pope (instead of The Pontifical Council for the Pastoral Care of
Migrants and Itinerants)36.

Synthesis of the Church’s teaching on migration
While summarising the content of the teaching of the Catholic
Church on migration, a clear position concerning the right to leave
homeland and to settle in another country is worth emphasising.
Among the positive effects of migration, the Church enumerates,
above all, the freedom from persecution, misery and the ability to lead
a dignified life37. In addition, other advantages of migration include
mutual cultural enrichment through the exchange of values38 and,
consequently, the development of social bonds, the strengthening of
solidarity between people and international co-operation39.
At the same time, however, the Church points to a number of dangers associated with migration. The identity crisis is one of the most
fundamental ones40. It results primarily from the eradication from
emigrants’ own environment and the simultaneous lack of integration
with the new environment. Many migrants, especially young people,
experience the so-called “dual identity”. “On the one hand, they have
a profound need to preserve their native culture, and on the other,
they develop an understandable desire for organic association with
34
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the society that has embraced them”41. However, they often encounter
mistrust, closure, and rejection42, which in extreme cases leads to a
sense of temporality and alienation and consequently to loneliness
and confusion. In many cases, it can be defined as ‘cultural and social
alienation’43.
Among the dangers of migration, the Church also mentions trafficking and exploitation of human beings. This primarily concerns young Pastoral
people, especially women and children, who are exposed to deprivation theology
of liberty, forced prostitution or pornography44. In addition to these
problems, the Church also talks about drug trafficking and the various
forms of crime in which migrants become involved45.
Special attention in the documents of the Church has been devoted
to economic exploitation and discrimination. They are most often
connected with the fact that migrants undertake the heaviest and
worst-paid jobs. Another serious danger associated with migration
signalled in the Church documents concerns family life. The Popes
emphasised that the distance between family members negatively affects their relationships and often results in their breakdown46. This
primarily applies to spouses, but also to the separation of parents and
children47. The biggest risk to the family from migration is therefore
the breakdown of mutual relations. However, the problem of “the
pursuit of purely material and consumer values and negligence of the
necessary cultural and spiritual needs”48 is also discussed.
41
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In the religious context, the Church’s Magisterium observes the
greatest danger in doubtfulness, scepticism, and indifference to the
faith matters. This is caused by both the personal situation as well as
the social situation of the countries in which migrants settle49. Very often these are countries in which Christianity and certainly the Catholic
Church are in minority. In addition, religious and philosophical pluralism, which also manifests itself in the functioning of many sects and
religious movements, entails the risk of losing or at least weakening
the previous beliefs and religious faith50.

Conclusions
Since the beginning of the Church’s existence, caring for people
in need, including refugees and migrants, has been one of the basic
principles of its teaching and operation. For these reasons, the Church
has taught about the right to migrate, its advantages and dangers,
and about the caring attention that should be paid to people leaving
their homeland and settling in another country. This article contains
a synthesis of the teaching of the Catholic Church on this subject. The
official teaching of the Magisterium of the Church, which is a commitment for all its members, is presented in chronological order.

EKLEZJALNE PODSTAWY TROSKI O MIGRANTÓW I UCHODŹCÓW
Wspólnoty chrześcijańskie już w starożytności otaczały troską uchodźców
i migrantów. W kolejnych wiekach Kościół wielokrotnie wzywał do udzielania pomocy cudzoziemcom, kładąc szczególny nacisk na zaspokojenie ich
potrzeb duchowych. Z tego względu wydawano zalecenia, aby zapewnić im
duszpasterstwo w języku ojczystym a nawet tworzyć dla nich parafie personalne. Intensyfikacja nauczania Kościoła na temat migracji nastąpiła w drugiej
połowie XX wieku i trwa do dnia dzisiejszego. Dokumenty Stolicy Apostolskiej
i wypowiedzi papieży koncentrują się na ukazaniu walorów i niebezpieczeństw
związanych z migracją oraz wskazują różne sposoby troski o migrantów.
Słowa kluczowe: migracje, Kościół katolicki o migracjach, duszpasterstwo
migrantów.
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Henri J. M. Nouwen’s look at pastoral work

Henri J. M. Nouwen was an outstanding scientist. The spirituality was the
field that interested him the most. He shows pastoral care also in this light. His
critical look at pastoral work, but above all valuable guidance, deeply rooted
in spirituality, with concern for man, is also valid today.
Key words: spirituality of the priest, preparation for the priesthood, individual
ministry, preaching, formation of the community, celebration.

Introduction
Henri J. M. Nouwen’s life path and scientific preparation (1932-1996)
shed light on his scientific views, his attitudes towards life, empathy
for the needy, his involvement in social affairs.
This is indicated by his biography. Henri J. M. Nouwen was born in
1932 in the Netherlands to a deeply Catholic family. His uncle, Toon
Ramselaar, was a Catholic priest in the Diocese of Utrecht. Henri
first studied at the Jesuit Alojsius College in the Hague, then at the
Rijesenburg Theological Seminary. He was ordained a priest on 21
July 1957 for the Diocese of Utrecht. Then, between 1957 and 1964,
with the approval of Cardinal Alfrink, he studied psychology at the
Catholic University of Nijmegen, and particularly the basis of clinical
psychology. In his dissertation he focused on the views of A. Boisen,
an American scientist, founder of the movement for clinical pastoral
education. This direction of H. Nouwen’s interest began to dominate
in his views and publications. Hence his interests revolved around
psychology, pastoral care, spirituality, social justice and community.
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Thanks to his knowledge of psychology he tried to combine the spirituality of the pastor with modern psychology. It is worth mentioning
that Henri Nouwen had been a lecturer of the pastoral theology from
1971-1981 at the Yale Divinity School for ten years. In those years he
stayed at the Genesee Trappy Abbey in New York State, which resulted
in his illustrated illustrations in the form of prayers in the memoirs
The Call of Mercy. Prayers of Genesee.1 Since 1986, he has lived with
the handicapped community at L’Arche Daybreak in Richmond Hill
for ten years. He was there through his acquaintance and friendship
with Jean Vanier, the founder of the Ark, a community referring to
the biblical Noah’s Ark.
Henri J. M. Nouwen in many publications and publications about
his work is closely linked to spirituality, as evidenced by his approximately 40 works in this field. Meanwhile his education and his earliest university studies indicate his pastoral interests. Especially since
his publications on Christian spirituality are linked to their practical
application in pastoral work. Another proof of his pastoral interest is
that there are several items that directly address the field of ministry,
of course in his view and in his vision. These are: Creative ministry2, In
the name of Jesus3, The Way of the heart. Connecting with God through
prayer, wisdom, and science4.

Nouwen’s remarks on preparing for pastoral work
Henri Nouwen’s Creative Pastoral Work presents pastoral activity
in four important pillars: the preaching of God’s Word – preaching,
individual pastoral care, community formation – organization and celebration – liturgy. There are three functions of Christ in this division:
prophetic – proclamation of the word of God, priesthood – celebration
and pastoral – the Christian community through its good organization. Nouwen emphasizes the fourth pillar of pastoral activity, namely
individual ministry. This latter pillar clearly refers to his knowledge
and practice of clinical psychology. This pastoral practice is widely
1

Henri J.M. Nouwen, A Cry for Mercy. Prayers from the Genesse; Polish ed.,
Poznań 1993.

2

Id., Creative Ministry, 1st ed. 1971, the latest ed. 2003.

3

Id., In the Name of Jesus. Reflections on Christian Laedership, Nowy Jork 1989;
Polish transl. W imię Jezusa, Kraków 2004. German ed. has a meaningful title:
Seelsorge, die aus dem Herzen kommt, Christliche Menschenfuehrung in der
Zukunft, Freiburg 1989

4

Id., The Way of the Heart, cop. 1981; Polish ed. Droga serca. Duchowość i dzisiejsze duszpasterstwo, Kraków 2008.
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practiced in the United States, Anglo-Saxon countries and Western
Europe. It is, in fact, counseling used in many directions, but always
about helping people who need spiritual strengthening, pointing to
difficult life problems, etc.
However, in order to fulfill these pastoral tasks properly, they must
be properly prepared. Nouwen says at the outset of his reflections
on the above-mentioned pastoral pillars of proper preparation in the Pastoral
theological seminaries. He points out how great Christianity can be theology
when it comes to spreading education, because in the past centuries,
the teaching was one of the most popular and respected roles of the
Christian clergy. Wherever the Christians went to serve the people,
they treated teaching as their primary task. They were convinced
that the path to new freedom and a new way of life would be opened
up by the rise in the level of teaching people and their knowledge of
themselves and the world5. In the meantime, as our writer emphasizes,
the lack of sufficient spiritual foundation during seminary studies may
adversely affect the later work of priests. He points out where these
deficiencies come from. First and foremost, most of the seminaries
have given up the permanent framework of spiritual exercises that
have been the basis of the day-to-day preparation of the priesthood.
Students had constant hours of meditation, common prayers, and
regular Masses, prescribed as obligatory, since they were considered
as an important part of this sanctifying life that they should be conscious. It was emphasized that only such intensive life of prayer can
protect individual students from the many dangers of the world and
that no priest could work in the long run fruitfully if he did not keep
up with the exercises that the whole clergy generations served as their
supporters in their hardworking life.6
The times have changed, but the life of priests has been subjected
to new demands and ways of working. Henri Nouwen, as a watchful
observer of pastoral activity, sees an ever-weaker connection between
the time devoted to pious exercises and the daily pursuit of the priest.
Taking care of various things, faced with a great number of classes,
priests feel so burned many times that even the spiritual exercises
brought up during the seminary classes do not bring them practical
solutions for the good of the parishioners, frustration can become
almost everyday bread. Nouwen explains the internal problem of the
priest that his concern for his parishioners can not be just his activity
5

Id., Creative Ministry, 10-11.

6

Nouwen assesses this situation in the teaching that occurred in the 70s of the
last century: the process of liberalization, individualisation, etc.
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at various levels of social life. Pastoral care is to be more than care. It
is necessary to address the inner problems of man. It is here in view
above all the critically contemplation of human condition. With the
help of this contemplation, the priest can remove the veil and show
the facts precisely to his and other eyes that good and evil are not only
words, but visible things in every person’s life. In this sense, every
pastoral contact becomes a challenge to a better understanding of
God’s work in man so that with increasing sensitivity one can distinguish light from the darkness in the human heart. The contemplation
thus seen is not only an important aspect of the priest’s life, it is an
indispensable condition for fruitful pastoral work. Pastoral care is contemplation. Hence, it is never possible to limit individual apostolate to
a certain skill or technique, since pastoral ministry is ultimately about
continually seeking God in the life of the person we want to serve. The
paradox of pastoral ministry lies in the fact that when we want to bring
people closer to God, we must first find Him in the life of this man7.

About the credibility of the priest
If the priest wants to be useful in his relations with people, he must
be professionally prepared, that is to have a professional education
and a unique ability to serve man. Faced with today’s problems of the
world of manipulation, it must go beyond purely professional capacity
and become, by self-denial and contemplation, a credible witness of
the covenant of God with mankind.
A good priest is called to develop his skills without pretending to
be a unique professional. If he has the ability to renounce himself,
be open and honest, and understand the meaning of human suffering, then he can mediate with the person he cares about, in the sense
that God himself is the one who uses his servants’ hands to reveal his
delicate love.
Henri Nouwen emphasizes the great importance of the in-depth
spirituality of the pastor. The pastoral model can serve the spirituality
of the desert, which Nouwen writes in The Way of the Heart8. Nouwen
understands the desert not in terms of seclusion, according to him, it
is the destiny of some time and place to stay with God and only with
God. He says, “The concrete shape of the hermit’s regulations will be
7

H. Nouwen, Creative Ministry, p. 5-8.

8

H. J. M. Nouwen The Way of the Heart: Connecting with God Through. Prayer,
Wisdom and Silence, [cop. 1981]; the latest ed. 2003; Polish ed: Droga serca.
Duchowość pustyni i dzisiejsze duszpasterstwo, Kraków 2006.
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different for each person, depending on its character, pastoral and
environment”9. But the desert is also a place of struggle and a great
meeting – fighting the desire for false “I” and meeting the loving God
who gives self as the substance of the new “I”. The priest needs this
desert, as much of his ministry is limited by the pitfalls of his own judgments. These constraints created by us do not allow the priest to be
at the disposal of the people and to end our mercy10. So such a desert Pastoral
cleanses the priest of his own self and makes him more accessible to theology
the good of the people.
But what is the task of the priest in the complicated field of modern
society? This is most apparent in the proclamation of the Word of God.
Preacher is to show the listener their longing for God, to see God who
can solve their problems, to teach confidence to God. Preacher is to
bring dialogue with the listeners, share their experiences with them11.

The ability to organize parish life
H. Nouwen postulates the good organization of parish life so that
the priest does not take full responsibility for many specific parish projects, but to skillfully entrust many things to people in their
parish and personal responsibility for the community. The special,
unchangeable task of the priest could be to direct people’s attention
to their hidden abilities, to connect the various private matters to the
affairs of the community, to give people a vision that opens their eyes
to their social responsibility and inspires them to build a Christian
community of faith over many individual actions. The priest would be
the organizer of the event. He can arouse in his environment dormant
abilities. He can also break pessimism, may face collective depression
and arouse human consciousness that one can change the interpersonal relationships better than the ones that are at the moment. The
pastor can warn people against apathy if they are disappointed again
and run into destructive forms instead of doing something constructive. He can help build an attitude of hope and certainty that makes
the community more receptive and adaptable to new situations and
is constantly looking at new opportunities and prospects12.
9

Id, Droga serca. Duchowość pustyni i dzisiejsze duszpasterstwo, Kraków 2008,
p. 32.

10

Cf. Id., p. 37.

11

Id., Creative Ministry, p. 48-49.

12

Id., p. 75-76.
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In the meantime, it is still a great exception that the parishes routinely discuss common tasks, analyze and evaluate them, and are developed in any form of strategy or far-reaching planning. The second
issue emphasized by H. Nouwen, which influences the functioning
of the parish, is that laity are rarely or at all invited to be actively
engaged in pastoral work. At the same time, many priests are complaining about overwork by visiting sick and elderly people, chairing
meetings, managing finances and other matters in their parishes, and
failing to appreciate the fact that true leadership personality is also
expressed through skilful delegation to others. Another third reason
for the parish’s failure is that parishes mostly understand themselves
as small kingdoms. This applies especially to the parishes of the city.
If clergy and laity from different parishes regularly meet, they discuss
their common problems, involve their various talents, exchange ideas,
coordinate their intentions, and sketch common plans for teaching,
sermons, pastoral work and financial management; If they critically
address the main problems of their city and, as the need arises, collectively, and people understand that the Christian community is involved in everyday problems, then the Church cannot be unnoticed13.
H. Nouwen’s above remarks, regarding the proper organization of
the parish, are quite right, but they were made shortly after the Second
Vatican Council, when the collegiality began to shape itself among the
clergy and the lay faithful. Both diocesan and parish councils began to
function, depending on the needs and aspirations of both priests and
lay people. It happens that the meetings and deliberations of these
groups are sporadic, but there is a special tool that enables them to
listen to the postulates and their fulfillment in the lives of Christians.

On individual ministry
As one of the important pastoral pillars, Henri J. M. Nouwen considers individual pastoral care commonly understood as individual counseling. H. Nouwen talks about the deep connection of individual pastoral care with the priestly spirituality. He further says that if a priest
finds that he is able to give people life, if he is able to see without fear
of their real state, then at the same time he ceases to treat himself as
someone living in the margins of reality, rather he knows that he is at
the center of reality14. At the same time, Nouwen emphasizes that in
order to be able to serve people in this way, especially in individual
13

See id., p. 92-93.

14

Cf. id., p. 54.
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counseling, it is necessary to be prepared, educate students so that
they can listen to what problems people have; teach in such a way
that the future priest to be aware that it will be more necessary than
it is supposed to be when people ask about the meaning of life. Then
he will need special empathy. Such an attitude requires the priest to
self-denial: “Then Jesus said to his disciples, ‘If anyone wants to be a
follower of mine, let him renounce himself and take up his cross and Pastoral
follow me. Anyone who wants to save his life will lose it; but anyone theology
who loses his life for my sake will find it. What, then, will anyone gain
by winning the whole world and forfeiting his life? Or what can anyone
offer in exchange for his life?” (Mt 16: 24-25). The point is not to put
yourself on a pedestal, or to be an expert in all walks of life. H. Nouwen, referring to A. Boisen, gives his advice for the priest: “What can
I learn from the man I met as a priest?”15.
Pastoral concern is more than care. It is primarily concerned with
the cautious and critical contemplation of human condition. With the
help of this contemplation, the priest can remove the veil and show
the facts precisely to his and other eyes that good and evil are not only
words, but visible things in every person’s life. In this sense, every pastoral contact becomes a challenge to a better understanding of God’s
work in man so that with increasing sensitivity one can distinguish
light from the darkness in the human heart16.
The contemplation seen in such a way is not only an important
aspect of the priest’s life, it is an indispensable condition for fruitful
pastoral work. Pastoral care is contemplation. Hence, it is never possible to limit individual apostolate to a certain skill or technique, since
pastoral ministry is ultimately about continually seeking God in the
life of the person we want to serve. The paradox of pastoral ministry
is in fact when we want to bring people closer to God, we must first
find Him in the life of this man.

Celebration – Liturgy
One of the most important tasks of the priest is to celebrate sacred
rites through the liturgy. Henri Nouwen devotes to this issue one
chapter of his Creative Ministry. It is surprising and very interesting,
to take this issue. Each of his pastoral reflections addresses the issue of
spirituality. This also happens with the understanding of celebration.
Celebrating according to him, is listening to the voice of both the voice
15

Id., p. 69.

16

Id, p. 70.
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of nature, the work of God’s creation, to have eyes and ears open to
man and above all to hear God himself. God speaks in His Word, and
does so in a special way in the liturgical rites. Nouwen emphasizes that
in celebrating both human and celebrating the liturgical celebrations
of the Church there are three elements: the realization of the past, the
present, and of course, the future. All these temporal terms have great
significance for human celebration. H. Nouwen proposes, from every
age of life, to hope and to see God’s presence there.
On the basis of what H. Nouwen said about celebrating, you can
make further thoughts. At the very celebration of the festival there
are these Nouwen’s three elements, which are included in religious
celebration, namely, historical, present and future. Every human
celebration celebrates something that has already existed in time,
something that is worth mentioning, highlighting, in a word worth
celebrating. The moment of the present is a sure departure from everyday reality, a transfer – we would say – into another extraordinary
reality, into a utopia, but it is possible to forget about daily troubles,
and also to be able to rejoice in despite the past and uncertain future,
daily life and everyday activity. This aspect indicates that at least for
some time we are ourselves in celebrating17. This has the positive effect that, after authentic celebration, we return to reality, to the daily
work being relaxed, renewed and spiritually enriched. Celebration is
therefore not detached from everyday reality. Celebration also serves
the future. And this is the third element of celebration – the future.
These three elements can be seen in every celebration, especially in
religious celebrations, because in it we remember the works of the
Lord, his memorial, we also celebrate his living presence especially in
the Eucharist, as the whole community participates in it and prepares
us for a renewed life in everyday life.
It must also be stated that celebration is one of the essential needs
of man, both physically and psychologically. There is necessity for
Christian celebration, in order to fulfill harmony with the image and
the likeness of God for man, is due to the inner spiritual nature of man.
But the desire to celebrate and celebration itself, however, is done
together with others, that is, a man should celebrate in the society,
in the community. The community is of great importance to people.
It is created by the participation in the Eucharist; communities form
small groups of prayer or evangelization in which the Christian finds
17

H. Cox, Das Fest der Narren. Das Gelaechter ist der Hoffnung letzte Waffe,
Guetersloh 1977, p. 66; (I used German translation, meanwhile the subtitle
of English edition better reflects the contents of the book: The Feast of Fools.
A Theoligical Essay of Festivity and Fantasy).
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himself, as a believer, and as a person treated in a way that is adequate
to his person. Celebration is a community experience of the Kingdom
of God for a Christian. Celebrating the Kingdom of God here and now
is a testament to the new time and new life to which all human beings
are striving for with their subconsciousness. The last popes confirm
this aspect. Pope Benedict XVI highlights the unifying aspect of the
Eucharist, since participation in the Sacrifice of Jesus, participation Pastoral
in his Body and Blood, becomes a union of believers with Christ. As theology
Benedict XVI says: “The mystery of this sacrament is of a social character, in sacramental communion, for I am united with the Lord, just
like all other people who receive communion” (1 Cor 10: 17)18. Benedict
XVI also emphasizes the communal nature of the Eucharist in the
Post-Synodal Exhortation Sacramentum Caritatis on the Eucharist
when he says that the Eucharist continues the existence and activity
of the Church. In the Eucharist there is an inseparable bond between
Christ and the Church. It is significant that the Second Eucharistic
Prayer calling for the Holy Spirit says “for the Holy Spirit to unite us
all who receive the Body and Blood of Christ”19.
In addition, through this eucharistic and spiritual celebration, a person experiences liberation, emphasizing his dignity as a divine child,
fulfilling his desires for the enjoyment of authentic and full human
freedom20. It builds a human future, built on faith in God.

Conclusion
Henri Nouwen directs attention in his reflections on pastoral care,
on the priest, on the spirited priest, having a good knowledge of the
human psyche, recognizing his needs and being open to man at all.
Hence his reflections on various areas of pastoral ministry including
preaching, parish pastoral work, liturgy, and especially individual pastoral care, are based on deep human knowledge. He had theoretical
and practical preparation in this respect, as he studied clinical psychology as well as staying in the Trappist monastery, and he gained special
experience from working with impaired people at Daybreak in Canada.
This was the most evident in his work In the Name of Jesus. Reflections
18

Benedict XVI, Encyclical Letter Deus caritas est of Christian love, Kraków 2006,
no. 13-14.

19

Id., Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation on the Eucharist as the Source and
Summit of the Church’s Life and Mission, Kraków [cop. 2007], no. 15.

20

See I. Tokarczuk, Niedziela tworzy Kościół, in: II Krajowy Kongres Eucharystyczny w Polsce, Warszawa 1988, issue 2, p. 32.
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on Christian Leadership, the German translation of this work gives
a significant title, close to the meaning of the author: “The pastoral
ministry that flows from the heart. Guiding people in the future.”21
Henri Nouwen’s writings do not lose value and today, man remains
a bodily creature with his psyche as well as a spiritual being. The wise
guidance of the faithful to God is an important and responsible task,
so it is possible to draw much from Henri J.M. Nouwen’s reflections.

HENRI J. M. NOUWENA SPOJRZENIE NA DUSZPASTERSTWO
Henri J.M. Nouwen był wybitnym naukowcem. Dziedziną, która go najbardziej interesowała, była duchowość. W jej świetle przedstawia również duszpasterstwo. Jego krytyczne spojrzenie na duszpasterstwo, ale przede wszystkim
cenne wskazówki, przeniknięte głęboką duchowością, z troską o człowieka, są
aktualne także dzisiaj.
Słowa kluczowe: duchowość duszpasterza, przygotowanie do kapłaństwa,
duszpasterstwo indywidualne, kaznodziejstwo, prowadzenie wspólnoty,
świętowanie.
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A Christian family in a “provisional culture”

Contemporary culture can be described as provisional and temporary. A
provisional culture is closely bound with such ideologies as secularism, individualism, relativism, practical materialism, hedonism and consumerism.
These dominant cultural paradigms threaten the Christian understanding of
family, hindering its comprehensive development and its ability to fulfil its
basic objectives such as mutual welfare of the spouses or giving birth to and
raising offspring. A provisional culture poses a threat and a great challenge for
the family. Taking into account the fact that each culture is an expression of
the human spirit and an environment for building identity and interpersonal
relations, a Christian family must not ignore the problems of the contemporary
world, but rather undertake a dialogue with a provisional culture aimed at
presenting and promoting the Christian model of family, being the first school
of faith, preaching and defending a culture of life.
Key words: Christian family, provisional culture, temporary culture, family’s
duties regarding contemporary culture.

Introduction to the subject
No one these days needs to be reminded that we live in the era of
intensive and profound civilization changes. Contemporary culture
has ceased to be a conveyor of faith and Christian values, and faith
itself is no longer self-evident in people’s everyday lives1. One can even
1

See Benedykt XVI, List apostolski Porta fidei [Apostolic letter Porta fidei]
(11.10.2011), no. 2; P. Poupard, Ten papież jest darem od Boga. Rozmowa z M.-J.
Guillaume [Ce Pape est un don de Dieu; Entretiens avec Marie-Joëlle Guillaume],
Katowice 2002, p. 90.
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perceive a removal of religious content from the tissue of culture, an
omission of references to God and the supernatural, which results in
obscuring the holistic image of man in favour of incomplete, fragmentary, makeshift, and therefore false conceptions. There is a certain
dissonance in many places in the world between Gospel and culture2.
Benedict XVI warns against this in his address inaugurating the Fifth
General Conference of the Bishops of Latin America and the Caribbean, in which he states:
This was precisely the great error of the dominant tendencies of the
last century (...) Anyone who excludes God from his horizons falsifies
the notion of “reality” and, in consequence, can only end up in blind
alleys or with recipes for destruction. The first basic point to affirm,
then, is the following: only those who recognize God know reality and
are able to respond to it adequately and in a truly human manner3.

The inspiration to undertake the subject matter outlined in the title
A Christian family in a “provisional culture” is the author’s belief that
a family’s welfare has a fundamental significance for the future of the
world and the Church. Due to the fact that culture has a decisive influence on human life, its shape and preferred values, it is important to
have a closer look at its contemporary determinants in order to show
its impact on the family. The introductory part of this study presents
the general idea of culture and family from a Christian perspective.
What follows is a characterisation of a provisional culture and a family’s tasks regarding this contemporary phenomenon.
The presented scientific reflection is based on the statements of
the magisterium of the Church, especially the last three popes, and
selected literature on the subject. It is not a comprehensive presentation of the subject of a Christian family in the contemporary provisional (temporary) culture, but a sketch and a basis for further, more
in-depth research.
The author of the following study fully shares the teachings of John
Paul II, who stated that culture
2

See Paul VI, Adhortacja apostolska Evangelii nuntiandi [The Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii nuntiandi](8.12.1975), no. 20.

3

Benedict XVI, Przemówienie podczas Sesji Inauguracyjnej V Ogólną Konferencję
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [Address Of His Holiness Benedict
XVI at The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And
The Caribbean] (Aparecida, 13.05.2007), in: Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [The Fifth General Conference
Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy,
Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały
w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 297-298.
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is a characteristic of human life as such. Man lives a really human life
thanks to culture. Human life is culture in this sense too that, through
it, man is distinguished and differentiated from everything that exists
elsewhere in the visible world: man cannot do without culture. Culture is specific way of man’s “existing” and “being”. Man always lives
according to a culture which is specifically his, and which, in its turn,
creates among men a tie which is also specifically theirs, determining
the inter-human and social character of human existence4.

Examining the phenomenon of culture one can easily see that culture is bound to the world of man, the world of values. On the one hand,
it is apparent that man is its only creator, and on the other that in its
specific way it “creates” man, who is its only purpose and meaning.
Culture is a characteristic trait of every community, especially a natural
one such as a family5.
Due to large discrepancies in the meaning of the term “family” in
contemporary family science literature, in order to avoid ambiguity
and misunderstandings, this article uses Leon Dyczewski’s definition
of a family:
A family is a union of persons and a social institution based on love and
free choice of a woman and a man joined by marriage, who answer for
each other, give birth and raise the next generation in such a way that
it also gives birth and raises a new generation6.

This description corresponds with the Holy See’s definition of the
family included in the Charter of the Rights of the Family7.
John Paul II explains that both the marriage and the family are intended by God in the act of creation and internally directed towards
realising itself in Christ. They need His mercy to fully learn and fulfil
God’s plan8. A family is a communion of persons: a whole collection of
interpersonal references: affection, fatherhood-motherhood, sonship,
brotherhood, through which each person enters the “family of man”
4

John Paul II, Przemówienie wygłoszone w siedzibie UNESCO (Paryż, 2.06.1980)
[Address to UNESCO (Paris, 2.06.1980)], no. 6.

5

See S. Kowalczyk, Filozofia kultury. Próba personalistycznego ujęcia problematyki, Lublin 1996, p. 89-99.

6

L. Dyczewski, Rodzina. Społeczeństwo. Państwo, Lublin 1994, p. 27.

7

Karta Praw Rodziny [Charter of the Rights of the Family]. Issued by Komisja
Duszpasterstwa Rodzin. Pelplin [b. d. w.]. see John Paul II, Adhortacja apostolska
Familiaris consortio [Apostolic exhortation Familiaris consortio] (22.11.1981),
no. 46.

8

John Paul II, Adhortacja apostolska Familiaris consortio [Apostolic exhortation
Familiaris consortio] (22.11.1981), nr 3.
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and “God’s family”, that is the Church. For in the family, not only is
a person born and gradually, through upbringing, introduced into
the human community, but also, through baptism and being raised in
faith, introduced into God’s family, that is the Church. The family of
man, torn apart by sin, was reunited by the redemptive power of the
death and resurrection of Christ. By participating in the redemptive
outcome of this mystery, the Christian marriage constitutes a natural
environment in which a person is admitted into the great family of
Church. Thus, the commandment to grow and multiply, originally
addressed to the man and the woman, finds compete fulfilment. It is
therefore in the family born out of a sacrament that the Church finds
its cradle and the place where it enters generations of men and where
they enter the Church9.
We need to emphasise the importance of family to the world in the
present as well as the past and the future. Following Benedict XVI one
can repeat that it is the “patrimony of humanity”,
the school of faith, the training-ground for human and civil values, the
hearth in which human life is born and is generously and responsibly
welcomed.

It is fundamental and irreplaceable for comprehensive, harmonious
and secure personal development and the upbringing of children10.
Pope Francis adds that God in his act of creation entrusted the familialconjugal union with the task of saving the world from the negative
tendencies of contemporary culture:
At the beginning there was the family, at the root of this world culture
that saves us... saves us from many, many attacks, from so much destruction, from so many “colonizations”, like that of money or of the
ideologies that threaten so much of the world. The family is the basis
of our defence!11
9

Ibidem no. 15.

10

Benedict XVI, Przemówienie podczas Sesji Inauguracyjnej V Ogólną Konferencję
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [Address Of His Holiness Benedict
XVI at The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And
The Caribbean] (Aparecida, 13.05.2007), in: Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [The Fifth General Conference
Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy,
Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały
w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 305-306.

11

Francis, Katecheza 28. Rodzina uratuje świat (Watykan, 16.09.2015) [Catechesis
28: The family spirit (Vatican, 16.09.2015)], in: Franciszek, Rodzina uratuje świat,
Gliwice 2016, p. 137-138.
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The family plays the greatest role in the process of conveying culture.
It is responsible for the continuation of the accepted values, as well
as the development of new ones taking into consideration the present
situation. In this way, it safeguards the social and national identity
whose main components are: language, common ancestry, religion,
model of society and family, history, tradition, behaviour patterns, attitudes, symbols and art.
Pastoral
The family plays a key educational role since a person comes into theology
the world in a particular family and that is where he or she meets other
people, their world of values, viewpoints, religious beliefs, ways of life,
objects and devices12.
It can be said that from the very beginning one encounters the
particular culture of his or her family and is mainly influenced by it.
Therefore it is not immaterial what values the parents follow in the
educational process, what elements of contemporary culture they implement in their community and which of them they deem significant.

What is a “provisional culture”?
One should agree with Pope Francis, who has often stated that
transience is a common denominator of many negative phenomena
in contemporary culture. It hinders a comprehensive development
of a human being and poses a great threat to family. This is why the
pontiff describes the prevalent contemporary culture as a “provisional
culture”. Its most conspicuous feature is the difficulty of making serious and ultimate commitments.
We live – states Francis – immersed in the so-called culture of fragmentation, of the provisional, which leads us to live in an “à la carte”
way, and to be slaves to what is fashionable. This culture fosters the
need to always have “side doors” open to other possibilities; it feeds
consumerism and forgets the beauty of the simple and austere life, very
often causing a great existential emptiness13.

12

See Wychowanie w rodzinie chrześcijańskiej, ed. F. Adamski, Kraków 1984;
J. Michalski, Edukacja religijna a epoka ponowoczesna, „Pedagogia Christiana”
no. 1 (21), 2008, p. 229-240.

13

Francis, Przemówienie do uczestników sesji plenarnej Kongregacji ds. Instytutów Życia Konsekrowanego i Stowarzyszeń Życia Apostolskiego (Watykan,
28.01.2017) [Address Of His Holiness Pope Francis To Participants In The Plenary
Assembly Of The Congregation For Institutes Of Consecrated Life And Societies
Of Apostolic Life (Vatican, 28.01.2017)], „L’Osservatore Romano”, Polish ed.,2
(390)/2017, p. 14.
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The aforementioned culture means life day by day with no long-term
plans, with no responsibility for one’s deeds, with no lasting personal,
familial and social ties. It is a world devoid of lifelong emotional and
spiritual relations, deprived of responsible commitments14. The factors
influencing the spreading of a provisional culture are among others the
pace of contemporary life, stress, organization of social life and work15.
What is closely connected with a “provisional culture” is deep
individualism and strong practical relativism as well as materialism
and consumerism. They place a human being in the centre of the surrounding world, making him or her the ultimate criterion and point of
reference – measure of all reality. The aforementioned ideas weaken
social relations, marginalize the care for common good, focus one’s
attention on the immediate fulfilment of his or her needs and wishes
with no consideration for the consequences of their actions16.
Cardinal Avery Dulles, evoking the teachings of John Paul II (Centesimus annus encyclical no. 41) states that the presently dominant
consumer culture gives rise to subjectivism and encourages hedonism.
Referring to the situation in the United States he states:
If one surveys the films, TV programs, the statistics on marriage, divorce, abortions, births out of wedlock, and the like, it appears that
the vast majority of Americans are driven by the search for wealth,
comforts, pleasures rather than by loyalty to Christian doctrinal and

14

See Francis, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Amoris laetitia [The Apostolic Exhortation Amoris Laetitia] (19.03.2016), no. 39-50; Aparecida, V Ogólna
Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [The Fifth General
Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The Caribbean], Dokument
Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa Chrystusa, aby nasze narody
miały w Nim życie, no. 46-47, Gubin 2014, p. 38-39.

15

See Francis, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Amoris laetitia [The Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia] (19.03.2016), no. 32-33. An interesting description
of civilization changes as the background of a provisional culture see C. McCarthy, M. D. Giardina, S. J. Harewood, J. K. Park, Contesting Culture: Identity
and Curriculum Dilemmas in the Age of Globalization, Postcolonialism, and
Multiplicity, “Harvard Educational Review” no. 73, 2003, p. 449-465; Z. Melosik,
Modernizm i postmodernizm we współczesnym dyskursie humanistycznym: konfrontacje i kontrowersje, in: Pedagogika jako formacja intelektualna refleksji
we współczesnym dyskursie humanistycznym, ed. J. Gnitecki, Poznań 2005, p.
21-50.

16

Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, no. 44, Gubin 2014, p. 38.
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moral principles. In view of original sin, this problem is constant and
perennial, but it seems to have become more acute in recent years17.

While fully agreeing with the cardinal’s statement, one regrets to
add that his diagnosis applies not only on a local scale, but to a great
extend on a global one.
Consumerism, which is so characteristic for the culture of the
provisional, is actually aimed at satisfying human selfishness. There Pastoral
is no place here for references to transcendence or the other “I”. Its theology
horizons are limited to the present day and moment. The purpose
of human activity is fleeting whims, aroused desires for people and
objects. A human is treated as a subject experiencing different and
still more intensive pleasures, wealth, power, entertainment, luxury,
corporeality18.
In a society immersed in the aforementioned culture there is no
place for values and moral principles put forward by the Gospel. They
give way to the laws of economics and the principles of efficient, profitdriven economy. The virtue of efficiency takes precedence.
A strong practical relativism – warns Francis – has also spread, according to which everything is judged in relation to a self-realization
that is often extraneous to the values of the Gospel. We live in a society
in which economic rules substitute moral ones, dictate the laws and
impose their own systems of reference at the expense of the values of
life; a society where the tyranny of money and profit promotes a vision
of existence in which those who do not produce are discarded19.

A provisional culture is not a culture of life, but death20, it is anti-life
mentality21 above all due to the fact that it creates laws and imposes
17

A. Dulles, Wkład chrześcijaństwa w kulturę: Perspektywa amerykańska [The Contribution of Christianity to Culture: An American Perspective], in: Chrześcijaństwo
jutra. Materiały II Międzynarodowego Kongresu Teologii Fundamentalnej,
Lublin, 18-21.09.2001, ed. M. Rusecki et al, Lublin 2001, p.167.

18

See M. Dziura, Kultura konsumpcji, „Roczniki Wydziału Nauk Prawnych
i Ekonomicznych KUL”, t. V-VI, z. 2, 2009-2010, p. 273-277.

19

Francis, Przemówienie do uczestników sesji plenarnej Kongregacji ds. Instytutów Życia Konsekrowanego i Stowarzyszeń Życia Apostolskiego (Watykan,
28.01.2017) [Address Of His Holiness Pope Francis To Participants In The Plenary
Assembly Of The Congregation For Institutes Of Consecrated Life And Societies
Of Apostolic Life (Vatican, 28.01.2017)], „L’Osservatore Romano”, Polish ed., 2
(390)/2017, p. 14-...

20

See John Paul II, Encyklika Evangelium vitae [Encyclical Evangelium vitae]
(25.03.1995), no. 11-17.

21

John Paul II, Adhortacja apostolska Familiaris consortio [Apostolic exhortation
Familiaris consortio] (22.11.1981), no. 30: “The teaching of the Church in our
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systems in contradiction with the Christian vision of protecting life
from conception until natural death and preservation of human dignity.
It promotes “the search for success at any price, for easy money and
easy pleasure”22. Its characteristic individualism encapsulates a human being in the world of egotistical needs and often manifests itself
in the aversion to the institutions of marriage and parenthood. The
traditional roles of men and women in the society have been modified,
which leads to the search for new attitudes and lifestyles, destroying
the in-born identity of a person23. Furthermore, indifference towards
one’s fellow man is widespread.
The outlined cultural context places family in a difficult situation.
The aforementioned secular trends, moral relativism, anti-marriage
legislation as well as poverty and social insecurity24 in many places all
over the world disadvantage the family by depriving it of the possibility
to fulfil its basic tasks: complete personal development of its members
day is placed in a social and cultural context which renders it more difficult to
understand and yet more urgent and irreplaceable for promoting the true good
of men and women. Scientific and technical progress, which contemporary man
is continually expanding in his dominion over nature, not only offers the hope
of creating a new and better humanity, but also causes ever greater anxiety
regarding the future. Some ask themselves if it is a good thing to be alive or if
it would be better never to have been born; they doubt therefore if it is right to
bring others into life when perhaps they will curse their existence in a cruel
world with unforeseeable terrors. Others consider themselves to be the only
ones for whom the advantages of technology are intended and they exclude
others by imposing on them contraceptives or even worse means. Still others,
imprisoned in a consumer mentality and whose sole concern is to bring about
a continual growth of material goods, finish by ceasing to understand, and thus
by refusing, the spiritual riches of a new human life. The ultimate reason for
these mentalities is the absence in people’s hearts of God, whose love alone is
stronger than all the world’s fears and can conquer them. Thus an anti-life mentality is born, as can be seen in many current issues: one thinks, for example,
of a certain panic deriving from the studies of ecologists and futurologists on
population growth, which sometimes exaggerate the danger of demographic
increase to the quality of life”.
22

Francis, Przemówienie do uczestników sesji plenarnej Kongregacji ds. Instytutów Życia Konsekrowanego i Stowarzyszeń Życia Apostolskiego (Watykan,
28.01.2017) [Address Of His Holiness Pope Francis To Participants In The Plenary
Assembly Of The Congregation For Institutes Of Consecrated Life And Societies
Of Apostolic Life (Vatican, 28.01.2017)], „L’Osservatore Romano”, Polish ed., 2
(390)/2017, p. 14-...

23

Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 39.

24

See G. L. Müller, Ubóstwo, Lublin 2014.
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and giving life and upbringing to children25. A provisional culture has
a negative effect on the youth and new generations as well as their
personal aspirations and life goals. Growing up in a society immersed
in pragmatism and narcissistic individualism and consumerism, in
a world of political and economic exclusions, they live in the present
moment, often in an imaginary space of made-up freedom and equality which is somewhat unreal since it does not have any links to real- Pastoral
ity, including primarily the world of values or religious connotations. theology
A provisional culture emerges in this way, based on what is “here and
now”, seeking happiness in welfare and hedonistic fulfilment, in a new,
characteristic lifestyle, different from the traditional way of thinking,
feeling and creating relations26.
Symptomatic and meaningful are the words of pope Francis’s warning which relate the characteristic traits of a provisional culture to the
Christian understanding of family:
When these factors affect our understanding of the family, it can come to
be seen as a way station, helpful when convenient, or a setting in which
rights can be asserted while relationships are left to the changing winds
of personal desire and circumstances. Ultimately, it is easy nowadays
to confuse genuine freedom with the idea that each individual can act
arbitrarily, as if there were no truths, values and principles to provide
guidance, and everything were possible and permissible. The ideal
of marriage, marked by a commitment to exclusivity and stability, is
swept aside whenever it proves inconvenient or tiresome. The fear of
loneliness and the desire for stability and fidelity exist side by side with
a growing fear of entrapment in a relationship that could hamper the
achievement of one’s personal goals27.

25

Benedict XVI, Przemówienie podczas Sesji Inauguracyjnej V Ogólną Konferencję
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [Address Of His Holiness Benedict
XVI at The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And
The Caribbean] (Aparecida, 13.05.2007), in: Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja
Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów [The Fifth General Conference
Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy,
Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały
w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 305-306.

26

Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 40.
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Francis, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Amoris laetitia [The Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia] (19.03.2016), no. 34.
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Christians may not remain indifferent to the dangers of a provisional
culture. One may not abandon the evangelical teachings on marriage
and family following the escalating secular ideas, contemporary
fashion, sensitivity of the moment or being driven by the society’s
weak moral condition. The dangers outlined above require concrete
actions. It is not at all the case of locking oneself in a “fortress under
siege”, making accusations towards the reality we witness or enforcing one’s own moral norms, but a respectful dialogue, above all with
the communities which do not share the Christian vision of the world
and presenting the contemporary human with positive Christian
guidance on marriage and family in such a way as to motivate him or
her to respond to God’s call to be a father or mother and undertake
a married life as a dynamic process of development and a realization
of happiness, joy, safety and love28.
We need to find the right language, arguments and forms of witness that
can help us reach the hearts of young people, – calls Francis – appealing
to their capacity for generosity, commitment, love and even heroism,
and in this way inviting them to take up the challenge of marriage with
enthusiasm and courage29.

Present and promote the Catholic model of family
In provisional culture, bordering on ephemerality, one of the most
important tasks of the Christian family is presenting and promoting
the Christian model of family. Its foundations lie in the sacramental
marriage between a man and a woman – the sign God’s love for man,
Christ and his Church. The union of marriage leads to responsible
fatherhood and motherhood. Children are a gift and sign of God’s
love. The most beautiful justification of marital union and love can be
found in the mystery of communion and the love of God30. From this
perspective, a Christian family appears like a school of love, a community where it can fully develop. Taking into account the fact that
28

See ibidem, no 35-37.

29

Ibidem, no. 40.

30

Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 208-210.
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the fundamental destiny of a human being is love, the family can easily
be deemed the most predisposed to raise to love31.
The Christian model of family is presently under threat from, among
others, the promotion of the ideology of gender, which strikes directly
at God’s creation. Following Benedict XVI, pope Francis calls the
contemporary attempts to relativise gender a sin against the Creator
and an idealogical “colonisation of culture” imposed upon children Pastoral
and the youth by educational institutions and the lawmakers32. The theology
post-synodal apostolic exhortation Amoris laetitia states that the ideology of gender
denies the difference and reciprocity in nature of a man and a woman
and envisages a society without sexual differences, thereby eliminating
the anthropological basis of the family. This ideology leads to educational programmes and legislative enactments that promote a personal
identity and emotional intimacy radically separated from the biological
difference between male and female. Consequently, human identity
becomes the choice of the individual, one which can also change over
time33.

Differentiating between sex and gender destroys the basis of family
life, leads to a disconnection between sexual intercourse and love and
manipulating the act of conception. It strikes at the dignity of human
life and parenthood. Man is trying to somewhat correct the Maker by
changing the natural order of creation.

b) Be the first school of faith
As it has already been mentioned, the family constitutes the “patrimony of humanity”. It has been and still is, especially in the contemporary cultural situation, the place and school of community, that is
communion in both horizontal (communion of persons) and vertical
(communion with God) meaning. Furthermore, the family is a conveyor of values and an environment open to the gift of life. It is in the
family that life begins and is welcomed with joy and responsibility.
31

G. Malcher, Wychowanie do miłości – rodzina szkołą miłości, in: Wychowanie
w rodzinie chrześcijańskiej, ed. F. Adamski, Kraków 1984, p. 306-323.

32

Francis, Odpowiedzi na zadane pytania podczas spotkania z Konferencją Episkopatu Polski, Katedra na Wawelu, 27.07.2016 [Meeting With The Polish Bishops,
Cathedral Of Kraków], in: Franciszek, Między kanapą a odwagą, Kraków 2016,
p. 64. see also M. A. Peeters, The globalization of the western cultural revolution.
Key concepts, operational mechanisms, Brussels 2007.

33

Francis, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Amoris laetitia [The Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia] (19.03.2016), no. 56.
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As a natural place for raising children it has a very important task
of being the first school of faith. The family shows children the aim
and meaning of life, it accompanies them in reaching mature faith
and discovering the path of vocation. The family has therefore an
exceptional educational objective: be the first place for the Christian
initiation of children34.
Francis emphasises the fact that conveying faith in a Christian family takes place at all stages of its members’ lives, from childhood to old
age. By taking care to practise faith together in the family, the parents
accompany the development of the children’s faith, present the young
with new life horizons, whose source is meeting Christ, and help to
discover the vocation to love. All family members, while drawing from
faithfulness and love of God, learn trustful faith and living by it in
a still more sustainable and benevolent way. Thus, they become light
for the others. No one and nothing can replace the family as a faithcreating community, where the parents become their children’s first
teachers of faith35.

Preach and defend a culture of life
Immersed in the contemporary provisional culture, the Christian
family has the task of preaching and defending a culture of life. In the
centre of this obligation is the apologia of man, his dignity stemming
form the act of creation, and his life which needs to be protected from
conception until natural death. We must not forget that we were created as a man and a woman in the image of God. Human life is the
most precious gift but also a duty36.
34

Benedict XVI, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Sacramentum caritatis
[Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Sacramentum caritatis] (22.02.2007),
no. 19; Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej
i Karaibów [The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America
And The Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami
Jezusa Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 151-152.

35

Francis, Encyklika Lumen fidei [Encyclical Letter Lumen fidei] (29.06.2013), no.
52-53; Francis, Posynodalna adhortacja apostolska Amoris laetitia [The Apostolic Exhortation Amoris Laetitia] (19.03.2016), no. 16-17. see also H. Wistuba,
Wychowanie religijne małego dziecka w rodzinie, in: Wychowanie w rodzinie
chrześcijańskiej, p. 200-217; J. Pałyga, Rodzice wobec kryzysu wiary swoich
dzieci, in: Wychowanie w rodzinie chrześcijańskiej, p. 218-250.
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Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, Gubin 2014, p. 224-225.
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Building a culture of life requires a person to exist in accordance
with the general human and evangelical values. While siding with the
Christian model of family and with life, one must always pay attention
to promote a dialogue between faith and science, for example with the
use of an interdisciplinary study such as bioethics. Such activities will
give strength to a decisive stance against abortion, euthanasia, genetic
and stem cell manipulations. One must emphasise that the fight for Pastoral
theology
human dignity and life always begins at home37.
The apology of a culture of life will require authorities to conduct
an appropriate social policy for the benefit of the family, which is the
first and most basic social unit. Their activities should involve supporting the weakest and poorest families so that the life conceived in
them is always received and protected38. The aforementioned apology
of a culture of life will also require the family to engage in the creation
of legislation which would protect and promote the Christian image
of family, in a dialogue with the authorities aimed at producing rules
and regulations in favour of marriage, family and life. Furthermore,
it is necessary to take action in order to organise family priesthood,
taking active part in movements and associations fighting for the
good of the family as well as providing real help for families in need,
particularly the under-age, single mothers, widows and widowers, the
elderly, the homeless and people suffering from any form of physical or
moral poverty39. In order to help and accompany sisters and brothers
in need, the Christian family must “go into the byways” and become
the “student – missionary”.

Conclusions
A Christian family is an elementary building block of any society,
a community which by passing on life and raising future generations,
participate in an exceptional way in God’s act of creation. This is why
the welfare of the family, its development, stability and security are
37

Ibidem, no. 466-469, p. 225-226.

38

See Francis, Przemówienie w czasie spotkania z władzami państwowymi i korpusem dyplomatycznym, Zamek Królewski na Wawelu, 27.07.2016 [Meeting With
The Authorities, The Civil Society And The Diplomatic Corps, Address Of His
Holiness Pope Francis, Kraków, Courtyard Of Wawel Castle], in: Franciszek,
Między kanapą a odwagą, Kraków 2016, p. 36-37.

39

Aparecida, V Ogólna Konferencja Episkopatów Ameryki Łacińskiej i Karaibów
[The Fifth General Conference Of The Bishops Of Latin America And The
Caribbean], Dokument Końcowy, Jesteśmy uczniami i misjonarzami Jezusa
Chrystusa, aby nasze narody miały w Nim życie, no. 469, Gubin 2014, p. 226-227.
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of a great importance for the future of the world and the Church. The
family serves a very important culture-creating role, but one must
not forget that it is also greatly influenced by the surrounding culture.
Contemporary culture can be described as provisional and temporary. It manifests itself in everyday life as an inability to make serious
and ultimate commitments and long-lasting decisions. A provisional
culture is closely bound with such ideologies as secularism, individualism, relativism, practical materialism, hedonism and consumerism.
In a provisional culture there is no place for evangelical values. They
give way to market mechanisms, the rules of efficiency and everything
which brings profit and pleasure. These dominant cultural paradigms
threaten the Christian understanding of family, hindering its comprehensive development and its ability to fulfil its basic objectives such as
mutual welfare of the spouses or giving birth to and raising offspring.
A provisional culture poses a threat and a great challenge for the family.
Taking into account the fact that each culture is an expression of
the human spirit and an environment for building identity and interpersonal relations, a Christian family must not ignore the problems
of the contemporary world, but rather undertake a dialogue with
a provisional culture aimed at presenting and promoting the Christian
model of family, being the first school of faith, preaching and defending
a culture of life. What it first and foremost involves is communicating
a positive Christian message on marriage and family and showing the
beauty of a relationship between the two people who have responded
to God’s call to build a family. Through teaching and giving example,
family life needs to be presented as a dynamic process of personal
development and achieving happiness through the spouse’s, the parent’s and the children’s love.

RODZINA CHRZEŚCIJAŃSKA W „KULTURZE
PROWIZORYCZNOŚCI”
Współczesną kulturę można określić mianem „prowizorycznej” lub tymczasowej. „Kultura prowizoryczności” ściśle łączy się z prądami ideowymi: sekularyzmem, indywidualizmem, relatywizmem, materializmem praktycznym,
hedonizmem i konsumpcjonizmem. Zarysowane dominanty kulturowe godzą
w chrześcijańskie rozumienie rodziny, uniemożliwiając jej wszechstronny rozwój i realizację podstawowych celów, jakimi są wzajemne dobro małżonków
oraz zrodzenie i wychowanie potomstwa. „Kultura prowizoryczności” zagraża
rodzinie i stanowi dla niej wielkie wyzwanie. W związku z tym, że każda kultura
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jest wyrazem ludzkiego ducha i środowiskiem budowania tożsamości i relacji
międzyludzkich, rodzina chrześcijańska nie może zamknąć się na problemy
współczesności lecz powinna podjąć z „kulturą prowizoryczności” pewną
formę dialogu, którego wyznacznikami są następujące zadania: ukazywać
i promować chrześcijański model rodziny, być pierwszą szkołą wiary, głosić
i bronić kultury życia.
Słowa kluczowe: rodzina chrześcijańska, „kultura prowizoryczności” (tymcza- Pastoral
theology
sowości), zadania rodziny wobec współczesnej kultury.
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The role of faith and Church in the
implementation of fatherhood in the
opinion of three generations of fathers
(communication from the research)

This text presents a fragment of a broader study of paternity in the perspective of the three generations. This is a topic that is current and important from
a pedagogical point of view. New, changing family living conditions, emerging
problems of raising children, raise questions about the role of the father in the
changing social reality, what was its degree of involvement in family education,
what sources and factors could and still could determine the extent to which
faith and the Church as a community of individuals could help in this regard.
It is still necessary to seek empirical research to answer questions about the
role he plays and still be able to pursue his father in the family.
Key words: Church, fatherhood, generation, faith, family.
Family is a space where the most important relationships in the life
of man are the relationships between people, that is, marriage and
parenthood. Slightly different roles, albeit equally important, have
to fulfill in this process, both mother and father. The father and his
functions in an indissoluble way are connected with the family, which
is the main space of realization by the man of his fatherhood. In a social sense, the stereotype image of a man is more often found, whose
role is limited to providing the material conditions of the family. As a
result of the social, economic and cultural transformations, the role
of the father in the process of family formation becomes particularly
important and therefore there is a need to involve the fathers in the
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process of overcoming various problems related to child care, the
process of educating them, organizing and inspiring participation in
culture. Family is the primary environment in which a child grows
and develops. Nowadays, new changing living conditions of the family, problems arising from the upbringing of the child, raise a number
of questions about the role of the father in the family, among others,
what is its degree of involvement in the child’s education process, what
sources and factors determine a man’s involvement in the process.
I present the issue of the role of faith and the Church in the implementation of paternity in the perspective of the three generations of
the men researched. I show how these men of the three generations
perceive their own role in raising a child and what the meaning of religion is. In the text I also analyze the concept of a father and fatherhood.
The word „father” is translated from English as a father, from French
père, from Latin patrem, from German vater, while in Old Polish the
term father was a parent1. Following the Old Polish understanding, it
should be assumed that the father is the parent, ie. the person who
takes care of the child, deals with his upbringing, between him and
the child there is a biological connection.
An interesting and completely dissatisfied view on the terminology
related to the concept of the father is adopted by French researchers
Jean Delameau and Daniel Rochea2, who consider that there is no
difference in this matter. According to the authors, „the father should
bring up his child and give him life; these are basic obligations, but
their arrangement is, of course, differentiated according to the age,
different types of communities, states, or classes”3. Such a way of interpreting and understanding the concept of father illustrates its simplicity and clarity in the way of understanding certain activities related to
the role of the man in the process of raising a child. In French, a father
is a person who educates and recognizes a child as his offspring, and
thus we deal with the biological and social fatherhood.
Bogdan Walczak writes that „in the consciousness of the Polishspeaking people, the two components of its original meaning emerged:
the generalization (and hence the importance of the ancestor, the
protoplast) and the kind of creative power (and hence the meaning of
1

A. Kwak, Społeczny i indywidualny wymiar rodzicielstwa, (in:) A. Kwak, (ed.),
Rodzicielstwo. Między domem, prawem, służbami społecznymi, Warszawa 2008,
p. 18.

2

J. Delumeau, D. Rochea (ed.), Historia ojców i ojcostwa, Warszawa 1995.

3

J. Delumeau, D. Rochea (ed.), Historia ojców…op. cit., p. 27.
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the creator, the initiator, the founder, inventor, author)’4. Analysis of
the semantic development of the word father, gives the opportunity
to define his image. It presents a father as „the giver of life, the caring
and loving caregiver, wise and experienced, who better knows, than
his child where his good is, and who in his effective pedagogic influence must often resort to harshness and punishment. The children
must obey and respect him, share mutual love and take care of him Pastoral
theology
in old age”5.
The term „father” also refers to the term „fatherhood”. Pointing
out the difference between the concepts discussed, it should be noted
that the term „father” indicates a certain state, the fact of being. The
term „paternity”, in turn, includes certain activities undertaken by
men, such as the process of raising a child in the family, the provision
of material conditions, taking care of the child, care of education, the
preparation of a child for participation in culture6. J. Witczak7 speaks
of paternity as a process no less important in parenting than motherhood. „Fatherhood is no less difficult than good motherhood. To be a
modern, mature father means to have the ability to seriously reorient
his life (...) and to constantly watch over the fact that accompanying
the growth and development of the child, do not forget about the necessity of „growing up” with him8. The concept of fatherhood is also
presented as a relationship or mutual reference between different

4

B. Walczak: Ojciec w języku polskim, (in:) S. Jabłoński (ed.), Ojciec…, Poznań
2000, p. 48.

5

B. Walczak, Ojciec w języku polskim, (in:) S. Jabłoński (ed.), Ojciec…, Poznań
2000, p. 51.

6

More: T. Sosnowski, Ojciec we współczesnej rodzinie. Kontekst pedagogiczny,
Warszawa 2011; T. Sosnowski, Pedagogiczny model ojcostwa-konstrukt teoretyczny, „Dziecko krzywdzone. Teoria, badania, praktyka”, 2014, vol. 13, no 3;
T. Sosnowski, Ojciec we współczesnej rodzinie. Kontekst pedagogiczny, Warszawa
2011; T. Sosnowski, Rola ojca w przygotowaniu dzieci do uczestnictwa w kulturze
w rodzinach miejskich (in:) M. P. Krysiak (ed.), Rodzina bez uzależnień, Kolno
2011; T. Sosnowski, Udział ojców w opiece nad dziećmi w rodzinach miejskich (in:)
E. Jaszczyszyn, J. Szada-Borzyszkowska (ed.), Edukacja dziecka – mity i fakty,
Białystok 2010; T. Sosnowski, Ojciec i jego rola w życiu dziecka (in:) W. Danilewicz
(ed.), Wymiary współczesności w perspektywie pedagogiki społecznej, Warszawa
2009; T. Sosnowski, Rola i znaczenie osób dorosłych w relacjach czasu wolnego
współczesnych dzieci (in:) M. Halicka, J. Halicki, K. Czykier (ed.), Zagrożenia
w starości i na jej przedpolu, Białystok 2010.

7

J. Witczak, Ojcostwo bez tajemnic, Warszawa 1987.

8

J. Witczak, Ojcostwo bez…, op. cit., p. 26.
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people (father – child, father – mother)9. Such a view draws attention
to the relativity of this notion. It is important to note that there are the
relationships between a father and a child, but also the relationships
that exist between a father and a mother that have initiated the life
of the child. Paternity activities are in a specific social context, and
paternity itself is a process, not a moment in a man’s life. The proposed approach to this term clearly emphasizes the need to perceive
paternity in the context of the process rather than just a brief episode
in a man’s life. It indicates the full commitment of the man at every
moment of family life. Age of children does not matter here. At every
stage of the family life process, the father has specific family functions
for children and wives.
Some researchers10, by explaining the term „fatherhood,” emphasize
in particular the role performed by the father in the family. Pope John
Paul II addressing family issues emphasizes the following functions
related to the role of the father in the family:
– responsibility for conceived life,
– caring duty of the educator together with his wife,
– work, but with the reservation that this is the work that builds,
creates family bonds, serves the family, cannot be taken at the
expense of the family,
– man – the father is to give testimony of the mature Christian life11.
It is also important here to refer also to paternity in its spiritual
perspective, which is presented mainly by representatives of Christian
theology. The spiritual aspect shows that the conception of life makes
men not only fathers in the biological sense, but also indicates the
man’s attitude towards being a father. Pope John Paul II writes that
„parenthood is a task of a spiritual nature – not just a physical one,”
and „love for the spouse ... and love for children are a natural way for
men to understand and realize their fatherhood.” The Pope points the
fatherhood of the spiritual nature that is realized in communion with
God. „To cooperate with the Creator in the creation of new human beings, that is, to contribute to the transmission of the image and likeness
9

K. W. Meissner, Ojciec – potrzeby dziecka a wzorzec męskości, (in:) D. Kornas-Biela
(ed.), Oblicza ojcostwa, Lublin 2001, p. 193.

10

B. Mierzwiński, Mężczyzna istota nieznana, Warszawa 1999; A. Lepa, Ojciec
i jego rola w środowisku rodziny chrześcijańskiej, „Ateneum Kapłańskie” 1982,
R. 74, vol. 98, no 439; M. Wolicki, Rola matki i ojca w rodzinie, Warszawa 1984;
M. Sokołowska, L’évolution des rapports familiaux, „Perspectives polonaises”
4/16 (1973), cf: B. Mierzwiński, Mężczyzna istota nieznana, Warszawa 1999.

11

John Paul II, Apostolic Exhortation „Familiaris Consortio”, Poznań 1983.
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of God to which every „born of a woman” becomes”12. The father’s
attitude grows out of conscious, free acceptance of co-responsibility
for the nearest.
I have made paternity the subject of my research in the intergenerational perspective, ie. the participation of fathers in the process of
raising a child in changing living conditions and the specific conditions
that define them. I researched the fathers, representatives of three Pastoral
generations, which in fact conducted research proved to be a relatively theology
difficult process. The selection of the fathers I researched was deliberate. This method of selection allowed me to grasp important issues
related to the research problems and the methodological assumptions.
It is important to me to know a particular person by analyzing the
story of human life or the course of his life, in this case the participation of fathers in parenting in an intergenerational perspective. For
this purpose, the sample used for the sample selection is the age of
the examined men who represented the three generations identified
for the purposes of the study as follows:
1) representatives of the oldest generation of fathers – from the
age of 55,
2) representatives of middle-aged fathers – from 40 to 55,
3) representatives of the youngest generation of fathers – up to 39
years13.
Getting to know about the role of the father in the intergenerational
perspective, as well as the subject of my study on the role of faith and
the Church in the realization of paternity by the men examined, has
been made possible through qualitative research. When discussing the
role of the father in the process of parenting in the intergenerational
12

John Paul II: Letter to Families, p. 29.

13

Such a method of division may raise the question of the accepted criteria of age
boundaries of the examined fathers of representatives of the three generations.
It is true that it is most appropriate, but it should be noted that in the literature
of the subject there is no unambiguous position. The solution that was adopted
for the purpose of this paper is a reference to the social sciences and the sphere
of management. This allowed for the perspective of the so-called. human resources (HR). This term, according to the classical school of economics, means
work (labor) as one of the means of production. The second, more common,
management area refers to individual employees and to the organization that
recruits, trains, motivates and releases employees (ie, personnel policy). According to the findings directly linked to the labor market, three generations of
people can now be distinguished: Baby Boomers – people born between 1946
and 1964 (in my case the oldest generation of fathers), the next generation is
called Generation X (people born between 1965 and 1977 – representatives of
middle-aged fathers) and Generation Y – born after 1978 – fathers representing
the youngest generation.
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perspective, the biographical context of the male father should be
taken into account in order to provide a better, more complete, and
deeper understanding of paternity. Therefore, it was necessary to use
the qualitative orientation and to use the appropriate method, which
allowed to show the interpretative processes and the subjective experiences that shaped the paternity of the examined men.
Interesting in the context of the research topic is the look on the role
of men in the education of children and the importance of faith and
church, which in the opinion of fathers can help in the implementation
of their own fatherhood.
Fathers of the youngest generation, they believe that both parents
should be involved in education. Representatives of the oldest generation emphasize primarily the role of mother. However, everyone is
aware of the significance and importance of the roles that both father
and mother play in the process of parenting, although it is somewhat
differently understood and consequently presented.
The fathers’ actions towards children, in the perspective of the three
generations, are of a different nature and concern different spheres of
the child’s life. Another dimension of these activities can be seen in the
experience of paternity at the birth of the first child and yet another
when the next one occurs. This is emphasized by the representative
of the middle generation.
„At my first child I learnt how to take care and upbring him. It was
not easy. The other way is to deal with a small child and to grow up
with another. I tried to spend as much time with children as possible.
I helped with his daily care. I went out for walks, dressed up, washed,
played as soon as the work allowed me. Now with the teen is completely
different. I learnt that one must talk with children no matter how old
they are and even if we do not want to miss something important
„(OŚ_1, Jozef, 42)14.
It is interesting to draw attention to the types and extent of paternity
activities undertaken in relation to children. It is important to note that
caregiving activities related to maternity protection, the organization
of children’s leisure activities, etc. In view of the importance of the father in raising a child, it is important to emphasize that the examined
men of the oldest and slightly lesser middle class emphasize their role
primarily in material protection of the family.
„First of all, security, of financial nature” (OŚ_6, Zdzislaw, 55).
14

Identification, for example: ON_1 refers to: The oldest generation father, registration number 1 in the database. Adequate: OŚ_1: Father of the middle generation;
OM_1: The father of the youngest generation. The respondents’ statements in
the empirical part are in the original form.
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„Hm ... yes! no ... that is ... its role in this case ... ymm ... yes so indoors ... critically ... yyy .. this ... i appreciate it because .... From the
perspective ... of time I think that was too much .... There was little
contact with the children, and y ... material matters came into play.
For eleven years ... yyy .... I was going to Germany for holidays, instead
of spending time with my family ... it was ... well ... you know, chasing
rats for goods, man, because I just started building a house and ... Pastoral
and money was needed .. well ... and I’m sorry now! In retrospect, I theology
see that ... after all, after having conversations with children, they are
already adults ... because they said that no, no, missing them ... they
were missing their father ... and ... also my mother ... because I do not
hide, And with ... wife we went ... there ... o! „(ON_15, Adam, 56).
„As I watch the younger generation, how much time they devote to
their children ... I am really sorry that I was not able to sacrifice my
children ... so much attention. Love, warmth, I say to you ... (silent
voice) „(ON_15, Adam, 56).
The above statements show the grief and sadness of the elders of
the oldest generation. They notice from the perspective of the past
time their own mistakes in the implementation of their own fatherhood. It was only after many years that the children became adults,
the conversations they had with them built up an image of their own
fatherhood, which did not make them proud. They report that they
did not spend enough time with their children and that they were too
much involved in securing the material sphere of their families. Today,
after many years, they are aware of what is important in the life of the
family and the fact that they have not found contact with their own
children, which they really want to own.
Fathers representing the youngest generation differently perceive
their own role in raising a child. They want to be involved in the
process of education in a slightly different, broader way, aware of the
importance of the presence of the father in the upbringing of the child.
Professional work is not an obstacle for them actively involved in the
process of raising a child.
„Although it is certainly the wife at least ... since she is initially
working with the child at home so she has more time to educate him
or her, but that does not mean that the father’s role in the upbringing
is less or less important. We need to be able to reconcile, on the one
hand and on the other, work with education and then it will be best,
although sometimes it is difficult „(ON_4, Tomasz, 23).
„... I do not see any problem with that. I’ve always tried to ... I’m
lucky to work in Knyszyn and around, so yyy ... I always tried or at
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the expense of vacation, or at the cost of doing something later there
to be where I should be at any given moment. I do not know ... I’m
the chairman of the board of parents so ... for two years ... and also I
have to find time and I see that ... In the nursery I was in school I am
so that ... I see that you can manage your time, to be more present in
a wider life of children in school and kindergarten” (OM_1, Adam, 32).
Respondents emphasize the need to support their wives in difficult
and often embarrassing educational activities and greater personal
involvement in this area. Fathers note that their distance from work
places a large degree of their involvement in the process of family education. In spite of the various difficulties involved, they try to actively
participate in the lives of their children, often using their vacation,
or the opportunity to take up hours of work absence that has been
devoted to the child. It should be noted that not all employers create
such opportunities for their employees. In some cases, due to such
employment conditions, the father can reconcile his / her professional
career with raising children, taking part in their lives, and performing various functions in the educational institutions attended by their
child, such as in a kindergarten, a school involving parenthood.
Representatives of the youngest generation are fathers who have
the first place in the child’s education. The fathers of the middle and
the oldest generation, despite the fact that they also emphasize the
importance of father participation in family life, are above all emphasizing the importance of their own actions in ensuring the existence
of a material family.
It is interesting to look at some of the respondents for the role of
faith and church, which in their opinion can help to play a paternal
role. The voices of the middle-class fathers were the dominant ones,
but not only.
“If we talk about experiences, then the experience of Christianity
influenced the way I am human, how my own system of values develops, how I perceive a person, including the person who is my son
and my wife, so Christianity, in general, Christianity has shaped me.
I try to direct the Christian system of values, so yes, the experience of
Christianity”. (OM_16, Karol, 27).
The man refers to his faith, which he believes is an important element of life. Christianity, in the opinion of his father, allows him daily
to lead his life in accordance with a system of values that builds upon
him, which sets the course of his current family.
You know what ... on the religious level it is surely ... y ... thanks to
my own fatherhood ... I just started to mingle and see y ... how great
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is the love of God to us. Because I saw y ... if I’m a weak, imperfect
man I’m in a state of y ... so unconditionally y ... so unconditionally just
love it how much more God y ... love us when his love is perfect. In
this respect, it is simply a matter of his fatherhood, with many y ... as
we often hear in various parables about such matters... I understood
more because I began to look not so much as from the perspective
like I- my son and my dad, just I started to look from the perspective Pastoral
theology
of I – a father and my son. (OŚ_14, Piotr, age 39).
„YYY .... It means in my case, did it change? I mean, first of all, it was
the first joy! First of all, there was great joy (...) Firstly, there was such
a joy that ... that God blessed us so much (...) (OŚ_16, Krzysztof, 40).
„Oh yes ... in pregnancy yes, it was great! I know I was very happy
and I thanked the Lord for this gift ... and ... and I begged him to be
healthy and ... I was very happy, I was very happy, the first days Y ....
and so I imagined how it could be, how it will be. „(OŚ_15, Sławomir,
40).
Respondents in the perspective of faith perceived their fatherhood
and child strongly emphasizing the perspective of humanistic pedagogy, describing the child as a „gift.” As believers, they thank God for
being a father and asking for the gift of healthy offspring.
Religious references are most often seen in the statements of fathers from the middle generation. We should ask why in this group?
This may be related to the fact that this group of people represents a
generation that strongly affirms its relationship with the Church and
has actively participated in religious practices. The Church has also
played a role in the political change that has taken place in our country.
In the group of fathers from the youngest generation, only the single
statements of the respondents showed the importance of God in the
lives of the youngest fathers.
„Well, to give him the best value, to be honest, responsible, reasonable ... to see what and how. And importantly, to know what faith was
born, what does this faith mean, and why parents, I and my wife go to
church ... „(OM_8, Damian, 20).
„Well, somehow, I’m doing it somehow, this is a big role of God is
just yyy ... well, the first thing that God lets me also this time somehow
manage yyyy ....” (OM_14, Mariusz , 24).
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In the case of the younger generation, the secularization process15
may be important. As researches16 show, in recent years the number
of young people declaring active participation in religious practices
has decreased significantly, and therefore there may be no strong
references to faith and religion.
Fathers of the eldest generation treated the church and faith in God
as something obvious, constituting a constant and certain element of
their lives, which I think they did not have to say because they were
„obvious obviousness”.

ROLA WIARY I KOŚCIOŁA W REALIZACJI OJCOSTWA W OPINII
TRZECH POKOLEŃ OJCÓW (KOMUNIKAT Z BADAŃ)
Tekst ten prezentuje fragment szerszych badań dotyczących ojcostwa w perspektywie trzech generacji. Jest to temat aktualny i ważny z pedagogicznego
punktu widzenia. Nowe, zmieniające się warunki życia rodziny, pojawiające się
problemy związane z wychowaniem dziecka, wzbudzają szereg pytań o rolę
ojca w zmieniającej się rzeczywistości społecznej, m.in. o to, jakie było i jakie
jest jego zaangażowanie w wychowanie rodzinne, jakie źródła i czynniki mogły oraz wciąż mogą to warunkować, w jakim stopniu wiara oraz Kościół jako
wspólnota osób mogły oraz mogą wspomóc w tym zakresie badanych ojców.
Należy wciąż poszukiwać na drodze badań empirycznych odpowiedzi na pytania dotyczące roli, jaką pełnił oraz wciąż może realizować ojciec w rodzinie.
Słowa kluczowe: Kościół, ojcostwo, pokolenie, wiara, rodzina.
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Towards Catholic Action in pre-war Poland.
Creating new one on traditional bases

The reactivation of the Catholic Action (CA) in Poland, which ended its activity in 1939, would have not been possible without the pre-war structures
of this secular Catholic organization. Although the break in the existence of
this organization in Poland lasted nearly 60 years, but the old form of activity,
program and many of its works encouraged the Polish Church, by the initiative
of John Paul II, to revive this entity. This article outlines the ideological basis
for the creation of the first Catholic Action in the world. Its main organizational
forms are also presented in the article, and at the same time, the similarity
between the pre-war structures of CA in Poland and their Italian prototype.
The last part of the paper outlines the process of creating pre-war structures
of the Catholic Action in Poland, its legal basis and areas of activity. Althaough
after the Second Vatican Council, there was another perception of the laity in
the world, and its role in the Church increased, but the pre-war Catholic Action became a basis for creating a new organization in Poland. The reactivated
Polish CA took on a rather traditional model, preserving the institution of the
Church assistant as a secular liaison with the hierarchy of the Church.
Key words: Catholic Church, Catholic Action, Poland, lay people, Holy See.

The name of Catholic Action (CA), which currently has 20 thousand

members in Poland,1 was used for the first time in a document called
“Motu proprio” of Pope Pius X in 1903. He defined in this way all apostolic activity of Catholics. In that time the hierarchy of the Church was
considering catholic action not as an organization, but as an activity of
1

Akcja Katolicka – 20 lat później, [in:] Katolicka Agencja Informacyjna, 22.11.2015.
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Catholics. Over time it became an institutional reality and an alternative for the lower classes, which in two firsts decades of XX century
were clearly susceptible to leftiest ideologies, including communism.
The first structures of Catholic Action were created in Italy in 1923.
Seven years later Catholic Action was founded in Poland, but the organization worked there only till the beginning of the II World War.
Afterwards CA did not receive permission for activity from the Polish
communist governments. The idea of its reactivation appeared in the
first years of 90s. It came back to life in 1996, but having different form
than the pre-war organization.
The Second Vatican Council (Vaticanum II), which took place in
Rome between 1962 and 1965, brought important changes for Catholic
Action. During this occasion bishops accepted many changes about
the laity in the Catholic Church doctrine. According to the new rules
Catholic Action was not anymore privileged among other lay organizations. Vaticanum II abolished obligatory mandate which before
Catholic Action had been used to receive from hierarchy of the Church.
According to the statute of the present Catholic Action in Poland, CA
is „an association of lay Catholics, who in more organized form cooperate with hierarchy of the Church in its apostolic mission.” Present
Catholic Action, just like the former organization, leads activities in
many fields of social life: education, culture, charity or business. Some
members of Catholic Action in Poland are involved in politics too. After
the elections of 2015 to the Polish parlament entered 23 members of
CA, including its president Halina Szydełko.2 Thus, the organization
based on the pre-war Catholic Action has become an important center
of lay people, which influence politics in the contemporary Poland.

Definition and beginnings of Catholic Action
Catholic Action is actually not well known in Poland as it was before
the II World War. For the majority of Polish people CA seems to be
something new. Only a small part of society knows that the organization of the laity has already long tradition in the world.
The name of Catholic Action appeared in Polish language because
of Italian translation of pre-war organization called l’Azione Cattolica.
Today Catholic Action is defined as “assembly of lay Catholics which
in organized way cooperate directly with hierarchy of the Catholic

2

Ibidem.
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Church”. In this way Catholic Action is characterized by its statute,3
which was approved in 1996.
There are several definitions of Catholic Action. Many authors describe it as apostolic activity. They point its sources in the beginnings
of the Church. For laity specialist Eugeniusz Weron, that kind of action
is connected with history of the Church.4 In the similar way defines
it Stanisław Krajski. According to his opinion, Catholic Action in this Pastoral
meaning exists since the beginning of Christianity.5 Krajski appoints theology
that apostolic activity has evolved, although an organization appeared
in the first years of XX century. Pope Pius XI also characterized
Catholic Action as not a new thing, but as ancient as the Church is. In
opinion of Eugeniusz Weron forms and meaning of Catholic Action
were transforming during last years. According to his present definition, Catholic Action is an organized activity of the Catholic laity.6
The engagement of lay Catholics in apostolic activity started to
have a similar form to present Catholic Action after the French Revolution. As a result of cancelling by the state Church institutions and
organizations, Catholics started to take defending initiatives. That
time Pio Bruno de Lanteri started to create assemblies called The
Catholic Friendships. Another Italian, priest Vincenzo Pallotti in 1835
founded The Union of Catholic Apostolate. Similar ideas started to be
manifested among Catholics in West Europe. That time Lacordaire in
France and Newman in England were preaching about necessity of
the laity apostolic activity in all society.
Process of big development of various Catholic activities and organizations started to be more visible since 1848 till 1860. During that time
in France has been founded La Ligue Catolique, in Belgium – L’Union
Catolique, and in England – Catholic Union. Similar organizations
appeared also in Germany (Katholischer Verein), in Switzerland (Piusverein) and in Spain (Asociacion de Catolicos). At that time there was
founded first Catholic organizations with social and political profiles.
Their main task was to defend weak social groups and to react against
restrict law which had limited Church influence in politics. That
tendency was represented by Bishop Ketteler, Cardinal Gibbons and
Cardinal Manning. They were suggesting to the Church to keep more
open attitude to the world. All of these ideas had strong influence to
3

Statut Akcji Katolickiej w Polsce, wstęp, [in:] E. Weron, Jak zakładać Akcję
Katolicką, Poznań 1996, p. 71.

4

E. Weron, Budzenie olbrzyma, Poznań 1995, p. 221

5

S. Krajski, Akcja Katolicka ostatnia szansa dla Polski, Warszawa 1995, p. 30

6

E. Weron, Budzenie..., p. 221
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the official preaching of Vatican. One of its fruit was encyclical of Pope
Leo XIII ”Rerum novarum”, published in 1891.7
Two years after “Moto Proprio”, in 1905 Pope Pius X pointed
theological and organizational bases of Catholic Action in encyclical
“Il fermo proposito”. That document had created ground for many
Catholic movements, which were transformed afterwards to Catholic
Action.8 “ll fermo proposito” was a base for four Italian associations,
independent one from another. They were founded just after publishing of the encyclical. Unione Popolare was concerned on culture,
Unione Economico-Scociale – social affairs, and Unione Elettorale –
political elections. The fourth one, which was gathering young adults,
was called Societa della Gioventii Cattolica Italiana. It was not easy
to arrange work of all associations and coordinate theirs activities.
Soon, during and after the First World War, problems started to be
more visible and the first four unions were competing each other.
That organizational chaos could not bring under control even Pope
Benedict XV, who had been animating some Church organizations to
improve them. Just Pope Pius XI, who had been elected in 1922, got
under control these organizations of lay Catholics.9
In 1922 Pope Pius XI announced his first encyclical “Ubi Arcano
Dei”. He defined there essence, aims and idea of structures of Catholic
Action. Apart of that, Pius XI obliged through this document episcopates of some countries to found Catholic Action. The Pope suggested
to adapt Catholic Action structures to local needs and conditions.10 In
his opinion Catholic Action was „participation of lay people in apostolic duties [...] to defend religious and moral values and to develop
social action under leadership of the Church hierarchy for renewing
Catholic life of families and society.”11
In 1923 Pius XI approved statutes of Italian Catholic Action. The
organization was created by this papal confirmation, and had four
state associations of men, women, young men and young women. Such
structure was based on four states called “columns”. To the Italian
Catholic Action belonged as well academic organization FUCI. Afterwards its structures joined Catholic Action of Children.
The Italian fascist regime of Benito Mussolini was distanced to the
new Catholic organization. Duce and his collaborators were treating
7

Cz. Strzeszewski, Katolicka nauka społeczna, Warszawa 1985.

8

S. Krajski, Akcja Katolicka..., p. 30.

9
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it as a new rival on the ground of youth and children education. The
first step to limit it was outlawing of the Italian Catholic scout organization in 1927. Four years later Italian authorities decided to interdict
youth Catholic Action. Government accused it for arranging antigovernmental activities. The Pope was trying to counteract against
that limitations made by Mussolini regime. As a sign of protest Pius
XI published in 1931 encyclical “Non abbiamo bisogno”12. In that dif- Pastoral
ficult time fot the Church Catholic Action successfully kept legality of theology
its existence, but it had to withdraw social and political activities. In
another countries ruled by fascist or communist governments Catholic
Action organizations met with obstacles and even persecutions from
authorities. The structures of Catholic Action had to face that time
with difficulties in Germany, Spain and Mexico.13
The period of the II World War and first years of peace brouhgt
stagnation for Catholic Action. The organization was systematically
renewing itself. During nine years after the war the Italian Catholic
Action gained almost five hundred thousand of new members. The
organization was arranging electoral activities, solving political problems, and as well accomplishing its religious aims there. For instance
the French Catholic Action was responsible for different tasks during
that period. In France leaders of the laity organization put more attention to secular activities than to apostolic mission. Already in the
1950s French organizations of laity became much weaker.14
Very important event for Catholic Action was the Catholic Church
Council, called Vaticanum Secundum. Decisions of the council, which
took place in Rome between 1963 and 1965, changed a face of Catholic
Action. The organization lost its privileged position in the Catholic
Church. Since Vaticanum II CA has started to be equal to other lay associations. Bishops and cardinals abolished during the council obligation of a special mandate for Catholic Action. This privilege had before
distinguished Catholic Action from other Catholic organizations.15
Although Vaticanum II changed CA the Catholic Church was still
inviting to participate in its structures. The Council decree of laity
apostolate encouraged priests and lay Catholics who had been cooperating with CA to collaborate also with the other forms of lay apostolate
12

Roman Catholic encyclical “Non abbiamo bisogno”, 29 June 1931.
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in the Church. The document contained conditions to fullfill to be
worthy of the name “Catholic Action”.
The first condition was to accomplish apostolic aim of the Church
by its work. According to the second, lay people must bring to organization experience and responsibility for leadership, the third – lay
people act unified as an organism, and the fourth – lay people act under
leadership of the Church hierarchy, which can confirm that cooperation by giving mandate.16
Vaticanum II opened a new page in the history of Catholic Action,
but from the other hand made it weaker. Transformation of statutes
and structures of the organization created some problems. In most
countries people became more distanced to CA. In consequence
number of its members started to decrease. Many of them joined new
movements of the Catholic Church. Just in the 1970s Catholic Action
became stronger, as a effect of policy of Paul VI and John Paul II. Both
of them were promoting that organization by actions and speeches. In
1993 John Paul II gave to the Polish bishops ideia to reactivate Catholic
Action in their own country.17

Forms of Catholic Action
Catholic Action from its beginnings has been an organization without one common structure and after Vaticanum II it gained some new
forms. It has acted on the five continents, having various shapes. Even
though there are four main models of that organization, but Catholic
Action depends of local conditions and level of involvement of the
laity in apostolate. The Catholics experience of lay activities is very
important too.
Selection of Catholic Action form was determined by involvement
of intellectuals in life of Catholic community. In countries like Poland
or Italy, where intelligentsia has abandoned during decades workers
and farmers in the Church, hierarchy decided to make stronger position of ecclesial assistant. In countries, where intellectuals had not
left the Church – like in Germany – bishops made decision to give to
lay people more freedom in theirs choices and activities. Nowdays the
position of the ecclesial assistant is not very powerful there.
The Italian structure of Catholic Action – first organization in the
world – was an example for countries like Poland, the Netherlands,
Spain and some others in Latin America. This type is called “uniform”
16
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model. Lay people are gathered in one organization there, although
it has four natural divisions, according to age and sex: men, women,
male youth and female youth. Sometimes group of children or some
professions like intellectualists, workers or farmers can also joint that
structure. That kind of organization has usually acted on diocesan and
parish level, where CA structures has been controlled by a general
institution.
Pastoral
According to another conception, Catholic Action can be a mixed theology
organization. There are two realities inside CA: “uniformed” structure
and “specialized” structure, which includes professional organizations.
Thanks to that solution the Church can enter into various societies
and groups.
The third kind of Catholic Action is a model of “federation”. Such
a structure works in the Philippines, where after Vaticanum II there
have existed twelve Catholic organizations independent one from other. This form is typical for some other Asian and African countries too.
Another model of Catholic Action was founded in Germany, where
CA acts as a distinct organization only in Bavaria. Other German
Catholic movements and associations are gathered in a type of Catholic
Action only during Catholic Council called “Katholikentag”. This kind
of meetings used to be organized every two years. The Episcopal of
Catholic Church in Germany is a patronage of “Katholikentag”.

Pre-war Catholic Action in Poland
The beginning of Catholic Action in Poland is connected with activity of some Catholic organization, which had been existed during the
time of the Partitions of Poland. After getting independence in 1918,
one of the most active organizations in Poland was Catholic League.
Its structures and charisma were very similar to future Polish Catholic
Action. Catholic League was created in 1920 in Poznań. Six years later
structures of that organization were founded in Warsaw too.
The most decisive moment for the beginnings of Catholic Action
in Poland was creation of a founding comission by Polish Episcopate
a commission for Catholic Action in September 1928. Among members of that group were: Cardinal August Hlond, Cardinal Aleksander
Kakowski, Archbishop Adam Sapieha and Bishop Andrzej Szeptycki.
Bishop Stanisław Adamski jointed them two years later. In April 1930
the commission made important decision to found the Polish Catholic
Action. Its structures were based on the uniform model of CA, which
was confirmed afterwards by statute. That document was approved
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soon by Pius XI – on 27 November 1930 – who was very interested
in process of creating new organization in Poland. Before the Pope
confirmed only a statute of the Italian Catholic Action. These two organizations were very similar to each other. The Polish Catholic Action
was based on the Italian pattern. Peasant character of Catholicism
in Poland was one of motives to follow that way. There were simple
religion forms in Italy and as well lack of intelligentsia among Catholics. Similar conditions in Poland helped to follow the Italian model of
Catholic Action. Then the Polish Church hierarchy decided to keep in
the new organization the ecclesial assistant.
On 24 November 1930 Cardinal August Hlond brought into being
General Institute of Catholic Action (NIAK). First its president became
Bishop Stanisław Adamski. That Institute, situated in Poznań, was
established on the top of Catholic Action structure. Since 1930 till 1932
ordinaries of diocese launched Diocesan Institutes of Catholic Action
(DIAK). They were intermediate structures between NIAK and parish
(PAK) or deanery (DAK) organizations of Catholic Action. Process of
creating the Polish Catholic Action was finished on 1 August 1934. The
government of Poland established that day as deadline for bishops to
inform about final number of associations in dioceses.18
In 1934 bishops decided that Catholic League must joined structures
of Catholic Action, but the hierarchy of the Polish Church did not
specify any organizations. Then there were various movements and
associations which belonged to it in dioceses. In that period CA was
joined by Catholic Society of Polish Workers, Association of Catholic
Academic Youth “Odrodzenie”, Association of Polish Youth and Catholic Association of Polish Women.19
Catholic Action was founded in Poland in Greek-Catholic Church
too. Its General Institute of Catholic Action with headquarter in Lvov
was established in 1934. In that city was acting also Catholic Action
of Armenian rite. Its structures were linked with General Institute of
Catholic Action in Poznań.20
In June 1934 the Polish Episcopate decided to unify all associations
belonging to Catholic Action. Bishops standardized structure of that
organization, which became based on four unions called “columns”:
Catholic Union of Men (KZM), Catholic Union of Women (KZK),
Catholic Union of Male Youth (KZMM) and Catholic Union of Female
18

K. Jeżyna, Akcja Katolicka w II Rzeczypospolitej, Lublin 1996, p. 37.

19

W. Zdaniewicz, Akcja Katolicka w II Rzeczpospolitej, [w:] Akcja Katolicka dzisiaj,
Ząbki 1996, p. 71.

20

K. Jeżyna, Akcja Katolicka..., p. 38.
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Youth (KZMZ). The structures of Catholic Action appeared also in the
Polish army.
The “columns” were existed beside institutes as a second part of
Catholic Action. Their members were associations, which were supposed to act in dioceses: Catholic Association of Men (KSM), Catholic
Association of Women (KSK), Catholic Association of Male Youth
(KSMM) and Catholic Association of Female Youth (KSMZ).21
Pastoral
The third part of Catholic Action in Poland was group of supple- theology
mentary associations like Apostolate of Prayer, third convents and
rosary circles. All these organizations were freely connected with
each another.
According to the statutes of the Polish Catholic Action, its institutes
had to take care of associations, while associations were supposed to
educate theirs own members. The main goal of Catholic Action in Poland was to prepare lay people to individual and group apostolate and
to propagate Catholic values in every sphere of life. More precisely it
was written in the main statute and statutes of associations-members
of Catholic Action. According to these documents the organization
was supposed to investigate needs of the Catholic life and methods
to realize their own program. Other task of the Polish Catholic Action was to create initiatives among Catholics and care about correct
public opinion.22
Although the Polish Catholic Action was created to care about religious life, according to its statute, the organization was supposed to
involve itself in social matters, including unemployment and poverty.
Catholic Action in Poland was realizing its tasks by various methods:
externally and internally. First area was more connected with spiritual
activities, like a prayer, retreats and pilgrimages.23 Internal activity of
CA was manifesting itself by charity actions and some courses: economic, fashion or hygiene. Members of the organization were creating
libraries, common rooms, sport and military circles. During holidays
they were organizing youth trips or summer camps too. Other tasks
of the Polsih Catholic Action were publishing and education. The
organization was editing some newspapers like: “Ruch Katolicki”,
“Na Wyżyny”, “Zjednoczenie” and “Przyjaciel Młodzieży”. The Polish
Catholic Action was publishing books too.
Since 1935 some members of Catholic Action had became involved
in creating folk universities. The idea was to prepare Catholic social
21

E. Weron, Jak zakładać..., p. 17.

22

E. Weron, Budzenie..., p. 229.

23

W. Zdaniewicz, Akcja Katolicka w II Rzeczpospolitej..., p. 77-78.
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movement in Polish villages. Such collages were founded in Ujezdna,
Wąchock and Katowice.
The first years of Catholic Action in Poland were marked by some
organizational difficulties. Nevertheless number of members of the
new laity organization was successfully growing. There were 500
thousands people in its structures in 1936. Three years later the Polish
Catholic Action had already 750 thousand members. Pre-war organization showed the most dynamical forms of activity in area of Poznań,
Warsaw, Silesia and in archdiocese of Krakow.
Social composition of the Polish Catholic Action was very various.
Although it had strong influence among farmers, but many of CA elites
were originated from clergy, landed gentry and intelligentsia too.
The II World War stopped activity of the Catholic Action in Poland.
It crossed out that organization from the list of Polish associations
for many years. After the end of the war it was not possible to reactivate structures of CA. According to communist government decree,
published on 5 August 1948, Catholic Action could not start its work
anymore.24
Summing up the above reflections, it should be noted that the reactivation of Catholic Action in Poland would not be possible without
the pre-war structures of this organization of lay Catholics. Therefore,
two decades ago, during the rebirth of CA, which was the fulfillment
of John Paul II’s wish, the knowledge of the teaching of the Church in
relation to this short-lasting and mass organization, as well as the forms
in which it acted in the world. In case of the Polish prototype there was
important to follow Popes ideas and acts about Catholic Action and as
well to imitate the first AK model, launched in Italy. A common figure
for these organizations was the Church assistant, who was a liaison
between lay people and the Church hierarchy.

KU PRZEDWOJENNEJ AKCJI KATOLICKIEJ. TWORZĄC
NOWE NA TRADYCYJNYCH PODSTAWACH
Reaktywacja Akcji Katolickiej (AK) w Polsce, która skończyła swoją faktyczną
działalność w 1939 r., byłaby mało realna bez przedwojennych struktur tej
organizacji zrzeszającej katolików świeckich. Wprawdzie przerwa w istnieniu
tej organizacji w Polsce trwała blisko 60 lat, ale dawna forma działalności, program i liczne jej dzieła zachęciły polski Kościół, z inicjatywy Jana Pawła II, do
odrodzenia tego podmiotu. W niniejszym artykule ukazano w zarysie podstawy
24

M. Przeciszewski, Akcja..., p. 17-18.
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ideologiczne tworzenia pierwszej Akcji Katolickiej na świecie. Zaprezentowano
także jej główne formy organizacyjne, przedstawiając równocześnie podobieństwo struktur przedwojennej organizacji katolików świeckich w Polsce do jej
włoskiego pierwowzoru. W ostatniej części opracowania zarysowano przebieg tworzenia struktur przedwojennej Akcji Katolickiej w Polsce, podstawy
prawne jej funkcjonowania oraz obszary działalności. Wprawdzie na świecie
po Soborze Watykańskim II, nastąpiło inne postrzeganie laikatu, a jego rola Pastoral
w Kościele wzrosła, ale przedwojenna Akcja Katolicka stała się w Polsce bazą theology
do tworzenia nowej organizacji. Reaktywowana AK przybrała dosyć tradycyjny
model, z zachowaniem instytucji asystenta kościelnego jako łącznika świeckich
z hierarchią Kościoła.
Słowa kluczowe: Kościół Katolicki, Akcja Katolicka, Polska, laikat, Stolica
Apostolska.
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The beauty of an icon as absolute cognition

For many scholars, the hope of renewing the humanities is a chance
to practice their vocation. It is written by attempting to re-engage
with research areas of anthropology, phenomenology, hermeneutics
and semiotics, disciplines that do not disregard the philosophical and
methodological principals that we call “participatory humanities”. This
humanity annexes the notion of participation strongly embedded in
its tradition, especially anthropology and phenomenology. The first is
related to the Lévy-Bruhl’s concept, who understood ritual as activating to be in the sacred reality, the so-called mystical participation; the
latter, with Husserlow’s origins, equips this notion with the semantics
of the concept of experience and directness of insight, which makes
the researcher a carrier of the content of the subject. Both these traditions impose cognitive duty to direct existence to a meaningful life and
the researcher’s responsibility for proclaimed beliefs. Both of them
are also in harmony with the ancient tradition, which with humanitas
makes a superior value in the cultivation of knowledge.
Hence, the attempt to reactivate the monastic style, and within
its framework of critical knowledge (revealed by phenomenology),
the practice of presence (eg, the directness of experience, related to
not ignoring by the investigator of the so-called “ontological call”),
symbolic-spiritual exercises (refering deconstructed ancient Logos,
modern humanitas, and the horizon of universal values)1. Participatory
humanities is, according to preliminary diagnoses, a humanism that
1

The resurrection of the humanities, at the same time a kind of resurgence of
culture, in all its richness, is not a formalist „resurrection of the word,” but the
anthropological, hermeneutic and phenomenological turn, demanding to describe the condition of human beings within the framework of the universalist
anthropology. Experienced in different times and places.
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cannot be free from showing the relationship of immanence culture
and transcendent culture and the relationship of two research areas
to the philosophy of ontology and epistemology. Such recognition is
aimed at the axiological involvement of the researcher not only in the
cognitive but also in the object of the study. W. Stróżewski analyzing
the methexis cognitive process, speaks about the relationships between
the participating and participated (cognitive subject and cognize object), relations between them, similarity and ontological difference
(horizontal and vertical participation), and conditions of participation
that makes it possible: there are a dynamic existential relationship
that is not a relation of causal causality; the metaphysical difference
in modes of existence (the participant is by far weaker than the one
in which it participates); to support the existence of the participant,
being weaker, from the partisan, to being self-dependent, through this
support it can still exist in being.2 W. Stróżewski applies the theory of
participation to the art theory, considering, among other things, how
a work of art participates in its ontological basis. Referring to various
types of art, he points to stained glass – its luminous color – as a result
of “participating in light”. The light that illuminates it, external to it,
the light that gives the stained glass a distinct life from other works:
“Light is something transcendent and immanent for it and at the same
time, not only a condition of existence, but also a factor constituting
its essence”3.
These elements of the theory of participation and their application to
art enable, in a nutshell, to go beyond the absolute cognition and icon,
which are related to the theory of participation and the value of beauty.
Absolute cognition has long been absent in the philosophical salons
or modern humanistic trends. One might say that there is a passe.
If, however, we decide to go against the trend of fashion trends, we
find that they can be revived within the framework of the theory of
participation, which recently acquires new areas in the humanities,
especially performative one. Taking into consideration the elements
of participation theory so far mentioned, it is easy to see that they
refresh the metaphysical reflection that lies beyond the pure cognition; they start metar cognition and within it allow the effectiveness
of the so- spiritual exercises, the practice of presence, the search for
truth and the absolute truth, but also the penetration into the regions
of cognition by faith. This kind of cognition is called by J. Leclercq
2

W. Stróżewski, Mimesis i methexis, in: Wokół piękna, Wydawnictwo Universitas,
Kraków 2002.

3

Ibidem, p. 78.
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monasticism and brings it closer by sources that document that in the
Middle Ages the cult and culture, including science and faith, were
not separate, and the search for the Absolute was a passion for the
researcher. It is in this style – the monastic style, the opposite of the
scholastic style – by the feature 4, the love of cognition and the desire
of God unite with a surprising cognitive harvest; the harvest prepared
with the help of ascetic spiritual exercises that charts the way to the
Absolute through the participation of the researcher in being involved
in the cognitive being; in other words: they responded to the call of
transcendent being. As it is quoted by the expert of the subject: “Mo- Theology
nastic cognition is defined by the goal of monastic life: seeking God”; of beauty
what reason can grasp; not using a measure of the mind to believe;
opposed “the overcoming of the minds of the learned theologians, for
the simplicity of the Church Fathers seeking knowledge on the basis of
love and practice of presence (prayer), because one should not give up
the faith, the reasonings of reason5. The monastic style is in the mere
summary: first believe, then understand; fides querens ratio.
Instead of discussing this style of cognition, I refer to St. Anselm, who
grows above all the representatives of this cognition6. As we know, he
is best known for formulating an ontological proof of the existence of
God, from which the great philosophers of the past and contemporary
(Descartes, Leibniz, Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Bertrand Russell,
Moor and contemporary Kurt Geodel) were challenged. Here it is:
“Let us take into consideration the being that we cannot think about
the larger one. Anselm writes that whoever hears this expression,
understands it, that is has it in his mind, even if he was not wise. It is
easy to see that a being so conceived cannot only be conceived, but

4

See J. Leclercq, Miłość nauki i pragnienie Boga, transl. M. Borkowska, Wydawnictwo Benedyktynów Tyniec, Kraków 1997.

5

J. Leclercq, Miłość nauki..., p. 232, 247, 249, 255.

6

Leclercq, citing the book Histoire de la spiritualité by S. Vanni Rovighi, writes:
„It is very difficult to properly classify it into a category; This is a genius and
therefore cannot fit in any frame. He is a monk and the whole soul follows the
patristic tradition that monasticism lives on. At the same time, he is passionate
about pure logic; sometimes he tries to approach the faith in the light of reason
rather than authority; It is thus synthesized, provisional, imperfect and illusory
but bold and proving that he had a sincere confidence in the possibilities of human nature ... But just as someone outside the framework, as an exception, he
confirms the normal rule of difference between monks and scholastics. Leclercq,
op. cit., p. 329.
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must exist in reality: for if it is only in thought, then one can think of it
as actually existing, and the being is in fact greater than that exists”7.
Commenting on Anzelm’s proof, Kołakowski writes:
In other words, a being from which it is impossible to thinkof the bigger
one, if it did not exist, it would be such a being from which it is more
conceivable to think, that would be something intrinsically contradictory, impossible. To avoid contradictions, we are compelled to recognize
that such a being must necessarily exist8.
Theology
of beauty

However, the search for the Absolute by St. Anselm does not ends
in such a rational inquiry. His desire for God is greater than the philosophical elegance of the proof. St. Anselm, to satisfy this desire, enters
into the practice of presence, in contemplation. Here is their record:
Poor man, give up your activities for a moment, take a break, at least
from your noisy thoughts, deny the worries that burden you, slow down
the tiring distractions. Take a moment to God, rest in Him a little, rest
in Him. Enter into your mind’s flat, throw away everything except God,
and what is going to find Him and shut the door for Him. Say all your
heart, say to God: “Yahweh, I love the beauty of your house and the
place where your glory dwells» (PS 26:8)”9.

Contemplation of the icon of the Holy Face appears to him as the
path to the Absolute.
Any comments we have made on participatory cognition can be
referred to the path that accompanies the theology and contemplation
of the icon. There is no need and the ability to present, in the broadest sense, this enormous issue that is being made within the various
humanistic, theological and artistic options. I will just notice that their
condensation contained in M. Quenot’s book, The Icon: Window on the
Kingdom, corresponds to my findings so far. I am surprised only by
Polish translation of the title, which in the original version is: L’icône.
Fenétre sur l’Absolu10. Quenot treats the icon as a place of theology, as

7

L. Kołakowski, Święty Anzelm, in: O co nas pytają wielcy filozofowie, series I,
Wydawnictwo Znak, Kraków 2004, p. 87-88.

8

L. Kołakowski, Święty Anzelm, in: O co nas pytają wielcy filozofowie, series I,
Wydawnictwo Znak, Kraków 2004, p. 87-88.

9

St. Anselm, cyt. za: Karmię Was tym, czym sam żyję”. Ojcowie Kościoła komentują ewangelie niedzielne roku A., red. M. Starowieyski, Znak, 1978, p. 1.

10

Cf. M. Quenot, Ikona. Okno ku wieczności, transl. H. Paprocki, Białystok 1997;
original title L’icône. Fenetre sur l’Absolu; I think that – at least in the context
of my considerations – this is far too advanced translation.
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a rational, over-conceptual pursuit of God. He speaks of the icon as
“theology in colors”11.
The iconographer by “writing the picture” goes in the direction of
God; his purpose is to leave the external, natural determinants of the
creation and perfection of its effects, and to reach the inner spiritual
realms and perpetuate the beauty that constitutes them. The beauty
that carries out iconography is metaphysical, transcendental and is
“identified with the essence of the Logos, the deepest meaning that
penetrates what exists”12.
Let us quote Stróżewski’s insightful formulation: “So understood Theology
[beauty] is identified with absolute existence. This identification guar- of beauty
antees its transcendentality. All that exists is involved in it’13. The beauty,
which in the Absolution is identified with Being, is the highest beauty.
All others, including the aesthetic, come from it. Hence the Quenot says
that “The beauty of icons is not primarily concerned with the finesse of
the pattern ... but rather of the harmony manifested in its entirety”. To
support this statement, he quotes Dostoyevsky’s words: “Beauty [God]
will save the world” and P. Evdokimov, that “if the [iconographer] desires
Beauty, it means that he is immersed in the light, because in his essence
there is the rooted desire of Beauty and its image”14. Let us note that
the iconographer, like the researcher seeking the truth, is dependent
on the Transcendence, the Absolute, God, Christ15.

Iconic cognition
The above findings allow us to say that rational cognition can “rise”
to the highest cognition, which is to reach the Absolute, the Beauty of
the Supreme. The conditions that enable this cognition override the
requirements of rational cognition (eg. intersubjective communicability and controllability of statements) and impose requirements that
are related to participant cognition. It launches the cognitive powers
(imagination, will) and the goal of cognition – the discovery of the
highest truth – the beauty of the Absolute, which governs “cognition”,
“cognition of love”, cognition of the unity of the object participating
11

Ibidem, p. 7.

12

M. Stróżewski, Piękno transcendentalne, in: Logos, wartość, miłość, Wydawnictwo Znak, Kraków 2013, p. 83.

13

Ibidem.

14

M. Quenot, op. cit., p. 57.

15

M. Quenot, op. cit., p. 57.
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in the Absolute-Beauty-God. In this sense, the cognitive style is found
in the iconic extension.
By referring directly to art, it can be said that through painting the
icons according to certain rules that honor painting character16, semiotic principles, transcends them by “knowing love” enters the areas
of metaphysical reality, invisible. In this sense, iconic cognition is over
ratio and is cognition qualified as a cognitive knowledge; cognition,
which strives to unite the cognizable and cognized subject, is guided
by a trust, uncoordinated relationship, ratio and fides.
In this iconic cognition, beauty becomes a substitute for God; it is
an ontological beauty. In short, it is beautiful in the sense of Saint.
Augustine, for whom he reveals the truth of God and beauty in the
sense of Saint Thomas Aquinas, which merges essence and existence.
Transcendental beauty, individually experienced by St. Augustine is
like an ontological call: “You called, you called, you threw my deafness.
You shone, you glowed like lightning, you lighted my blindness. You
scented the odor, I breathed it out – and here I thirst for you. I tasted
– and here I am hungry, and I am starving. You touched me – and
I longed for your peace”17.
The beauty of St. Thomas Aquinas is an ontological par excellence:
pulchra enim dicuntur, quae visa placent (Theological sum I, 5, 4).18
The theory of transcendentality, which equates beauty with being,
in iconic and absolute cognition at the same time equates it with God:
the Supreme Being is at the same time the highest and the most authentic Beauty.
According to W. Stróżewski, the same being is realized in all kinds
of beauty, which by the specific entities is only limited by obscurity19.
Beauty is the perfection of fulfillment and the necessity associated with
it; the attributes of the essence of beauty: supremacy and necessity, and
the changing entities are: harmonious balance and its agitation, proportion and perfection, brightness and darkness, asceticism and splendor20.
Therefore, the “highest of beauty” is placing it in the Platonic
triad. In it, it acquires ontological, epistemological and axiological attributes. Beauty is the truth and the good. It is the highest value and
16

W. Panas, Sztuka jako ikonostas, p. 137, Biblioteka Multimedialna; pierwodruk
„Znak” 1982, no 337, p. 1522-1542.

17

Cf. Jak zaswędzi, to Duch Święty. Wiara i zmysły, wywiad z Pawłem Krupą OP,
„W drodze”, 2/2016, p. 10-11.

18

Cf. P. Jaroszyński, Piękno, PEF, Polskie Towarzystwo Tomasza z Akwinu, p. 3.

19

W. Stróżewski, Wokół piękna, op. cit. p. 424, 425.

20

Ibidem, p. 430.
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the imperative; sense of life and art. Hence St. Augustine said “The
beautiful works that the soul reproduces with the hands of artists have
a source in that beauty, higher than the souls to which my soul misses
day and night”21. If God is the source of beauty, the icon is the way to
him, the “window to the Absolute.”

The icon as a symbol
Opening up to metaphysics, which is the metaphysics of beauty and
its transcendentality, guarantees access to the truth as a manifesta- Theology
tio – the truth as an unveiling as a revelation22. This kind of the truth of beauty
reveals the duality of beauty – its sensuality and transcendence, the
beauty itself is given the status of the symbol: “Beauty is in essence
and necessarily a symbol ...”23.
If we take into account the permanent determinant of beauty – the
necessity, then – according to W. Stróżewski24 – transcendence – that
is, unity and duality, sensuality and spirituality, our revelation is similar to the symbol in which the meaning symbolizes reality in which it
participates25.
According to the cited author, the call of beauty unites man’s earthly
desires with the desires of the Absolute: “Beauty is the key to the mystery and the call of transcendence. It encourages man to experience
the taste of life and to dream of the future. That is why the beauty of
created things cannot bring him satisfaction and awakens this latent
longing for God, which Saint Augustine, beautifully lavished, was able
to express in unmatched words: “Late have I loved you, beauty so old
and so new: late have I loved you”26.
The content symbolizing the icons, reaching the symbolic reality,
reaches the Absolute. Cognition by the icon as participative cognition
is a unifying cognition, in which cognition of the truth manifestatio is
cognition of the essence and existence, that is, of God. If we accept
together with Plotinus or Pseudo-Dionysia Areopagite, that art as
21

St. Augustine, Confessions, X, 34.

22

About the truth as manifestatio see W. Stróżewski, Tak – tak, nie – nie (Kilka
uwag o prawdzie), in: Logos, wartość, miłość, op. cit.

23

E. Cassirer, Problem symbolu i jego miejsce w systemie filozofii, in: Symbol i język,
transl. B. Andrzejewski, Poznań 1995, p. 45-46.

24

W. Stróżewski, O pięknie, in: Wokół piękna, Universitas, Kraków 2002, p. 164-168.

25

W. Stróżewski, Symbol i rzeczywistość, in: Istnienie i sens, Kraków 1994.

26

W. Stróżewski, O pięknie, in: Wokół Piękna, p. 168.
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a symbol is directly related to reality, which is beauty27, thus confirming that it can express what is inexpressible, absolutely transcendent,
God and Beauty28.
Moreover, according to Evdokimov, the icon as the call of the Transcendence illustrates the “invisible reflection of divine beauty”29. To
confirm his conviction, we can refer to a specific example that illustrates the truth of the icon as a manifestatio – the example of “beautiful
Lady” – Bernadette of Lourdes, who not only indicated her similarity
to the icon but also brought it to beauty and glamor (Figure 3 – “Bernadette’s icons”)30.
Hence, if we assume that the beauty of the icon is “the sine qua non
condition of its essence and its mysterious existence”31, then we can
say that the art of icons is participation in objective existence; it is
a manifestation of objectively existing values: truth, good and beauty,
and not only in subjectively understood aesthetic values; that icon –
truth as manifestatio transmitted by imitation of truth about sacred
transcendent reality – the “thing” immitated; that is the revelation of
the Absolute.

The icon as a way to the Absolute
The ontology and epistemology of beauty in the icon and in the
associated iconic cognition accepts universal and individual forms
simultaneously. As their constipation, one can receive the cognitive
experience of St. Anselm whose logical and semiotic cognition simultaneously “elevates” to the contemplation of the icon of the Holy Face
(illustrations 1, 2) of the icon of the Holy Face).
This “icon of icons”32, treated as a canonical one, is painted according
to the rules that give it its unequivocal and powerful semiosis, and at

27

Pseudo-Dionizy Areopagita, Pisma teologiczne, transl. M. Dzielska, Kraków
1997, p. 83-84.

28

W. Stróżewski, O pięknie, op. cit. p. 171.

29

P. Evdokimov, Sztuka ikony. Teologia piękna, transl. M. Żurowska, Warszawa
1999, p. 20.

30

I write more about this topic in: Źródło, eadem, Moi święci, Flos Carmeli, Poznań
2015.

31

W. Stróżewski, O pięknie, op. cit., p. 168-169,

32

I write more about this topic in: Edyta Stein w świetle ikony, in: Fenomen Edyty
Stein. Das Phänomen Edith Stein, „Zeszyty Naukowe CBES”, Wydawnictwo
Naukowe UAM, Poznań 2014.
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the same time metaphysical and sanctifying transition from the sphere
of profane to the reality of the existent reality – the sacred reality.
The icon of the Holy Face fits into the workshop conventions of writing the icon and opens it up for participant cognition. St. Anselm is
experiencing such cognition, although he does not write icons. It is the
contemplation of this icon that enables him to move directly from the
sphere of philosophical thought, fostered by rational reasoning to the
field of unity with God. Let us note that the rules of rational thought,
visible in his proof for the existence of God, open it to His Almighty,
Infinity, Absolute. I would like to say that the “beauty of reason” form- Theology
ing the canon of philosophical command in the case of St. Anselm of beauty
prepares it by its volitional openness to the elevation of the metaratial
contemplation of the “beauty of the icon”, which becomes the “window
to the Absolute,” the perfect God. The canonization of the icon of the
Holy Face harmoniously co-creates the cognition of the Supreme God.
Let’s change in the illustration of the problem of iconic cognition.
Let›s take a look at the example of the icon of Merciful Jesus, who does
not seem to fulfill the iconic conventions and at the same time attests
to the cognition of another image of God. God who is not the Absolute
but the Merciful God. Let›s refer to the participation experience of
St. Faustina, which is directly related to experiencing the Revelation
truth and its iconic transmission. Many holy records suggest that we
are dealing with the “dictation” of the rules according to which the
icon of Jesus manifesting himself is to be painted. E.g:
Paint an image according to the pattern you see, with the signature:
Jesus, I trust in You. I desire that this image be venerated, first in your
chapel, and [then] throughout the whole world33.
During prayer I heard these words within me: “The two rays denote
Blood and Water. The pale ray stands for the Water which makes souls
rightous. The red ray stands for the Blood which is the life of souls ...
These two rays went out from the entrails of My mercy at that time,
when My dying heartwas opened by a spear on the Cross.”34.

It would seem that the iconic “instructions” issued by the manifesting God create the icon par excellence; the icon whose rules of “writing”
are the most perfect. And yet you do not need a great erudition to say
that it is a non-canonic icon; the principle of the perfection of iconic
33

s. M. Faustina Kowalska, Dzienniczek. Miłosierdzie w duszy mojej [Diary],
Wydawnictwo Księży Marianów, Warszawa 1993, no 47, p. 36.

34

Ibidem, no 299, p. 117.
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creation is ignored in it. So, what is the relationship between “writing”
and cognition that participates and unites with God?
For the answer we can accept the following St. Faustina’s notes:
“On one occasion, Jesus gave me to know how pleasing to Him is the
soul that faithfully keeps the rule. A soul will receive a greater reward
for observing the rule than for penances and great mortifications. The
latter will be rewarded also if they are undertaken over and above the
rule, but they will not surpass the rule.”35
Theology
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From this and other records we can say that Jesus’ “rules” refer to
the recitation of the Chaplet of the Divine Mercy36; it does not include
the canonical perfection of the icon, but the prayerful and fruitful
participation in the mercy of God. Hence, the signature “Jesus trusts
in You”, dictated by Him through Faustina, is clearly integrated with
the image. Jesus says to st. Faustina: “I am offering people a vessel
with which they are to keep coming for graces to the fountain of mercy.
That vessel is this image with the signature: Jesus, I trust in You”37.
It is naive to ask whether St. Faustina is iconically aware of other
God than St. Anselm? Does the process of this cognition unite the
same God? It is impossible to resolve these issues within an occasional
theme; also a fundamental theme for beliefs about connectivity ratio
and fides. At this point it is enough to quote St. Faustina’s words addressed to her by Jesus: “Proclaim that mercy is the greatest attribute
of God. All the works of My hands are crowned with mercy”.38
The words of Jesus addressed to St. Faustina: “My view of this image
is as a look from the cross,” they integrate not only the picture with
the subtitle “Jesus, I trust in You,” but earthly with divine reality. This
integration does not have a canonical icon; this provides the icon “written” according to “instructions” manifesting to Faustina by Christ (illustrations 3, 4, 5, 8). The derivation, requiring a separate explanation,
is the image of E. Kazimirowski (fig. 9) and the Icon of the Carmelite
Divine Monastery in Szczecin (fig. 6.7) – confirming the separation of
the subtitle and the image as the rule in the canonical icon39.
35

Ibidem, no 189, p. 91.

36

Ibidem, no 476, p. 165-166.

37

Ibidem, no 327, p. 124.

38

Ibidem, no 301, p. 118.

39

Initially, the painting by E. Kazimirowski was not signed; the attempt to place,
after the Second World War, the inscription „Jesus, I trusts in You”, made in
red letters, failed; The inscription that „broke” the composition of the image
was abolished; It was later added without integrating with the image. The Szczecin icons of Merciful Christ do not strictly follow the convention of the classic
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Spiritual beauty
Faustina’s Diary abounds in the formulation of spiritual beauty.
The statement “how beautiful is the inner world”40 will confirm the
recognition of spiritual beauty as the beauty of participatory cognition in which the cognizant subject is the witness41 of the truth in the
manifestatio sense.
Christ is the link in cognition of the absolute:
My mercy has passed into souls through the divine-human Heart of
Jesus as a ray from the sun passes through crystal. I felt in my heart
and understood that every approach to God is brought about by Jesus,
in Him and through Him42.

Jesus to St. Faustina: “I am making you the administrator of My
mercy. Tell the confessor that the Image is to be on view in the church
and not within the enclosure in that convent. By means of this Image
I shall be granting many graces to souls; so, let every soul have access
to it”43.
Jesus said to Faustina:
I will tell you most when you converse with Me in the depths of your
heart. Here, no one can disturb My actions. Here, I rest as in a garden
enclosed44.

“Crystal dwelling” of “inexplicable brightness”, inhabited by the
“Unity of Trinity, which is incomprehensible, infinite” and filled with
“depths of mercy” of God45.
These quotes refer to “cognition of the heart”, to cognition of the
participant uniting the Merciful Jesus.
In the iconic image of the Merciful Christ, God does not appear to be
the greatest, but embraces the least: “It is the property of God that it

icon; They are executed with and without an inscription. Confusion around the
inscription confirms my remarks on the canonicality of the classic icon and the
causes of the non-canonical icon of the Merciful Christ.
40

s. M. Faustina Kowalska, Dzienniczek. Miłosierdzie w duszy mojej [Diary], op.
cit., no 448, p.159.

41

Ibid, no 417, p. 150: „Then I heard these words: «You are my witness of my mercy,
forever standing before my throne as a living witness of my mercy».”

42

Ibidem, no 528, p. 180.

43

Ibidem, no 570, p. 192.

44

Ibidem, no 580, p. 195.

45

Ibidem, no 420, p. 151.
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does not include the greatest, and the least possible”46. Contemplative
cognition of St. Anselm referring to the icon of the Holy Face is permeated by the attribute of God’s greatest size. St. Faustina’s icon-image
refers to the attributes of the greatest minority; attributes that break
the rules of conventional canonical perfection. The truth revealed in
God’s Mercy in these rules cannot fit. Its saving power seeks integral
expression: words and representations; the words that make up and
the image that radiates them. This integrity creates new conditions for
the appearance of the beauty of mercy. Merciful Christ comes to those
who fulfill them; those who pray “chaplet” to the “heart of Jesus”. It
is possible to risk the conviction that the non-canonicity of the icon of
the Merciful Christ extends the cognition of God to his infinite mercy,
which becomes his greatest attribute. Iconic cognition that is known
to his image “without rules” opens to individual participation in the
various faces of His Presence47. This participation achieves its purpose
under the condition that it is transformed into an entity that “cognise
by the heart”, that is, with love and is afflicted by Love, that is by God.
These conditions guarantee absolute cognition. The salutary icon of
the Merciful Christ can mediate in it, as an icon integrating the earthly,
natural, with the spiritual and the supernatural reality. The icon of noncanon – icon without borders – breaking conventions, creates new conditions for Beauty, which is the Merciful Christ breaking the stereotype
of God48. The icon of the Holy Face, on the other hand, mediates in the
contemplation of the image, which draws near to God the Creator. Its
canonicality places the limits of human imagination and will, protecting the sacred from the possibility of profanation resulting from them.
Probably, however, it does not impose access to God. Absolute cognition,
in the case of both icons, forces the boundaries between fides and ratio.
It merges and unites, metaphorically speaking, Heaven and Earth49.
46

Cf. J. Ratzinger, Introduction to Christianity, p. 147.

47

See J.-P. de Caussade, Powierzenie się Bożej Opatrzności, Wydawnictwo WAM,
Kraków 2003.

48

Cf. D. Piórkowski, Książeczka o miłosierdziu, WAM, Kraków 2015, p. 93.

49

Our reflections correspond to W. Panas’ observations from his earlier article.
On the basis of them it can be said that the pre-seminary state enables the
highest cognition – the absolute cognition (contemplation of the Holy Face),
contemplative, eg „paradise of the prajna”; Watching the Creator face to face,
not through the veil of mirror characters. In his semiotic stand, St. Anselm’s
proof for the existence of the God would be in „paradise communication”; outside the linguistic sign; beyond rational philosophical cognition, where essence
coincides with phenomena; See also Mauricio Beuchot, Kwadrat semiotyczny
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Fig. 1. Icon of the Holy Face I.

Fig. 2. Icon of the Holy Face II.

Fig. 3. Icon of the Blessed Virgin Mary
seen by Bernadette of Lourdes.

świętego Anzelma a kwadrat semiotyczny Greimasa, in: Idąc za Greimasem, ed.
A. Grzegorczyk, M. Loba, Wydawnictwo Fundacji Humaniora, Poznań 1999.
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Fig. 4. Icon of Merciful
Christ by A. Hyła

Fig. 6. Icon of Merciful Christ,
Carmelites in Szczecin

Fig. 5. Icon of Merciful Christ
by L. Sleńdziński

Fig. 7. Icon of Merciful Christ, Carmelites in
Szczecin
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Fig. 4. Icon of Merciful
Christ, Myślibórz

Fig. 4. Icon of Merciful Christ by
E. Kazimirowski

PIĘKNO IKONY JAKO POZNANIE ABSOLUTNE
Niekwestionowana więź ikony i prawdy aktualizuje problem poznania absolutnego. Poznanie to przebiega procesualnie w oparciu o doświadczenie
estetyczne i religijne uruchamiając kategorię obecności jako konieczną do
poszerzania możliwości poznania przestrzeni transcendentnych i sakralnych
zarazem. Więzi ikony i słowa, ikony i obrazu, ikony i dźwięku, ikony i prawdy
wyznaczają metafizyczne i metaracjonalne tory poznania, które stanowić mogą
argument kalokagatyczny na istnienie Boga i kształtować poznanie najwyższe – absolutne. Poznanie ikoniczne jako poznanie absolutne wpisuje się tym
samym w filozofię mądrościową i może spełniać funkcję fundamentalną dla
kształtowania humanistyki obecności.
Słowa kluczowe: humanistyka mądrościowa, poznanie absolutne, poznanie
metaracjonalne, poznanie ikoniczne, obecność, doświadczenie religijne i estetyczne, ikona-słowo, ikona-obraz, ikona-dźwięk, ikona-prawda, argument
kalokagatyczny.
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Percussion considerations
of the Passion of the Lord

Among many musical genres, one of the most important places is passion. The contemplations of the Passion of Christ through various means of
expression have for many years been centered around two works by Johann
Sebastian Bach: Passion according to St. John and according to St. Matthew
– which are the original and deep musical interpretations of this genre. In the
twentieth century the greatest composers referenced to this tradition, among
them Krzysztof Penderecki (Passio et mors Domini Nostri Iesum Christi secundum Lucam, 1966), Paweł Mykietyn (The Passion according to St. Mark, 2008),
expanding arsenal of musical means of expression to the level of 20-age-old
expression. Contemporary composers introduced to the passion music, among
others percussion instruments, whose sound from the dawn of history was connected with various forms of sacrum. This article deals with Carminie Crucis by
Stanisław Moryto – a work in which the sounds of elaborate percussion sets talk
about the passion of Jesus Christ. The author – active drummer, apart from the
analysis of individual parts of the cycle, devotes much attention to executive
issues, presenting readers with ready technical and interpretative solutions.
Key words: passion, Stanisław Moryto, drums, road.
Percussion music has been associated with various forms of sacrum
for ages. It appeared in the farthest corners of the world, with the help
of rhythmic instruments such as drums, knockers, rattlesnakes the old
man could tame the forces of nature, the power of his own intellect,
and the imagination transformed into deities. In the animist beliefs
in which the central figure is the shaman, the drum appears not as
an instrument, but as a powerful power tool for contact with spirits,
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tribal consciousness ... Thus it fulfills a similar function to the escaping smoke into heaven. Through the power of the sounds, it enables
dialogue with the characters of the overreliant world, introverted
(meditation) or extroverted (ecstatic dance, ritual orgies), it unites
matter with spirit, object with subject1. The drum in shamanism is the
breath of God, the voice of the forest2. He accompanies the songs by
generating trance states, often backed up by potions made out of plant
neogens3 – psilocybin mushrooms used by the Mazatkas4, penguins
used by Huichola Indians, DMTs used in inhalation or in infusion form
by the Indians of the Amazon Basin.
Every religious system evokes an image of eternity through specific
spiritual practices supported by various forms of music. Numinotry
experience is often associated with the original sound energy, which in
percussion music finds the fullest expression of accomplishment. The
percussion sacrum appears practically in all the religious traditions
of the world. In the context of this statement, the aspect of percussion
music seen through the prism of Christianity is the most interesting.
The written and spoken word of Christ has always been correlated
with art – the language that the message was sent to the masses
through its universal character. Music, as the language of tradition,
described in extraordinary ways the life and death of the Savior. In
the Middle Ages, the musical image of the Passion of the Lord was the
core of the Mysteries. The best examples are Old Polish processions
of Holy Week, in which music – often limited to the sounds of percussion wooden pegs or taken from the tradition of the Eastern simantr
symbolizing asceticism, penance – was an expression of profound faith,
mortification of body and soul.
The presence of percussion in the art of the Church is of diademic
character. On the one hand, it is a divine instrument, mentioned in
biblical psalms. Its sounds are praising God, manifesting his greatness:
Praise God in his holy place,
praise him in the heavenly vault of his power,
praise him for his mighty deeds,
1

Just as smoke is born from matter, the percussive sound also arises from it. In
itself, it is a manifestation of the spirit and has a metaphysical aspect.

2

An example here is the percussion instrument built from the dried leaves
of rainforest plants – waira – used during Ayahuas ceremonies; R. Metzner,
Ayahuasca – święte pnącze duchów, ed. Okultura, Warsaw, 2013, p. 126.

3

Entheogens are defined as plants containing psychoactive substances. According
to various forms of shamanism, they help to communicate with ghosts.

4

Cf. R. Metzner, Teonanacatl. Święte grzyby; ed. Okultura, Warsaw, 2013, p. 83.
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praise him for all his greatness.
Praise him with fanfare of trumpet,
praise him with harp and lyre,
praise him with tambourines and dancing,
praise him with strings and pipes,
praise him with the clamour of cymbals,
praise him with triumphant cymbals,
Let everything that breathes praise Yahweh. Alleluia!
Bible, Psalm 150
Theology

Percussion instruments such as various knockers, tarts accompanied of beauty
the Lenten processions, inviting through their sound to repent and
meditate on the martyrdom of Christ5.
On the other hand, percussion instruments, due to their large volume of sound, were the musical attribute of demonic forces in Christianity. Such a view was captured by medieval Dutch painter Jerome
Bosch in his triptych Garden of Earthly Delights, made in oil on board.
A detail from this work depicts a demon playing on a drum. It is located
in the right wing of a triptych depicting hell.

Fig. 1. Hieronymus Bosch, Garden of Earthly Delights.

5

In the 20th century, these instruments were used. By Krzysztof Penderecki in
the composition of Jutrznia (Złożenie Chrystusa do grobu) of 1970.
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In many parallitic compositions created by composers in the twentieth century6, percussion instruments play an important role, bearing
the “ideological burden of work” on their shoulders. However, this is
not a leading role – the percussion is used in these compositions as an
orchestra. Its sounds create tension in conjunction with the sound of
other instruments used in the song. The discovery of the solo percussion possibilities seen through the prism of the Christian parallitial
mystery has been fully realized in the creative activities of Stanisław
Moryto and Marius Constant.
These composers introduced percussion into the sacred space,
making it a medium of artistic expression standing on par with organs
whose “dominion” in the centers of the Christian sacrum seemed to
be indivisible ... This paper deals with a great percussion work, now
classified as a classics of its genre. – Carmina Crucis Stanisław Moryto.
The composition was created in 2000 and is a syncretic work combining poetry, music and visual arts.

Stanislaw Moryto – Carmina Crucis
Seek out Yahweh while he is still to be found,
call to him while he is still near.
Let the wicked abandon his way
and the evil one his thoughts.
Let him turn back to Yahweh
who will take pity on him,
to our God, for he is rich in forgiveness;
for my thoughts are not your thoughts
and your ways are not my ways, declares Yahweh.
The Bible, Is 55, 6-8

The above passage of the Holy Scriptures opens the booklet accompanying Stanisław Moryto’s CD Carmna Crucis7. The depth of the
message of the biblical text is a perfect foretelling of deep, full of spirit
and mystery music, gradually discovered in each of the fourteen parts
of the work. As it was rightly noted by Krzysztof Lipka:
Carmina Crucis is a religious work, even paraliturgical. It represents
a very contemporary religion, to the extent of our time, turning inward
6

Examples of composition: Krzysztof Penderecki Jutrznia (1970), Pasja wg św.
Łukasza (1963/66), Henryk Mikołaj Górecki Salve Sidus Polonorum (1997)

7

Stanisław Moryto – Carmina crucis; ed. DUX, 2002, Stanisław Skoczyński –
drums, Henryk Boukołowski, Magda Teresa Wójcik – recitations.
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without drama and emphases. [...] It offers a moment of rest and
a slightly elevated mood in a world that is increasingly lacking in such
a moment8.

The introvert nature of Stanisław Moryto’s work is achieved by the
sounds of the elaborate percussion instruments, accompanied by the
recitations of contemporary poetry – the poem by Andrzej Zieliński,
performed by two actors – a woman and a man. The use of percussion as a sound medium for the liberation of mystical and meditative
states may seem paradoxical. Multiplexes are usually associated with
a high volume of sound, with the uncontrollable energy generated by Theology
of beauty
aggressive rhythm. In the case of the analyzed composition we are
dealing with a completely different situation. Operation of low dynamics, contemplation of individual percussion tones of idiophones, care
for the beauty of the sound make each part of the work a kind of song
about the individual stages of the redemptive way of Jesus.
Professor of Philosophy of the Fryderyk Chopin University of Music
in Warsaw – Jagna Dankowska – writes about it as follows:
The seeming paradox of building silence with the percussion music
emphasizes in this particular way the importance of spiritual life, the
only effective defense against the outside world, and the path to other
areas of metaphysical experience and space, in order to teach the ordering of inner and outer things9.

In Carmina we will not find the scream, the bustle of the narrow
streets of Jerusalem filled with governmental throngs of crowd. Their
place is occupied by the quietness of suffering, collapsing into themselves allowing deep insight into their own interior. The question of
knowing one’s own self appears in many of the world’s religious traditions. I will remind here of Socrates’ inscription on the Apollinaan
temple in Delphi, – Know Thyself and St. Augustine’s maximus – enter
into yourself, in the interior of man lives the truth.
However, the contemplative nature of the work does not mean the
composer’s complete resignation from virtuoso elements. In many
parts of the percussion mystery there are rhythmic structures, textural
solutions, musical phrases requiring the drummer of extraordinary
technical ability necessary to conduct musical narrations. However,
the virtuoso remains deliberately hidden so as not to overwhelm the
ideological layer of the work. Important aspects of the composition to
8

Source: http://muzyka.onet.pl/klasyka/moryto-carmina-crucis/4twr2; access
17.09.2017, 23.32

9

J. Dankowska, booklet attached to Carmina Crucis; ed. DUX, Warsaw, 2002,
p. 36.
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be discussed before proceeding to the analysis of its non-specific parts
are: the topophony of the sound and the motive associated with it. Various parts of the work, known as a station, are distributed in different
places in the temple. The drummer goes to the next multiprocessing
sets, performing on each of them a specific part of the work. In the literal sense, this wandering is used to change the sound generators and
change the acoustics. The sacred space thus becomes equal – next to
the percussion and recitals – of the composition of the work, undoubtedly influencing the reception of the work. In a metaphorical sense,
the way the drummer makes is on the one hand a symbol of Jesus’ Via
Dolorosa, and on the other, a symbol of the inner journey of every human being leading to spiritual gnosis, liberation and transformation.

Fig. 2. An example of a church arrangement for the composition of Carmina
Crucis by Stanisław Moryto

1st Station – Jesus is condemned to death
„Guilty!...” – the judgment has been passed,
inquiry continues:
Love... Truth... Testimony... –
„Could lead to destruction, and we must save
the people!”

Percussion considerations of the Passion of the Lord
- „It is crucial though not to be defiled”.
„The scheming of the high council, blacmail, slander
Fortune-telling, fears, apprehensions
prophetic dreams...
I stand for the laws of Rome:
Where there is punishment, there must guilt also be!”
„Behold the man!... I am Caesar’s servant!...
Take him and crucify, but stay away from... me!”
-„We know who you are...” – „Answerest
thou nothing?... I find no fuolt in this man!...”
„Hands covered in blood?!... Ah, terrible, ghostly hours!...
The sun is burning!... It’s six o’clock... Shadows disappear...”
- Water splashes, washing over faded Stones...

The Song of the Cross begins with a toccata (Italian toccare – hit)
to a set of eleven tuned deep-toned drums supported by the acoustics of the place where the work is performed. The composer draws
a drawing of the melody in it, which is performed on marimba in the
last part of the cycle. Its interval construction is based on the second
messianic modus, built on the successive intervals of small and great
seconds. Both the first and the last part of Carmina are characterized
by a tight, sexton rhythm. Using the form of toccata, Stanisław Moryto
refers to a musical form created in the 16th century, most popular in
the Baroque period. Its characteristic features were fast tempo and
virtuosity. Both of these elements can be successfully relied upon in the
first part of this work. Toccata of Carmine Crucis is a percussive incipit,
a kind of foreword that announces later events – physical (here in the
sense of hearing heard by musical interventions) and metaphysical
(here contemplation of the next stages of the Passion of the Lord). It
is characterized by high energy, despite the small dynamic diapazony,
the fluidity of the musical phrase.
From the technical point of view, it is important to mention the difficulties associated with the sound of the diaphragm sound in large
acoustical space, which may result in lack of musical clarity. This problem can be partially overcome by lightly suppressing the membranes
and by applying a medium hardness sticks.

2nd Station – Jesus carries his cross
O God, so I have but to take this cross?
Does it makes sense to suffer if there are so many other ways?
Look! He has seized the cross with both hands;
He stops at the crossroads, it seems he is awaiting somebody –
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Is he a man of sorrow, the propher or incomprehensible God,
Who gives his life for man’s salvation? -
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The music material of the second part of the composition was limited
to the sound of tubular bells. The use of this instrument is an obvious reference to the tradition of the use of church bells, dating back
to medieval Europe. Drum bells differ from their protoplasts, both
the structure and the material they are made of. Campane tubulari10
have no heart; sound extraction is accomplished with the use of specially prepared mallets. The free operation of such inducers makes
the melody performed on the percussion bells may have more varied
characteristics than that performed on church bells. I mainly mean
dynamics, varied rhythm, phrase formation. In the analyzed part of
Carmina crucis the drummer creates a form of full questions and dialogues, which are musical interpretation of the poetic text.
The metallic, pure sound of the instrument can be read as a symbol
of glow. Jesus puts on his shoulders a cross which, as we read in subsequent poetic passages, is a “shame to the Jew”. But his suffering is
sanctified, proclaims the Kingdom of Light.
The sound of the bells is the opposition to the next part of the composition, dominated by the “remorseful tones” of the wooden bell,
angklung and geophone.

3rd Station – Jesus falls the first time
„(...) He has only fainted, but is still alive...” – „poor comfort;
Hosts of angels will not come to save him,
They will not fight...” – „give him a good lashing!
It is getting late, the Passover is at hand, hurry up... holy man”
„A friend of publicans!...” – „just guzzling wine!...”
- „A glutton and a drunk...” – „Loved by harlots”
- „Use your boot centurion this will give him strenght!...”
- „it is no honour for a soldier to kick a man while he is down;”
- „Move back...!” – „Forgive them Father...
They know not what they do...”
Consuming anger has crept onto their faces...
The guilty ones on Innocent lamb blame...
The scripture must be fulfilled... Father, I give you this cup
10

Italian term for tubular bells.
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As my offering!... I raise it in the air!... I drink it to the last!...
I’m weakening... God, lead me... Give me
a sign!... Give me a sign!...

The third part of the percussion mystery is about the first fall of Jesus
under the weight of the cross. The minimalism of the means of expression, manifested by the use of only three small percussion instruments,
is inversely proportional to the dramaturgy that builds their sounds.
Stanislaw Moryto uses ascetic sounds of wooden bell, angklungu and
geophon. The dry tones of wooden idiophones represent reminiscence
of the color of semantron or known from the orthodox church of the Theology
of beauty
East. In their original function these instruments called upon the
monks to pray – their tradition is older than the tradition of bells11.
There are two types of them:
– a metal one, the equivalent of bells. It is a suspended metal plate
or a metal, thick rod. The sound is obtained by inducing the instrument to dangle with the help of a metal hammer or metal bat
– a wooden one, in the form of a suspended board from which
the sound is extracted by hitting it with a wooden hammer or
a wooden stick
In the analyzed part, as mentioned, there is also an angklung. This
instrument is made of bamboo tubes placed on a stretcher, tuned
in the octave interval. Angklungs appear in Indonesian percussion
ensembles, have a symbolic meaning, the subject of which oscillates
around such concepts as the harmony of life, the cult of fertility.
The use of exotic instruments in paraliturgical music is a kind of
precedent, testifying to the artistic courage of the composer. At the
same time, it confirms the principle that percussive, spiritual implications exist above religious or philosophical divisions.
The last bits of the third part of the work are filled with geophonics12 – a flat, two-drum drum, with small metal balls in it. In case of
changing the angle of the instrument, the balls move one membrane,
causing a loud noise – it is the link to the next part of the piece.

11

12th century Antoine’s patriarch Teodor Balsamon sees in the simian symbol of
the difference between the East and the West. See: J.M. Hussey, The Orthodox
Church in the Byzantine Empire, Oxford, 1986, p. 310.

12

The more commonly term used for this instrument is ocean drum.
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4th Station – Jesus meets his mother
Mother?!...
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Face to face
A thought and a blink
Two hearts
Suffering
Cross of contempt
Crown of thorns
Mother’s
Teardrop
Without a word

The fourth part tells the story of Jesus’ meeting with his mother.
This is one of the more intimate, counter parts of the work. Meeting
with a weary son takes place on two levels:
– humanly/material – here the motif of the suffering mother, who
sees an ordeal of his son, is emphasized – the attention of the recipient is directed to the physical pain of Jesus and Mary
– divine / intangible – the suffering of the mother is subordinated
to the will of God, who himself seems to die – the attention of the
recipient is directed to the soteriological aspect of suffering
The musical and formal structure of this part is based on the vibraphone chord, which interrupts at some time with the sound of chime
of Chinese profondo chimes and the chromatic chimes on which the
chorus melody of Dolorosa et lacrimabilis es, virgo Maria of the Mass
for the Feast of the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The
reference to the medieval singing of the Church archaises the discussed part of the cycle by placing it in a separate space-time. So we
are dealing with a kind of collision of two epochs – medieval (choral)
and contemporary (vibrancy chord). By interpreting this passage
on another, symbolic plane, we can hypothesize that the vibraphone
party is a musical representation of Jesus, and that the bells are the
image of Mary. In this ideological setting, the music of the fourth part
of Carmina Crucis is a kind of dialogue between Jesus and his mother;
silent dialogue, directed inside.

5th Station – Simon of Cyrene helps
Jesus to carry his cross
They forced me!... A terrible thing! ... To carry the cross
with a man,
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Who calls himself the Son of God,
To go arm in arm, side by side, to terrible and watch in fear,
Taking in my arms the innocence or the utmost guilt?...
Avoiding the fall, fighting till the bitter end
Not to let yourself be brought to the ground this death with disgust,
The fallen notion for Times immemorial fills
Casting the shadow of a cross – a cross a disgrace for a Jew!
And so we go further and further yoked together,
Until it is done and the new day comes
And Love will from the cross descend and
change hearts
Like the water in Cana of Galilee was made wine

The fifth part of Carmina Crucis is designed for membranes with
natural skin: bongos, congi, Chinese tom-tomes. Its characteristic
feature is polyphonous texture. The use of natural-skinned drums is
a kind of musical and ideological regression – the composer refers to
this ritual aspect of percussion as I mentioned at the beginning of this
work. Characteristic instrumentation forces the performers to induce
the sound with hands – the sound is then “more organic”, similar to
the color of the ritual drums known from the rituals of animistic cults.

6th Station – Veronica wipes the face of Jesus
Sweltering heat, pressing crowd
Guards in heavy armor
The convict’s painful grimace
Snow-white kerchief
And the scream that rises up in one’s heart:
- „he is mine”
- „and you are mine...”

The sixth part of the work is dedicated to the crotch – metal idiophone in the form of small discs made of thick bronze or brass alloy,
whose sound is characteristic “crystalline color”. The composer draws
the vision of the bloody face of Jesus, which was left on Veronica’s
sudarium13. The overlapping tones, elongated by can arco articulation,
13

Now this relic is called the Sudarium of Manopello; P. Badde, Boskie Oblicze.
Całun z Manoppello; wyd. Polwen; Radom, 2006.
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create tones of glow that change the real time and space in the sacral
time and the sacral space. The image of Jesus, that miraculously was
fixed on canvas, can be interpreted as a symbol of the omnipresence
of God, looking at man and showing him the way to follow. The idea
of communion of holiness in the earthly world (symbolized in the context analysed part by the Veronica’s sudarium) was developed in the
apocryphal Gospel according to Thomas, in which Jesus says:
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I am the light that is above all. I am Full, Full came out of me, Full came
to me. Break the tree, I’m there. Pick up the stone, and you’ll find me
there.

7th Station – Jesus falls the second time
“(...) And I am just a warm, not a man... Father,
The night pitch dark and the brim-full cup;
But as the glimmering flame of my lamp burns up
Satan exults in his triumph, the forces of evil are closing in,
Second down your power, your holy mercy
so I could be like a stone cast in the dust
Before the hands of hope carry it away!”
„Wake up, the land of Judah, leave your vacuous dream
Eve – Sarah – Esther, drowned in your sorrows!
Today on all of your roads, as on a furrowed brow,
The kiss of peace the heavens lay”

The second fall of Jesus under the weight of the cross was depicted
by the sounds of Chinese, Korean, snare and vibra slap. The composer
refers in this section to the construction of passacaglia – a Baroque
variation form. It is worth mentioning that Stanisław Moryto treats the
instrumental parts in a melodic way, despite the sharp outline of the
rhythm. Thus, the color of the sound of the membranes and idiophones
is reached, which is achieved by the use of matching sticks. Instrumentation of the fragmented percussion fragmentation of mystery evokes
the impression of something inevitable; Impressed by the distant
sound of the sound, they seem to be asking: Why is Jesus falling? The
answer tells the next fragment of the cycle: God does not fall under
the weight of the cross, but descends to the level of man to save him.
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8th Station – Jesus comforts the weeping women
“Daughters of Jerusalem, why do you weep?...
A new shoot out of the trunk of a fig tree grows
The spring is at the gates
Though the root is old and the trunk rotten, a new branch
Will live. Jerusalem grow,
Abide in my love!” “

The eighth song of the cross is dedicated to the xylophone. To per- Theology
form it requires a four-chip technique, which in the case of playing this of beauty
instrument is a peculiar problem, bringing many technical difficulties.
The composer decided to use the xylophone because of the color of his
sound – a sharp, wooden, contrasting to the marimba sound used in the
12th and 14th stations. The form and content of the part is a musical
variation of the epicedium – a funeral literary featuring the praise of
the deceased, regret, mourning and consolation. The rich chord based
on the second Messianen modus adds to its supreme character, while
highlighting the theme in the highest voice.

9th Station – Jesus falls the third time
He fell... pressed to the ground (a huge cross crashed)
The throng fell silentl – they stand, look, wait) –
He go tup slowly... and clasped the cross in his caring hands
With an eye as bright as the sky, as though from the dust of earth
The most wretched man he lifted up

Drama of 9th Station builds the sounds of the tuned gongs and terraces – a soft sheet of about 2m / 1m, vibrating by shaking. The sound
of this instrument brings to mind the increasing wind and is a peculiar
link between the musical phrases of the Burmese gongs. Once again,
the color of the instrument is emerging, confirming the principle
of naming the cycle with the songs of the cross. The analyzed part
dominates contemplation of individual vibrating tones of the metal
idiophones.

10th Station – Jesus clothes are taken away
Up the green path to the top of the hill
Went a man carrying the cross – of truth and love
The king said:
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– Come unto me, all ye that labour,
The lame, the lepers, the blind, the deaf, the dumb,
The por, the publicans, the harlots,
The beggars with their grasping hands in the doorways
And you of little faith, who lack courage –
I am the way and the truth...”
– Said one of the killers:
– „Truth? – Just look
People! – The king is naked!”
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The musical content of the 10th station is filled with the cencerros –
tuned alpine tunes, and Burmese gongs. The slow, spewing phrases of
the metal idiophones spawn in the acoustic space bring listeners into
the mind of the condemned man, who combines two nature – human
and divine. Suffering and humiliation coexist here in an inner way
and in trusting in God. Sound interventions are performed with the
help of soft batons, which gives the sound of a soft, gentle character.

11th Station – Jesus nailed to the cross
Three painful bites,
Nailed feet and hands
O Jesus, remember me,
When it is all done!

Fig. 3. A piece of bamboo.
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The music of the 11th station was based on the wooden sounds, generated by the wooden bells and the bamboo blocks. Its characteristic
feature is the simplification of the texture and onomatopoeism. Single
strikes on the bamboo blocks symbolize the accompanying sound of
nailing the condemned to the cross. As Jagna Dankowska, professor
of philosophy at the Fryderyk Chopin University of Music in Warsaw
observes, “sharp ascetic sonic interventions break [...] lamentation music, thus referring to the old tradition of paschal planets (Latin planctus
– the beating of the breast in mourning)14. It is worth noting that the
analyzed part remains in opposition to the previous part, in terms of Theology
of beauty
the sound layer as well as the energy emitted by it.

Station XII – Jesus dies on the cross
The fire was burning, the glow come from afar
Darkness clashed with light;
The earth trembled, the wind raged,
When God was dying!
The bush burned with fire! – God was not in the bush!
God was not in the fire! –
In the cloud! – the breath of air!
In the wind! – the thunder! – in pain
The tears the body apart! –
God was absent,
When God was dying!
The fire was burning, the glow come from afar
Darkness clashed with light;
The earth trembled, the wind raged,
When God was dying!

12th’s station tells the story of the death of Jesus on the cross. The
central part of the mystery through which redemption is done is presented without pathos. The silent suffering reconciled to the Savior’s
own fate was expressed by the sound of the chorus performed on the
bass. Following successive free chords made with soft tricks using the
tremolo technique, they are kept at low dynamic values. Occasional
slight volume swings, in the form of delicate crescend, imitate the
breath of a dying condemned man – measured, quieter and quieter.
The musicality underlying the contemplative nature of this part makes
14

J. Dankowska, booklet attached to Carmina Crucis; ed. DUX, Warsaw, 2002,
p. 37.
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it seem as if Jesus’ death had ended with the whole of creation, time
and space.
When navigating the harmonic aspect of the 12th Carmina Crucis
station, it should be noted that the marimba chords are identical in
structure to those found in the last part of the cycle – they are based
on the Messaenian second modus.
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13th Station – The body of Jesus is
taken down from the cross
“In this time of great need
God I am looking for you –
Ease my pain!
My soul feels so heavy...
Thy will be done in eart,
As it is in heaven!”
„The cross bend your arms –
I, the mother in mourning,
Beseech you: Return me my son,
My only hope
Who in your hard embrace
For the sinner gave his life!”
Beloved mother,
Entreat God,
Now so far away,
that no blasphemer
From my land, nor my heart
The sign of your Son’s Passion
Could fear forever out!

Taking down of Jesus from the cross is accompanied by music performed on the Tibetan plates, Japanese gongs, windy bells, various
varieties of plates. Sonorism of this part is compounded by the fact of
using the pedal boiler as a resonator – some of the percussion idioms
are placed on its diaphragm. At the moment of induction, the drummer
changes the tension of the boiler membrane, which in turn implies
a change in the color of the instruments resting on it. Of particular
note is the fact that all of the idiophones used in this part are made of
metal. Their sound is therefore a kind of musical glorification of Jesus
and a proclamation of the future resurrection.
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14th Station – Jesus is laid in the tomb
Effatha! Open up the Earth,
The bridegroom is coming!
(Among flowers – thorns in his hair).
Today on all your graves
As on the beloved temples
The heavens lay their kiss.

The analyzed work is topped with marimboc toccata, harmonic simi- Theology
lar to the harmony of 12th station, and melodic and rhythmic drawing of beauty
analogous to its first part.
The claw construction of Carmina Crucis can be read as a symbol of
a path leading from God, passing through the meanders of suffering,
sacrifice, and finally returning to God. Mentioned in the work of prof.
Jagna Dankowska sees this as follows:
The path begins and ends at the same musical point, symbolizing the
inevitability of suffering in the way of the life of the God-Man, in a way
repeated in different dimensions in the life of every human being. Jesus
asked Thomas: “How can we know the way?” answers:
“I am the way, the truth and the life.”

The arrangement of executive space, syncretism
As it was noted in the beginning of my work, Carmina Crucis is
a syncretic composition combining the image, poetry and music. In
this chapter I would like to expand this thread based on my executive
and perceptual experiences.
The percussive mystery of the Passion of Christ can be realized in
two ways. The first one, which does not require a longer description at
the same time, it is a concert performance, assuming the realization of
individual parts without poetic recitation and additional visual effects.
The projection of the work using all the non-musical parameters of
the work deserves a separate reflection:
a) recited poetry – in the original form described in this paper, each
part of Carmina Crucis precedes the poetic text from the poem
Droga by Andrzej Zieliński. It is recited by two actors – a woman
and a man15. In later versions of the compositions, the lyrics were
changed to Ernest Bryll’s cycle of poems Golgota jasnogórska
15

Texts of Andrzej Zieliński’s Droga were performed by the actors of Teatr
Adekwatny – Magdalena Teresa Wójcik and Henryk Boukołowski.
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performed by one actor16. Actors / actor do not move while performing the work; they comment on passion events with poetry.
b) lighting – fourteen parts of the composition are distributed
throughout the church in such a way as to allow the drummer
to wander. Each of the stations is illuminated by candlelight,
standing before the percussion installation. Thus the work is
performed in partial darkness, broken by the splendor of successive stations.
c) graphics – the work is accompanied by a graphic exhibition by
the professor of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw – Marian
Nowiński, depicting successive parts of the Way of the Cross.
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Contemporary implications
Carmina Crucis is a pioneering work that introduces percussion
instruments into the sacred space of the Christian temple. Making the
percussion medium of artistic expression about spiritual roots, referring in the nearer or further perspective to the last moments of the life
of Jesus resulted in compositions oscillating around similar themes in
the 21st century. Two monumental works by Ignacy Zalewski – Missa
sine nomine (2017) and Stabat Mater (2017/18) deserve special attention in this respect.
The first of these compositions is dedicated to the choir, 4 trombones and percussion. The composer’s assumption was to show the
rite of Mass. understood from the perspective of simple people. For
this reason, in addition to the canonical texts of the Ordinarium and
the Proprium Missae, we will find, among others, poems by Józef
Czechowicz, Adam Mickiewicz, Jan Kasprowicz. The drum performs
two essential functions in the composition: sonorist (the composer
draws special attention to the color effects of membranes and wood
and metal idiophones) and rhythmic (narrative).
Zalewski’s second work to be mentioned in the context of percussive
lentimental considerations is Stabat Mater, for multiplexing, soprano,
white choir and chamber ensemble. According to the composer’s intent, the work focuses on the human perception of the pain of Jesus and
Mary, thus making it necessary to make a new translation of the Latin
sequence17. The original, fully authored work will be presented to the
audience during the next edition of the Gorzkie Żale Festival in 2018.
The composer talks about his new work as follows:
16

Ernest Bryll’s poetic texts are performed by Andrzej Ferenc.

17

Stabat Mater’s new translation was made by Mateusz Żaboklicki.
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Stabat Mater, a stage proto with prologue on white female solo voice,
solo drum, mixed choir and instrumental ensemble is an attempt to
look at the human aspects of maternal suffering – also in the context
of the inconceivability of the plan in which this suffering is inscribed.
The reason for reflection and new feelings will be the text given in the
new translation, classical philologist Mateusz Żaboklicki. The core
of the song is the sequence of the Stabat Mater, but it is preceded by
the prologue of Jesus’ conversation with Pilate, giving the suffering
of the Virgin Mary (the main heroine of the work) direct meaning –
both human and purely musical or stage. The part of Jesus is silent Theology
– for His Kingdom is not out of this world. There was a multipurpose of beauty
treatment virtuoso. The Cantata conceptually largely relies on the
essay Pilate and Jesus by Giorgio Agamben, the mystery of John of
the Cross (the idea of the „dark night” of the soul), and the presentation of the relationship Jesus – Pilate – Our Lady – World (people) as
a sequence of mutual misunderstanding – at the humanly level, that
in his inevitability, gives birth to pain and suffering, and is at the same
time one of the most important secrets of religion. And the attempt
to touch mysticism, the founding mysteries for the human perception
of the world, the Good and the Evil, the beauty and self, is one of the
deeper and more important creative challenges that have been taking
place since the dawn of art18.

Conclusion
To summarize what has been said so far, it should be stated that the
analyzed composition of Stanisław Moryto is a work of searching for
transcendence on many levels.
One is the ground of faith, leading to the meeting of God with a man.
Another is the ground of metaphysical reflection on human life and
self-sacrifice for others. The multifacetedness of Carmina crucis is centered around the way literally interpreted as the passage of the Godman from the prairie of the Roman governor of Judea to Golgotha, or
in a portable way where the way is understood as a transition leading
to inner transformation, sanctification, knowledge of God and selfknowledge. The way and inner transgression symbolizes the cross of
Jesus – a soteriological artifact that condenses every form of human
suffering leading to salvation.

18

Source of the quotation: the author’s interview with the composer, conducted
on 17.09.2017. The content of the interview is authorized by Ignacy Zalewski.
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“And next to the cross of Jesus” – crosses of unbelief, loneliness, fear
and betrayal. Painful secrets of the human heart. Pride, contempt,
hatred and humanity. Next – the crosses of those who “rush” and
those “forced”. Lack of indifference with the hand of God transformed
into stations of joyful meeting. And the crosses of love and truth – the
crosses of those who suffer with Christ. Glorious secrets. Stations giving testimony about God and man. And all this – around one path that
goes from God and leads to God – bears like the beads of the gigantic
rosary of human reality19.
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PERKUSYJNE ROZWAŻANIA MĘKI PAŃSKIEJ
Pośród wielu gatunków muzycznych jedno z najważniejszych miejsc zajmuje
pasja. Rozważania Męki Pańskiej czynione za pomocą rozmaitych środków
wyrazu, przez wiele lat koncentrowały się wokół dwóch dzieł Jana Sebastiana
Bacha – Pasji według Świętego Jana i Pasji według Świętego Mateusza – będących
oryginalnymi i głębokimi muzycznymi interpretacjami tego gatunku. W wieku
XX do pasyjnej tradycji odwoływali się najwięksi kompozytorzy, wśród nich
Krzysztof Penderecki (Passio et mors Domini Nostri Iesum Christi secundum
Lucam, 1966), Paweł Mykietyn (Pasja według Świętego Marka, 2008), rozszerzając arsenał muzycznych środków wyrazu na miarę XX-wiecznej ekspresji.
Kompozytorzy współcześni wprowadzili do muzyki pasyjnej m.in. instrumenty
perkusyjne, których brzmienie od zarania dziejów związane było z rozmaitymi
formami sacrum. Niniejszy artykuł traktuje o Carminie Crucis Stanisława Moryto
– dziele, w którym dźwięki rozbudowanych zestawów perkusyjnych opowiadają o Męce Jezusa Chrystusa. Autor – czynny perkusista, oprócz analizy poszczególnych części cyklu wiele uwagi poświęca zagadnieniom wykonawczym,
przedstawiając czytelnikom gotowe rozwiązania techniczne i interpretacyjne.
Słowa kluczowe: pasja, Stanisław Moryto, perkusja, droga.
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One of the ways to the architectonic sacrum

The process of cognition usually ends with an attempt to name and understand the searched/encountered phenomenon. The essence of sacrum is not
observable simply because as „we do not have direct access to the quantum
world via our senses”, but it does exist.
Remembering the words of L. Wittgenstein which state that „the borders of
the language (the only language I understand) constitute the borders of my
world”, one ought to take one of the ways leading to our subject of cognition.
A direct arising in the sphere of sacrum can be both a mental and emotional
anticipation of the essence of subject we are heading to, and whose spatial
frame is determined by architectonic objects. In its sensory meaning sacrum
materializes itself often in a form of sacred chapels, paintings, sculptures, fragments of buildings, landscape etc.
In the following article an attempt to select one of the ways that can lead to
more complete contact and understanding of a sacred, materialized phenomenon which is referred to as sacrum. One, however, ought to bear in mind that
the attempt at reaching the essence of such a place is a difficult task because
just like „watching a wild brook does not concern the flow, the sound or reflexes of this particular brook but the general concept of a brook: unbridled
push of unformed matter”1, the understanding and sensing of sacrum escapes
a clear codification.
Key words: language, phenomenology, philosophy of dialogue, philosophy
of encounter.

1

M. Seel, Estetyka obecności fenomenalnej, UNIVERSITAS, translated by
K. Krzemieniowa, Kraków 2008, p. 12.
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Sacrum
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Amongst many recognized objects and phenomena there is a group
that is defined as sacred things. If one begins a mental journey in order to understand a given phenomenon one needs to refer to the term
definition of the subject of the research. This definition specifies the
direction of and constitutes a basis for dynamically shaped thoughts,
which sometimes are even in contradiction to one another. Edmund
Husserl did say that „specification of goals of a science is expressed
by its definition”2.
It can be said that sacrum is a domain of sacred issues, around which
beliefs, rituals and religious practices are concentrated. Sacrum constitutes a manifestation of order that is beyond our world and thus it is
unable be verbally expressed. Sacrum in Latin means „what is sacred,
what is specific for a religion”, opposite in meaning to profanum3.
An attempt to express but also to understand architectonic sacrum
may be made thanks to applying mental bridges that aim at bringing
the subject closer to a sacred phenomenon. The multilayer structure
of the issue forces to employ a multilayer method of its perception. Uncovering the secret hidden in the harmonious space may take place in
accordance with three coinciding planes in the 20th philosophy which
are the: phenomenology, philosophy of language, philosophy of dialogue.
One should remember that if a point is observed which surely can
be defined as the essence of sacrum then „with time [it] would become
one thing, one of vanities or habits of home; now [sacrum] is unlimited,
constant, able to take every form or every colour and not connected
to anything”4.
In order to gain insights into sacrum one firstly needs to calm down
and clear the mind, reduce all thought conventions, reach the heart
of the thing (noumenon). Later one ought to make an attempt to name
this thing, find proper words and concepts and, eventually, open
a dialogue with it.

Phenomenology
According to E. Husserl the cognition of an object is done by empathizing, which appears as soon as noticing of an object has occurred.
2

E. Husserl, Badania logiczne, Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN, translated by
J. Sidorek, vol. 1, Warszawa 2006, p. 23.

3

J. Tokarski (ed.), Słownik wyrazów obcych PWN, PWN, Warszawa 1980, p. 661.

4

J. L. Borges, Nowa antologia osobista, Wydawnictwo Literackie, translated by
A. Sobol-Jurczykowski, Kraków 2006, p. 76.
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Then one ought to reach the heart of the thing, stripping it off layers
of meanings and emotions because „gradually performed reducing
operations seem to deepen the immanency, limiting the autonomy of
the subject in the consciousness”5.
For the sake of effectiveness of such an action one ought to bear in
mind that there has to be one subject. Sacrum is semantically subjectified; it refers to sublimated from the many, one and only concrete
term. „This what it refers to occurs only in singular form or even not,
not in a number but in uniqueness”6.
When a human being approaches sacred architectonic space the Theology
awareness of its uniqueness has to be born and carried within him. of beauty
He should unite with the object of his adoration and at the same time
notice genius loci, which gives it a frame. It is about an intuitive, direct
perception of a source view which later ought to undergo an eidetic
reduction. Husserl called this process a rule of all rules. According to
it the arising from phenomenology notions of truth and certainty are
striving to recognize the noumenon.
Although the author will not try to engross in the nuances between
the terms being and existence one should remember that „We experience existence firstly (...) and a priori. Being is recognized later or it
can be not recognized at all”7. The existence of sacrum can be captured
by means of a materialized frame, its essence and understanding of
this essence is impossible without the interference of the Absolute.
It has to be underlined that the phenomenon of phenomenological
empathizing enriches the process of experiencing of one’s own Self.
Preceded by a multilayer perception, engrossing in an architectonic
object allows simultaneously to notice and comprehend not only the
walls in position to a given subject but also other spaces, including
the inside, which hides sanctification. The accurate and long-lasting
perception of harmonious, complete truth, goodness and beauty of the
space is, according to Leopold Blaustein, a schemata of determinants,
which is characteristic for the phenomenology.
As it was mentioned all objects, including architectonic ones, may
not exist separately from a context. In nature there exists a phenomenon of mutual contact of space and their mutual influence on one
5

E. Husserl, Medytacje kartezjańskie, Wydawnictwo IFiS PAN, translated by
A. Wajs, Warszawa 2009, p. XVII.

6

M. Heidegger, Identyczność i różnica, Wydawnictwo Aletheia, translated by
J. Mizera, Warszawa 2010, p. 59.

7

M. Heidegger, Podstawowe problemy fenomenologii, Fundacja Aletheia, translated by B. Baran, Warszawa 2009, p. 315.
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another. Juliusz Żuławski greatly succeeded in describing this process
in his work titled About the architectonic form.
If one follows this path that leads to the cognition of sacrum than
a relevant object or a fragment of the space need to be separated from
the background. Only then one can say if the sanctified and searched
subject is made present visually or not visually. In both cases it undergoes perception that sometimes is vivid and sensory, and sometimes
conceptual and imaginative, when it induces only the essential anticipation of the object. However, the way the subject „perceives the
world depends on what person he is (let’s leave the question who is
what kind of a person unanswered)”8.

Philosophy of language
Umberto Eco wrote that „even the most elementary architectonic
configuration is a text”9. Verbalization of a subject/notion enables its
understanding. While searching for sacrum one is heading to a sanctified place. „The term place originally meant the edge of a spear. Everything ends and coincides in it. Place focuses all what is the most
crucial and extreme. This what is focused permeates and transforms
[durchwest] everything”10.
As it was mentioned, for understanding the essence of each phenomenon, even if it is made present not visually, words of which the colloquial
language is made are needed. It’s worth reminding that „the colloquial
language refers to nothing more than common or popular language,
and its antonym is a non-colloquial language, e.g. a technical one”11.
Nickolas of Cusa directed his philosophical look at the phenomenon
of a language. At the end of his line of thought he claimed that all
cognition, both mathematical-natural and metaphysical, eventually
becomes a language.
Beginning with Gottlob Frege, a main question in the philosophy
of language concerns the relation between a language and the world,
a clear thought with a thing.
8

R. Liberkowski, Przyczynek do fenomenologii życia, Uniwersytet im. A. Mickiewicza w Poznaniu, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Instytutu Filozofii, Poznań 2007,
p. 38.

9

U. Eco, Teoria semiotyki, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego EIDOS,
translated by M. Czerwiński, Kraków 2009, p. 275.

10

M. Heidegger, W drodze do języka, Wydawnictwo Alethia, translated by J. Mizera,
Warszawa 2007, p. 27.

11

M. Maciejczak, Zwrot językowy w filozofii od Fregego do Searle’a, Oficyna Wydawnicza Politechniki Warszawskiej, Warszawa 2010, p. 65.
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In the case when an object is made present not visually at the beginning of its perception pictures may appear, however, when in a subject
a though is born, it starts to have a language shape. Naming an object
triggers its understanding and using the most proper words connected
with it. It ought to be remembered that the language aspect of an object
that came to being before the subject can’t be understood separately
from a wide spectrum of culture and the way it shapes particular representatives of a given society. A broad view allows to see sacrum as
„places that the most dignified and richest in memories, some kind
of everyday celebrations for celebrating the achieved and possible to Theology
achieve dignity of a human mind, a newer and more complete devel- of beauty
opment and representation of the idea of a scholar, which a cleric, an
artist and a medic”12.
If on the way to conveying experiences on the topic of understanding
the architectonic sacrum there is a need of naming a phenomenon,
then there is no possibility to establish contact with another subject
without the help of a language which these two people use. Functioning is society, wanting to be understood, one can have an impression
the he is a slave of the language, which draws the border of the world,
different for each individual.
One could look for isomorphism between the world of matter and
a language. The architecture in its tectonics, in the spatial rules of
grammar seems to have a reflection in the syntax and pragmatics of
a language. Speaking a language, just like the art of shaping the space,
are regulated by complex laws of social behaviours. If the similarities
can be spotted and sometimes notice the same structure and properties between the architecture and natural language, it can be said
the understanding sacrum without the knowledge of the language is
impossible; because „it is the language that expresses a religious experience, which is bears a cognitive, practical and emotional meaning”13.
The cognition of the world, according to George Edward Moore and
Bertrand Russell is a process of analyzing language notions that enable
verbalization of the areas resulting from phenomenological empathizing.
However, it should be underlined that while being aware of multidirectional, mutual influence of factors shaping the reality in any of
its character, one cannot base his stance on a conviction that analysis
is the only right task, which is able to lead to a comprehensible view
12

F. Nietzsche, Wędrowiec i jego cień, Vis-à-vis Etiuda, translated by K. Drzewiecki,
Kraków 2015, p. 78.

13

P. Ricoeur, Miłość i sprawiedliwość, TAiWPN UNIVERSITAS, translated by
M. Drwięga, Kraków 2010, p. 66.
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of the world. But, despite everything, there is not a possibility to understand the world without language.

Philosophy of dialogue
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St. Augustine underlined that thinking is a constant dialogue with an
internal scholar. In this inside human lives Christ, we ask him, he gives
answers. The need of dialogue is an essential condition of cognition, both
oneself, other person, as well as the subject/phenomenon, which can also
be sacrum. Martin Buber wrote about materialized space which is the
subject of cognition and dialogue. In his deliberations subjectivity was
embedded in a tree. He wrote: „A tree is not an impression, a game of
my imagination, a mood value; it lives before me and interacts with as
I do with it – only differently”14. If we can have a dialogue with a tree,
the more we a partner in such a relation can be architecture.
Each real existence in the world, its understanding and willingness
to transform are an encounter in which a mental-emotional discourse
is born. Its constant need which simply determines the existence of the
subject can be found in the words of Meister Eckhart who wrote that
if there wasn’t God, there wouldn’t be him; if there wasn’t him, there
wouldn’t be the God’s Eye with which God sees him, so he is the Eye
with which He sees him.
Individuality and subjectivity of every human determine the perception of sacrum by a person. There is not a single egalitarian formula for
experiencing and understanding sanctity. Kierkegaard posed a question about the use of so-called objective truth if for him and for his life
it did not have a deep, individual meaning.
„Who enters into an absolute relation, that does not care about anything single: things or entities, land or sky but everything consists in
the relation”15. Here we deal with not with searching the individuality
and uniqueness of cognition of a sanctified space but we take a step
further which is the essential interaction with it.
In such a time the presence of Good is indispensable. Only thanks
to His existence one may touch the mystery. After experiencing many
encounters, willing to explain the success of the distance traveled, He
could say that „I emphasize the role of the third part in this trilateral
discussion”16.
14

M. Buber, Ja i Ty. Wybór pism filozoficznych, transl. J. Doktór, Instytut Wydawniczy Pax, Warszawa 1992, p. 42.

15

Ibidem, p. 87.

16

P. Ricoeur, Czas i opowieść. Czas opowiadany, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego eidos, translated by U. Zbrzeźniak, vol. 3, Kraków 2008, p. 181.
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Józef Tischner created a concept of an encounter on a phenomenological plane with a big amount of theistic understanding of the world.
In Christian theology we deal with God who created the world as His
sacrament. He fill it with animate and inanimate nature, so as humans
could interact with it and experience the process of encounters by
which contact with God can occur. At such moments the chapters of
life in God / in sacrum and life in the world disappear. Hence, being
aware of living in architectonic sacrum one reaches the life in God. As
a result of the actions done in the world, the Other / God tries to start
a talk with a human being, who has an opportunity to start a dialogue Theology
with Him. The experience of God’s presence has the meaning above of beauty
all to the one who can anticipate it. The phenomenon of an encounter
and a supplementing dialogue always enriches Self with an accurate
reflection, arising from the stream of sensations triggered by the Other.
At the moment of perception of an object / architecture a double
encoding of its content may be noticed. Both its uniqueness and visuality are seen, as well as content of the acknowledged message of the
Creator, which is present in it. A view which functions in the philosophy
of dialogue and says that perfect Self does not exists outside the relation with You can be extended by a statement that dialogical relations
of Self and Sacrum exist but the involvement of God is essential. It is
necessary for full interaction with the sanctified space.

Summary
The perception of the area of sacred issues, materialized also in the
architectonic form, can take place at the syncretic plane of components
of the following triumvirate: phenomenology, philosophy of language,
philosophy of dialogue
Then a possibility of contact, cognition and dialogue, an accessible
sensoric shadow of sacrum, which reveals its Beauty when Truth and
Goodness come to existence.

JEDNA Z DRÓG DO ARCHITEKTONICZNEGO SACRUM
Proces poznania kończy się zazwyczaj próbą nazwania i zrozumienia poszukiwanego/ napotkanego zjawiska. Istota sacrum nie jest obserwowalna, tak
jak „Nie mamy przecież bezpośredniego dostępu za pomocą zmysłów do
świata kwantowego” , a jednak on istnieje. Mając w pamięci słowa L. Wittgensteina, że „ granice języka (jedynego języka, jaki rozumiem) oznaczają
granice mego świata”, należy przejść jedną z dróg prowadzących do naszego
przedmiotu poznania. Bezpośrednie zaistnienie w sferze sacrum może być
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mentalno-emocjonalną antycypacją istoty przedmiotu dążenia, którego
oprawą przestrzenną są niejednokrotnie obiekty architektoniczne. W sensie
zmysłowym sacrum materializuje się często w formie: uświęconych kaplic,
obrazów, rzeźb, fragmentów budowli, krajobrazu itp. W niniejszym artykule
podjęto próbę wskazania jednej z dróg, która może doprowadzić do pełniejszego obcowania i zrozumienia uświęconego, zmaterializowanego zjawiska,
któremu często nadaje się imię sacrum. Należy jednak pamiętać, że próba dotarcia do istoty takiego miejsca jest działaniem trudnym, gdyż tak jak „ogląd
dzikiego potoku nie dotyczy spływania, szumu i blasków tego indywidualnego
potoku, ale ogólnej idei potoku: nieposkromionego parcia naprzód bezforemnej materii” , tak i zrozumienie i odczucie sacrum umyka klarownej kodyfikacji.
Słowa kluczowe: język, fenomenologia, filozofia dialogu, filozofia spotkania.
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The multilayer composition of an iconostasis

The paper indicates a complex meaning of the iconostasis both in sacred art
and the liturgy of the Orthodox Church. Selected examples illustrate a process
of historical development of the iconostasis, contemporary variety of forms
and its influence on worship celebrated in the Orthodox church.
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According to a majority of dictionary definitions, an iconostasis (Gr.
eikonostasion, eikonostasis from Gr. eikon – an image, picture; and
stasis – stand, place1; some point also to Gr. histemi – place; another
Gr. term for iconostasis is templo) is “the screen which, in Byzantine churches, separates the sanctuary from the nave”2 or “the high
screen covered with icons, separating the nave from the sanctuary in
Christian churches of the Eastern rite”3. Some studies assert also that
“iconostasis represents one of the most important features of Orthodox

1

Por. Iconostasis in Catholic Encyclopedia, http://www.newadvent.org/
cathen/07626a.htm (15.04.2016).

2

Iconostasis in F.L. Cross and E.A. Livingstone (editors), The Oxford Dictionary
of the Christian Church, Oxford University Press, Oxford/New York/Toronto
1990, p. 688.

3

Ikonostas, in T. Gadacz, B. Milerski (editors), Religia. Encyklopedia PWN,
Warszawa 2002, v. 4, p. 506.
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churches”4 and “it may be said to differentiate the Greek church completely from the Roman in its interior arrangement”5.
In a majority of generally accessible explanations the iconostasis
is perceived mainly as a screen, partition, wall, barrier separating
the central part of a church, the nave, where a congregation gathers
for worship, from a presbytery or sanctuary, where the sacrament of
Eucharist is celebrated. Although in fact it stands between the two
parts of the Orthodox church and as a wall of icons it may appear as
a screen or partition, its meaning and its role in a spatial arrangement
of the Orthodox church as well as its liturgical function is completely
different.
In order to comprehend a multilayer meaning of the iconostasis
there is a need to study history of its development and to indicate
above all its unique place in the Orthodox Christian worship. It is also
necessary to explain the function of icons.

History
An initial form of the iconostasis may be seen in a low barrier placed
between the nave of a temple and its sanctuary. The form and height
of those screens varied. Sometimes they were solid low walls or balustrades, at other times they were higher latticed screens or a row of
columns with an architrave. Soon icons began to be placed between
columns under the architrave and later on over it.
Studies have shown that at first an icon of the Savior appeared initially under the architrave, and later on over it, immediately over the
Royal Door in the middle of the screen. Soon it was accompanied by
icons of the Virgin Mary and St. John the Baptist making up a triptych
referred to as Deisis (Gk. Δέησις – prayer or supplication). The three
figures could appear on one long wooden panel or on three separate
icons. Prof. Leonid Ouspensky considers that this particular triptych
of the sanctuary screen, brought from Byzantium to Kievan Rus, to be
the initial form, from which iconostasis gradually evolved on Russian
soil6. The evolution consisted in adding to the triptych more icons of
Saints and increasing the number of tiers with icons. By 13th and 14th
century Orthodox churches in Rus were fit with extended iconostases
with several rows. In 15th century the iconostasis took its final shape as
4

L. Ouspensky, V. Lossky, The Meaning of Icons, Crestwood, New York 1989,
p. 59.

5

See Iconostasis in Catholic Encyclopedia, op. cit.

6

Ouspensky, Lossky, The Meaning of Icons, op. cit., p. 59.
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Fig. 1. 4th century basilica in Ohrid (according to the reconstruction by A. Orlandos).

Fig. 2. Basilica „Aphentali” on Lesbos island, 4th century
(according to the reconstruction by A. Orlandos).

known today and in 17th and 18th centuries that form spread from Russia to other Orthodox countries7. The centuries-long evolution of the
iconostasis from a balustrade to a five-story icon screen is confirmed
by columns, engaged columns and pilasters still present among the
icons on it. Although they do not play their original role, they remain
a characteristic component of its decor.
Experts assert that up until the end of 4th century the dimensions of
the iconostasis did not prevent the believers from following the liturgical mystery taking place in the sanctuary. Paul Evdokimov asserts that
the reason for development of the iconostasis, a gradual filling in the
space between the sanctuary and the nave with icons, was didactic – it
was “to teach visually by showing the faithful the economy of salvation
7

Ibidem.
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Fig. 3. Deisis – Fresco from Voronet monastery, Romania, 15th
century.

and its progressive advance”8. Pointing to the predominant in Russia
tradition of Joseph of Volokolamsk, promoting the liturgical pomp and
lavish decoration, which has won out over the more sober spirituality
of St. Nil Sorsky, he asserts that through the iconostasis “the tension
that exists between the Church and the world along with accompanying danger of emphasizing too much the distinction between the
sanctuary and the nave”9 was transposed between clerics and laymen.

The composition of the iconostasis
The simplest spatial form of the iconostasis is a composition consisting of its two most important icons: the one of the Incarnation, the
First Coming of Christ, presenting the Holy Virgin and the Child, and
the icon of Parusia, the Second Coming of Christ in glory. The icons
are placed on both sides of the Royal Door in the very center of the
iconostasis. There are icons of the Annunciation and of four Evangelists placed usually on the leafs of the Royal Door. Images of Angels are
placed usually on the smaller, one-leaf side doors of the iconostasis.
In a bit more developed forms of the simple iconostasis there are also
icons of the Feast and/or the Saint(s) of a particular church positioned
8

P. Evdokimov, The Art of the Icon: a theology of beauty, Oakwood Publications,
Rodondo Beach, CA 1996, p. 155.

9

Ibidem.
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in the same row of icons. The icon of the Mystical Supper is located
right above the Royal Door.
In the fixed classical composition of the iconostasis10 in its upper
rows there appear the icon of Deisis – prayer, supplication of the
Mother of God and St. John the Baptist before the Enthroned Christ
the Savior, extended by additional figures of Saints and Angels (1). The
following three rows are filled with icons of the Resurrection of Christ
and the twelve major liturgical feasts (2), as well as the Old Testament
Prophets (3) and the Patriarchs (4).
In the construction of the iconostasis one can see a wide range of Theology
artistic resources: a pithy composition, spatial form, material used, of beauty
its features, colors, light, texture etc. While pondering upon the used
means, forms or material one should not pass over the fact that the
most important in the iconostasis is the icon with a broad range of its
media of expression. One should keep in mind the function of the iconostasis in the Orthodox liturgical service and take into consideration
what it is actually about to show the believers through the icons placed
in it. All the forms and means are designed not so much to provide
the iconostasis with the fullest artistic expression, its “beautification”,
as to the best possible introduction of the faithful into the mystery of
Sacrum.
Therefore, in making an iconostasis, while using any possible technologies: wood, stone, pottery, glass, metal work or various combinations of them, it is important to make sure that the plastic means characteristic to given technology do not dominate over the icons which
are to be “framed” by them. Decorative chiaroscuro of carving, overly
sharp contrast in texture and structure of the stone, artificial lighting,
“excess of form” in the iconostasis may cause that the flat icon, devoid
of chiaroscuro but rich in its meaningful symbolism of color, becomes
“drown out/choked” and shut out. In order to allow the iconostasis to
fulfill its role truthfully, it is necessary that every aspect of its form –
a composition of all its elements – should affirm the icons.
Here are selected examples of contemporary iconostases.

10

See the 16th century iconostasis at the side altar of the Nativity of the Virgin
Mary at St Sophia cathedral in Novgorod which is used as an example in various studies of the subject provided by Ouspensky, Lossky The Meaning, op. cit,
p. 61 and 62; M. Quenot, Icon. Window on the Kingdom, SVS Press, Crestwood,
NY 1997, p. 49 and O. Popova, E. Smirnova, P. Cortesi, Ikony. Ikony różnych
kręgów kulturowych od VI w po czasy współczesne, translated by T. Łozińska,
Warszawa 1998, p. 12.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of a church iconostasis.

Hermitage of the Holy Spirit in Mesnil Saint Denis, France
The form of the iconostasis is a part of wall of a side altar of the
Orthodox church at the Hermitage of the Holy Spirit in Mesnil Saint
Denis near Paris. The two main icons are composed as pillars of the
whole structure. Father Gregory Krug constructed the hermitage on
his own and he is the author of the beautiful, distinctive iconography.
Painting the icons strictly according to canonical requirements, he
created his own, very particular style, which occurs very seldom.

Orthodox church of St. Nicholas in
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
The form of the iconostasis, its colors, decoration and details affirm the icons. Proportions of the iconostasis are very harmoniously
arranged with proportions of the entire interior – size of arches, horizontal partition of the wall paintings. The natural color of wood of the
iconostasis matches the yellow ocher of the iconography’s background.
Delicate relief of decoration stripes and maintained texture of wood
are the elements enriching the whole. Their size and intensity of impingement have been designed in accordance with the principle of
affirmation of the icons, which is clearly visible in this interior.
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Fig. 5. Hermitage of the Holy Spirit in
Mesnil Saint Denis, France.

Fig. 6. Royal Door of the main iconostasis – an icon of the Annunciation to the
Virgin Mary.

Fig. 7. Orthodox church of St. Nicholas in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
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Baptistery of the Archangel Michael’s
Orthodox church in Bielsk Podlaski
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The small space is determined by an arch of the Royal Door which enters
a column of light coming from a steeple with a cupola above it. The light
and the arch piling up behind the baptismal font determine the vertical and
indicate a sacramental character of the place. The entire intimate interior is
subordinate to that composition. The low nave kept in a dark value of red and
navy blue, a homogeneous character of the wall paintings, remain in contrast
to the illuminated part and bright color of the steeple. The consistently built
sacred space lives in time for which it was designed – I do remember what
a great experience it was to participate in a sacrament of Baptism in that
space, especially on the Feast of the Resurrection of Christ.

Monastery of the Transfiguration, Uusi Valamo,
Finland; chapel of St. Sergius and St. Herman
The iconostasis in a form of a rectangle, confined from above by a straight
line of cornice (usually crowned with a cross often accompanied by tablets of
the Decalogue, a chalice and a spear). The composition of icons in the iconostasis is not symmetrical due to their size and style, nevertheless it constitutes

Fig. 8. Baptistery of the Archangel
Michael’s Orthodox church in Bielsk Podlaski designed and painted by Prof. Jerzy
Nowosielski
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Fig. 9. Monastery of the Transfiguration, Uusi Valamo, Finland;
chapel of St. Sergius and St. Herman.

a harmonious entity. An important role in the integration of the composition
belongs to the two decorative elements that compensate for differences in
size of the icons. The whole is crowned by a wall painting of Deisis.

Church of St. Demetrius in Thessaloniki
An example of a low iconostasis in a large interior of a church.
Thanks to the light color and the lace of the bas-relief, the stone structure is light and its rhythmic composition matches with a symmetrical
arrangement of the iconography program in the sanctuary.

The meaning and symbolism of the iconostasis
The meaning and symbolism of the iconostasis needs to be examined in the context of the meaning and symbolism of the whole
Christian Orthodox church. One should remember that “symbolism
plays a very important role in the Church, because everything in the
Church has, so to speak, a dual character: material and spiritual. The
material is directly accessible to our senses; the spiritual is suggested
to us through symbols. One cannot fruitfully study the symbolism of
the Church apart from the Liturgy: the two develop together and the
[Church] Fathers explained the symbolism in terms of the Liturgy. Cut
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Fig. 10. Church of St. Demetrius in Thessaloniki.

off from the divine service, symbolism loses its meaning and becomes
a series of sterile abstractions”11.
Thus the church is a place set apart on the earth, the place of Sacrum,
dedicated to God, sanctified, so arranged and fitted as to help the believers to continue their earthly way, their move to the most important
aim of Christian life which may be described as an ascent to heaven.
The symbolism of the Divine Liturgy clearly points to remembrance
(Gk. anamnesis) of Christ’s teaching and His salutary sacrifice, the
Savior’s life from His Nativity in Bethlehem to the Ascension. During
the Divine Liturgy the remembrance is being made present. The ascent can be also seen in a spatial arrangement of the Orthodox church
which refers to a tripartite division of the Old Testament tabernacle
of Moses and the Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem. In the church the
believers pass through two stages of the earthly space. They enter
through the vestibule (Gk. narthikos, Cs. pritvor). It is a kind of preparation, prelude or a buffer zone between the turmoil of a street, an inner
disorder and a prayerful concentration. The “narrow gate”, the “eye
of a needle” brings into the nave (Gk. kyrios naos, Cs. khram) where
the believers stand in front of a gate of a further unearthly ascent.
The gate is the iconostasis which appears on the border between the
earthly nave and a heavenly presbytery with its holy altar (Gk. hagia
trapeza – a holy table, Cs. prestol – a throne), on which the Sacrifice
11

L. Ouspensky, The Symbolism of the Church, in: The Orthodox Ethos. Studies in
Orthodoxy, vol. I, edited by A.J. Philippou, Holywell Press, Oxford 1964, p. 153.
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of Thanksgiving, the mystery of salvation is offered. According to St.
Maximus the Confessor (7th century) and St. Sophronius of Jerusalem
(7th century) “the church is the image of the immaterial and of the
sensory worlds – of the spiritual and the physical man. The sanctuary
is the symbol of the first, the nave – the symbol of the second. At the
same time both these parts constitute an indivisible whole, in which
the first enlightens and feeds the second, so that the latter becomes
a sensory expression of the former. This correlation re-establishes the
order of the universe violated by the transgression”12. According to St.
Germanos of Constantinople, “the church is the earthly heaven where Theology
of beauty
God, Who is above heaven, dwells and abides”13.
Thus, the most important place of the church is the sanctuary, the
altar part, which corresponds with the Holy of Holies (Hebrew Kodesh
HaKadashim) – the innermost and most sacred place of the Tabernacle
and the temple of Jerusalem, sanctified by the presence of God. The
Ark of Covenant with the Tablets of the Covenant (Decalogue – Ten
Commandments) was kept inside there. It is the Holy of Holies that
symbolizes the house of God or God’s dwelling place. St. Simeon of
Thessalonica explains that “the narthex corresponds to earth, the
church to heaven, and the holy Sanctuary to what is above heaven”14
and St. Germanos calls it “the place where Christ, the King of all things
sits enthroned with the apostles”15. Prof. Ouspensky takes also note
that the sanctuary is always situated at the eastern end of a church
building, so that the whole temple is oriented to the east. Explaining
the symbolic meaning of such a direction he points to both to the past
and to the future of the Church – the lost Paradise was located “in the
east” and the coming of the future Kingdom is associated with a sunrise16. What is equally important, the Kingdom of God which is to come,
very often referred to as “the eight day of creation” or “the day without
end”, is also symbolized by the rising of the sun, and hence the east17.
The quoted interpretations point to an ontological meaning of the
sanctuary as a symbol of the world invisible. Since the invisible is
inaccessible to our sensual visual perception, it may seem correct to
state that the role of the iconostasis as “the wall”, “the barrier” or “the
12

Ouspensky, Lossky, The Meaning of Icons, op. cit., p. 60.

13

Ibidem.

14

Ibidem.

15

Ouspensky, The Symbolism, op. cit., p. 161.

16

Ibidem.

17

Ibidem.
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screen” is to point that the mystery of liturgical action taking place
in the sanctuary is inaccessible to human senses. This would be confirmed by a statement, that the iconostasis is “a symbol of separation
of the Kingdom from the rest of the world”18.
Nevertheless, a completely different symbolic meaning of the
iconostasis was brought by the fact that the screen got filled with
icons placed on it in an accurately definite order. Now it is perceived
rather as a border between two realities or two worlds: material and
immaterial, visible and invisible, human and divine, transitory and
permanent19. St. Simeon explains that “the columns of the iconostasis
represent the firmament, dividing the spiritual from the sensory”. The
horizontal beam of the iconostasis “denotes the union through love
between the heavenly and the earthly”. The icons of the Savior and
the Mother of God placed above the beam indicate that “they abide
both in heaven and among men”20.
On the border between the heaven and the earth there are standing
the witnesses of both spheres of the world – the Saints. It is through
their mediation that the invisible becomes close and accessible. It is
of them as of “the living stones” that the iconostasis is constructed,
which thus becomes the wall both dividing and uniting the two realities
– eternal, Divine with temporary, human. Through their intercession
windows to the other reality are being opened. Their depth is not the
physical space behind the iconostasis, but the spiritual depth which
may be defined as “the fourth dimension” of reality. Paul Evdokimov
points to the miraculous metamorphosis of the iconostasis stating that
“what has initially been the wall of separation, becomes the bridge,
Christ manifested in the Saints, the Passover as a passage of all of us
together and everyone individually into premises of the Kingdom”21.
The division of the interior of the church is clearly visible, physical,
tangible. But the two parts of the Orthodox church – the narthex and
the nave where believers gather for prayer as well as the sanctuary –
are simultaneously separated and united. The distinct division introduced in the physical space by the matter, becomes a source of unity
in the spiritual realm. How is it possible? The answer may be found
in a prophetic statement of Fyodor Dostoyevsky that “the beauty will
save the world”.
18

P. Evdokimov, Prawosławie, translated by J. Klinger, Warszawa 1986, p. 443.

19

Ouspensky, Lossky, The Meaning of Icons, op. cit., p. 60.

20

Ibidem.

21

P. Evdokimov, Prawosławie, op. cit., p. 443; compare. idem, The Art of the Icon,
op. cit., p. 156.
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An explanation of the “mechanism” of the aforementioned metamorphosis of the iconostasis is provided by a deep analysis of the art
of the icon. It is precisely through the art both the particular icons
and the whole iconostasis appear as “the window into eternity”. One
can say that in an arduous and demanding process of painting an icon
everything is important: material used and its preparation, the way
groundwork is prepared, a lack of naturalism in presenting persons
and objects, in particular the way of painting faces, a lack of subordination to the rules of time and space, a characteristic structure of an icon,
a size of the persons presented, a kind of light, a lack of chiaroscuro, Theology
lines, colors and their symbolic meaning as well as a word – the crown- of beauty
ing of the process of creating an image by placing its name on it. All
these elements comprise not only the uniqueness of the art of creating
the icon, but also the way of perception of the world presented on the
icon. In order to present the multilayer composition of the iconostasis
it may be sufficient to refer to another technical element applied in
the iconography. It is so called a reverse perspective22. Contrary to the
linear perspective which rules our perception of the earthly reality,
prolonged perspective lines do not become closer to each other and
eventually meet somewhere behind the picture in order to provoke
an impression of its depth, but they meet rather right in front of the
icon. While on a picture the point of junction of the lines winds up
its composition, when it appears before an icon, in a person of a man
standing in front of it, the impression of openness is brought about.
Thus, a man standing before the icon and/or the iconostasis is being
introduced to a different reality which the icon presents through the
aforementioned techniques23. In this particular way the icon reflects
the Gospel teaching of Christ with its characteristic inversion of values.
It may be seen clearly in Christ’s Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5,1-12), in
His statement, “the last will be the first” or a recommendation: “Love
your enemies, and pray for those who persecute you”.
Icons introduce us into the other reality, another world inaccessible to human eyes, also through their content. Every one of them
both separately and collectively are “windows into eternity” not only
because they depict the visible world in the reverse perspective and
using the clearly defined, canonical technique. The set of icons in the
iconostasis described above is accessible to all the believers visual recapitulation of the entire economy of salvation24. Therefore a didactic
22

Known also as inverse, inverted, divergent or Byzantine perspective.

23

See M. Quenot, The Icona, op. cit., p. 106.

24

Ibidem, p. 48.
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Fig. 11. Baptistery of the Holy Spirit Orthodox church in Białystok.
Interior design, iconostasis, iconography program, furnishing and
accessories designed by Tatiana Misijuk. Icons in the iconostasis
by Dariusz Fiedorczuk.

Fig. 12. Fragment of the iconostasis

layer of the meaning of the icon and iconostasis might be mentioned
here. It was emphasized in particular in the medieval art of the Christian West, where religious images were perceived as a kind of Biblia
pauperum. Nevertheless, one should remember that the iconostasis
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is “the maximal expression of all that the icon reveal to us visually.
Behind it there is nothing to be seen. Why? Because the wondrous
mystery that is celebrated there could never be situated on our human,
visual level, so to speak; such a wondrous mystery is perceived not by
human eyes, but only by our soul in communion”25.
A particular significance of the iconostasis in the interior of the
church and its function in the liturgical prayer is indicated by the fact
that it is before the Royal Door, between the icons of the Mother of
God and the Savior, that the members of the community partake in
the Holy Communion – the mystery of Eucharist. In this way in front Theology
of the iconostasis and through the iconostasis the presence of Christ of beauty
in the Church is being manifested in the time between His Incarnation
and the Parusia. The liturgical movement is an internal movement
bringing us into the depth of another dimension – the spiritual one.

Baptistery of the Holy Spirit Orthodox church in Białystok
Fundamental for the idea of the whole interior is the composition
of Deisis placed on the cross-shaped arch form designed on the opposite walls of the interior. It defines the central, centripetal pattern
of the space. The same purpose is served by the way the interior is

Fig. 13. The iconostasis in a school chapel of St. Cyrill and
St. Methodios in Białystok. Design – Tatiana Misijuk, icons –
Dariusz Fiedorczuk.
25

Ibidem.
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illuminated. The form of the iconostasis exhibits two main icons – the
Virgin Mary with the Child and the Savior. The expansion of the iconostasis turns into a form of a “candlestick” which leads into the altar
part by the fire of candles and the “cloud of saints” of frosted glass.

WIELOPŁASZCZYZNOWOŚĆ KOMPOZYCJI IKONOSTASU
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Przedstawiony tekst wskazuje na wielopłaszczyznowe znaczenie ikonostasu
w sztuce sakralnej i w liturgice Kościoła prawosławnego. Prezentacja historycznego rozwoju, miejsca, złożonej funkcji i symboliki ikonostasu następuje
przez to na tle wyjaśnienia roli, znaczenia i symboliki prawosławnej świątyni
jako całości. Wybrane przykłady ikonostasów ilustrują proces historycznego
rozwoju ikonostasu, współczesne zróżnicowanie jego form i nierozerwalny
związek z cerkiewnym nabożeństwem.
Słowa kluczowe: ikonostas, ikona, sztuka sakralna, symbol, kanon ikonografii,
historia sztuki, liturgia.
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Painting Françoise Bürtz
at the confluence of modernity and sacrum

French contemporary painter Françoise Bürtz has studied the art of painting
in Paris since 1962. In a meeting with the French avant-garde, Henri Matisse,
Marc Chagall, Pablo Picasso and at the same time philosophers pioneering the
path of modern art such as Jean Paul Sartre, André Malraux could well get to
know its expressions and assumptions. The art of which she encountered was
temporary, and creation devoid of contemplation became a production cycle,
resulting in the soulless creatures of rapid invention. Françoise Bürtz, discouraged by art deprived of its depth of art, began looking for something else. She
abandoned the environment that could provide her an artistic career. After
experiencing a personal conversion to the path of faith, she took the initiative
to create an art that would lead her recipients to personal contact with God.
In working out the original assumptions of the new style of creation, helped
her contact with the stigma of Marthe Robin, the exegete maker Mess’AJE
Jacques Bernard, as well as the stay in the Holy Land, the theological studies
in Friborg, and a trip to Russia. Based on these experiences as well as the contemplation of the biblical texts and the Fathers of the Church, she created a
new civilization of the religious image in which it combines the achievements
of contemporary art with the attempt to express the invisible. Her numerous
works are a kind of great theological synthesis, which is an important aid in the
biblical education of adults on several continents. This art combines modern
expressions with the depths of the mystery of faith effectively leading the
modern man to meet the sacred.
Key words: French avant garde, eastern iconography, theological synthesis,
model in art, sacrum.
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Françoise Bürtz is a French painter, whose work is the result of a
consistent and intentional search for a connection between contemporary art and the sacred. Her artistic personality was shaped in the
sixties of the twentieth century in the context of the socio-cultural
conditions of that time, as well as the philosophical currents on which
the postwar France based the vision of a happy life. While it was not
easy to define the canons of modern French art, the understanding of
the sacred was also evolving. The art of modernism, continuing the
French avant-garde movement in the nineteenth century, was celebrating the triumphs of the sixties. No wonder that the painter living in
the center of events and ideas was marked by the spirit of that time.
Through confrontation with them, she learned to perceive in modern
art what she considered her value and why she decided to remain faithful in her work. Impressive in the life of the painter was a persistent
search for an answer to the question of the sacred, which she tried to
familiarize with the recipients of her works. The confrontation of the
avant-garde art of the West with the theological picture of the East
gave her work the features of original painting, which attracted the
interest and appreciation of both artists1.
Creating her own style of painting images - known as theological
icons - the childhood together with the painter’s mother, the formation
of the Parisian vanguard, the encounter with the significant personalities of contemporary mystics and theologians, and the encounter with
the art of the Christian East in Russia were of great importance. As a
result of these meetings and formation, she created a new generation
of religious and sacred images.

The origin of painting
Françoise Bürtz was born in 1942 in the small town of Isenheim
in Alsaca, which was of no consequence to her artistic development.
Also, Françoise’s parents were in close contact with art creating a
climate that fostered the development of the talents of their youngest
child. Under these conditions, Françoise made her first attempt at
the age of three2. A mother, a well-known painter, as well as a father,
a textile engineer3, took their daughter to exhibitions for significant
1

Cf. F. Bürtz, Evangile de Noël, Lille 1991, 3-9.

2

E. Meaney, Representation and synthesis in Françoise Bürtz’s Religious Art,
Spring 1997, p. 12. Arch. Mess’AJE, Lille.

3

F. Bürtz, Evangile de Noël, Lille 1991, p. 3.
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museums4. Their traveling together became a good opportunity to
get to know the works of art recognized for their time. At the age of
thirteen, Françoise traveled with her father to Hungary. The stay there
gave her the opportunity to meet and talk in an orthodox monk, from
which she remembered what function light has in the Eastern iconography. To this event will be referred to as the author of their own
paintings painted in the icon convention5. From the early biography of
the artist we learn that mother surrounded her daughter with painting geniuses6. It is thanks to her, a person with a strong temperament
and great artistic ambitions, Françoise in her early youth met with Theology
representatives of the French avant-garde. Mrs Bürtz invited such of beauty
artists as Henri Matisse, Marc Chagall and Pablo Picasso to the nearby
town of Colmar. The painter came as a child, and in conversation with
her mother she made non-trivial matters. She once asked her: Why
do I exist?, and she answered her motherly: Because I love you. This
reflection continued to ask: Why is there a world? and she got a similar
answer. She realized then that the world exists only because it is loved7.
Contact with the art as well as conversations with her mother during
her youth stimulated the development of a future painter. To this day,
she mentions them when she discusses philosophical considerations
or describes her workshop.
Returning to the place of birth of a future painter, it must be noted
that it first of all aroused in her the sensitivity to beauty. The multiwinged altar of German master Matthias Grünewald, who had been
living in Isenheim, had revived her imagination from her childhood.
The monumental, 16th-century work of passion, embedded in the
convention of Gothic art and enriched with elements of Italian art,
amazed with the realism of the suffering of crucified Christ8. According to master Grünewald, the gothic art did not consist in seeking the
hidden rules of beauty, but it had the function of preaching. Therefore,
in the painted altar - showing the brutality of suffering - the painter
applied two significant for his style of treatment. First of all, the size
of the characters depends on the roles they play in the scene they
represent. Secondly, he devoted the idea of beauty pleasant for an
4

J.-M. Merlin, Françoise Bürtz: l’art comme une vocation, in: Troisième seuil.
Jésus. Guide d’animation, ed. III, Lille 2013 annexe 1.2.

5

J.-M. Merlin, Françoise Bürtz: l’art comme une vocation, in: Troisième seuil.
Jésus. Guide d’animation, ed. III, Lille 2013 annexe 1.2.

6

F. Bürtz: L’art moderne et la foi, Mess’AJE 2001, 46, p. 5.

7

F. Bürtz nous entretient de la peinture, Mess’AJE 1982,10, p. 7.

8

Cf. K. Mittelstädt, W kręgu sztuki. Matthias Grünewald, Warszawa 1988 p. 5.
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eye, in favor of exposing the spiritual message of the work9. The altar
in Isenheim was enough to inspire Françoise that before she went to
study art in Paris, she first went to the monastery to write this work
in her heart forever. She was under the strong impression of the genius of silence, modernity and theological synthesis. Disturbed by the
beauty of Gothic-Renaissance art, she begged the author to become
her „father” in the work of artistic creativity. Matthias Grünewald, for
the beginner artist, has become an unmatched model, and as if part of
her heart, someone who will never leave her. To emphasize the quality
of this bond the creator of the altar in Isenheim called it „an invisible
godfather”10.
Although Françoise wanted to study in Paris, her parents’ financial
troubles prevented her from taking the plunge. The mother sent her
daughter to a nursing school in Lille. Since the profession of nurse did
not suit her, so she spent her time in school to develop her interests in
music, singing, poetry and art. After a year she left school and went
to Paris11. In order to make a living, she started working in a music
store. There, her interests were noticed and she was offered a job in
the atelier where she learned to perform small useful instruments.
Moreover, together with Cousteau she also experimented with visual
art, trying to create a basis for it based on marine forms12. He went to
the Paris Academy of Fine Arts in 1962.

Creativity in the French avant-garde
At the same time, the trend of modern art, which since the painter’s
childhood became fine, began in the nineteenth century and has undergone in its development various stages. In essence, what we call the
French avant-garde is a set of trends in art, rejecting the current styles,
creating their own world, not imitating reality, seeking a distinct way
of expression13. The basic principle of avant-garde art was undeniably
a break with academicism14, whose most important assumption was
9

E.H. Gombrich, O sztuce, Wyd. II. Poznań 2009, 351-353.

10

F. Bürtz, Evangile de Noël ... p. 3.

11

E. Meaney, Representation … 10-11.

12

F. Bürtz, ibidem p. 5.

13

Cf. Słownik wyrazów obcych, Warszawa 1996, p. 96.

14

„Academics – a current in art based on the rules of antique aesthetics and eclectic
imitation of artists and works recognized as excellent, expressing themselves
in the limitation of the freedom of independent creative exploration both in
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to copy the model that remained outside the artist15. Françoise Bürtz
fully identified with this paradigm.
The French avant-garde dates back to 1874 when the works of
the Impressionists were exhibited in Paris. Successively introduced
paintings - created at various stages of the development of new art
- rejected the other rules of academicism, and therefore composition,
lightening, perspective, color combinations16 and presented new paintings. The list of creators of new art and proposals grew over time, and
subsequent events stimulated their development. At the time when
Françoise Bürtz was educated in Paris, the avant-garde aspirations of Theology
the artists in 1968 supported the moral revolution initiated by French of beauty
students. Young people questioned the norms, including aesthetic
standards, in many areas17. So it is no wonder that modern French
art, or at least that of the artists of different nationalities in Paris, has
developed dynamically.
Françoise was particularly interested in the work of Marc Chagall,
who praised symbolism, surrealism, expressionism, and painting by
Pablo Picasso, co-author of Cubism. Henri Matisse’s style was close for
her at the same time. Although Henri Matisse died a few years before
her studies, reunion with him during her childhood was still alive,
and his art in the field of foxism triggered new creative passions. The
philosophers who paved the way for modern art, including Jean-Paul
Sartre and André Malraux, were among the people in the creative
circle for developing her artistic personality. In Paris, she also met
Cocteau - an outstanding poet, screenwriter, filmmaker, painter.
The painter, in order to show the direction of the changes taking
place in the area of interest, most often referred to the avant-garde
fathers: Vincent van Gogh and Paul Cézanne18. When analyzing their
work, she noticed that the artists, breaking with the principles of academics, and above all with the copying of the model, put their torn
interior in their place. This important observation referred to the
the selection of subjects as in the application of certain formal means.” See in:
M. Poprzęcka, Akademizm, Warszawa 1989, 11-19.
15

„Model – otherwise prototype: every pattern (building, furniture, sculpture)
imitated and reproduced in similar shape.” In: Słownik terminów plastycznych,
K. Zwolińska, Z. Malicki, 5th ed. 1974, p. 185.

16

Por. F. Bürtz, Faire voir l’invisible, Mess’AJE Numéro Hors-Série 1996, p. 23.

17

F. Bürtz, Evangile de Noël, Ibidem.

18

Cf. M. Levey, Od Giotta do Cézanne’a. Zarys historii malarstwa, transl.
M. Bańkowska. S. Bańkowski, Warszawa 1972, 306-312. Od Maneta do Pollocka.
Słownik malarstwa nowoczesnego. Praca zbiorowa, transl. H. Devechy, Warszawa
1995, 58-65, 136-142.
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essential characteristic of modern art, which was justified by their
own painters’ biographies and ideological transformations which
they passed. Their painting, according to Françoise, often revealed
the personal drama of the creators and became the scream of a torn
soul19. These artists, despite their various personal relationships with
Christianity, did not take into account in their work references to the
realm of the sacred, understood as the realm of human contact with
God. For example, Van Gogh, despite his Christian origins, rejected
God in his life, and in his works such as „Still Life with Bible” or „The
sale of Crosses” were announcing the end of the Church. As a declared
socialist in his work he glorified human work, the beauty he saw in
nature and regarded it as eternal. Nothing, however, indicated that
he would discover the Invisible as the creator of the Good, the Truth,
and the Beauty. Cézanne, who was only thirty years old, had dark,
violent, theatrical paintings in which he wrote his own sexual obsessions and terrifying dreams. He often painted scenes of death, orgies,
circus compositions brutally mixing dense blue and white paint. He
was afraid of fear, shyness, awkwardness, embarrassment. Although
he had systematically performed religious practices in the Catholic
Church, his art had no reference to the sacred sphere.
Pablo Picasso20 from Spain, met by Françoise, joined the French
avant-garde in 1900. He also radically detached himself from the traditional concept of art. He recognized that „the academic gospel of
beauty is a deception.” Regardless of his early artistic endeavors in
the subject of misery, loneliness and sadness, he explored the tragedy
of the characters by extending or slicing their characters, and later
became interested in African art. From then on, his work was marked
by a powerful emotional charge and characterized by deformation of
the model. From the penetrating observation of ordinary objects, he
extracted their interior, shape, structure, surfaces, center and bottom.
In this way he made a significant contribution to the development of
Cubism. A characteristic feature of his work was that he focused on
such transposition of forms to suggest that the viewer was different
from the present-day world. The same Picasso made fake things by
implanting pieces of newspapers and a box of matches into his paintings. He drew and painted on everything that fell into his hand - paper
napkins, wrapping paper, raw wood, dicta, fibreboard. The canvas was
primed neatly, carelessly selected paint and tools. Picasso succumbed
to the temptation of surrealism, which was deliberately destructive
19
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and nihilistic. He also used poor painting tools. Many of his works
were explorations of dreams and internal impulses. His work from the
war period was horrified by the horror and distortion of human form.
Even after the war, all his works were mysteriously violent, his own
tear and anxiety. In the fifties of the twentieth century, he undertook
artistic challenges in the realm of naturalism, expressionism, classicism, romanticism and abstraction. Throughout his work dominated
the inconvenient anxiety, the drama of man’s struggle with nature,
rebellion against human fate21. Pablo Picasso was a Communist. He
claimed that art has no past or future. Everything he did was in the Theology
present. He once declared that he would do anything to occupy the of beauty
place of the model and hence there would be no more art22.
Henri Matisse23, a Frenchman, was a man of constant anxiety. He
countered and sublimated his inhibitions. In the first phase, his art,
called conservative, was fed on the tradition of the highest aspirations. At the end of the nineteenth century, the artist met with the
Impressionist movement, which enabled him to develop the world
of his artistic accomplishments. After these experiences and creative
pursuits, he gained the fame of the king. He was famous as a brilliant colorist, who replaced the chiaroscuro with contrasting colors.
His paintings filled with stains of lively, luminous, usually strongly
contrasting colors, which often surrounded the delicate contour in
the interest of the readability of the image. But he did not stay on
the fowzy. He has been experimenting with painting for many years,
performing sculptures, and has also gone to abstraction without compromising. Françoise remembers a childish encounter where she was
interested in his painting style. Having an apple in front of him, he
persuaded Françoise not to paint the apples, but its redness. It was
a clear signal from the artist that the painted object under his brush
became an abstraction. In this way, Matisse, according to the painter’s
reflection, was leading a tragic emptiness in the world24. Although he
was respectful of the proposal to paint the chapel of the Dominican
Sisters in Vence, he still remained faithful to his assumptions. While
presenting the saints, he painted blank ovals of faces surrounded by
21
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nests. Asked by sisters: Where are the saints? The artist said that if it
was a model of the saint, she would be there. Henri Matisse expressed
in this way both the respect for values that he did not recognize and
at the same time his doubts in their existence. In this case, the model
became an abstraction for him.
Marc Chagall,25 an orthodox Jew born in Belarus, started his career
as a painter. When he appeared in Paris in 1910, he began painting
his fantastic visions using painting techniques borrowed from expressionists and Cubists. In art, he used color and deformation values. In
order to express joy, he deprived himself of the pain of painting the
characters by lifting them in the air26. Under the influence of the atmosphere of war, he also made works on social and religious subjects. He
illustrated the Bible and worked on sacred objects in France. Among
other things - for the synagogue in Jerusalem - he assembled a team of
twelve stained glass representing the twelve tribes of Israel. In Michel
Quenot’s opinion, Chagall sought the reality of invisible language borrowed from poetry. For this reason, his painting, which did not take
into account theological language, found it difficult to find acceptance
in sacred space27.
The above-mentioned artists created the environment in which the
painter met modernity in art and penetrated into its assumptions. From
the Parisian period, Françoise mentions that in her studio she wrote an
inscription, „What does it do? This question clearly suggested that the
works created there were indicative of temporality. Their maturation
was impossible because they were dictated by internal impulses, also
dreaming, passing carelessly from one idea to another. The expression
of modernist art was the transfer of elusive emotions to the ground,
often by accident. This art created a break in communication between
the artist and the people. It could be compared to attempting to form a
coherent sentence with the accumulation of many foreign words that
were incomprehensible to the reader.
Françoise Bürtz, in direct contact with the art of the avant-garde,
recognized it as the true tower of Babel. This art did not give a chance
for dialogue with its recipient. According to Françoise, symbols were
removed to allow the Invisible to be seen through the visible. In addition to the model, the artists have set their own experiences, dreams,
25
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doubts, fantasies or intellectual puzzles. One expression is expressed
in impressionism, expressionism that diffuses the object in the plasma
of reflections and colors, and another in cubism that unites living entity
into geometric elements. A painter initially fascinated with avant-garde
art, as she became aware of her assumptions and works created by
the precursors of new directions, she began to feel insecure. First and
foremost, it was not an art to which she had become accustomed since
childhood. It was not about creating permanent works, but moving
from one idea to another using random materials. Non-contemplative
creation became a kind of production cycle, resulting in the soulless Theology
creatures of rapid invention. And although this art was fascinated by of beauty
the painter, at the same time deprived of depth, she was inclined to
look for something else. Young artist began to miss the harmony and
creativity that would not be indifferent, and even more disgusting for
the recipient. Already in 1964, she attempted to find new solutions.

In search of the sacrum
Her search for the sacred28 began where one could least expect. Staying among the „great men of this world” announced her a world-wide
career. Thanks to presence in the environment, she could have great
trips, visit prestigious museums and exhibitions, and continue to create
art. Also, the family enjoyed and was proud of the prospect of the artist’s artistic career29. Meanwhile, her impresario not only rejected the
principle of creating in the old style, but also reacted violently when
his colleague savored the view of the old architecture and painting.
Françoise mentions that, in her delight, one of the cathedrals was ruthless, and forbidding her from seeing contemporary art with her roots,
28
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he forbade her to watch „that pig”. The painter was shocked by the
extreme behavior of her masters and colleagues in various situations,
which showed an aggressive attitude towards what was sanctified by
tradition and brought harmony. The atmosphere of the Parisian avantgarde was closely linked to the moral revolution, which contested all
social, cultural and aesthetic norms30.
Thus, the painter, in close contact with the creators of modern art,
understood that this art rejects something significant, which also
ceases to have significance in her personal life. She was able to appreciate what was valuable in their artistic creations, but the desire
to return to the source and classical art was stronger in her. Hence,
she decided to leave the environment, which she had counted on for
her development, which was tantamount to rejection of her promising career. Nonetheless, it was precisely the environment in a radical
way that separated itself from the cultural and artistic past, helped
Françoise to rediscover the faith of childhood31. She does not hesitate
to say that it was her conversion, whose process began relatively early.
In her testimony she mentions that the priest accompanying her on
the way back to faith on December 8, 1964, instructed her to teach the
dying boy the prayer32. In this way she was to certify the maturity of
her decision.
Immediately after her conversion in early 1965 she went to Châteauneuf-de-Galaure with her colleague, where she met the great modern mystic Marthe Robin. This woman’s life was a unique testimony
of being in a paralyzed body that was maintained for fifty years by
the Eucharist. Marthe Robin, who had been ill and contracted to bed
since her youth, was marked with stigmata and received her sufferings
in the spirit of faith and union with God. She remained constantly in
the same place being interested in the life of the Church and for the
Church she offered her sufferings. No wonder that so many church
dignitaries, the creators of the renewal work in the Church, came to
her to seek advice, support, light and prayer33. Françoise, finding her
own way of faith and expressing it through art, repeatedly was returning to Marthe to seek her inspiration. From meeting with the mystic
she had two valuable tips. Because it was Marthe Robin, commenting
with Jean Guitton on Paul VI’s comment on Christian art, she drew
30
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attention to the need to seek the union of art with theology34. Another
time, the mystic in conversation with the painter expressed the belief
that art is a privileged place of the Holy Spirit. The problem, however,
was that the artists did not allow him to express himself in art. The
above reflections of Marthe Robin allowed Françoise to understand
that in painting to communicate with and serve man, it is important
to ask about the model of this art. Moreover, in religious or sacred
art, fidelity to theology, which indicates the directions, content and
boundaries of such art, are of importance35.
Françoise seeking harmony even before the meeting with Marthe Theology
did not go in search of what is its source in art. Plato’s response to her of beauty
was that of Beauty36, which, combined with Truth and Goodness, was
the exclusive model of the Absolute. Ever since she realized this, she
began to radically search for anything that could center her art around
the Absolute who called her invisible, the Infinite, and saw in him the
source of all creativity. However, after her conversion she went further,
trying to read the content of the Absolute in theological terms. It was
not enough to declare the existence of the superior, but began to seek
the possibility of establishing a personal contact with her. In this she
had to express her faith, which she found again.
Tired of current attempts to practice modern art, she decided to go
to the Holy Land. During her three-year stay she sought the justification for her faith. It was filled with a thorough study of the Scriptures
and Tradition written by the Fathers of the Church. Reaching into
the basic sources of Christian faith, she sought in them, among other
things, topics and content for the creation of a different kind of art.
But more important than the pragmatic intentions was to discover
new theoretical assumptions for creativity. Not without significance
for these inquiries was her stay in the Holy Land. When she went to
Israel and knelt in Bethlehem, she understood that the Invisible whom
she had discovered in the philosophical way, in the act of the Incarnation he accepted a human face and that this face should be pictured37.
Encountering the mystery of the Incarnation, Françoise found the
meaning of her painting mission. First of all, this personal revelation
turned the painter away from abstraction38. In her mind there was
34
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the thought that if God joined man in the Incarnation, it is impossible
to utter the soul without the body. God created her in his image and
likeness. This conviction allowed her to establish certain principles
of new creation. She concluded that the Invisible can be expressed in
art with the body, face, hands and eyes. In Bethlehem she understood
that the artist, in order to give a positive response to the work of the
Incarnation, should recognize the Holy Spirit as a priority model in
art. By submitting his action he is only able to express his interior and
his genius39. In this way, she began to paint the first images of the new
generation that were in the Holy Land.
The stay in the Holy Land has also resulted in another painter’s
important life, which has shaped her work. There, she met the priest
of the Diocese of Cambrai (France), Jacques Bernard, who studied the
Talmud at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. These studies have allowed him to see that the story of Israel’s faith is centered around two
fundamental experiences, which he identified with the thresholds of
faith and called them successively: Exodus and Exile. In this context,
he clearly saw the next two, but already in the New Testament, namely
Jesus and the Church. The whole of his reflections lay in the pedagogy
of faith, which he gladly shared with the artists in Jerusalem. And they
expressed the will to convert the biblical ideas of the theologian into
the language of art. Thus, since 1970, close cooperation between the
exegetes and the painter has started, which resulted in numerous and
valuable paintings of the didactic type40. As a result of Marthe Robin’s
suggestion, they expressed the unity of art and theology. Thus began
the creation of a new civilization of the religious image, which, as in
the Middle Ages, was to fulfill the mission of transmitting the truths
of God, the mission of preaching41. Marthe Robin led Françoise to the
milieu, people, places of formation that supported her mission42. She
respected her commitment to biblical adult catechesis among the coauthors of Mess’AJE43.
One of the links in shaping the artistic personality of Françoise was
her trip to Russia and it was after her stay in the Holy Land. There she
tried to diagnose what was a distinguishing feature of iconographic
39
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art, also called sacral art44. In association with the art of the East, she
became convinced that it was the culmination of religious art. Her
place in the hierarchy of religious works was compared to the place of
the Bible in relation to literature and poetry. The icon, as she realized,
is the expression of the infinity of the Holy Spirit. Written in humility
forms a God-inhabited form45. Françoise, meeting with the icon, found
confirmation of the truth discovered earlier in Bethlehem that the idea
of these images was based on the theology of the Incarnation46. It is
because God has come in the human body, man can discover the Invisible in the face of Christ47. In addition, the distinguishing feature of the Theology
Eastern Icon is that its beauty is above all a beauty of its own nature of beauty
and originates in a model with a capital letter. As the icon experts say,
its beauty is not related to the artistry of the image, but reveals itself
in the harmony that comes from the whole. Icons do not represent
beauty in itself, but a spiritual reality that is true in itself. Thanks to
this, the icon carries the inner light of the one who contemplates it
and thus receives God48.
The basic idea of iconographic art is painting according to strictly
defined canons. These are theologies and traditions that preserve the
unity and legibility of art. Consequently, both the symbolism and the
subject matter and content do not come from the artist. An important
fact is that the icon is not the fruit of intellectual cognition, and the
spontaneous representation of the mystery written in the hand of a
praying monk49. Among the rules governing the writing of icons, it is
worth mentioning at least some:
1. Icons are written in ink, tempera on a properly prepared board.
The use of organic materials eliminates all chemical agents.
2. Icons represent unreal characters. The beauty of their face is
determined by the beauty of the interior rather than the pure
aesthetics.
3. The icons are scaled in proportion. The size of the people presented depends on the role they play in the topic.
4. Faces of the Incarnation take on significant importance.
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5. Icon ignores the principle of unity of place and time.
6. In the structure of some icons can be separated by individual staff.
7. Byzantine art abandons three-dimensional space.
8. The icon is made of divine light, so there is no shadow on it.
9. Colors have their symbolic meaning. The most common colors
are: white, blue, green, red, yellow, gold, brown.
10. The iconographer is a man of prayer50.
Françoise was able to convince herself that the many canons of her
master Grünewald’s paintings as well as those of contemporary art
corresponded with the sanctified principles of Eastern art.
After traveling, Françoise was involved in the Diocese of Cambrai
in the north of France and also under the suggestion of Marthe Robin.
Cambrai agreed to be her spiritual director and encouraged her to
study theology, which, following the Second Vatican Council, changed
her vision of God, the world, and mankind back to the source. Through
her studies in Freiburg, in 1970-1973, the painter met prominent theologians such as Hans Urs von Balthasar, Jacques Gillet and Jacques
Loew, who supported her in her work in combining art with theology51.
During study, based on the theological analysis of the source texts and
contemplation was the first theological synthesis of the painter, which
was also her diploma work. In this work where the textual basis of
the First Letter to the Corinthians has been fulfilled, chapter 15 has
been fulfilled with the desire to impart theological knowledge with
the help of a brush.
After a few years of discernment of her life and artistic mission,
Françoise began to promote her own style of religious painting with
the aspirations of sacred art. Eventually she settled in Lille, where she
actively participated in the creation of great theological synthesizers,
graphics and stained glass.

Creating her own style
The path that the painter passed through the first admirers of art
in childhood, through the ambition of studying contemporary trends
in the field, and then her disappointment with the temporality of art,
has helped her to make a perfect return. She decided to break with
the world of thought and pragmatic chaos and began to search in the
art of harmony. By reaching philosophical sources for beauty, the
Absolute first discovered, and spending time in Bethlehem to study
50
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the sources of Christianity discovered the Mystery of the Incarnation
paving the way for establishing personal contact with the Invisible.
This ideological basis allowed her to shape her own style of religious
painting. It was based on the criteria of religious art defined by the
Second Vatican Council, which recognized art as a religious subject
(see CSL 122). Unlike her, it regarded sacred art as the one to perform
in the liturgical rites52. Françoise, after her conversion, had the desire
to have her religious painting help the modern man to find his own
relationship with God, and to enter the sacred space.
By creating a type of religious art, she did not neglect the achieve- Theology
ments of modernist art53. She was of the opinion that breaking up of beauty
with boring academics was necessary in order to properly express the
mystery of the Model written in capital letters. And although the icon
was at the top of the hierarchy of religious images, she noticed that
icons in Eastern Churches set by the Church had long since ceased
to be written. Today it is just copying. But recognizing the Holy Spirit
as a fulfilling function of the Model in art understood that man can
not limit his actions today. With the conviction that the Holy Spirit
does not copy, but brings out old and new things, the need for a new
iconography has arisen54. Her painting style was created in the tension
that took place in her as a result of confrontation of contemporary art
of the West with the sacred art of the East. The fact of the matter was
that this confrontation was made in the sphere of theoretical assumptions and practical solutions.
First of all, through the period of artistic formation, she saw clearly
that what determines the nature of art in general, and religious art in
particular, is reduced to the problem of model. She was aware that the
art that had been rejected by the present day attached importance to
copying the pattern. This was outside of the artist and was the subject to reconstruction taking into account existing academic rules. In
both secular and religious art, the painter usually aimed to faithfully
reproduce the natural beauty of a person, an item or an object, which
he copied in his own way. He took care of maintaining the proportions,
setting the model in a spatial perspective, a good composition of the
image, sharpening the characters with the use of shades, appropriate coloring. In modernist art, the artist did not care about copying
the model and its beauty. The model has since ceased to be an object
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outside and its place was taken by the artist himself and his imagination, fed with emotions, sensations or intellectual explorations. The
artist’s value system as well as its internal states cast very strongly
on the character of the art being created. The aforementioned avantgardes were a prominent example. It is no wonder that Françoise, who
grew up in the school of master Grünewald, wanted to return to the
past, and to rediscover the Creator who was the creator and source
of creative power, and which allowed the artist to be instrumental in
showing inner beauty.
Secondly, the artist noted that both modern art and iconographic art
had the means by which they could express the inner harmony of the
presented realities and persons and the relationships between them.
So she decided to use the achievements of modern Western art and
hieratic art of the East in her work. One of these was the presentation
of unreal characters, ignoring their natural beauty. By deforming the
character, ignoring proportions or gestures, she tried to emphasize the
depth of the individual relationship that connects man with God. In
addition, the artist drawing on the experience of iconographers as well
as Mattise’s personally encountered color gave great importance to the
symbolism of colors. However, she did not seek beauty in their mathematical game, but in the mystical presence that nourishes, teaches
and enlightens. Just as the iconographers in the art they created, she
ignored the prospect and the principle of unity of place and time.
In her work, as can be seen in Eastern iconography, great effort is
made to best express the Invisible through the face, eyes and hands.
Therefore, the faces that were painted were very different in shape,
color, lines used. Sometimes, under the influence of the inspiration of
Picasso, she used a face-to-face treatment of a double or triple face.
Similarly, great importance was attached to expressing spiritual states
through the eyes. It depended on the fact that by applying techniques
to paint the eyes expressing presence. As she recalled before her
conversion, she painted her eyes with colorful live and poetic stains.
On the other hand, after the conversion, the eye study devoted much
attention to painting them so that, in conjunction with their face, they
expressed the depths of inner life. It was up to the eyes that the contemplative images became „the mirror of the life of grace.” While she
was painting the pupils of the eye, she put on some colored patches, so
she tried to show them like the pupils of the soul. In turn, hands and
gestures conveyed the message to the recipients of the hearts of the
characters presented. Similarly, as in the eastern icon with the face,
eyes, hands expressed the state of grace, which transforms the man
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with the sense of vision of the whole, it attached importance to painting
with great precision of the face, even if they were a few centimeters55.
The preferred means of expression in F. Bürtz’s art are symbols,
some taken from the Bible, others from the writings of the Fathers of
the Church. Nevertheless, the artist decided on the type of figurative
painting, not copying so far recognized patterns in biblical iconography. In this situation, the use of symbols helped the recipients of her
work in identifying the biblical figures she placed on her paintings.
This treatment proved to be all the more correct in the case of the
creation of great theological syntheses based on numerous biblical Theology
events, and consequently numerous figures on the images. In turn, of beauty
the artist’s passion for use in the art of symbolism can be easily seen
in the forms of paintings. For example, The Passion according to Saint
John painted on the plan of the Byzantine cross, The Creation set in
the cosmos was expressed in the form of circle, The Gospel of childhood
according to Saint Luke expressed in the form of a triptych, and The
creed of the early Christian church placed in the shape of the window
of the ancient basilica.
In modern art, the artist most irritated the artist, that is, an art that
detached man from reality56. She realized that the more the form of the
image was empty, the more unconstrained it was in the combinations.
This image usually shows the devastation of the soul and awakens in
the recipient rather disgust and anxiety. This extraordinary experience
of the mystery of the Incarnation in Bethlehem confirmed her belief
that one cannot represent a soul without a body. The invisible, who is
in the human being, cannot express himself only by the wisdom that
has lost his body. She was convinced that it was necessary to create
paintings in order to preach the mystery and to be truly similar to the
Model for which the Holy Spirit was acknowledged. For this reason,
she decided on figurative painting.
The most valuable works of the artist are the great theological syntheses, as a result of close cooperation between the painter and the
theologians57. This faithfulness to theology makes her paintings truly a
kind of book that can be read and from which one can learn the faith,
more – feel invited to dialogue with God. Francis’s great theological
synthesis is called the preaching icon. They are the place to visualize
theology, so that the recipients can learn and contemplate the whole
subject of the faith. Françoise appreciated the cooperation with the
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exegete. By transforming into the language of the image difficult scientific content, she felt that she participated in the work of proclaiming
the Gospel in her own way. She rarely painted small forms or single
figures. On the other hand, great themes, such as Christmas, appeared
in the context of the entire history of salvation. Similarly while painting The Passion according to Saint John she presented all scenes of this
description, framing the intended image. In her rich output also she
has stained glass made for large sacral space and numerous graphics.
The painter treats her paintings as icons that lead through contemplation to the encounter with God, and therefore she places great
importance on the prayer, study and meditation of the Word of God58.
She leads a hermit life, prays and contemplate the Holy Scriptures,
the Fathers of the Church, and theology. She considers that the icon
can be treated as a means of proclaiming God’s Word primarily because it is born of the artist’s personal relationship with God. In her
opinion, a painter who opens up to the action of the Holy Spirit and
engages his genius is capable of creating works of a religious and sacred character. John Paul II in the Letter to the Artists says: „... the
divine breath of the Creator Spirit when he meets the genius of man
awakens his creative capacity. (...) He connects with it through a kind
of inner revelation which contains in itself an indication of good and
beauty, and awakens in man the powers of mind and heart, thereby
enabling him to take up an idea and to give it form in the work of art”59.
Although few works of the painter directly serve the liturgy, yet all
theological images that make up suitable for meditation and can lead
to the experience of the sacred.

Painting of theological icons
Among the greatest works of Françoise Bürtz are the following:
1 Corinthians 15, Blessings, The Gospel of childhood according to Saint
Luke, The Passion according to Saint John, The Creation, AscensionPentecost and The Creed60. These images always contain specific theological treatises, or biblical events in the context of the history of faith.
The painter made them on large sizes of wood, using the principle of
oil paints. Usually, the form of the image depends on its content. While
creating the synthesis, she placed a series of scenes related to the subject next to each other, so her images in the first contact overwhelm
58

Cf. Lettre de Françoise Bürtz, Mess’AJE, 27, 1991, p. 5.
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John Paul II, The Letter to the Artists, Vatican 1999, p. 15.
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R. Dumont, La foi ... ibidem.
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the number of characters and symbolic props. However, thanks to
the process of framing scenes and choosing the appropriate formats,
we can quickly find the content presented. A characteristic feature
of images called didactic is that some biblical characters appear in
several different scenes in the same image. The genius of the painter
makes them all coherent compositions. In this sense they can help us
to comment on selected works.

1 Cor 15

Theology

This is the first theological synthesis of the artist based on the con- of beauty
tent of the fifteenth chapter of the First Letter to the Corinthians. It was
established in Jerusalem in the seventies of the twentieth century. It
was painted on wood with oil paint. This painting is the only painting
that focuses attention on the indications of the letter of St. Paul. The
painter, when confronted with an unexplainable subject, encountered
the difficulty of painting God the Father, who no one had seen. She
decided to give Him the form of a human face, but without sight, because He was revealed only by His Son. This St. Paul’s text about the
Resurrection of all things has come to Isaiah’s vision, in which there are
plants, seeds and animals. Christ as new Adam culminates in the story
of Revelation. Crucification on the cross is present in this world and in
the world of glory. The pierced heart of Jesus receives the Holy Spirit,
who brings it alive. From the pierced heart is born the Church shown
as a place of baptism (feet in water), place of healing (face of healed),
place of prayer (faces focused on the church and the chalice), and in
particular the proclamation of the Gospel (face concentrated on the
book). The Church, born from the pierced side of Christ, destroys the
power of evil rooted in Adam’s sin. The apostles present at the foot of
the cross together with Mary present the mystery of the Church before
the throne of the Lamb. Mary is already the Bride of the Holy Spirit,
who does not know death. One of the Apostles refers to the prophets
centered on the cult of the Law, pictured by the tablets and to a new
cult centered on the Chalice of Christ.

The gospel of childhood according to the Saint Luke
The painting is a record of the Mystery of the Incarnation of the
Son of God in the context of the whole story of salvation. The image
is shown in the form of a triptych. In its first wing, the genealogy of
Jesus Christ was written, beginning with Adam and Eve. In the central
scene, the nativity scene was featured, but also important events in the
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life and work of Jesus. Scene three expresses the apocalyptic vision of
the Kingdom of God. The whole is a figure of a woman clothed in the
sun and moon under her feet. This is an image of the Mother Church
embracing humanity. In the picture you can see many borrowings
from colours in the outline of the face.

The Passion according to Saint John
Theology
of beauty

The painting was painted on a cross. It illustrates the whole Passion according to the record of John. It begins with the scene of Jesus
with the disciples in the Cenacle, which scene is closely related to the
Passion. The image was divided into five columns. The first depicts
the capture of Jesus in the Garden, the second scene with Annas, the
third trial with Pilate, the fourth with Golgotha, and the fifth with the
grave. The whole consists of twenty one frames. The central column
is made up of seven frames and represents the entire trial of Jesus
at Pilate. In the description of the Passion it is a central scene. John
the Evangelist does not emphasize the wounds of Jesus, but he wears
Christ in purple, showing that he is truly the king and has power over
Pilate. The painter emphasized the importance of Jesus by shifting
the proportions between the main characters of this scene. The first
column highlights the contrast between light and darkness, paying
attention to one of the leading themes of the Gospel of St. John. The
scene in Annas is dominated by the figure of Peter, who was warmed
up by the fire and did not have the courage to confess to his Master.
In the fourth scene at Golgotha, we see a cross shaped like a mast of a
boat, which is a symbol of the Church. In the last scene, we return to
the Garden, symbolized by green trees, to show the life-giving dimension of the death.

The Creed
This work was done for pastoral purposes in order to serve the adult
catechumens in their preparation to be baptized. Presenting the truths
of the Church in the image as a reality, which was not visible, it was a
great challenge for the painter. Another thing is painting the biblical
events, and something different is painting the abstract content. In this
work, it was above all to express the mystery of the faith. The artist
began painting Mary, who told God „yes” she became a guide to the
faith of the whole Church. Then, she painted great Christ in the center
in the color of purple resembling His Passion, and the great hand that
separates the Kingdom of God from hell. The Holy Trinity expressed
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by the symbol of the hand of God the Creator, the face of Jesus and the
flame signifying the Holy Spirit. All other mysteries connected with the
life of Christ and the Church have been taken in the symbolic scenes
around Christ and Mary. The second hand of Christ in the image rests
on the head of the bishop, in order to say how great the relationship
of Christ with the successors of the apostles, the foundation of the
Church. In the lower left frame there are all the saving mysteries associated with the order of the Redemption, and at the bottom right
there are the sacraments as the saving fruit of the Passion, the Death
and the Resurrection of Jesus.
Theology

of beauty

Conclusion
Françoise Bürtz’s painting art was created at the confluence of the
modern Western culture and sanctified by the tradition the Eastern
culture, and is an excellent example of the opening of the artist to the
values present in each of them. As a result of the painter’s attitude
became her work, not ignoring the achievements of contemporary
painting, and at the same time seriously regarded theological premises.
In this way she created a new civilization of religious image, widely
used in biblical adult catechesis on several continents. The theme
of our thinking on the subject has been ordered by the topic of the
model in art. It emerged during the analysis of the art in this article.
Françoise helped us to notice it, who reflects on the philosophy of art
while painting.

MALARSTWO FRANÇOISE BÜRTZ NA STYKU
NOWOCZESNOŚCI I SACRUM
Współczesna francuska malarka Françoise Bürtz studiując od roku 1962 sztuki
piękne w Paryżu doświadczyła kryzysu malarstwa XX wieku W spotkaniu
z przedstawicielami awangardy francuskiej tej miary co: Henri Matisse, Marc
Chagall, Pablo Picasso, a jednocześnie filozofami torującymi drogę sztuce
nowoczesnej w osobach Jean Paul Sartre’a, czy André Malraux mogła wystarczająco dobrze poznać jej przejawy i założenia. Sztuka z jaką się zetknęła nosiła
znamiona tymczasowości, a tworzenie pozbawione kontemplacji stawało
się cyklem produkcyjnym, którego efektem były bezduszne twory szybkiej
inwencji. Françoise Bürtz zniechęcona wytworami pozbawionej głębi sztuki
zaczęła poszukiwać czegoś innego. Porzuciła środowisko, które mogło jej zapewnić artystyczną karierę. Po doświadczeniu osobistego powrotu na drogę
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wiary podjęła inicjatywę kształtowania takiej sztuki, która prowadziłaby jej
odbiorców do osobowego kontaktu z Bogiem. W wypracowaniu oryginalnych
założeń nowego stylu tworzenia pomógł jej kontakt ze stygmatyczką Marthe
Robin, z egzegetą twórcą Mess’AJE Jacquesem Bernardem, a także pobyt
w Ziemi Świętej, studia teologiczne we Fryburgu Szwajcarskim oraz podróż
do Rosji. W oparciu o te doświadczenia jak również kontemplację tekstów
biblijnych i Ojców Kościoła stworzyła nowa cywilizację obrazu religijnego,
w którym połączyła osiągnięcia sztuki współczesnej z próbą wyrażenia tego,
co niewidzialne. Jej liczne dzieła są rodzajem wielkich syntez teologicznych
stanowiących ważną pomoc w kształceniu biblijnym dorosłych na kilku kontynentach. Sztuka ta łącząc w sobie nowoczesne środki wyrazu z głębią tajemnicy
wiary skutecznie prowadzi współczesnego człowieka na spotkanie z sacrum.
Słowa kluczowe: awangarda francuska, ikonografia wschodnia, syntezy teologiczne, model w sztuce, sacrum.
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The sacred in beauty of the building space
for meditation, prayer and liturgy

Architecture links the pragmatic and metaphysical dimension of the culture.
This phenomenon of architecture is particularly visible in sacred buildings.
Churches are also the signs of the sacred in the “semiotic landscape” of modern
cities. The full meaning of sacred architecture is not only connected with the
institutionalised forms of religious cult.
The value of location, plan composition, outlines’ shapes, architectural detail
make these buildings the reinterpretation of the sacred buildings’ archetypes.
In their forms we can interpret the meaning of universal symbols: a road, gate,
nave, vault, tower, light and colours. We can find the sequences of these notions in modern buildings which semantic dimension lacks direct references
to religion. The attributes typical of churches imitate architectural forms of
museums, opera houses, theatres and shopping arcades ... The redefinition in
the cultural space is deepened by the signs of “parasacralization” of its areas
which have been connected so far with mass culture, entertainment or even
commerce or consumption.
The ideas of the sacred and beauty – having been redefined for ages – still
determine the nature of erected buildings which were religiously inspired.
We can identify the elements of these ideas in diverse forms of space which
is used for meditation, prayer and liturgy. The symbolic originators of their
architecture, which contemporary-wise keep a particular power of message,
are light and colours.
Key words: sacral architecture, the sacred, beauty, light, colour.
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Undertaking deliberations, which focus on the notions of the sacred and beauty, we intuitively follow the belief concerning close
relations which are happening between them. In European culture’s
determinants they are in the character of relations happening between notions close in meaning, complementary and synonymous. In
common understanding, the sacred and beauty belong to the sphere
of metaphysical, universal, absolute and transcendent ideas. Hence
their definition encounters complex problems. The record of scientific
discourse concerning these ideas has had a long and content-rich history. It has been present in the major currents of philosophy for over
two thousand years. For couple of centuries the integrity of these ideas
has undergone atomization. It is theology which is a typical area for
scientific description of the sacred, whereas beauty is in aesthetics
domain. The modern interpretation concepts of these ideas favour
their autonomy and at the same time they deprive them of universal
and absolute character. The thesis which is in the title of the scientific
conference “The Sacred in Beauty” inspires to redefine the archaic
definitions of the sacred and beauty from a perspective which assumes
their complementarity.
The complementarity of the sacred and beauty has been firmly
rooted in western culture. We can find the links between them in
axioms of the classical aesthetics, in aesthetic ideas of early Christianity, in the aesthetic concepts formulated in Carolingian circle, in
aesthetic scholastic ideals as well as in numerous modern currents of
philosophies. Formulated by philosophers of these epochs definitions
of beauty corresponded to aspiring to discovering and understanding
universal principles, rules and patterns present in the universe. The
philosophical premise of the existence of universal order in the space
was identical to accepting transcendent attributes of the Creator –
God – Absolute Being.
The divine origin of beauty is explained by Plato’s Triad – Beauty,
the Good and Truth:
–– “The divine nature, which is fair, wise and good, and possessed
of all other such excellences.” (Phaedrus)1

1

W. Tatarkiewicz, ed. J. Harrel, History of Aesthetics. Vol. I. Ancient Aesthetics,
PWN – Polish Scientific Publishers, Mouton, The Hague, Paris, 1970, p. 127.
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–– “All that is good is beautiful, and what is beautiful cannot lack
proportion.” (Timaeus)2
Aristotle is also emphasising in the definitions of beauty the links
with absolute criteria of the good:
–– “That, then, is Morally Beautiful or Noble, which being desirable
for its own sake, is also laudable or which being good, is pleasant
because good.” (Rhetorica)3
The classical current defining the idea of Beauty is concluded by
Vitruvius’s theses:
–– Beauty is the basic valuing category.
Theology
of beauty
–– Beauty is the equilibrium of functional and formal values.
–– Beauty is on objective category conditioned by rights of nature
but not the human’s attitude – a human discovers these rights but
does not invent them.4
Early Christian perspectives on this idea, formulated by St. Augustine, directly allude to ancient definitions of beauty. They became
the keystone between classical aesthetics and the aesthetics of the
European Middle Ages:
–– “Unity is the form of all beauty.” (Epist.)5
–– “The beauty of all things is derived, as it were, form antitheses,
or contrasts.” (De ordine)6
–– “For the more measure, shape and order there is in all things,
the better they are [...] these three are, as it were, general goods
in things made by God, whether in spirit or in body.” (De natura
boni)7
Boetius (480-525) directly refers to Aristotelean definitions of beauty:
–– “Beauty appears to be a certain commensurateness of parts.”
(Topicorum Aristotelis interpretatio)8
Alcuin (735-804) – a scholar from the circles of Charlemagne – attributes to the values of sensory beauty the values which reflect the
transcendent attributes of God – the Creator:
2

Tatarkiewicz, ed J.Harrel, p. 128.

3

Tatarkiewicz, ed J.Harrel, p. 163.

4

W. Tatarkiewicz, Historia estetyki 1. Estetyka starożytna, Wydawnictwo Arkady,
Warszawa 1885, pp. 259-260.

5

W. Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, History of Aesthetics. Vol. II. Medieval Aesthetics, PWN – Polish Scientific Publishers, Mouton, The Hague, Paris, 1970, p. 60

6

Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 61.

7

Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, pp. 60-61.

8

Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 86.
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–– “What easier than to love beautiful shapes, sweet tastes, pleasant
sounds, fragrant, smells, things nice to the touch, and temporal
honour and happiness? It is easy for the soul to love things which
disappear like a fleeting shadow, and not to love God, who is eternal beauty, eternal sweetness, eternal charm, eternal fragrance,
eternal delight and unceasing happiness.” (Albini de rhetorica)9
The current of scholastic aesthetics is deepened by John Scotus
Eriugena (9th cent.) – a lay scholar at the Charles the Bald court:
–– “Visible forms are not produced and shown to us for their own
sake, but are notions of invisible beauty, by means of which Divine Providence recalls human minds into the pure and invisible
beauty of truth itself.” (In Hier. Coel. Dionysii I)10
–– “He alone is truly worthy of love, because He alone is truly the
highest goodness and beauty, and all which is known to be good or
beautiful or worthy of love in things created this is God himself.”
(De divisione naturae, I, 74)11
Robert Grosseteste (1175-1253) – Franciscan, the bishop of Lincoln
– undertakes the issues of aesthetics in theological treatises, as well
as in mathematical theses and physical ones:
–– “Beauty is that which contains everything in existence and combines it into one.”12
–– “Thus God is the most perfect perfection, the fullest fullness, the
shapeliest shapeliness and the most beautiful beauty.” (De unica
forma omnium)13
In the main currents of scholastic aesthetics – of Bonaventure,
referring to Plato and Augustine and Thomas of Aquinas, based on
Aristotle – the idea of beauty appears in deliberations about God and
world, nature and a human, cognition and action:
–– “the world is beautiful because it is His creation and reflects his
beauty.” (Bonaventure)14
–– “According to Pseudo-Dionysius, the notion of beauty comprises
of both light and proper proportion [...] God is called the beauty

9

Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 99.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 104.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 104.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 229.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 231.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 232.
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because in all his things He is the cause of harmony and light.”
(Thomas of Aquinas)15
In scholastic aesthetics, defining beauty on the basis of the attributes
of transcendent God reaches the apogee. The absolutist perspectives
on these relations in the next centuries gave way to relativist concepts.
The characteristic circumstance of this watershed was the renaissance
humanism. On the eve of modern times, there occurred a revival of
philosophical discourse based on the reinterpretations of Plato’s ideas
and Aristotle’s in the light of Christian theology. At the same time,
in the aura of humanist boom the philosophers’ attention until then Theology
drawn to universal ideas – also aesthetic – began to direct to subjec- of beauty
tive values of the work of art and its creator – the artist gaining their
autonomy. Universal notions characterizing so far the idea of beauty
– harmony, order, excellence, the good, truth, brilliance – underwent
relativization collating them with subjective notions – impression,
pleasure, bliss, craftsmanship, fun, fiction.
Alberti – in his treatise on architecture dating back to 15th century
– still keeps the antique pattern of the dependence of beauty on its
Creator:
–– “Raising our eyes to heaven and looking at His miraculous works,
we admire God more for the beauty which we see than for the
usefulness which we sense.”16
Nearly a hundred years after Alberti, a mathematician Luca Pacioli
at the court of Milan, in the treatise published in 1509 on the proportions in architecture (De divina prportione) also refers to the classical
aesthetics emphasizing the divine provenance of the beauty pattern:
–– “[...] the art. of imitating nature to the greatest degree cannot be
known to us if the Almighty One does not permit it, as Plato says
with some secret intent in his Timaeus. These are things known
only to God and to him who is His friend.”17
Faithful to the absolutist concept of the provenance of beauty is
Michelangelo (1475-1564):
–– “Through mortal beauty, thus I can behold and know my God; and
I am free to love whatever so superbly mirrors Him.”18
Leonardo Bruni, only at the beginning of 15th century, formulated the
view determining the primacy of the artist over the values of his works:
15

Tatarkiewicz, ed. C Barrett, p. 248.
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W. Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, History of Aesthetics. Vol. III. Modern Aesthetics,
PWN – Polish Scientific Publishers, Mouton, The Hague, Paris, 1970.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 58.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 149.
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–– “I admire the mind of the poet , but no means do I admire the
work, knowing that it is a fiction.”19
Leonardo da Vinci’s (1452-1519) views express the deification of
artist’s creative skills:
–– “The divinity which is the science of painting transmutes the
painter’s mind into a resemblance of the divine mind. With free
power it reasons concerning the generation of the diverse natures
[...]”20
In the face of modern relativization of the idea of beauty, there happened the “suspension” of the attempts of defining it:
–– “But what beauty might be, that I know not.” – Albrecht Dürer
1471-152821
–– “It is probable that we simply do not know what beauty is in nature, or in general, since we attribute so many different shapes to
human beauty. If so kind of natural prescription for beauty existed,
we would recognize it all alike, as we do the heat of flames. We
devise the form of beauty in our phantasy.” – Michel de Montaigne
(1533-1592)22

The unified “beauty” of the parasacral spaces
For couple of centuries in western culture, the idea of beauty has
undergone relativization. One of its effects is blurring the essence of
archetypal antinomies: beauty – ugliness, the sacred – the profane. The
state of conceptual complication reflects the course of the discourse
which has taken place around the concept of: art and anti-art, culture
and anti-culture. Modern attempts of redefining the relations happening between the ideas of the sacred and beauty do not refer directly to
the notions of: harmony, the good and truth. The substitute of the idea
of beauty and the sacred in their modern definitions is the ambivalent
concept “mystery”:
–– “The world is more beautiful just because it is a mystery” – Fyodor
Dostoyevsky (1821-1881)23
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 77.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 136.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 258.
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Tatarkiewicz, ed. D. Petsch, p. 270.
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–– “[...] the search for beauty being the real secret of life.” – Oscar
Wilde (1854-1900)24
–– “The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.”
– Albert Einstein (1879-1955)25
The crisis in the sphere of concepts, meanings, values reflects the
controversies about the criteria of shaping modern churches. Almost
unlimited access of the sacred weakens its transcendent values. The
direct result of such “popularization” is the free assimilation of symbols
or the attributes of sacredness in all spheres of the environment shaped
by the human. We are gradually accustoming with the characteristic Theology
forms of buildings, interior decoration or particular elements of their of beauty
furnishings, which we interchangeably encounter in churches, concert halls, museums, shopping arcade, SPA centres, and also in our
flats. Due to perception shaped in such a way, we are losing the sense
of the identification of so-called sacral space with the sphere of religious experiences. The result of such redefinitions is a free creation of
parasacral space. They are impoverished expressions of metaphysical
orientation of human nature, which is characterized among others by
the anthropological category of homo religious.
The attempts to redefine the ideas – the sacred, sacral space, sacral
architecture – is compounded by the spreading process of desacralization of religious cult buildings. Dying out religious sense is a manifestation of secularization. Ensuing from that fact, numerous churches
become fixed estate, whose value is reduced to an empty uninhabited
building doomed to “utilization” or transformation into secular functions. It is economical aspects which greatly determine the direction
of these redefinitions. Their primacy presents threats which effects
result in deformations of architecture historical monuments and even
it squanders irreversibly the unique values of cultural heritage. The
processes of desacralization realized in line with the rules protecting
against profanation or devastation lead more than one to spectacular
“successes.” The realization of original projects restore to societies
historical churches in the form of e.g. concert halls, libraries or art galleries. At the same time – in equally valuable interiors of abandoned
churches – what is arranged are luxurious hotels, private mansions,
stylish restaurants or large format markets, skate parks or even nightclubs ..
24
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Paradoxically, the state of loss, accompanying shaping modern sacral
buildings and protecting historical churches, is the source of the diversity of the churches architecture of our times. Contrary to widespread
signs of secularization and desacralization, the places of religious cult
are still appearing in the city space, which buildings assume the forms
of community small chapels, parish church complexes, monasteries of
monastic communities, bishop’s cathedrals or monumental churches
– monuments. Churches’ outlines, integrated into panoramas of modern cities, are not the only forms of the emanation of the religious
dimension of cultural space. Other forms constitute sacral buildings
preserved from historical epochs; modern churches which refer to this
type of monumental buildings as well as modern forms of religious cult
places, which are integrated into buildings of secular functions. This
type of buildings of various religious communities form a dispersed in
a city structure network of chapels, oratory, prayer halls, Protestant
churches. They function as religious centres of varied degree of accessibility. Architecture-wise they are often landscaping integrated into
bigger, multifunction buildings or complexes of compound functional
programme. The decision of locating the places of religious cult in
such places is proved by the features in the form of religious symbols
or elements of visual information. In these sacral spaces – deprived of
monumental symbolism and iconographic narration, realized in the
neighbourhood of urban living areas, the areas of study or work – the
idea of “socializing the Church” is fulfilled. Today, the Houses of God
are open “havens” for a human looking for a friendly place in a complex, alien world. As a result of these transformations, the metaphysical
ideas of the sacred and beauty are leading inspirations in shaping the
architecture of modern, multifunction “socialized churches.” Then,
which values, features, space parameters of this “utilitarian churches”
trigger in their users the sense of presence in them the elements of
the sacred and beauty?

Light and colour – universal elements of beauty
and the sacred in modern churches
Light and colour are symbolic elements which have been shaping
sacral spaces for ages – regardless of cultural and religious determinants.26 They also keep the distinct significance in modern sacral
architecture. Light, creating the physical from of each building, at
26

J. Rabiej, Światło i kolor – uniwersalne walory architektury sakralnej, „Studia
Teologiczno-Historyczne Śląska Opolskiego” (2015), no. 35, Opole 2015, p. 423-432.
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Fig. 1. Saint Chapelle chapel in Paris; Sagrada Familia church in Barcelona; church
in Marilleva 1400; St. Paul’s church in Firminy.
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particular, highlights the shapes and atmosphere of a place, where
a human meets with God. Light and colours are trans-religious “media”,
which create the aura of the sacredness in the places of cult, irrespective of their religious affiliation, the rules of canons or theological
doctrines. Without them a human is seized by anxiety – the existential fear of void, darkness, nothingness ... We can find the expression
of this archetypal awareness both in modern concepts of the sacral
space, inspired by traditional patterns, and in modern churches, whose
architecture seems to be consequently dissociated from historicizing
style. In the architecture of churches, raised in the tone of polemics
with modernism, the role of light and colour has undergone significant
redefinitions. However, they remained as crucial semantic “creators”
of modern churches. It turns out that numerous symbolic attributes
of churches change their power of their significance, but the signs of
light and colours still remain metaphysical “media.” [Fig.1]
Shaping modern sacral architecture by referring to universal dimension of meanings, implanted in the symbols of light and colours,
conceals in itself the hallmarks of paradox. What hinders the explicit
message of ideas is potentially unlimited possibilities of creation which
are nowadays available. In the postmodern reality – liberated from
canons, pluralist and relativized – the impression of precise narration
requires the absolute starkness of means, formal minimalism and
technical perfectionism. Modern sacral spaces created in this current
often evoke the impression of coldness – ideological void. Nevertheless, in many cases – keeping formal circumspection, which is within
the convention of modern aesthetics – we find the values which decide
about the sense of the sacred and beauty. They are triggered by light
and colours. In the body of examples, they are the only, but ubiquitous
symbols of absolute beauty. The potential evoking changing emotional
state – from joyful excitement to ascetic calmness – underlies light and
colours. Owing to light and colour, we reveal the spaces which predispose to concentration, mystic raptures, deep contemplation. They are
these forms of expressions without which the phenomenon of unique
churches-monuments fades. Their metaphysical nature requires
light and colours, likewise only in their light the architectural forms
of churches acquire sense. Owing to that fact, in three dimensional
modern spaces of religious cult places we can intuitively discern the
elements of the infinity. What arises from that concept is the picture
of the universal church, which does not lose close relations with
the earthly world while keeping the transcendent perspective. The
metaphysical dimension of architectural space, “painted” with light
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Fig. 2. St. Anthony’s church in Mikołów; the Church of Mother of God, Mother of
the Church in Katowice; Mother of Sorrows in Boruszowice; St. Hyacinth’s church
in Gliwice.
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(natural and artificial) and colours (of figurative and abstract compositions), is for a contemporary man – addicted to visual information – as
meaningful as figurative narrations of colourful polychromes, icons,
mosaics or stained glass [Fig. 2]. In abstract and symbolic values of
light and colour the authors of modern churches find a transcultural
and transreligious source of inspiration in the search for ecumenical
concepts of sacral architecture.
During the act of raising modern churches – alike our predecessors
in centuries past – we take part in unique, creative acts, which sense
is to build the House of God, rationally integrated into the environment of the life of a society. Human nature – despite civilizational
transformations – keeps integrity. It can be concluded by the triad of
the anthropological attributes: homo socialis, homo symbolicus, homo
religious. It is our existential awareness which draws from nature. It
is shaped by a real experience of reality, set in time and space, here
and now, and the intuitive sense of the transcendental reality – the
Sacred, in which we can participate through the senses sensitive to
the elements of absolute Beauty.

SACRUM W PIĘKNIE PRZESTRZENI BUDOWANEJ
DLA MEDYTACJI, MODLITWY I LITURGII
Architektura spaja wymiar pragmatyczny z wymiarem metafizycznym kultury.
Szczególnie czytelnymi wyrazami tego fenomenu architektury są budowle
sakralne. Świątynie są również znakami sacrum w „krajobrazie semiotycznym”
współczesnych miast. Pełny sens architektury sakralnej nie wiąże się wyłącznie
z instytucjonalnymi formami kultu religijnego.
Walory lokalizacji, kompozycje planów, kształty sylwet, detale architektoniczne
czynią te budowle reinterpretacjami archetypów budowli sakralnych. W ich
formach odczytujemy wymowę uniwersalnych symboli: drogi, bramy, nawy,
sklepienia, wieży, światła i kolorów. Sekwencje tych pojęć rozpoznajemy także
we współczesnych budowlach, których wymiar znaczeniowy pozbawiony jest
bezpośrednich odniesień do religii. Przymioty właściwe świątyniom naśladują
formy architektoniczne muzeów, oper, teatrów, galerii handlowych... Przewartościowania w przestrzeni kulturowej pogłębiają obecnie przejawy „parasakralizacji” tych jej obszarów, które dotąd związane były z kulturą masową,
rozrywką, czy nawet handlem lub konsumpcją.
Idee sacrum i piękno – poddawane od wielu stuleci redefinicjom – wciąż wyznaczają istotę budowli wznoszonych z inspiracji religijnych. Pierwiastki tych
idei identyfikujemy w różnorodnych formach przestrzeni, służących medytacji,
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modlitwie i liturgii. Symbolicznymi kreatorami ich architektury – zachowującymi współcześnie szczególną siłę wyrazu – są światło i kolor.
Słowa kluczowe: architektura sakralna, sacrum, piękno, światło, kolor.
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‘... and therefore the Lord increased this
her beauty ...’ (Judith 10:4) – the beauty of
Judith in Italian oratorios of the Baroque1

Baroque oratorios about biblical Judith are usually regarded as oratori erotici.
However, our research, covering the whole of the Italian Baroque oratorio
repertoire on this subject, has revealed that such works did not dominated
that repertoire to such a significant degree. For around one-third of the librettists, Judith’s similarity to the donne forti of 17th-century Venetian operas was
a true religious-moral and artistic challenge, accompanied by the conviction
that thanks to music one could see with the ears what the lack of scenic action rendered invisible. The article cites several solutions for ‘mirror scenes’ in
oratorios about Judith: both the openly secular (e.g. by A. Ottoboni and Vajani
de Borghi) and those whose librettists endeavoured to include a commentary
accentuating Judith’s spiritual virtues or divine inspiration (Gigli, Silvani). Others (including Metastasio) eschewed that which was sensual in Judith. That
strategy may be compared to dissimulazione onesta, the honest concealment
of the facts, which was popular in those times, particularly in Italy.
Key words: Book of Judith, Baroque music, Italian oratorio, dramma per musica,
woman’s beauty, mirror scene.
The deuterocanonical Book of Judith tells of the killing of the Assyrian leader Holofernes by the beautiful and pious widow Judith, who
left the besieged Bethulia for the enemy camp under the pretence of
1

The present article is based on source material collected as part of the project
‘Księga Judyty w oratoriach włoskich epoki baroku’ [The Book of Judith in Italian oratorios of the Baroque] (2011/01/B/HS2/04723), financed by the Narodowe
Centrum Nauki in Cracow and realised in the years 2011–2013.
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indicating to the foe – supposedly in accordance with the will of God,
offended by the sins of the Jews – a propitious moment to attack the
city. As a Jewish literary document of the Hellenistic period, displaying
superior artistic qualities, this tale, written during the second century
bce, includes a great deal of ambiguous content, some of it erotically
tinged.2 The suggestive material probably worried St Jerome of Stridon, when he translated the Aramaic source of the book into Latin to
include it in the Vulgate. As one of the fathers of Mariology, he saw in
Judith an Old Testament prefiguration of Mary.3 Hence he probably
sought to counterbalance the presence of the erotic elements in the tale
of this biblical heroine by placing greater emphasis on her religious
virtues of purity, piety and humility in prayer and on the presence
of divine inspiration in her actions. Such accents are difficult to find
to such an extent in the better known version of the book from the
Septuagint.4 It was those virtues, first and foremost, that contributed
to Judith’s triumph, and not – as it may seem at first glance – her
beauty and her devious words, with which she inveigled the enemy.
God listened to the entreaties of the virtuous woman and gave her
the attributes needed for the realisation of her salutary mission. Thus
the full version of our titular quotation concerning Judith’s beauty, as
included in the Vulgate, reads as follows (Judith 10:4):
And the Lord also gave her more beauty: because all this dressing up
did not proceed from sensuality, but from virtue: and therefore the
Lord increased this her beauty, so that she appeared to all men’s eyes
incomparably lovely.5

In the long term, however, St Jerome’s efforts failed to prevent interpretations of the Book of Judith and its heroine that were inappropriate from a religious point of view. That process began in earnest during
2

B. Otzen, Tobit and Judith, Sheffield Academic Press, London, New York 2002,
p. 109.

3

E. Ciletti, Judith Imagery as Catholic Orthodoxy in Counter-Reformation Italy,
in: The Sword of Judith. Judith Studies Across the Disciplines, eds. K.R. Brine,
E. Ciletti, H. Lähnemann, OpenBook Publishers 2010, p. 364-365.

4

It is difficult to ascertain today whether these elements were present in the
Aramaic text and its likely Hebrew original, because neither of them has come
down to us. However, many scholars find them to be very ‘Jeromian’. S. Baksik
Księga Judyty. Wstęp – Przekład z oryginału – Komentarz [The Book of Judith.
Introduction, translation from the original and commentary], Pallotinum,
Poznań 1963, p. 16.

5

The quotations from and references to the Book of Judith concern its version
from the Douay-Rheims Bible, translated from the Latin Vulgate, dating from
1582 (NT) and 1609 (OT) (see The Holy Bible, Douay-Rheims version 1609, 1582).
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the fifteenth century and flourished during the sixteenth century, when
the ambiguity of Judith’s attitude was noticed: not only her virtues, but
also her cunning and cruelty and her sexual and intellectual appeal, as
well as the dangerous independence in her actions, which exceeded the
place and role assigned to a woman in the patriarchal society6. Thus
the heroic Jewess became a personification of all the perils to which
a man exposes himself when losing his head for a beautiful woman. At
the same time, Holofernes was transformed from a menacing tyrant
into an innocent victim of love and male artlessness.
This ‘overshadowing’ of Judith7 usually occurred when commen- Theology
tators were not seeking allegorical readings of the woman’s actions of beauty
from the perspective of religion (as a prefiguration of Mary or of the
Church Militant), morality (as the victory of purity over covetousness
or humility over pride) or patriotism (as an example of a person chosen
by God to defend his or her people), which so strongly determined
interpretations of this biblical story during the early Christian era and
the Middle Ages8. During the Renaissance, in the countless artistic
realisations of this theme, interpreters even began playing with the
ambiguities that could be gleaned from the story of Judith. And only
occasionally did that serve to emphasise the divine inspiration behind
the heroine’s deeds9.
At the same time, around the turn of the seventeenth century, in
a Catholic world that was dominated, in response to the Reformation,
by a movement of religious renewal, interest was rekindled in the Book
of Judith in its most traditional, religious, moral reading10. Many biblical commentators strove to justify those of Judith’s deeds that had been
subject to such ambivalent appraisals. From our present-day perspective, it is interesting – although understandable within the context of
the religious wars that wracked Europe at the time – that the devious
murder of the enemy in itself did not arouse as many objections as the
corruption by beauty and the deceitful words. The ultimate argument

6

K.R. Brine, The Judith Project, in: The Sword of Judith..., op. cit., p. 9.

7

A.M. Misiak, Judyta – postać bez granic [Judith: a character with no limitations],
Wydawnictwo słowo/ obraz terytoria, Gdańsk 2004, p. 47.

8

H. Lähnemann, The Cunning of Judith in Late Medieval German Texts, in: The
Sword of Judith..., op. cit., p. 239.

9

Ibidem, p. 252.

10

E. Ciletti, op. cit.
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absolving Judith always proved to be her divine inspiration, and her
beauty was always an outward manifestation of her virtues.11
Whilst biblical commentators typically showed piety and gravity in
their approach to the Book of Judith, many Italian preachers of the
Baroque took the path of an artistic game with the dark side of the
Jewess, since they themselves were not infrequently active men of
letters and treated their sermons as literary works. So they employed
artistic devices typical of Baroque art: the use of contrast, a deliberate combining of contradictory ideas and notions, a multitude of
paradoxes, and recourse to representations that shocked the beholder,
before demonstrating all the more forcibly that human understanding can prove lacking when it comes to comprehending God’s plans.
Hence they sometimes numbered Judith among the Amazons and
other famous female protagonists of the Pagan era (occasionally of
a shady reputation) or placed highly ambiguous images before the
observer, possibly inspired by current literary or artistic output, including a representation of Judith as an ageing procuress accompanying,
by night, a beautiful and provocatively dressed young woman.12 The
actual beauty of Judith was eulogised by Giovanni Azzolini, a Marinist
poet-preacher from Naples, in the characteristic introduction to one of
several descriptions of her beauty in the sermon La Cometa, justifying
the appealing style of his homily:
I would be certain, Gentlemen, of securing more favourable attention
on your part if I adorned my sermon with as many rhetorical ornaments
as the beautiful devices with which our Judith knew how to bedeck
herself. In an aromatic bath, she washes away all the blemishes which
her harsh life has impressed upon her graceful body. With precious oils,
she mollifies her limbs, which have suffered so much through fasting
and flagellation. To her features, she restores the joy that enduring
cares have stolen from them. She reveals to public gaze the golden
locks which she has hitherto closely concealed beneath a black veil.
She ignites in her eyes the bright light of two stars, which has hitherto
been obscured by dark sorrow. [...] She turns the colour of her modest
lips to vermilion, whereas hitherto they had seemed wilted by care.
11

For more on Catholic commentaries from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, see E. Birnbaum, Das Juditbuch im Wien des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts:
Exegese – Predigt – Musik – Theater – Bildende Kunst, Peter Lang Internationaler
Verlag der Wissenschaften, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Bern, Bruxelles, New
York, Oxford, Wien 2009, chapter 3: ‘Judit in der Exegese’.

12

V.-M. De Nobili, Opere Predicabili del Padre Vincenzo-Maria de’ Nobili contenenti Lezioni sacro-morali, t. 4: Lezioni sacre sopra i Libri di Sansone, Ruth,
Esther, Tobia e Giuditta [...], Giacomo Caroboli, e Domenico Pompeati, Venezia
1766, p. 118.
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She blanches in her gracious face the pearls which had lost their fairness from living in penitence. She does not hide from curious eyes the
alabaster of her breasts, which she has hitherto kept covered by her
robe. With beautiful rings, she adorns hands accustomed to holding
whips to lash herself with.13

Further into his text, he unexpectedly ends another sensual description of Judith’s beauty with the conclusion that her beauty is a reflection of her womanly virtues:
Her mouth is a conch, her teeth like pearls, her lips like coral, serene
her appearance and calm is her face, frizzled her hair, her speech
like a Siren, her pupils azure and her dress full of treasures [...] and if
Venus was born of salty sea waves, as the Ancients imagined, we can
truly conclude that pure Modesty, fairer than Venus, was born of the
same inspiration.14

Looking down on believers from the walls of churches, meanwhile,
were likenesses of Judith more modest than her portraits painted
with the words of those homilies. During the seventeenth century,
she was often portrayed in connection with the spread of the Marian
cult, although today that strand of Judith iconography is much less
13

‘Sarei sicuro, Signori, di meritar da voi più cortese attentione se con tanti retorici ornamenti comparisse la mia oratorione abbellita, con quante artificiose
bellezze seppe la nostra Giuditta farsi scorgere ornata. Lascia in un’odorifero
bagno d’acqua artifitiosa tutte le macchie, che per l’asprezza della vita havea nel
suo gentil corpo contratte. Ammorbidisce con pregiato unguento le membra, che
sotto i rigorosi digiuni, e sanguinosi flagelli erano con duri trattamenti incallite.
Restituisce quel bel sereno alla fronte, che da una lunga astinenza l’era stato
rubato. Spiega al publico vagheggiamento quella dorata chioma, che nell’angustia d’un nero velo era stata ristretta. Rischiara negli occhi il lume di due
lucidissime stelle, che infino all’hora un nero turbine di mestitia havea tenuto
oscurato. [...] Imprime nelle tumidette labbra il cinabro, che per macerationi
continue si miravano smorte. Imbianca nella gratiosa bocca le perle, che per
la vita di penitenza havean già perduto il candore. Scuopre a gli sguardi di curiosi il candido alabastro del seno, che per l’addietro con tumido manto havea
tenuto celato. Adorna di risplendenti anella le mani, da cui pendevan le sferze
per tormentare se stessa.’ G. Azzolini, Orationi sacre composte, e recitate dal
P.D. Giovanni Azzolini Chierico Regolare. Parte Prima, e Seconda. Con nuova
aggiunta, Per Gio: Francesco Valvasense, Venezia, 1669, p. 364-365. All Italian
texts in this article rendered in English from Anna Ryszka-Komarnicka’s Polish
translations.

14

‘Ella ha nella bocca la conca, ne’ denti le perle, nelle labbra i coralli, la tranquillità nell’aspetto, nella faccia la calma, l’increspamento ne’crini, nel parlar le
Sirene, nelle pupille l’azzurro, nell’abbigliamenti i tesori [...] e se dall’onde salse
del mare, favoleggiaron gli Antichi, che fussero originati i natali di Venere; così
possiamo veramente conchiudere, che dal nostro Mare spirante fusse partorita,
più di Venere bella, la Pudicitia stessa.’ G. Azzolini, op. cit., p. 365–366.
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significant.15 All art lovers tend to remember the sensuous beauties
painted by the Italians Giorgione and Cristofano Allori, to say nothing of the naked Judiths painted more frequently on the other side of
the Alps. The ‘ecclesiastic’ vanquisher of Holofernes is distinguished
by a classical beauty, not particularly appealing to the eye, adorned
in multi-layered robes, often with no ornaments or jewels, and in her
hand she is usually holding her enemy’s head, raised in a gesture of
triumph. So according to the Catholic reformers’ recommendations
concerning art in places of worship, these representations contain
nothing that might disturb the conscience of the beholder. There
may have been fears that, without the possibility of hearing a suitable
commentary, overly sensual depictions of Judith might have turned
people’s thoughts in an undesirable direction.16 One characteristic
example of such a ‘church’ Judith is a portrayal of our heroine painted
towards the end of the seventeenth century by Daniel Seiter, in the
Oratorian church of Santa Maria in Vallicella in Rome – a church that
played a key role during the seventeenth century in developing the
oratorio as a new genre of non-liturgical, dramatic religious music not
performed on the stage. In the eyes of many clerics, oratorios were
preferable to religious theatre, which – excessively stimulating the
sense of sight – was ripe for manipulation by Satan.17
The Book of Judith became one of the most popular Baroque themes
of that repertoire. From the period 1621–1734,18 we have as many as
fifty-four dialogues and oratorios in lingua volgare and latina (some
of them were repeatedly performed or disseminated in the form of
printed librettos, including adaptations), against only nine works of
opera, which could be perceived as a regressive genre, perpetuating
the dying theatrical Judith tradition that flourished around the turn
of the seventeenth century.

15

See B. Uppenkamp, Judith und Holofernes in der italienischen Malerei des
Barock, Dietrich Reimer Verlag, Berlin 2004, chapter 9, ‘Die triumphirende
Judith’; E. Ciletti, op. cit.

16

For more on recommendations concerning art on religious subjects, see e.g.
G. Paleotti, Discourse on Sacred and Profane Images, transl. W. McCuaig, introduction P. Prodi, Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles 2012, book 2, chapter 1.

17

P. Segneri, Il Cristiano istruito nella sua legge. Ragionamenti morali, Paolo
Baglioni, Venezia 1712, part 3, p. 300-301.

18

This is the year of the premiere of La Betulia liberata by Pietro Metastasio (with
music by Georg von Reutter jr), which opens a new chapter in the history of the
use of the Book of Judith in Italian oratorios in Classical era.
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So how was the question of Judith’s beauty treated in oratorio,
which, after all, is regarded as a kind of affected sermon with music?19
At the very birth of that genre, during the 1630s, an episode about
Judith as a prefiguration of Mary appeared in two Marian oratorios
performed in the church of the Roman Oratorians. And at once two
strategies emerged with regard to the question of her bodily charms.
In Oratorio per la Santissima Vergine, with music by Giacomo Carissimi (1605–1674) and words by Francesco Balducci (1579–1642),
attention is drawn to the heroism of Judith, who defeated her enemy
with a sword, and of Mary, who wielded a different weapon against Theology
Satan: her chastity. No such weapon was seen on the ancient island of beauty
of Delos or in Colchis. This poetic mention of ancient lands famed for
their beautiful landscapes and riches could be seen as alluding to the
beauty of both Judith and Mary; in such a take, however, it is clear
that beauty did not play a crucial role in their victories.20 Hence Carissimi decided to accompany this episode by music in a recitative style,
restrained, calm, rarely adorned with melismata.21
In Coro di Profeti per la festa dell’Annunziata, with music by Domenico Mazzocchi (1592–1665) and words by Giovanni Ciampoli
(1590–1643), the recitative account of Judith is longer and focusses
on the heroine herself (the Marian allegory is only explained at the
end of this episode, in choral-ensemble parts). Here, heroism and lyricism appear on an equal footing. The beautiful woman’s gaze, as in
a Marinist poem, is like a sharp, deadly arrow; in his music, Mazzocchi
rendered this motif in the form of a sung mezz’aria (semi-aria) – a kind
of musical utterance which he had elaborated earlier in his operas.22
19

L. Bianconi, Music in the Seventeenth Century, digital printing, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge 1999, p. 128.

20

Delos was famed for its Temple of Apollo, regarded as one of the wonders of
the ancient world. Colchis was a mythical land full of riches, where Jason and
the Argonauts travelled in search of the Golden Fleece. Both locations were
also associated with beautiful women: on Delos, Leto gave birth to Apollo and
Artemis; Colchis, meanwhile, was home to the sorceress Medea.

21

See Giacomo Carissimi, Oratorio della SS.ma Vergine, part 2, recitative ‘Taccia
Bettulia’, mm. 1–17 (modern-day edition of the score: G. Carissimi, Oratori, t.
VIII: Oratorio della SS.ma Vergine, eds. L. Bianchi, Istituto Italiano per la Storia
della Musica, Roma 1964, p. 30-31).

22

The music of the whole of this oratorio is lost. Fortunately, Mazzocchi published
in Rome a lovely fragment about Judith from the first part of this work, under
the title ‘Giuditta libera Bettulia dall’assedio’, in the collection Musiche sacre
e morali a una, due, e tre voci (see D. Mazzocchi, Recitativo Giuditta libera
Bettulia dall’assedio (‘Ecco Bettulia’), in: Musiche sacre morali a una, due, e tre
voci, Roma 1640, Stamperia di Lodovico Grignani; facs. edn, [foreword] Piero
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Oratorios – compared to Italian operas, plays and epic poems (the
story of Judith was popular in all those genres at that time23) – were
not long works. Consisting of two parts, they numbered up to 500 lines
of poetry, suggesting, with the construction of the verse, a division into
free recitatives and closed musical forms, arranged as arias, ensembles
or choruses. So librettists had to select episodes from the biblical tale.
Several dramatic situations from the original story could be used to
draw attention to the heroine’s beauty:
1. Judith’s prayer, with the wish that God may grant that her beautiful appearance and graceful speech might dull the Assyrian’s
vigilance (Judith 9:13). After the operatic fashion, this could be
expanded in oratorios into a scene where the heroine resolves to
use an amorous ruse to defeat her enemy – a type of scene that
was characteristic of donne forti in Venetian drammi per musica;
2. Judith’s meticulous preparations before leaving the city (Judith
10:2–4), which could be developed into an operatic ‘mirror scene’
(also known as a ‘boudoir scene’);24
3. the moment when Judith meets the elders at the city gate, astonished at the transformation of the god-fearing widow into a dazzling beauty (Judith 10:7). Again after the operatic fashion, this
could be expanded with comments and flecked with misogynistic
accents, creating a vision of Judith the harlot (although such
strong words are not uttered in oratorios, of course), whose only
chance of salvation is to ignite a fiery passion in Holofernes’ heart;
4. Judith’s encounters with the Assyrians, openly expressing their
admiration of her beauty (Judith 10:14, 11–12).
Mioli, Firenze 1988, Studio per Edizioni Scelte, p. 42-45 (Archivum Musicum,
La cantata barocca, 26); for a modern-day transcription of the key section of
this composition telling of Holofernes’ murder by the beautiful Jewess, see
Ch. Speck, Das Italienische Oratorium 1625-1665[:] Musik und Dichtung, Brepols,
Turnhout 2003, p. 104).
23

For more on the reception of the Book of Judith in Italian literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see e.g. K. Harness, Judith, Music, and Female
Patrons in Early Modern Italy, in: The Sword of Judith, op. cit.; P. Cosentino, Le
virtù di Giuditta[.] Il tema biblico della ‘mulier fortis’ nella letteratura del ‘500
e del ‘600, Aracne Editrice, Roma 2012.

24

Although the text of the oratorio, as a work not performed on stage, was not
divided into scenes, we use this term in its traditional sense to mean a part of
a dramatic work distinguished by the presence of a fixed group of characters on
the stage. Such units can be identified in the oratorio’s text. In opera, scenes are
also described in terms of their distinctive content (e.g. dream scene, madness
scene or mirror scene). Analogous scenes occur in oratorios.
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Sometimes, all these dramatic situations occurred in a single work,
but more often – for various reasons (including expectations regarding
the length of the work) – only a couple of them. From the point of view
of the morality of those times, the safest solution seemed to be drawing
attention to Judith’s beauty through the lips of the Assyrians, since
seventeenth-century Europeans perceived yielding to the senses as
characteristic of men of the Orient. Occasionally, however, an overly
sensuous description of her beauty, even on the part of the Assyrians,
was received with anxiety, as is shown by the example of the work La
strage degli Assiri sotto Betulia, with words and music by canon Cosimo Theology
Bani (dates of birth and death not known). In what was probably the of beauty
version performed in the premiere at the Compagnia dell’Arcangelo
Raffaello in Florence, in 1692, an Assyrian Soldier, in an aria, gave the
following depiction of Judith to his commander:
Bella bocca d’acceso cinabro,
Di tesori ha una conca nel sen,
E se il ciglio emular vuol il labro
Ogni stilla una perla divien.

A beautiful vermilion mouth,
Her bosom abounding with treasures,
And if her eyes with her lips will vie
Then each one of them shines
like a pearl.

Delle guance ove il riso ha ricetto, April has no more beautiful bloom
Fior più bello un’Aprile non ha,
Than her cheeks, where her smile
is born,
Ne la candida neve del petto
And the pure snowy white of her chest
Col suo gelo languire gli fa.
Makes one yearn with its icy veneer.25

In a performance of the work in Lucca, however, during a cycle of
Christmas oratorios held at the church of Santa Maria Corteorlandini
around the turn of 1694, the same character spoke entirely differently
about Judith, drawing attention to her virtues as a true warring Amazon, such as magnanimitas and constantia:
Alma forte in un severo seno
Di stupori portento si fà:
La costanza, che mai non vien meno,
Più bel pregio è di quel di beltà.

A strong spirit in a stern breast
Arouses prodigious amazement:
Steadfastness that never deceives
Is more precious than beauty itself26.

Reading the above text, it is hard to imagine why the lustful Holofernes, as he was portrayed in the Book of Judith, would take any
interest in Judith at all. Yet those words must have sounded much
25

C. Bani, La strage degli Assirj sotto Betulia, in: Oratorii Sacri da cantarsi nella
Chiesa di S. Maria Cortelandini [!] nelle Veglie del Santissimo Natale quest’anno
1693, Iacinto Paci, Domenico Ciuffetti, Lucca 1693, [12].

26

C. Bani, op. cit., p. 45-46.
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less disturbing for the organisers of the Christmas cycle of oratorio
performances in Lucca (24 December 1693 – 6 January 1694), and that
was most important for them.
There was another possible strategy as well. Without relinquishing
certain elements of the description of Judith’s beauty, some librettists
filled their text with suitable comments, the purpose of which was to
indicate the proper context for the transformation in her appearance.
So they adhered to the spirit of Jerome’s Book, not exposing their librettos to possible objections from either the censors passing their text
for publication or the more god-fearing patrons who were funding the
oratorio performances. The playwright and comedy writer Girolamo
Gigli (1660–1722), well known in his day, in his oratorio La Giuditta,
furnished with a Marian licenza and first published in Siena in 1693,
gave the following description of Judith to her maid, who sang this
aria as she helped her lady to alter her appearance:
Lacci dorati
Del vago crin,
Ordite a noi
La libertà.
Begli occhi armati.
Di stral Divin,
In mezzo à voi
Dio pugnerà. Lacci, &c.

Golden locks
Of beautiful hair
Secure for us
Our freedom.
Beautiful eyes
With divine arrows armed,
Through you
God will fight. Golden locks, &c.27

Despite the maid’s lowly social standing, Gigli used her to introduce
a religious commentary. Of an entirely different resonance is a similar
scene in the oratorio Bettulia liberata by Elia Vajani de Borghi (1647–
1737), theologian to the Duke of Mantua. Although divine inspiration
is mentioned here too, it is only in the recitative. There is no such reference in the maid’s actual aria, when, with the satisfaction befitting
a character of this type, and not without a thrill of excitement, Abra
sings that her lady’s beauty will prove fatal to the enemy:
Questi lacci, che vado forzando
Saran lacci ad infido Amator:
Queste spille, che vado intrecciando
Saran dardi mortali al suo cor.

These locks of hair which
I now arrange
Will be chains for the faithless Lover:
And these pins which I now insert
Will be fatal barbs for his heart.28

27

G. Gigli, La Giuditta. Drama sacro di Amaranto Sciaditico Pastore Arcade,
Dedicato all’Illme, ed Eccellme. Signore D. Maria Lucrezia, e D. Maria Candida
Rospigliosi, Stamp. del Publ., Siena 1693, p. 13.

28

E. Vajani de Borghi, Bettulia liberata. Oratorio per musica consacrato al [...]
Signor Cardinale Giacomo Boncompagno Arcivescovo di Bologna, e Prencipe del
S.R.I., composto dal M.R.P. Maestro F. Elia Vajani De Borghi, Dottore Collegiato,
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So the aria from Gigli’s work could only have appeared in an oratorio, but the number from de Borghi’s work would have been equally
at home in an opera, in some other scene in front of a mirror where
the maid decked out her lady as she prepared to fight adversity with
the womanly weapon of her beauty. It is striking that both these oratorios possessed Marian overtones, highlighted at the end by a special
licenza. In addition, de Borghi’s Bettulia liberata, with music by the
now little-known composer Francesco Maria Stiava (1640–1702), had
an utterly religious performance context, documented by a suitable
edition of the libretto. It was dedicated to the archbishop of Bologna Theology
and played there in 1703, in the intention of the souls of deceased pa- of beauty
rishioners of the church of San Martino Maggiore and the Carmelite
friars who looked after it; like the Bethulians to Judith, the friars had
recourse to the intercession of the Mother of the Saviour.29 So this was
by no means a work presented in a palace for the enjoyment of quasi
operatic entertainment at a time when the theatres were closed.
A similar strategy to that of Gigli was adopted in the oratorio La Giuditta by Francesco Silvani (b. c. 1660; d. 1728–1744). He entrusted the
florid description of the process of transforming Judith’s appearance
to a Narrator, ending it with an aria featuring the heroine’s resolution,
referring in poetical style, yet directly and openly, to words from the
Book: ‘... since the whole of this adornment derived not from harlotry,
but from virtue ...’:
Testo [recitativo].
Disse à pena, che tolse
Il cilicio da Lombi, e al seno il velo;

Narrator [recitative].
That said, she removed
The hair-shirt from her hips
and the robe from her breast;
E con l’eburneo rastro
With an ivory comb
Solca le belle chiome; altre ne scioglie She combs her lovely locks
and others lets loose
Su la candida Fronte; altre gastiga		So they fall on her white forehead;
others she treats
Co l’infocato ferro; indi le addata		With a red-hot iron, so they fall
A confini del ciglio: 		Just above her eyes:
Theologo del Serenissimo di Mantova, e Custode dell’Altare di V.M. del Carmine,
posto in musica dal Sig. Francesco Maria Stiava da Lucca [...], Stamperia delli
Peri, Bologna 1703, p. 11.
29

During the first part of this oratorio, the elders and residents of Bethulia
asked Judith to save them from their tragic situation. This is a very interesting
embellishment of a biblical story with a fictional motif which does not appear
in the Book of Judith (there, the heroine herself, at no one’s request, opposed
the widespread doubting in God’s protection) and was introduced in order to
reinforce the Marian message of the work, set out in the closing licenza.
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Parte poi n’avilisce		Then she ties some of them
Co’lacci d’aureo nastro; indi il bel collo With knots of gold ribbon,
and then coils
Con prezioso oltraggio ella incatena A precious necklace around her
lovely neck,
In prigione di perle.		Enclosing it in a prison of pearls.
Veste porpora, e bisso, e’l bisso copre She dresses in purple and in batiste,
and covers the batiste
D’oro, e di gemme; ed à le guancie,
With jewels and gold; to her cheeks
              al labro	              and lips
Rende il primo cinabro.
She restores a youthful vermilion flush.
Di lucido Cristallo
In the clear surface
Nel terso sen riflette
Of the shining mirror she beholds
Le Bellezze abbellite, e le consiglia; Her beauty in full bloom and
contemplates it:
Studia i vezzi innocenti, e poi ripiglia. She practises innocent faces,
then learns.
Giuditta [aria].
Judith [aria].
Imparate à consagrarvi
Learn self-sacrifice
Figlie ree di vanità.
Sinful daughters of vanity.
Hoggi viene ad adornarvi
Today, you adorn yourselves out of piety
Non il vizio, mà la pietà.
Not debauchery.
(Silvani, 18–19)

In keeping with the suggestiveness of this text, the two composers
who set Silvani’s libretto to music, Marc’Antonio Ziani (c. 1653–1715;
premiere in Modena, 1686) and Domenico Freschi (1634–1710; premiere probably in Vicenza, 1680s), struck a singularly sombre tone in
their music for the aria that crowns the mirror scene. With that aim
in mind, Freschi chose a very slow tempo, Largo, more sombre and
slower than Adagio, almost as heavy as Grave. Thus the vocal part
of this aria is dominated by an unadorned, syllabic melody, in which
longer, elaborate melismata befit only that which is sinful (figlie ree)
and vain (vanità), and which Judith inwardly rejects.30
A completely different tack was adopted by Antonio Ottoboni
(1646–1710) in his oratorio La Giuditta, which was performed with
music by Alessandro Scarlatti (1660–1725) in the palace of his son,
Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni, in 1695 or 1697. In this oratorio, there is no
narrator, and it is Judith herself who informs us of her every movement in front of the mirror:
Sciolgo il crin, snudo il sen,
I loosen my hair, uncover my bosom
       scateno il ciglio. 	      and open wide my eyes
30

D. Freschi, La Giuditta, part 2, Judith’s aria ‘Imparate a consacrarvi’, score in
the A-Wn, Mus. Hs.16.557, fols 33v–34r.
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And thus Holofernes will find himself
In greater peril than that which
He prepared for us today./ I loosen &c.31

In the music, too, each of the actions was underscored with a melismatic device, illustrating Judith’s movements. Scarlatti also conveyed
their coquettish character with a capricious, undulating melodic line
and a discreet allusion to a dance: a joyous gavotte.32
Baroque oratorios about Judith have customarily been regarded as
oratori erotici (erotic oratorios)33, corresponding to the predilection
among audiences in those times for contemplating a combination of Theology
of beauty
the sensual (gusto erotico) and cruel with the ascetic and sacred. However, our research has revealed that works like Antonio Ottoboni’s La
Giuditta by no means dominated this repertoire to such a significant
degree as might be expected.34 Although many among the original
audiences of these works already realised that oratorio might constitute a Lenten substitute for opera, enabling them to enjoy wonderful
music even after Shrovetide, not everyone accepted the fact that the
work’s plot and heroine might stand close to the world of opera. For
around one-third of the librettists of those fifty-four Italian oratorios
and dialogues (and also, no doubt, for the patrons of various sorts
for whom they were working), Judith’s similarity to the donne forti
of seventeenth-century Venetian drammi per musica who used their
beauty to vanquish their foes, as well as the whole baggage of secularised representations of this subject in art, clearly constituted a true
religious-moral and artistic challenge. It was accompanied by the just
conviction that thanks to music one could even see with the ears what
the lack of scenic action rendered invisible.35 So there were librettists
31

N. Dubowy, Le due ‘Giuditte’ di Alessandro Scarlatti: due diverse concezioni
dell’oratorio, in: L’oratorio musicale italiano e i suoi contesti (Secc. XVII-XVIII).
Atti del convegno internazionale. Perugia, Sagra Musicale Umbra, 18-20 settembre
1997, ed. P. Besutti, Leo S. Olschki Editore, Firenze 2002, p. 278.

32

Alessandro Scarlatti, La Giuditta (words by Antonio Ottoboni), part 1, Judith’s
aria ‘Sciolgo il crin ...’, bars 180–194 (modern-day score: see G. Staffieri, [master’s
thesis] L’oratorio musicale a Roma (1683-1713): documenti, aspetti e problemi,
Università di Roma „La Sapienza”, Roma 1985/86, t. I-II, p. 23).

33

See G. Pasquetti, L’oratorio musicale in Italia, Successori Le Monnier, Firenze
1906, p. 257-260.

34

Significantly, Ottoboni’s libretto was never printed in Rome (or the print was
destroyed); that was probably linked to the strictly private character of all the
performances of this work in the Eternal City (G. Staffieri, op. cit., p. 122-123).

35

S. Tcharos, Operas Orbit’s. Musical Drama and the Influence of Opera in Arcadian Rome, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2011, p. 77-91
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who endeavoured to show all the disturbing aspects of the plot of this
Book – not just Judith’s sensuous beauty – in such a way as to dispel,
by means of a suitable commentary, as in a homily, all the doubts of
a religious and ethical nature that could have arisen in the hearts and
minds of the audience. Others, including the most famous of them all,
Pietro Metastasio, author of the oratorio La Betulia liberata (1734),
eschewed – as did painters working for the Church – everything in
Judith’s actions that was not only sensual, but also devious or even
cruel. So they focussed more on the heroine’s virtues, passing over
her corporeal beauty. They also shortened the moments of her presence in the company of the Assyrians, so that their librettos would not
have too much scope for delight in Judith’s beauty, for expressions of
amori profani (sensual love), for the heroine’s feigned humility and for
her ambiguous speech. As for the slaying of the enemy, it was often
barely mentioned (with the exception of Metastasio, who – by way of
exception – devoted a detailed description to that act). That strategy
may be compared to dissimulazione onesta, the honest concealment
of the facts, which was popular in those times, particularly in Italy,36
even though those facts came from a sacred source.

„…PRZETO TEŻ PAN TĘ W NIEJ PIĘKNOŚĆ
ROZMNOŻYŁ…” (JDT 10, 4) – PIĘKNO JUDYTY
W ORATORIACH WŁOSKICH EPOKI BAROKU
Barokowe oratoria o biblijnej Judycie uważa się zwykle za oratori erotici. Jednak
nasze badania, obejmujące całość włoskiego repertuaru oratoryjnego na ten
temat z epoki baroku, wykazały, że dzieła takie nie zdominowały tego repertuaru w tak znaczącym stopniu. Podobieństwo Judyty do donne forti weneckich
oper XVII w. okazały się dla około 1/3 librecistów prawdziwym wyzwaniem
religijno-moralnym i artystycznym, czemu towarzyszyło też przekonanie, że
dzięki muzyce można uchem zobaczyć to, co niewidoczne z powodu braku
scenicznej akcji. Artykuł ten przytacza kilka różnych rozwiązań tzw. scen przed
lustrem w oratoriach o Judycie: i tych otwarcie świeckich (np. A. Ottoboni,
Vajani de Borghi) po te, których libreciści starali się włączyć w nie komentarz
akcentujący cnoty duchowe Judyty lub Boską inspirację (Silvani, Gigli). Jeszcze
inni, łącznie Metastasiem, uciekali od tego, co w Judycie było zmysłowe. Koncentrowali się więc na cnotach bohaterki, zapominając o jej pięknie cielesnym.
36

For more on dissimulazione onesta, see J.R. Snyder, Dissimulation and the Culture of Secrecy in Early Modern Europe, University of California Press, Berkeley
2012.
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Strategię tę można przyrównać do popularnej w epoce, szczególnie w Italii,
dissimulazione onesta, czyli uczciwego ukrywania faktów.
Słowa kluczowe: Księga Judyty, barokowa muzyka, oratorium włoskie, dramma
per musica, kobiece piękno, scena przed lustrem.
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Creator or author. Norwid’s concept of beauty,
art and artist or the arts creating process

The Christian concept of beauty, art, an artist formulated by C.K. Norwid
and presented in his Promethidion, clearly refers to the experience of fine
arts. The reference to the arts-creating process makes and blends together
Norwid’s concept.
In order to formulate the definition of beauty, Norwid uses three terms:
shape, profile and form. In fine arts these terms have specific meanings, they
relate to one another, defining particular stages of a process of creation. Understanding the form as a matrix seems to be significant in Norwid’s concept.
It allows seeing the man’s work as an image of God’s act of creation. Humans,
created in the image and likeness of God, are capable of creating. We were
invited to create beauty and good and thanks to them we discover God as the
source of transcendent values and we get close to Him.
Key words: beauty, good, truth, love, art, Creator, author, artist, conjurer,
creating process, shape, profile, form, matrix, repetition, reflection, cognition,
resurrection, the secret of creation, the secret of incarnation, likeness of God.
Cyprian Kamil Norwid (1821-1883) an artist, poet, thinker, as John
Paul II wrote, left a work which emanates light, which allows us to go
deeper into the truth of our being humans, Christians, Europeans,
Polish people1. His mastery of the word, the beauty of his language,
creative use of and building semantic or sound nuances make Norwid’s
1

Jan Paweł II, Z poezji Norwida emanuje światło, [Norwid’s poetry emanates
light], a speech given to representatives of National Heritage Board of Poland
on C.K. Norwid’s180th birth anniversary, http://www.opoka.org.pl/zycie kosciola/
l’osservatore romano/ 9(236)2001/ kosciol w polsce. Html (10 Feb 2017)
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work seemingly hermetic and rather difficult to translate. And yet, his
ideas concerning esthetics, social or theological issues are characterised by universalism which reaches far beyond nationality. John Paul
II referred to Norwid as one of the greatest poets and thinkers of Christian Europe2. His work involves numerous areas of activity, inspires
to carry out various studies and amazes with its timeless message.
A question could be asked: why does an architect, an interior designer, want to read a poem instead of talking about architecture and
the space of sacredness, which they deal with daily?
Certainly, a personal relation to Norwid’s poetry, dating back to my
youth thanks to my Parents, plays a significant role here. However, it
is the work of Cyprian Kamil Norwid, an artist, and as we would say
today, a fine artist educated at various Academies of Fine Arts, who
lived off art, that invites to do this non-philological research.
In the poet’s work, where he “wrote with one hand and drew and
painted with the other”3 a romantic idea of arts coexistence materialized, as “thinking, a man paints and sings at the same time” 4. Although
time has shown that, as Horace said, the word is more durable than
sculptures of bronze or oil paintings, undoubtedly, for understanding
art, an artist’s role and work and to create a theoretical aesthetical
concept, Norwid’s own artistic experience had a vital meaning. That
experience gave a wider perspective and allowed understanding nuances resulting from a different methodology of work, technique or
sensitivity.
Following that trail, one could presume that to read and grasp
Norwid’s concept presented in his Promethidion, one’s own artistic
experience as well as knowledge about the artistic creative process
may appear helpful.
This text is an attempt to emphasize those motifs which point at
a connection between Norwid’s theory and experience of fine arts.

****
Ks z t a ł t e m m i ł o ś c i p i ę k n o
          j e s t – i tyle,
[Beauty is a form of love
Ile ją człowiek oglądał na świecie,
As much a man has seen it in the world,
W ogromnym Bogu albo w sobie-pyle, In the great God or himself – the dust,
2

Ibidem.

3

C. K. Norwid, List do Teofila Lenartowicza z 16 X 1868, Pisma wszystkie, [A Letter
to Teofil Lenartowicz] worked out by J.W. Gomulicki, 1971-1976, IX pp. 371-37.
(All quotations translated by A.J.)

4

Ibidem, Rzecz o wolności słowa, [About Freedom of Speech] III p. 582.
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Na tego Boga wystrojonym dziecię
A child dressed up as the God
Tyle o pięknem wie i głosiknows and tells as much about beauty –
Choć każdy w sobie cień
Although everyone has a shade
        p i ę k n e g o nosi	          of beauty inside
I każdy – każdy z nas – tym
And every one of us – is
        p i ę k n a p y ł e m 5.	        the beauty’s dust.]
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A starting point for the reflection and at the same time a basis for
Norwid’s concept of beauty, art and artistic work is the biblical truth
that God created man in the image and likeness of Him. Stefan Sawicki
remarks that together with man real art begins and the art remains
in the circle of beauty, it starts as an effect of love’s embodiment, as Theology
of beauty
a necessary foundation where beauty finds its vital fundament6. Beauty
begins where love gains a form, where it is embodied in some material7.
One could observe that another mainstay of Norwid’s concept is
the mystery of incarnation. Both mysteries: of the beginning of the
Old Testament and the beginning of the New Testament interpenetrate
each other and have many common points. Beauty becomes a shape,
belongs to incarnated Love:
I wszelka inna miłość bez wcielenia,
Jest upiorowym myśleniem
            myślenia...8

[And any other love without
incarnation,
is ghostly thinking of thinking...]

Human ability to feel and create beauty, good and truth has its
source in God, who is Beauty, Good and Truth, who made man capable of creating, as He is a perfect Creator. The Origin of all things.
The Great Artist.
Norwid seems to go further and implies that if man, “the shadow of
the beauty”, had kept God’s likeness in his conscience9, he would be
able to create things far more perfect and closer to heaven:
Co się zachwyca w niebo:
[A soul that enchanted would go to
          szłaby dusza 	             heaven
tam – tam – a płótno na dół
there – there – and canvas
           by spadało,
would fall down,
jako jesienny liść gdy dojrzy grusza10 like a dry leaf in autumn.]
5

C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Kraków 1997, Bogumił 115-121, p. 77

6

S. Sawicki, Sztuka – Bez granic. [Art – Without Borders] [in:] ibidem, p. 15.

7

Ibidem, p. 14.

8

C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Bogumił 249-250, p. 82.

9

Ibidem, 122, p. 77.

10

Ibidem, 134-137, p. 77.
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In the Gospel of St. Matthew Jesus said: “if you have faith as a grain
of mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, `Move from here to
there,’ and it will move.”11 If a human being looked after God’s trace
in himself “through the sin lost in us shadows of profile”12,
A granitowi rzekł „Żyj jako żyłem”,
to by się granit poczuł na wejrzeniu,

Theology
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[And said to granite „Live as I lived”
Then the granite would feel it
in its eyes
i może palcem przecierał powieki,
And it might wipe its eyelids with
its finger
jak przebudzony mąż z ziemi
Like a man from a distant land
           dalekiej.13	            woken up.]

Norwid may refer to the Gospel of St. Matthew directly, thinking
about man’s creativity and makes it dependent on cleanliness of one’s
conscience, therefore, not only faith but faithfulness, giving his aesthetical concept a moral dimension.
– C o p i ę k n e , nie jest to –
C o s i ę p o d o b a dziś lub
           podobało,
Lecz co się winno podobać;
           jak niemniej
I to, co d o b r e , nie jest, z czym
          przyjemniej,
Lecz co u l e p s z a ...14

[What is beautiful is not
What I like or liked,
But what I should like, as
What is good is not more pleasant
But what makes me better...]

Such thinking results in a belief that it is impossible to divide the
values of beauty and good. Norwid describes good as “the other self of
beauty”15. A reference to the Grecian kalokagatia is present in Norwid’s
concept, definitely permeated with Christian thought, symbolically
expressed by the notion of Love, which unites beauty and good.
In his Introduction for Promethidion the poet calls:
O sztuko – w i e c z n e j t ę c z o
        J e r u z a l e m ,
Tyś jest przymierza łukiem –
           po potopach
Historii16

[Oh Art, the rainbow of eternal
Jerusalem,
You are the bow of covenance –
after floods
of History ]

11

All biblical quotations from: www.biblegateway.com

12

Ibidem, 157, p. 77.

13

Ibidem, 123-126, p. 77.

14

Ibidem, 50-54, p. 74.

15

Ibidem, compare: Bogumił 176-177, p. 79.

16

Ibidem, Wstęp, [Introduction] 11-12, p. 68.
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in reference to the Book of Genesis: “I have set my rainbow in the
clouds, and it will be the sign of the covenant between me and the
earth.” (Gen 9,13). Grażyna Halkiewicz-Sojak points out that in Norwid’s poem the rainbow is also a metaphore of art and the covenant
between God and the world. She writes that such permeation of semantic fields implies that the art-rainbow intermediates between the
human and divine dimentions of existence and is the work of an artist
who can read God’s signs17.
Art is certainly an artist’s work. Creative work is an attribute of man
but, paraphrasing what Jesus said to Pilate, man would have no power Theology
to create if it were not given from above. (compare John 19, 11). In his of beauty
Sztuka dla Polaków [ Art for Polish People] Norwid wrote:
In ideal beauty-doing there is a feeling of superior order of things, to
which rising, if at the top of it one cannot take the truth encountered, it
is only because man can take nothing that was not at first given to him.18

The author of Promethidion however, understands the capability
of creating or contemplates it not perhaps as a gift of the Creator but
as likeness to the Creator. The likeness of the creative process and of
the artistic one, their relationship, interpenetration and parallelism.
The concept of creationism perceives the act of creation as a singletime and completed work. In the Polish language the words creator and
creature emphasize and sanction the character of that completedness.
The word twórca, which in English is also “creator” and therefore in
this text is translated as “artist” or “author”, and tworzenie, which
sounds very similar to „stworzenie”, i.e. creature, but actually means
“making, composing”, on the contrary, have the imperfect aspect and
suggest duration, permanence. It could be agreed that, in the view of
the previous consideration, art is a form of reading God’s signs, a way
of unveiling beauty, discovering, coming to know it. On the other hand,
as St. Paul said, “we know in part and we prophesy in part (...) now we
see only a reflection as in a mirror..” (1 Cor 13, 9; 12). Norwid’s creative
process is such a reflection in a mirror, repeating the process of God’s
creation. Each artistic act is a reflection of God’s act of creation and the
function of art is primarily revealing Beauty, Good, Love and Truth.
17

G. Halkiewicz-Sojak,Norwidowskie metafory i definicje piękna, [Norwid’s
Metaphores and Definitions of Beauty] [in:] E. Nowicka i Z. Przychodniak (ed.),
Piękno wieku dziewiętnastego. Studia i szkice z historii literatury i estetyki,
[Beauty in the 19th Century] Poznań 2008, p. 56.

18

C. K. Norwid, O sztuce dla Polaków, [Of Art for Polish People] Pisma Wybrane.
Worked out by J.W. Gomulicki, PIW 1968, IV, p. 369.
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Understanding creativity as a process of showing the reflection of
perfection has its ancient roots. There is a Platonian idea in the verses
of Promethidion. The author clearly points to collaterality of divine and
human realities but those realities are not independent, they interpenetrate each other. The notions of Beauty, Good, Love and Truth,
spelled with capital letters, refer to God’s attributes, they are ideas
which describe Him, whereas spelled with small letters are human
merits, means used to present and come nearer to the divine ideal.
At the same time Norwid points to a reverse reaction on the one
hand, an artistic act is an implication of the act of creation and is in
a way inspired by the Creator Himself, but on the other hand it should
be directed at the Creator by the artist. The artist in Norwid’s opinion
is first of all an apostle.
How to understand the parallelism of the act of creation and an
artistic act?
Norwid built his concept on his experience of an artistic process. In
order to recognize the stages of such a process, it is necessary to look
at the definitions of beauty phrased by the poet. In Promethidion there
are three definitions. The most frequently quoted is:
„Cóż wiesz o p i ę k n e m ?... „
... „K s z t a ł t e m j e s t M i ł o ś c i ”19

[What do you know about beauty?
It is a shape of Love]

This definition is usually cited in order to demonstrate the identical
nature of beauty and Love. The word Love, written in a capital letter,
undeniably refers to God the Creator, who is Love.
Another quasi definition:
Gdy jak o p i ę k n e m rzekłem – że jest p r o f i l B o ż y,20
[As when I said about beauty – it’s God’s prophile]

in a way completes the first one. It clearly emphasises that beauty
is a shape, or rather a name or face (depending on how we intepret
the word profile) of God.
The third definition, which chronologically appears as the earliest
of explanations addressed Do Czytelnika [To the Reader] at the beginning of the dialogues. Perhaps it should also be viewed in the context
of the explanations:
...idzie o formę to jest P i ę k n o
o treść, to jest D o b r o , i o światłość

[...it’s about the form, i.e. Beauty
[about the content, i.e. Good

19

C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Bogumił. 109 p. 76.

20

Ibidem, 157, p. 78.
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and the light of them both, Truth]

In this configuration appear three transcendent values, whereas the
form, the content and the light are another, parallel conceptual level.22

The very definition of beauty which emerges from these words:

...f o r m a to jest P i ę k n o .

[the form is Beauty.]

underlines the transcendent dimension of beauty with using a capital letter, although deprived of its context seems to be less metaphorical and more literal. It is the simplest of definitions, too, also from the
Theology
grammatical point of view.
of beauty
It is possible to make similar grammatical simplifications of the
sentences quoted above – in the statement “beauty is the shape of
Love”, when we omit the object, what is left is “beauty is the shape...”
Such a description again seems less metaphorical and in a way becomes similar to the third definition which has been mentioned, where
beauty is perceived as a form. If another definition is simplified too,
we get the notion of beauty described as a profile.
Thus, we receive three concepts which Norwid uses to describe
beauty: the shape, the profile and the form.
These notions in colloquial language are used as synonyms. In the
PWN dictionary of the Polish language the definitions of the profile
and the form include the word „shape”, whereas the shape is not
described with words profile or form.23. Consequently, the concept of
shape seems primal to the other two. It is an important observation,
because it brings us closer to the area of plastic arts, where these three
notions can be used as very similar but not synonymous, and there
are relations and dependences between them, as well as chronology.
In the first stage of an artistic act emerges the shape, it is abstracted
by the artist with available means and tools. The shape is the original
adumbration. The shape is materialization of the idea, its incarnation.
21

Ibidem, Do czytelnika [To the Reader] 15-16, p. 69.

22

Cyprian Kamil Norwid probably carried out a dialogue or even a polemic with
Karol Libelt. In his Estetyka czyli Umnictwo Piękne Karol Libelt also considered
the concepts of form and content, referring to beauty, good and truth, in a different way presenting their interdependencies. Beauty and truth together make
good, according to Norwid, beauty and good join to make truth, or rather they
are permeated with the light of both the Truth. This approach seems to be more
consistent with the spirit of the Gospel – Christ says He is the truth. The truth is
the crowning or even a complement, if we see it in the context of Norwid’s reflections in his Fortepian Szopena [Chopin’s Piano]. One could also find a reference
of the idea of truth as light to the third Divine Person – the Holy Spirit.

23

Słownik Języka Polskiego [Polish Language Dictionary] PWN, Warszawa 1978.
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Norwid uses an intriguing word figuration. Shaping may be understood as figuration.
About profile we think mainly as a particular portrait development.
One side of a face, drawn as a contour or as a shadow projected on
a plane, tells much more about the portrayed person than the en face
view. The profile, like fingerprints, allows identification, it is an individual, distinctive and unique trace.
Describing a profile requires stating the shape, every detail and element precisely. In architecture, but not only there, the profile may be
a significant aspect which distinguishes the style, the epoch, artistic
movements and even the author. Thus, the profile means the character,
ability to distinguish or qualify. Metaphorically speaking, the profile
is the name and identity.
The form in art is first of all a matrix, a pattern, a system of reference.
It permits one to replicate, repeat, copy, develop or imitate. The form
is an apposition, a finite and fully modelled shape. One might presume
that in Norwid’s concept the notion of matrix is the key one. In view
of earlier philosophical deliberations over the form and its meaning,
starting from Aristotle, such an approach could be considered as simplification, however, in the context of fine arts it is natural and justified.
Analysing the Creation in chapter 1 of the Genesis, we can watch
the stages of the process of God’s activity. Four stages of the process
are described by short phrases:
“Let us make”(Gen 1, 26) – stage one – “In the beginning was the
Word” (John 1, 1), God’s intention, His will.
“And it was so”(Gen 1, 30) – stage two – “The Word became
flesh”(John 1, 14). The world emerged from chaos, from non-existence,
it received a shape. The idea was materialized, embodied, incarnated.
“God called”(Gen 1, 5) – stage three – It means He gave a name and
a name is identity. The shape was in a way perpetuated, intended to
last, also the goal and the sense were defined. One might say that the
shape was profiled.
“And God saw that it was good.”(Gen 1, 12) – stage four – “And God
saw that it was good. God blessed them and said, «Be fruitful and
increase in number.»”(Gen 1, 22). All creatures were given autonomy
and a creative ability to prolong and continue the process of creation.
God in His creative act defined the archetypes, original forms and the
mechanism.
The artistic process may be viewed similarly, with all its stages.
Stage one: “In the beginning was the Word” – the artist’s idea, impulse, intuition, intelligent project.
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Stage two: “the word became flesh” is the moment when the author
touches the stone with a chisel, a metal slab with a graver, the canvas
with a paintbrush. The effect of their work is a shape, which appears
out of non-existence, a stone, clay, a labyrinth of lines on a plane, out
of colourful blotches.
Stage three: is the moment when the shape is recognisable. It
becomes a figure, portrait, object, architecture. The shape becomes
recognised and named. Its individual characteristics are evident, its
profile revealed. It gains a name and identity.
Stage four: the artist finishes the work, assesses it and decides if it Theology
is good, if it is as they intended it to be, as they were able to do it. The of beauty
work becomes an autonomous composition and the artist can give it
to the world, it will be judged, commented, interpreted, reproduced,
copied, cropped. It becomes a form, a point of reference, a provocation
for activities of the audience and critics. In the case of some art forms,
especially sculpture and graphics as well as architecture and design,
the work at this stage becomes literally a form, i.e. a matrix used to
gain the final, material, noble form of the work of art.
In Norwid’s concept the creative process appears as a reflection of
the Creation. That act of the Divine Artist may be perceived as a matrix – a form, which the human being, the artist – the master of art fits
in with their activity.

***
Jako więc prorok wychodząc
[Thus, as a prophet starting form
         z sumienia,
the conscience,
P r a w d ą d l a p r a w d y gore
With truth, for truth burns like a flame
       w kształt płomienia
Tak wieszcz z p i ę k n o ś c i wychodzi So a poet starts from the sense
              poczucia
of beauty
(A piękność k s z t a ł t e m Prawdy
(And beauty is a shape of Truth
             i Miłości),
and Love),
Więc od snowania wchadza
Starts from weaving and when
          do wysnucia,
has woven,
O k r e ś l a p r o f i l ... stąd – zalet
Defines the profile... therefore,
              całości
Szukamy w wieszczu – stąd wszyscy We seek virtues in a poet – and all poets
           wieszczowie
Rozpoczynali piękności podziwem;24 Started from adoring beauty;]

24

C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Wiesław 128-135, p. 95.
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In this fragment Norwid shows the sequence of events which make
a creative process and here the idea expressed by the poet about the
conscience, where any creative thought starts, is confirmed. The idea
begins from recognizing Beauty (and beauty is a shape of Truth and
Love), from “the sense of beauty” but first of all from admiration of it.
St. Augustine’s admiration of Beauty so old and so new25 is known to the
author of Promethidion. The admiration does not allow indifference, it
is an imperative of creative activity, a personal response of the artist.
If the prophet “with truth, for truth burns like a flame”, then also an
artist burns and annihilates themselves with beauty for Beauty.
In the Polish language the word „beauty” sounds like two other words
and may even develop into a third one:
It consists of „pieśń” [a song] and „jęk” [a groan], and makes yet another word „po-jęk-ność” [after-groan-ness], as if triumph over pain.26

The aspect of effort and work, struggle, perhaps even suffering and
loneliness of the artist is significant and the poet emphasized it more
than once. Understood by Norwid in the light of the Gospel, it ensures
us that there is no triumph without pain, that resurrection does not
exist without Golgotha. In order to achieve “freedom in God”, as the
poet confesses, „one must first open one’s way with a cross and painful struggle”27.
Norwid, presenting an artist’s activity as a parallel of Creator’s act,
uses a reference to the artistic act also for two fundamental elements
characteristic for the process. The first one is the tangible effect of an
artistic work. The other – is the effort, the univocal, measurable effort fought with physical tiredness, which demonstrates the value and
sacredness of work as a fruitful way, a way which leads to the goal28.
Bo piękno na to jest by zachwycało
[Beauty is to delight
Do pracy – praca by się
For work – and work – to make
         zmartwychwstało29.
one resurrect.]

The sacredness of art in Norwid’s concept has a manifold dimension. Firstly, it comes from the source of Beauty, Good and Truth, from
ingraining all creative activity in God the Creator. Secondly, it starts in
the essence of an artistic process itself, when the artist fulfills a priestly
mission and the process is perceived as a repetition, a reflection of
25

St. Augustine, Confessions, vol. X, ch. 27.

26

C. K. Norwid, O sztuce (dla Polaków), [Of Art (for Polish People)] op. cit. p. 373.

27

Cf. C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Do czytelnika, [To the Reader] 28-29, p. 70.

28

For Norwid it is important to emphasise one’s personal effort, struggle, participation in an act of creation. Without effort and work there is no art or artistry,
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God’s act of creation, as the artist’s participation in the mystery of
creation. Finally, on account of the aim of art. The eventual aim of art,
as the aim of life is resurrection and therefore achieving the fullness
of cognition, not „as in a mirror”, but face to face.

STWÓRCA – TWÓRCA. NORWIDOWSKA KONCEPCJA PIĘKNA,
SZTUKI I ARTYSTY A PLASTYCZNY PROCES TWÓRCZY
Chrześcijańska koncepcja piękna, sztuki, artysty sformułowana przez Cypriana Theology
Kamila Norwida i przedstawiona na kartach Promethidionu w wyraźny sposób of beauty
odwołuje się do doświadczenia sztuk pięknych. Odniesienie do plastycznego
procesu twórczego w dużej mierze norwidowską koncepcję buduje i scala.
Dla sformułowania definicji piękna Norwid używa trzech określeń: kształt,
profil i forma. W sztukach pięknych wspomniane hasła mają swoje specyficzne
znaczenia, pozostają we wzajemnych relacjach definiując poszczególne etapy
procesu twórczego. W koncepcji Norwida pojmowanie formy jako matrycy
wydaje się szczególnie istotne i pozwala spojrzeć na ludzką twórczość jako
odzwierciedlenie Boskiego aktu stwórczego. Człowiek stworzony na obraz
i podobieństwo Boże stał się zdolny do twórczości. Zaproszony został do czynienia piękna i dobra, dzięki którym odkrywa i przybliża się do Boga, źródła
wartości transcendentnych
Słowa kluczowe: piękno, dobro, prawda, miłość, sztuka, Stwórca, twórca,
artysta, sztukmistrz, proces twórczy, kształt, profil, forma, matryca, powtórzenie, refleks, poznanie, Zmartwychwstanie, tajemnica stworzenia, tajemnica
Wcielenia, podobieństwo Boże.
I stąd największym prosty lud poetą,

[And thus, the greatest poet is
the simplest people
Co nuci z dłońmi ziemią brązowemi,
Who hums and their hands
brown with soil, (...)
I stąd najlepszym Cezar historykiem,
And thus, the best historian
is Caesar,
Który dyktował z konia – nie przy biurze, Who dictated from his horse,
not desk,
I Michał-Anioł, co kuł sam w marmurze... And Michaelangelo, who
chiseled marble on his own...]
(C.K. Norwid, Promethidion, Bogumił, 187-188 i 1193-195, p. 80)
The expression „on his own” in the quote above seems to be significant and it
may be presumed that the poet did not use it accidentally, as it can be understood either as „with his own hands” or „alone”. Loneliness is associated with
pain and self-reliance – with personal effort of work.
29

C. K. Norwid, Promethidion, Bogumił, 185-196, p. 80.
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Poland on C.K. Norwid’s180th birth anniversary, http://www.opoka.org.pl/
zycie kosciola/ l’osservatore romano/ 9(236)2001/ kosciol w polsce. Html
(10 Feb 2017)
3. Norwid C. K., List do Teofila Lenartowicza z 16 X 1868, Pisma wszystkie,
[A Letter to Teofil Lenartowicz] worked out by J.W. Gomulicki, 1971-1976.
4. Norwid C. K., O sztuce dla Polaków, [Of Art for Polish People] Pisma Wybrane. Worked out by J.W. Gomulicki, PIW 1968.
5. Norwid C. K., Promethidion, Kraków 1997.
6. Norwid C. K., Rzecz o wolności słowa, [About Freedom of Speech].
7. Sawicki S., Sztuka – Bez granic. [Art – Without Borders] [in:] C. K. Norwid,
Promethidion, Kraków 1997.
8. Słownik Języka Polskiego [Polish Language Dictionary] PWN, Warszawa
1978.
9. St. Augustine, Confessions, vol. X, ch. 27.
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The Unity of the Church in the Ecumenical
Dialogue between the Roman Catholic
Church and the World Council of Churches

The unity of the church remains a priority task for all Christians. The Holy
Trinity constitutes the inner principle of every ecclesial communion. The relationship between the love of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit is a gift and
a task for the community of believers. The unity of the church is rooted in the
Scriptures. The dialogue board specifically highlights the high priestly prayer
of Jesus and the Lord’s Prayer as a biblical base for the ecumenical activity of
the church. Early Christian koinonia is an example of unity to which divided
Christians should strive. Despite the lack of full communion, the Churches and
Christian communities today can grow in spiritual unity through prayer and
daily life, becoming witnesses of reconciliation and love in a divided world..
Key words: unity, Church, Joint Working Group, Roman Catholic Church, World
Council of Churches.

Introduction
The unity of the church remains a priority task for all Christians,
which has its source in the high priestly prayer of Jesus, “may they
all be one” (John 17, 21). As a consequence of the Second Vatican
Council, the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) officially began collaboration with the World Council of Churches (WCC) in the framework
of the Joint Working Group (JWG) in 1965. Until today 9 published
reports (1966; 1967; 1971; 1975; 1982; 1990; 1998; 2005; 2013) and 14
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elaborated study documents („Catholicity and Apostolicity”, 1968;
„Common Witness and Proselytism”, 1970; „Common Witness”, 1980;
„Hierarchy of Truths”, 1990; „The Church: Local and Universal”, 1990;
„Ecumenical Formation”, 1994; „Common Witness and Proselytism”,
1996; „Ecumenical Dialogue on Moral Issues”, 1996; “Ecclesiological
and ecumenical implications of a common baptism”, 2005; “The nature
and purpose of ecumenical dialogue”, 2005; “Inspired by the same vision”: Roman Catholic participation in national and regional councils
of churches, 2005; “Reception: A Key to Ecumenical Progress, 2013;
“Be renewed in the Spirit. The Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism”, 2013;
“The Church in the Life of Youth and Youth in the Life of the Church”,
2013) show the fruitful cooperation of both sides in their bilateral dialogue during the last 50 years.
The aim of this study is a synthetic presentation of the idea of the
unity of the church that has been achieved and elaborated in the RCC’s
dialogue with the WCC, held in the framework of the JWG. This issue
will be developed in five parts. At the beginning the Trinitarian aspect
of ecclesial communion (chapter 1) and its biblical roots (chapter 2)
will be shown, going further to the issue of the unity of the church understood as koinonia (chapter 3). Later it is important to focus on how
the unity can be realized in the life and worship of the church (chapter
4). Finally, it should be examined whether or not it is possible for the
different churches to bear a common witness in the contemporary
world (chapter 5). The structure of this study follows the pattern of
the JWG method of analysis.

Trinity as the Interior Principle of Ecclesial Communion
It is impossible to speak about the unity of the church without reference to the Holy Trinity. The JWG emphasizes that “the church is
the icon of the Trinity”, while at the same time the Trinity constitutes
“the interior principle” of the church.1 The Trinitarian community
of mutual love is a gift to all humanity.2 The Father reveals himself
1

Joint Working Group, “The Church: Local and Universal” (study document), 1,
in: Joint Working Group between the Roman Catholic Church and the World
Council of Churches, Sixth Report, (Geneva-Rome: WCC Publications, 1990),
23-37.

2

Idem, “Catholicity and Apostolicity” (study document), 1, in: Joint Working Group
between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Council of Churches, Third
Official Report, in: One In Christ 4, 3 (1970), 452-483 and Ecumenical Review
23, 1 (1971), 51-69.
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through his word, Jesus Christ (cf. Heb 1: 1-2; John 1:14),3 the Lord,
whose “name is above every name” (Phil. 2:9).4 Due to the incarnation of the Savior, his announcement of the kingdom, his death and
resurrection, “all things are to be reconciled to God” (Col. 1:20). Jesus
“gathers all humanity into his Body by the action of the Holy Spirit”
(Eph. 1:1-4).5 The Son answers to the Father through the Spirit, that
is a “communion of life”.6
According to the JWG, the christological and pneumatological
dimension of church unity is visible in the teachings of the Church
Fathers: “where Jesus Christ is, there is the Church Catholic”;7 “where
the Church is, there is the Spirit, and where the Spirit is, there is
the Church”.8 St. Cyprian points out the Trinitarian character of the
Church: “The Church is a people made one with the unity of the Father, Theology
of dialogue
the Son, and the Holy Spirit.9
The JWG endorse the Nicene Constantinopolitan Creed (381 C.E.)
which teaches that the Father Almighty, the begotten Son and the Holy
Spirit who gives life are the one God: distinct in identity but sharing
the one divine nature.10
In God’s plan exists only one church, which is the body of Christ,
present due to God’s Son and gathered by the action of the Holy Spirit
from Pentecost onwards in the local churches all over the world.11 The
authentic call to the churches is to create a real koinonia with the Triune God and among themselves. This unity is a gift of God, enabled
through the activity of the Holy Spirit, bestowing his fruits of “love,
3

Idem, “The Nature and Purpose of Ecumenical Dialogue” (study document), 25,
in: Joint Working Group between The Roman Catholic Church and the World
Council of Churches, Eighth Report 1999-2005, (Geneva-Rome: WCC Publications, 2005), 73-89.

4

Idem, Catholicity and Apostolicity, 1. Bible quotations are given in the translation as found in the JWG documents.

5

Ibidem.

6

Idem, The Nature and Purpose of Ecumenical Dialogue, 25.

7

Ignatius of Antioch, To the Smyrnaens, VIII.2 as cited in: JWG, The Church:
Local and Universal, 3.

8

Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 111.24.1 as cited in: JWG, The Church: Local and
Universal, 3.

9

Cyprian, De Orat. Dom. 23, PL 4:553 as cited in: JWG, The Church: Local and
Universal, 1.

10

JWG, “Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism”, 37, in: Joint
Working Group between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Council of
Churches, Ninth Report 2007-2012, (Geneva: WCC Publications, 2013), 103-138.

11

Idem, The Church: Local and Universal, 2.
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joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and
self-control” (Gal 5:22).12

Biblical Foundations of the Unity of the Church

Theology
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The JWG between the RCC and the WCC focuses on the high priestly
prayer of Jesus as the important principle of theological foundation
for the unity of the church: “I ask not only on behalf of these, but
also on behalf of those who will believe in me through their word,
that they may all be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you,
may they also be in us, so that the world may believe that you have
sent me” (John 17:20-21). In the interpretation of JWG Jesus asks the
Father for his disciples, but also for those who will believe in him, for
the communion of love among them which he shares with the Father,
that is the condition of bearing fruit (cf. John 15:5). Giving one’s life
for others becomes the highest point of unity which imitates Christ’s
sacrifice on the cross (cf. John 13:1; 15:13). Jesus is the unique way to
the Father (cf. John 8:12; 14:7). First Christians grew in this community
of love through remaining in apostolic teaching, the breaking of the
bread and sharing the wealth among those who were in need (cf. Acts
2:42, 44-45). A prayer that has its roots in the high priestly prayer of
Jesus enables Christians to experience their interior conversion and
become instruments of healing and witnesses of diverse gifts in the
Holy Spirit which creates new opportunities to achieve a true unity.13
Another biblical passage that the JWG has chosen as the basis for
the unity of the church is the Lord’s Prayer, where Christians ask the
Father for the heavenly kingdom, which has to be built through forgiveness of sins and mutual reconciliation in Christ.14 It is a common
prayer for all people of God, because “we say not ‘My Father, which art
in heaven,’ nor ‘Give me this day my daily bread’... When we pray [the
Lord’s Prayer] we pray not for one but for the whole people, because
we the whole people are one”.15
The unity of the church can be realized only by the power of the
Holy Spirit sent from the Father through the Son at Pentecost who
preserves in truth all disciples of Christ (cf. John 14:16-17, 25-26), helps
12

Idem, Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 12.

13

Ibidem, 18-20.

14

Ibidem, 22.

15

St. Cyprian. Treatise IV, On the Lord’s Prayer. No. 8; www.ccel.org/ccel/ schaff/
anf05.iv.v.iv.html (Accessed March 15, 2010) as cited in: JWG, Be Renewed in
the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 22.
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in human weakness (cf. Rom. 8: 26-27), enables them to call Jesus as
Lord (cf. 1 Cor 12:3), and accompanies the church in the historical
pilgrimage. The JWG reminds of words from the Canberra statement
(1991), that the Holy Spirit “comforts us in pain, disturbs us when
we are satisfied to remain in our division, leads us to repentance and
grants us joy when our communion flourishes”.16
Humanity will achieve the fullness of unity only at the end of times,
during the second coming of Christ.17 The unity that Jesus prays to the
Father for will remain a perfect goal Christians need move towards so
that “the world will believe” (cf. John 17:20) until all the nations will
be gathered in the universal communion with God in Christ.18

The Unity of the Church as Koinonia
The JWG describes the issue of the unity of the Church using the
word koinonia. This is to clarify the idea of a specific context of this
term meant in the early Christianity. According to their statement,
koinonia (from Greek koinos – common, often translated in Latin as
communio or communicatio) refers to the nature of the church understood as “people of God’, “body of Christ”, “temple of the Holy Spirit”
and to the multiplicity of local churches belonging to the one universal
church.19
In the New Testament the term koinonia is mentioned 19 times. It
means participation in God’s life through Christ in the Holy Spirit (cf.
2 Cor. 13:14), personal relation between God and people (cf. Acts 2:42;
John 1:3), partaking in the sufferings of Christ (2 Cor. 1:7; Phil. 3:10)
but also in his divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4), sharing of goods among the
poor (Rom. 15:26; 2 Cor. 9:13), etc.20
The JWG affirms that the community of Christians can be called
koinonia as the result of its union with the Triune God through word
and sacrament. The vertical character of the communion between
believers and God enables people to participate in horizontal unity,
that is among themselves. The full koinonia will be realized only in
ultimate union with God in his glory.21
16

Ibidem, 23.

17

Ibidem, 18.

18

Idem, Catholicity and Apostolicity, 2.

19

Idem, The Church: Local and Universal, 5.

20

Ibidem, 6.

21

Ibidem, 7.
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The JWG recalls different statements just mentioned in other dialogical agreements about the koinonia: it “expresses the mystery underlying the various New Testament images of the church” (the Final
Report of the Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission);22
church is “a communion subsisting in a network of local churches”
(the Lutheran-Roman Catholic Commission);23 koinonia “includes
participation in God through Christ in the Spirit by which believers
become adopted children of the same Father and members of the one
body of Christ sharing in the same Spirit” (the Nairobi Report of the
Joint Commission between the Roman Catholic Church and the World
Methodist Council).24
The JWG deals with the issue of the local and universal communion
from an ecumenical perspective. The commission agrees that both
the local and universal church manifests the one holy catholic and
apostolic church confessed by early Christian creeds.25
The local church is a community of baptized believers, in which
“the word of God is preached, the apostolic faith confessed, the sacraments are celebrated, the redemptive work of Christ for the world
is witnessed to, and a ministry of episcopacy exercised by bishops or
other ministers is serving”.26 The problem that exists among Christian
churches concerns the place and the role of the bishop in the local
church. For churches with the “Catholic” tradition of apostolic succession like the Roman Catholic, Orthodox or Anglican Churches, the local
church exists around the bishop, where the Eucharist is celebrated,
and usually belongs to the diocese. For Protestant traditions, the local
church is identified with the local parish or congregation.27
The universal church is the communion of the local churches which
are united in faith, proclaiming the word and celebrating the sacraments, presenting together the same church of God. Every local church
22

The Final Report, in: H. Meyer and L. Vischer (eds.), Growth in Agreement:
Reports and Agreed Statements of Ecumenical Conversations on a World Level
(New York, Paulist Press, and Geneva, WCC, 1984), 65 as cited in: JWG, The
Church: Local and Universal, 10.

23

Facing Unity, 9 as cited in: JWG, The Church: Local and Universal, 10.

24

Towards a Statement on the Church: Report of the Joint Commission Between
the Roman Catholic Church and the World Methodist Council, 1982-1986. Fourth
Series. SPCU Information Service 62 (1986), 209 as cited in: JWG, The Church:
Local and Universal, 10.

25

JWG, The Church: Local and Universal, 12.

26

Ibidem, 15.

27

Ibidem, 15-17.
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enriches the universal church by cultural, social, and liturgical diversity, participating in the one koinonia. The universality of the church
has an ecclesiological, but not organizational dimension, so it doesn’t
mean the sum of the local churches all over the world. The Roman
Catholic and the Orthodox Church represent in their understanding
the universal church, while Reformation and Free Churches have
developed their universal character through membership in national
or regional organizations.28
The JWG also presents the different interpretation of ecclesial communion by the RCC and the WCC. According to the Second Vatican
Council, the unique church “subsists” in the Catholic Church, but
“many elements of sanctification and of truth can be found outside
her visible structure”,29 such as: “the written word of God”; “faith in Theology
of dialogue
Christ and in the Trinity”; “baptism”; “the sacraments”; “the life of
grace”; “faith, hope and charity”; “the interior gifts of the Holy Spirit”;
and “prayer and other spiritual benefits”.30 The document of the JWG
affirms that between the RCC and the non-Catholic communities exists “incomplete”, but growing communion.31 On the other side, the
WCC underlines ecclesial elements which were formulated in the two
statements of the New Delhi (1961) and Nairobi (1975) assemblies: “the
common confession of the apostolic faith”, “mutual recognition of the
apostolicity and catholicity of the other churches and of each other’s
members, sacraments and ministries”; “fellowship in the Eucharist, in
spiritual life and in mission and service in the world”; and “the achievement of mutual fellowship, also in conciliar meetings and decisions”.32
The RCC and the WCC acknowledge that the ecclesial elements
mentioned above in different ways are present in their traditions. The
problem of full communion remains in those churches which don’t
recognize Eucharistic fellowship among themselves. At the same time
the JWG agrees that nowadays it is possible to speak about existing
recognition of imperfect communion which is the result of ecumenical
efforts among the churches through their mutual understanding, respect, common prayers, theological dialogue and service to humanity.

28

Ibidem, 19-20.

29

Lumen Gentium, 8 as cited in: JWG, The Church: Local and Universal, 26.

30

Unitatis redintegratio 3, 20-23 as cited in: JWG, The Church: Local and Universal,
26.

31

JWG, The Church: Local and Universal, 26.

32

Ibidem, 28-31.
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The main commitment for the churches is to restore that koinonia
present in Christian communities before the division.33
The JWG describes issues of the canonical structures in the church,
which allow for different local churches to coexist in communion,
harmony and fidelity to the faith. In the RCC every bishop can carry
out his ministry only in communion with the Bishop of Rome and the
college of bishops. Orthodox bishops have to be in communion with the
head of the synod. Protestant churches have developed presbyteries
and synodical structures to ensure the communion in their churches
and provide the expression of their common faith, cooperation and
witness on the universal level. According to the teaching of the RCC,
the Pope as the successor of Peter is a sign and guarantee of ecclesial
communion among the churches and their communion with Rome.
The JWG underlines that until nowadays the problem of the primacy
of jurisdiction, infallibility and the papal teaching authority remains
an ecumenical problem for non-Catholic churches.34

Unity in the Life and Worship of the Church
According to the JWG teaching, the community of believers takes
its origin from Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit promised by the Lord
was sent on the apostles. This is understood as the beginning of the
church (cf. Acts 1:8). The unity of the church can be rediscovered in
its communion with God. The prayer for unity is a continuation of
Jesus’ prayer that “all may be one” (John 17:21) and is considered as
the soul of the ecumenical movement. 35
In spite of the separations still dividing the churches, Christians can
grow in a spiritual fellowship.36 First of all, they are incorporated into
the Church, the body of Christ, through the sacrament of baptism,
which is fundamental for Christian life.37 Baptism involves Christians
turning away from sin and experiencing the new life in Christ and the
33

Ibidem, 32-34, 38.

34

Ibidem, 42-47.

35

Idem, Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 29, 30, 42.

36

Idem, “Joint Worship at Ecumenical Gatherings” (report), 1, in: Joint Working
Group between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Council of Churches.
First Official Report, in: Information Service 1 (1967), 18-24.

37

Idem, “Ecclesiological and Ecumenical Implications of a Common Baptism”
(study document”), 67 and 111, in: Joint Working Group Between The Roman
Catholic Church and the World Council of Churches, Eighth Report 1999-2005,
(Geneva-Rome: WCC Publications Geneva, 2005), 45-72.
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Holy Spirit.38 All Christians are called to repentance and conversion
that is understood by the JWG as a basis for unity.39
Some churches celebrate the three sacraments of Christian initiation in a way which shows that they belong closely together: baptism,
confirmation and Eucharist, while for others baptism alone is satisfactory to become a member of the church. Still another point represents
churches which understand baptism as a profession of faith in Jesus
Christ. The JWG recognizes the need to develop a common approach
of the churches on the sacraments, their relation to the church, and
the mission of the church.40 An important step towards a common understanding of sacraments was made by the convergent document on
Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (1982), which was appreciated by the
JWG and gives new opportunities for worshipping ecumenically.41 The Theology
of dialogue
convergences which have been achieved are very important steps in
the ecumenical movement, but also further activities should be taken.42
Christian churches pray for one another in a variety of ways. The
JWG between the RCC and the WCC underlines also the necessity to
pray with each other. Prayer takes a central place in Christian identity.
Christians coming from different churches through praising God and
asking for unity in the church become a visible sign of ecumenical
progress already achieved. Various communities in the world, such as
the Chemin Neuf Community, the Focolare Movement, the Community
of Grandchamp, the Iona Community, the Ecumenical Community of
Taizé, the Monastic Community of Bose, and others are examples of
sharing this ecumenical spirituality in their common life.43
The Lord’s Prayer used in private and public worship can be a strong
sign of the unity which is shared among Christians from their baptism
and is advised to be practiced during common ecumenical worship.
Churches can influence each other by sharing their experience of
worship through hymns, canticles, music from the Taizé community,
charismatic and Pentecostal styles of worship, especially regarding
spiritual songs, Psalms prayer, etc.44 Christian unity doesn’t mean
38

Ibidem, 84.

39

Idem, Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 25.

40

Idem, Ecclesiological and Ecumenical Implications of a Common Baptism, 68
and 82.

41

Idem, Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 52.

42

Idem, Ecclesiological and Ecumenical Implications of a Common Baptism, 112.

43

Idem, Be Renewed in the Spirit: the Spiritual Roots of Ecumenism, 44-46, 49.

44

Ibidem, 50-51.
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uniformity, but gives an enriching opportunity of spiritual and cultural
diversity among the churches.45
The JWG recommends to the RCC and the WCC several practical
ecumenical initiatives on their way to unity: the Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity, promoting of the Ecumenical Prayer cycle, common
Bible studies, regular prayer for unity during a worship service, fasting, ecumenical hospitality, pilgrimages, common support of justice,
peace and creation, ecumenical education, etc.46

Common Witness of the Churches
Theology
of dialogue

The JWG between the RCC and the WCC underlines that the missionary character of the church obliges her to proclaim God’s salvation to the world (cf. 1 Jn 1: 1-5), being a visible sign of reconciliation
and love.47 Christ called his disciples to be His witnesses to “the ends
of the earth” (Acts 1:8) and he assured them of his constant presence
(cf. Mt 28, 20), but for centuries due to divisions Christians have not
been a clear sign of the mandate they have received.48 The mission of
the church is directly related to the ecumenical movement, because
the existing divisions contradict the unity in Christ (cf. Jn 17:21).49
A common witness of the churches will be possible only through good
will to forgive past offences.50 Nowadays Christians try to restore lost
communion being aware that indifference, isolation and rivalry are
obstacles to God’s vision of unity.51 Only in growing communion, rooted
in the life of the Trinity, is Christian witness strengthened.52
In the contemporary globalized world Christians are called to make
their contribution to the unity of all humanity, being a seed of hope
in economic, cultural, social or political life.53 As moral witnesses in

45

Ibidem, 12.

46

Ibidem, 77.

47

Idem, “The Challenge of Proselytism and the Calling to Common Witness”
(study document), 7-8, in: Information Service 91 (1996/I-II), 77-83.

48

Idem, “Common Witness and Proselytism” (study document), 1, in: Information
Service 14 (1971/II), 13-23.

49

Idem, The Challenge of Proselytism and the Calling to Common Witness, 9.

50

Idem, Common Witness and Proselytism, 21.

51

Ibidem, 2 and 9.

52

Idem, The Church: Local and Universal, 8.

53

Idem, The Nature and Purpose of Ecumenical Dialogue, 83-84.
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a pluralistic society they need to seek ways of dialogue and collaboration with other communities and people of good will.54
The JWG acknowledges the right of religious freedom, also in Christian witness, of every human person and rejects all forms of religious
violation and intolerance in the world. Churches are encouraged to
promote these principles and apply them in practice through dialogue
and mutual respect, contributing to harmony and peace in society.55
The JWG mentions the following qualities required for Christian witness: a commandment of love (cf. Mt. 22:37 and 39); true inspiration by
the glory of God; the conviction of the Holy Spirit’s action through his
grace and light; respect of humans’ free will and dignity; lack of physical and moral coercion or psychological pressure.56 Common witness
should take place in different social areas: development of the whole Theology
of dialogue
humanity; human rights, religious freedom and peace in the world;
struggle with economic, social and racial injustice; eradication of illiteracy, hunger, alcoholism, prostitution, the traffic in drugs; medical
care, helping victims of natural disasters, etc.57

Conclusion
After analyzing the dialogue documents of the JWG between the
RCC and the WCC dealing with the issue of unity of the church, it
becomes clear that the internal principle of ecclesial communion is
the Trinity, which shows the relationship of mutual love between the
three divine persons of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit as a gift
and a task for the community of believers. The unity of the church is
rooted in the Scriptures. In particular, the dialogue committee of the
JWG emphasizes the high-priestly prayer of Christ and the Lord’s
Prayer, contained in the Gospel, as the basis for the unity of ecclesiological communion. Early Christian koinonia is an example of unity for
which the churches should strive. Although today it is possible to talk
about the existence of an incomplete communion between Christians,
it is necessary to look with hope to the future, when all faithful gather
together for the Eucharist, the foretaste of the heavenly communion.
54

Idem, “The Ecumenical Dialogue on Moral Issues: Potential Sources of Common Witness or of Divisions” (study document), VI.1, in: Information Service
91 (1996/I-II), 83-90.

55

Idem, The Challenge of Proselytism and the Calling to Common Witness, 15-17.

56

Idem, Common Witness and Proselytism, 26b-27.

57

Ibidem, 14.
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Despite the lack of total unity Christians, incorporated into the
church through the sacrament of baptism, already can grow in spiritual community through common prayer and daily life, becoming
a visible sign of achieved progress in the ecumenical movement. And
finally, they are called to overcome existing divisions between them, in
order to be credible witnesses to the unity of the church in the world,
to which they are sent by Christ himself to preach the Good News in
a spirit of reconciliation and love.
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JEDNOŚĆ KOŚCIOŁA W DIALOGU EKUMENICZNYM
POMIĘDZY KOŚCIOŁEM RZYMSKOKATOLICKIM
I ŚWIATOWĄ RADĄ KOŚCIOŁÓW
Jedność Kościoła pozostaje priorytetowym zadaniem dla podzielonych chrześcijan. Wewnętrzną zasadę każdej eklezjalnej komunii stanowi Trójca Święta.
Relacja wzajemnej miłości Ojca, Syna i Ducha Świętego jest darem i zadaniem
dla wspólnoty wierzących. Jedność Kościoła jest zakorzeniona w Piśmie Świętym. Komisja dialogowa w sposób szczególny akcentuje modlitwę arcykapłańską Chrystusa oraz modlitwę Pańską jako bazę biblijną dla działalności
ekumenicznej Kościoła. Wczesnochrześcijańska koinonia jest przykładem
jedności, ku której podzieleni chrześcijanie powinni dążyć. Pomimo braku
pełnej komunii Kościoły i Wspólnoty chrześcijańskie już dzisiaj mogą wzrastać
w duchowej jedności przez modlitwę i codzienne życie, stając się świadkami
pojednania i miłości w podzielonym świecie.
Słowa kluczowe: jedność, Kościół, Wspólna Grupa Robocza, Kościół rzymskokatolicki, Światowa Rada Kościołów.
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Catechism of the Catholic Church:
An Examination of Certain Passages
of the Catechism’s teaching on the
“Mysterium Ecclesiae” from a Philological
and Translational Perspective

The issue regarding whether or not a translation of a text corresponds
to the original has existed since time immemorial. The book of Sirach
speaks of this issue when it says: “Please, read kindly and carefully, and be
forgiving for those places where it would seem to anyone that, despite our
consisten work on the translation, we could not choose the right words”
(Prologue 15-20). In the past quarter of a century, the Church has responded
with great interest to the Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC), which is
revealed by the fact that it has been translated into various languages. Are
there any differences between the first Polish edition of the CCC and its French
“original”? This article attempts to answer this question by examining a few
differences between the Polish and French version of the CCC’s sections on the
Church, specifically numbers 770, 771, and 774. These differences may explain
why people receive and respond differently to the teachings of the Catholic
Church. In order to provide more sound insight, this article also refers to the
Latin text of the CCC, since this is considered the standard within the Church.
In addition, English, Italian and Russian versions of the CCC were also consulted
in the process of conducting a comparative analysis.
Key words: Church, ecclesiology, translation, Catechism of the Catholic Church,
language of theology, semantics, the art of translation.
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Within the history of theology, the twentieth century was a time of
increased and in-depth reflection on issues concerning the doctrine
of the Church. As a result, this period of time was rightly referred to
as the “the age of the Church.”1 Within the field of ecclesiology, Pope
Pius XII’s proclamation of Mystici Corporis2 was an important event.
However, for the purposes of this analysis, a crucial moment in the
age of the Church was the convocation of the Second Vatican Council,
since this council, more than any other, contributed greatly to further
developing and deepending ecclesiological thought. Among all the
documents that have been adopted at the Council, the Lumen Gentium: Dogmatic Constitution on the Church deserves special attention.
Scholars have emphasized that it is the “first official codification of the
Catholic doctrine on the Church in 20 centuries.”3 This document is also
widely discussed in the section decdicated to ecclesiology in the Catetchism of the Catholic Church (CCC), which is often called “conciliar,”
or the “last document of the Second Vatican Council.”4 The CCC was
officially promulgated on December 7, 1992. From the perspective of
the past quarter-century, this work can undoubtedly be counted among
the greatest achievements in the history of the Church at the beginning
of the new millennium. As St. John Paul II emphasized, this document
is the “authoritative compendium of the one and eternal apostolic faith,
which in the Church is kept and taught for centuries and millennia.”5

1

J. N. Dol, Qui est l’Église? Hans Urs von Balthasar et la personalité de l’Église,
in: NRT 117 (1995), p. 376.

2

Although school in Tübingen began the revival of ecclesiology in the early nineteenth century and the Roman school continuated this work, the revival did not
properly flourish until the twentieth century. This ecclesiology was primarily
concerned with ensuring that the Church would be seen alongside its human
dimension, the perfection of socjety, its divine beginnings, and the spiritual and
supernatural community. See Idee przewodnie soborowej konstytucji o Kościele,
Kraków 1971, p. 17-24.

3

S. Nagy, Kościół Ojca, Syna i Ducha Świętego, in: Katechizm Kościoła Katolickiego, ed. M. Rusecki i E. Pudełko, Lublin 1995, p. 115.

4

A. O. Fernandez, Le catéchisme de l’Eglise dans l’histoire, L’Osservatore Romano,
French version (1993), 29, p. 10.

5

Jan Paweł II, Kościół dziękuje Bogu za dar Katechizmu, L’Osservatore Romano
14 (1993), 2, 10 - 11.
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Promulgated 25 years ago, the CCC was a response to the “tendencies to divide and reduce the deposit of faith”6 that appeared and have
continued since that time. The Pope’s primary aim with regard to
the CCC was to promote the inviolability of the deposit of faith: “Every catechism should faithfully and in an orderly manner present the
teaching of the Holy Scriptures, the living Tradition in the Church and
the authentic teaching office, and the spiritual heritage of the fathers,
doctors and saints of the Church to enable better getting to know the
Christian mystery and reviving the faith of the People of God. It must
take into account explanations of the doctrine which the Holy Spirit
pointed to the Church in the course of history.”7 In an era of confusion,
the CCC “has become a ‘real’ gift that presents the truth revealed by
God in and through Christ to whom he has entrusted his Church.”8
Society received the publication of this systematic teaching of the
faith, which is adapted to the needs and outlook of modern man, with
great enthusiasm.9 This universal interest in the new “Catechism” was Catechetics
expressed in the fact that it has been translated into various languages
throughout the world.

Translations of the Catechism of the Catholic Church
Twenty-five years have have passed since the promulgation of the
CCC, which has been translated into approximately fifty languages
and prepared in Braille for the blind. When the text was promulgated
in the Church, the first edition of the CCC, which appeared in French
(Catéchisme de l’Église Catholique), initially served the basis for the
translations the CCC.10 A special Committee for the Catechism of the
6

These tendencies strengthened particular during the postconciliar period. See
the Cardinal J. Ratzinger and Cardinal C. Ruini’s statements contained in:
Katechizm Kościoła Katolickiego. Komentarz, KAI, p. 25-26.

7

FD, p. 7

8

John Paul II, Przemówienie w czasie promulgacji KKK 7 grudnia 1992, in:
J. Królikowski, Powstanie i znaczenie Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego w wypowiedziach papieża Jana Pawła II i kardynała Josepha Ratzingera, Poznań
1997, p. 44.

9

Interest in the CCC was so great that over four million copies were sold in French,
Spanish, and Italian within four months. Cardinal J. Ratzinger believed that
the incredible interest in the CCC was an expression of the faithful’s eagerness to learn what it means to be a Catholic. Cf. J. Jarco, Katechizm Kościoła
Katolickiego. Komentarz, KAI, p. 24.

10

During the initial stages of work related to editing the CCC, the editors began
writing the CCC in Latin. After sending this text to forty consultors, it turned
out that the Latin caused misunderstandings. Instead of presenting the authors’
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Catholic Church was created to, among others things, control and
approve all published translations. On the first anniversary of the
promulgation of the CCC in 1993, the text had been translated into
nine languages within the Church.
The Church in Poland translated the CCC,11 the Commission accepted the official text at the end of October 1994, and the CCC was
solemnly promulgated to Polish society at the cathedral in Warsaw
on March 18, 1995. As you can see, work on the first Polish version of
the CCC translated from French lasted nearly two and a half years.
This slow translation process was undoubtedly dictated by the serious
content of the translated work as well as the differences between Polish and French languages. By nature, the translation of every text is a
difficult task that demands a lot of responsibility. As Czesław Miłosz
pointed out, sometimes, perhaps due to the latter, it is necessary to
review a translation many times “and to consider sometimes impossible to overcome difficulties.” The translator plays an important role
in the translation process, since it is his primary responsibility convey
thoughts of one language in another. Many consider Boeteius to be
the master of translation. As they say, he achieved almost the impossible by intactly conveing his thoughts in one language and translating
them into another languag. Therefore, in order to translate well and
correctly, every translator must meet certain conditions—namely, sufficient knowledge of the original language, thorough knowledge of the
language into which a work is to be translated, and knowledge of the
subject matter. These conditions also apply to those who translate doctrinal texts. The correctness of the translation does not depend solely
on the translator, however. Rather, the secret of a good translation,
meaning the translated text’s compatibility with the original, also lies
in the languages themselves. Despite the fact that each language has its
own mode of expression, sometimes the modes of two languages over
lap, creating a good “area” so to speak to achieve a good translation.12
intentions, it often distorted them. Therefore, they decided to continue work in
a the modern language. French was chosen, since via it the authors were able
to express their thoughts. See J. Ratzinger, C. Schönborn, Wprowadzenie do
Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego, Warszawa 1994, 15-16.; M. Napieralski, O nowym Katechizmie. Wprowadzenie w lekturę Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego,
Poznań 1994, 39-43.
11

The publication of the typical edition the CCC in Latin (on August 15, 1997)
enabled each national edition to have it as a reference. Thanks to the CCC in
Latin, the new edition of the CCC (Second Edition, Pallottinum 2002) in Polish
was adapted to coincide with the Latin edition.

12

Cf. C. Miłosz, Ogród nauk, Lublin 1986, p. 176.
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In the past quarter-century, the CCC has been met with great interest within the Church. In addition, it has become the subject of numerous publications, studies, and articles. However, these studies and
articles primarily discuss the content of the CCC. As yet, no one has
addressed the problem of the differences between the translations of
the CCC. It is worth looking at least at some fragments of the CCC from
the perspection of philology and translation. The following reflection
on the art of translation is only an attempt to outline the problem and
is limited. Are there any differences between the first Polish edition of
the CCC and its French “original” from which the Polish version was
translated? How does this impact the Church’s teachings presented
in the CCC? In order to addres these questions, this analysis considers three passages from the CCC: 770, 771, 774, in both the Polish and
French versions. For a comprehensive insight into the rich source
material, everything has been verified against the Latin text of the
so-called “typical” issue the CCC. Comparing translations agains the Catechetics
English, Italian, and Russian versions of the CCC13 was also very helpful. This analysis is only an attempt to outline the issues at hand. As
such, it neither fully addresses the issues nor presents a full lecture on
ecclesiology, since this has been done already in so many publications
in this field, nor is it a simplified summary of the Catechism’s doctrine
on the Church, since the CCC has already achieved such an aim.

Mysterium Ecclesiae
In the first centuries of Christianity, the Church was understood
as mysterium (fidei)—a mystery of faith. For many, it was the subject
of meditation rather than reflection. This was due primarily to the
constant persecutions against Christians. In such a situation, external
circumstances did not help the Church survive. Therefore, the Church
began to emphasize its divine roots and emphasize God’s work and
the realization of his saving plan. The Bible states that the realization of God’s plan is a mystery (mysterium), which also applies to the

13

For the purposes of this article, to the following editions were referred to: Catéchisme de l’Eglise Catholique, Mame Librairie Editrice Vaticane, Paryż 1992
(hereafter abbreviated as CCCF); Katechizm Kościoła Katolickiego, Poznań
1994 (hereafter abbreviated as CCCP); Catechism of the Catholic Church, London 1994 (hereafter abbreviated as CCCE); Catechismo Della Chiesa Cattolica,
Roma 1993 (hereafter abbreviated as CCCI); Катехизис Католической Церкви,
Moskwa 1996 (hereafter abbreviated as CCCR); and Catechismus Catholicae
Ecclesiae, Roma 1997 (hereafter abbreviated as CCCL).
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Church.14 In this way, the tradition of the first centuries of Christianity
developed an ecclesiology based on the mysterium in the East and the
sacramentum in the West.15 The latter was emphasized because the
notion of a sacrament was weak within the seven rites. However, with
the creation of the technical meaning of “sacramentum” in the twelfth
century, the sacramental approach to the Church developed further.16
It was not until the twentieth century that theology officially returned to the idea of the Church as mysterium. Referring to early
Christian tradition, the Fathers of the Second Vatican Council gave
the first chapter of the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church the title
“The Mystery of the Church.”17 The CCC’s teaching on the doctrine of
the Church comes from “Lumen gentium,” which is why the editors
of the CCC were not indifferent to this issue. Although ecclesiology
develops from the biblical content of “mysterium,” the CCC authors
devoted a separate place to it. In the seven points of the CCC, they
drew attention to basic ecclesiological issues: “The Church - both visible and spiritual,” “The Church - the mystery of men’s union with
God,” and “The universal sacrament of salvation.”18

The Church as a Divine-Human Reality (CCC 770-771)
The editors of the CCC state that the visibile and invisible can been
seen “only through the eyes of faith.”19 The first sentence of CCC 770 of
14

This concept includes the creation of the world and God’s choosing and leading the people of Israel. Christ himself—in his cross and resurrection and his
words and deeds, through which he remainds present among men until the
fulfillment of the Kingdom of God—is the “mysterium.” From this perspective,
the Church is considered a mystery, which is based on the cross and resurrection. The Church can also be called a mystery because she owes her origins
to God himself. Cf. P. Neuner, Eklezjologia - nauka o Kościele. Traktat VII, in:
Podręcznik teologii dogmatycznej, ed. W. Beinert, Kraków 1999,335-336.

15

Cyprian of Carthage contributed to the definition of the Church as a sacrament. He called it “sacramentum unitatis”—the “sacrament of unity.” The
other Church Fathers, among whom is St. Augustine, spoke of the Church as
a sacrament or mystery. Cf. Ibidem, 400-401. More on this topic can be found
in: E. Ozorowski, Kościół. Zarys ekleziologii katolickiej, Wrocław 1984, 33-37,
93-99.; E. Ozorowski, Eucharystia w nauce i praktyce Kościoła katolickiego,
Poznań 1990, 61-65, 179-183.

16

Cf. G. Koch, Sakramentologia. Zbawienie przez sakramenty. Traktat X, in:
Podręcznik teologii dogmatycznej, ed. W. Beinert, Kraków 1999, p. 67.

17

See KK 1.

18

See CCCP 770-776.

19

CCCP 770.
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the French version says: “L’Eglise est dans l’histoire, mais elle la transcende en même temps.” Particularly noteworthy in this formulation
is the French verb “transcender,” which Polish translators translated
using the word “to exceed.”20 In other translations of the CCC, the
same verb was expressed using forms similar to the French form of
the common Latin root, which is the word “transcendere.”21 The concept “transcender” used in the French edition of the CCC is relatively
narrow in its conceptual scope.22 Thanks to this, the word can be used
in limited situations. With regard to the French verb “transcender”
and other words, it is clear that French is an analytic language and so
too is its vocabulary, which is extensively synonymous.23 The verb “to
exceed” used in the Polish version of the CCC, however, is different
than “transcender.” The word itself has is not applicably diverse and
precise. Hence, in this context, the fundamental meaning of the verb
used in the Polish version of the CCC compared to the French verb
“transcender” is much broader. In this sense, because of the analyti- Catechetics
cal nature of the French language, which is very helpful in the field of
science, the French were obliged to use the aforementioned verb in a
strictly defined context. In Polish, the verb “to exceed” can be used in
many different contexts apart from the one referred to by the authors
of the French edition of the CCC.24 In addition, the French verb “transcender,” which is used in CCC 770, is not problematic or questionable
in the Polish translation. This difficulty was mainly due to the fact that
20

In the Polish version this sentence is: “Kościół jest w historii, ale równocześnie
ją przekracza” (CCCP 770).

21

In the Latin, Italian, English language version of the CCC, the French word
“transcender” was also used as a verb: “Ecclesia est in historia, sed eam simul
transcendit” (CCCL 770); “La Chiesa e nella storia, ma nello stesso tempo la
trascende” (CCCI 770); “The Churche is in history, but at the same time she
transcends it” (CCCE 770).

22

As the dictionaries indicate, this meaning of this verb indicates firstly transcending a certain level of cognition (dépasser un certain niveau de connaissance) or the possibility of understanding something (dépasser les possibilités
de l’entendement). Dictionnaire des noms communs, des noms propres, précis
de grammaire, Paris Larousse 1993, p. 671; Dictionnaire du français, Hachette
1987, p.1611.

23

In the Polish-French dictionary, the Polish word “przekraczać” can, depending
on its meaning, be attributed to several specific French words: “franchir, passer,
enjamber, dépasser, outrepasser, transgresser, enfreindre, violer.” Podręczny
słownik polsko-francuski, K. Kupisz, B. Kielski, Warszawa 19939, p. 577.

24

In Polish, the word may appear in various phrases, e.g. “cross the threshold,
trench, river, state border, norm, limit,” etc. Słownik języka polskiego, ed.
M. Szymczak, vol. 2, Warszawa 19927, p. 980.
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Poles do not know the verbal form of the word in its vocabulary.25 As
the Dictionary of Foreign Words indicates, it is possible to express this
concept in Polish using the adjective “transcendental.”26
In the Polish translation of the CCC, however, this word was not
used. Perhaps this is due to the fact that, like the French, the authors
of the Polish text also wanted to use a verbal form. Consequently,
yranslators of the Polish text of the CCC used the transcendent verb
“to exceed.” The Russian translation is similar. However, although they
do not have a verbal form, the Russian translators of the CCC decided
to translate the first sentence from CCC 770 into the adjectival form
“трансцендентна.”27 This solution meant that the Russian translation
is close to the French version as well as to other translations of the
CCC into other languages. Through the use of forms close to the verb
“transcender,” the other translations clarify through their content
Catechetics

25

Perhaps this is the reason why the authors of the French-Polish dictionary
omitted the verb “transcender,” and they only included the adjective form
“transcendant(e)” (this word was mistranslated in the French-Polish dictionary
as transcendental). The authors of the dictionary probably mistook two different
words: transcendent and transcendental. (see Podręczny słownik francuskopolski, K. Kupisz, B. Kielski, Warszawa 19939, p. 860). The dictionary of terms
and philosophical concepts clearly distinguishes between transcendent and
transcendental. See Mały słownik terminów i pojęć filozoficznych, ed. A. Podsiad
i Z. Więckowski, Warszawa 1983, 402-404.

26

“Transcendent - existing outside of something, going beyond something beyond
the reach of experience.” In Kant’s philosophy, this adjective points to what
transcends the limits of consciousness and cognition.” (See Słownik wyrazów
obcych, Warszawa 1978, p.769). Throughout the CCC the word “transcendence”
has been used 3 times (CCCP 697, 1028, 2141) and the adjective form “transcendental” occurs 19 times (CCCP 239, 284, 285, 300, 440, 443, 639, 647, 648, 656,
660, 668, 691, 923, 1929, 2127, 2129, 2245, 2502). In the French version of the
CCC, words are either in the form of a noun “la transcendence” or an adjective
“transcendant(e).” In some cases, the verb “transcender” also appears. As you
can see in the translation of the CCC’s teaching on ecclesiology, Polish translators have used the adjectival form only once. This takes place in CCC 923. In
this instance, there was no problem with translation into Polish because in the
French version of the CCC the same form of “transcendant” was used: “Through
this ceremonial rite (Consecratio virginum)” the virgin becomes a consecrated
person, a transcendent sign of the Church’s love for Christ, eschatological the
image of this heavenly Bride and future life” (CCCP 923); Parque rite solennel
“(Consecratio virginum), la vierge est constituée personne consacrée, signe
transcendant de l’amour de l’Eglise envers le Christ, image eschatologique de
cette Epouse du Ciel et de la vie future” (CCCF 923).

27

The Russian version says: “Церковь пребывает в истории, но в то же время она
трансцендентна по отношению к ней” (CCCR 770). As you can see, this edition,
unlike the other, the French verb “transcender” rendered in an adjective manner “трансцендентна.” See CCCR 770.
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that “transcender” implies going beyond the possibility of knowing
something completely. Although the Church, thanks to its visible
structure, falls can be sensed by man, it still has a divine element,
which transcends human reason’s ability to know it. The Church,
therefore, transcends that in which it participates every day. The
authors of the CCC tried to include this in a statement contained in
Polish: “The Church is in history, but at the same time she transcends
it.” Although legible, the Polish transaltion deviates from the French
version in which the vertical direction has been emphasized by the
verb “transcender.” It shows here that, while being in the world, the
Church is not only of the world, but also above it; in other words, it is
a spiritual reality. Therefore, in order for the Polish to better reflect
what the French emphasized in CCC 770, it would be more appropriate
for the Polish translators to have used “the phrasal verb ‘rise above’”
than the verb “to exceed.”28
As can be seen in CCC 770, the authors succingtly referred to two Catechetics
existing dimensions of the Church: the human and the divine. With
regard to the Second Vatican Council, the editors emphasized the complexity of the Church as a mysterium. In this regard, some might think
that the distinction made between the two dimensions of the Church
is tantamount to its division into the external and internal Church.29
However, in CCC 771, the editors of both language versions dispel these
doubts and defend the unity of the Church.30 They make the reader
aware that although it appears in a visible and spiritual dimension, the
28

CCC 770 would then take read as follows: “The Church is in history, but at the
same time it rises above it. Only with the ‘eyes of faith’ can one see in his visible
reality the spiritual reality that is the carrier of God’s life. Taking the example
of the Russian translation of the CCC, it would be possible to translate the first
sentence using the adjective “transcendent.” Then it should be translated as
follows: “The Church is in history, but at the same time is transcendent to it.”

29

Such a view has already been questioned by Pius XII in the encyclical “On the
Mystical Body of Christ,” which is important in the development of ecclesiology:
“[...] it is clear in what error those who create each other create an invisible and
hidden Church, or even those who they put him on an equal footing with some
visible institution, with a certain system of training and external ordinances,
but without giving life above ground, on the contrary, just as Christ the Lord
is not all as the head and model of the Church, if we see in him only his human
nature, or only nature Divine invisible, but he is one in two natures and in union
with both natures, so it is with His Mystical Body, because the Word of God
took upon itself the human nature, subject to suffering and created a visible
community and gave it the Blood of God Man, that man by visible management
he came to the invisible.” Hereafter abbreviated as MC, 62.

30

Already in the very title preceding this point, editors of the CCC emphasize that
“the Church is simultaneously visible and spiritual.” See the heading before
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Church simultaneously constitutes “one complex reality.”31 In order to
emphasize the unity and indivisibility that appears in the community
that is the Church, the Polish and French editions of the CCC reference here two quotations from the documents from the Second Vatican
Council. The first is a passage from the Dogmatic Constitution on the
Church32 and second from the Sacrosanctum Concilium: Constitution
on the Sacred Liturgy (SC).33 Analysis of the citations used in CCC 771
showed that there were some differences in translation in both the
Polish and French language versions.
To begin, in the first part of CCC 771, which consists of a fragment
taken from the Lumen Gentium: Dogmatic Constitution on the Church
(LG), the Polish version of the CCC summarizes what is visible and
invisible in the Church. In the last sentence, there is an inversion, and
Polish translators state that the Church, which is a “complex reality,”
consists of what is divine and human. The French and Latin texts of
the CCC also speak in the same place about the two elements of the
Church. However, these other versions always start with what is visible in it and end with what is invisible.34 The authors maintain this
arrangement to the end. The French version of CCC 771 ends this
with the statement: “Ces dimensions constituent ensemble «une seule
réalité complexe, faite d’un double élément humain et divin.”35 As as
has been stated already, the sentence above has been translated differently: “These dimensions form one compound reality that fuses with
the divine and human elements.”36 The different word order used here
was probably due to the fact that the translators of the Polish version
of the CCC relied only on the Polish translation of the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church in which the Latin phrase “(...) quae humano
et divino coalescit element”37 was translated as: “... which fuses with the
divine and human elements.” Bearing in mind, then, that, since theology
CCCP 771. In the French version it reads as follows: “L’Eglise - à la fois visible
et spirituelle.” CCCF 771.
31

Cf. CCCP 771; KK 8.

32

KK 8.

33

KL 2.

34

“«société dotée d’organes hiérarchiques et Corps Mystique du Christ; assemblée visible et communauté spirituelle ; Eglise terrestre et Eglise parée de dons
célestes »” (CCCF 771). See also CCCL 771.

35

CCCF 771.

36

CCCP 771.

37

KK 8. Tekst łaciński Konstytucji Dogmatycznej o Kościele, in: Sobór Watykański
II: Dokumenty, Dekrety, Deklaracje. Tekst łacińsko-polski, Paryż 1967, p. 86.
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equates the Church to a sacrament by analogy, the inversion made in
the Polish text of CCC 771 deviates from the existing scheme. Since
the Church is a “kind of sacrament,”38 then it is so precisely because
it is two-dimensional: a visible sign and an invisible reality.39 Like a
sacrament, it can be a “visible sign of invisible reality,”40 and never the
other way around. As with the sacrament, the visible element points
to the second component of the sign, namely its invisible element;
consequently, the Church reaches its spiritual dimension through
its earthly dimension. The authors of the French, Latin, Italian, and
English versions41 of the CCC seem to use the sacramental dimension
of the Church as their point of reference. However, in this regard the
Polish version of the CCC differs. Admittedly, at the beginning of CCC
771, Polish translators follow the French text and maintain the same
word sequence. However, in the last sentence, the Polish text differs
from the original French. The same also applies to the Russian transCatechetics
lation of the CCC.42
In CCC 771, the authors quote SC. It is a kind of addition to the
previous fragment taken from the LG. This can be proved by colon
inserted in between one and the other sentence in the French edition
of the CCC. Unfortunately, this detail was not included in the Polish

38

KK 1.

39

The visible element of the Church consists primarily of: the primacy of the Roman bishop, the power of bishops as successors of the Apostles, clergy, religious,
lay faithful (among them, groups with special supernatural gifts - charismatics).
The visible structure also includes the sacraments (in their external form), and
the Sacrifice of the Mass. The divine element of the Church is above all the Holy
Spirit, who unites the Church with the Father and the Son, and is the Giver of
all gifts. An important element of the invisible structure is Jesus Christ who, as
Head, guides the Church and unites all believers. Mary is included among the
supernatural elements of the Church. In addition, there is sanctifying grace,
theological virtues, the gifts of the Holy Spirit, and the efficacious grace. Cf.
J. Misiurek, Misterium Kościoła, in: Kościół na upadek i powstanie wielu, ed.
J. Misiurek A. J. Nowak W. Słomka, Lublin 1996, Homo meditans 17, p. 10.

40

Cf. KL 33.

41

“Hae dimensiones simul «unam realitatem complexam efformant, quae humano
et divino coalescit elemento»” (CCCL 771); “Queste dimensioni «formano una
sola complessa realta risultante di un elemento umano e di un elemento divino»”
(CCCI 771). Taken together, these dimensions constitute “one complex reality
which comes together from a human and a divine element” (CCCE 771).

42

We can read: “Эти измерения вместе составляют «одну сложную реальнось,
состоящую из двойного, Божественного и человеческого начала»” CCCR 771.
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version of the CCC.43 This next quotation from the conciliar documents
follows the previously established sequence indicating the essence of
the Church. Here, when the two-dimensionality of the Church is being
described here, the human dimension is referred to first, and then the
divine dimension just as it is initially set forth.44
Furthermore, there is a verbal distinction in CCC 771. Specifically,
in the French and Polish passage outlined in the SC, respectively, the
French adjective “étrangère”45 and the Polish word “pilgriming” are
used. Both words were used in the same context (in relation to the
Church) by the respective editors of the CCC. In the French text states:
“Il appartient en propre à l’Eglise d’être à la fois humaine et divine,
visible et riche de réalités invisibles, fervente dans l’action et occupée à
la contemplation, présente dans le monde et pourtant étrangère.”46 The
above sentence shows that the editors of the French version of the
CCC employ a very different combination of words in order to emphasize the human and divine dimension of the Church. Hence, they the
translation “présente dans le monde,” which, translated into Polish,
was “present in the world,” was opposed by the adjective “étrangère.”
According to the context of the text and the dictionaries’ indication,
the word “étrangère” would probably have been best translated as
“foreign.”47 With regard to this same number, the editors of the Polish version choose the adjective “pilgriming,” which is commonly and
43

Only translators of the English version of the CCC noticed this detail and
included it in their translation. CCCE 771.

44

“‘It is the essence of the Church that’ she is ... human and at the same time divine, visible and equipped with invisible goods, zealous in action and devoted
to contemplation, present in the world, but still a pilgrim, all of these properties
in a way, that what is human is subordinated to God and directed to God, visible to the invisible, active life to contemplation, and what is temporal – to the
future city that we seek’” CCCP 771; KL 2.

45

It is the equivalent of the Polish word “foreign.” Cf. Wielki słownik francuskopolski, vol. 1, Warszawa 1980, (etrangère), p. 628.

46

CCCF 771.

47

The adjective “foreign” is used every day in the sense of: “not belonging to any
circle of people, matters, things.” Słownik języka polskiego, ed. M. Szymczak,
vol. 2, Warszawa 19927, (obcy), p. 407. In the New Testament, “foreign” denotes
the spiritual attitude of a Christian who regarded himself as a foreigner on earth,
a man who did not have a permanent home in a figurative sense (2 Cor 5: 1n)
and was taken into account not only because of the fact that the land belonged
exclusively to God, but also that Christians considered themselves citizens of
the heavenly homeland. See A. Darrieutort, Cudzoziemiec, in: Słownik teologii
biblijnej, ed. X. L. Dufour, Poznań – Warszawa 1982, p. 173.; D. B. Bratcher,
Obcy, in: Encyklopedia Biblijna, ed. P. J. Achtemeier, Warszawa 1999, p. 854.
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primarily related to the activity of “traversing to places of worship.”48
As is evident in both languages, these words are essentially different
in their content. The French word more directly and clearly indicates
to the reader that, although the Church is present in the world, it
simultaneously transcends the world and does not belong to it. The
essence of the Polish word does not indicate the simultaneous “alienation” or distance between the Church and the world as the French
word “étrangère” implies. On the contrary, the word “pilgriming” used
in the Polish text, which is a subsequent reinterpretation the meaning
of the Latin word “peregrine,”49 may mean the opposite. In the Polish
translation of the CCC, calling the Church a “pilgriming” points, for
example, to its earthly character and to the fact that the Church “has
the form of this passing world and exists among creatures.”50 As you
can see, such a reading of this passage would completely contradict the
editors’ basic thoughts contained in CCC 771. Therefore, in order to
avoid such a situation, the French word “etrangère” should be trans- Catechetics
lated literally just as it was in the Russian version of the CCC.51 This
passage could have then been translated as: “The essence of the Church
is that it is ... human and at the same time divine, visible and equipped
with invisible goods, passionate in action and devoted to contemplation,
present in the world, and yet not belonging to it (...).”52
48

Cf. Słownik języka polskiego, ed. M. Szymczak, vol. 2, Warszawa 19927, (pielgrzymowanie, pielgrzym, pielgrzymi, pielgrzymka, pielgrzymować, pielgrzymowanie), p. 650.

49

In the typical CCC edition, the French word was s “peregrine” (CCCL 771). In
the literal sense - as the dictionaries state, this word means: “foreign,” (Słownik
łacińsko-polski, ed. M. Plezia, vol. 4, Warszawa 1974, (peregrinus), p. 89; Słownik
łacińsko-polski, ed. K. Kumaniecki, Warszawa 199018, p. 361; Słownik kościelny
łacińsko-polski, ed. A. Jougan, Miejsce Piastowe 19482, p. 445. The basic meaning of this word seems closer to the French “etrangère” than to the Polish word
“pilgrimage,” although the Latin form is the basis for the French noun “pelerine”
and its Polish equivalent “pilgrim” (by borrowing from the German “Pilgrim”.
A. Brückner, Słownik etymologiczny języka polskiego, Warszawa 1974, s. 408)

50

KK 48.

51

Here, Russian translators do not use the word “паломник,” which would be
related to the Polish world “pilgrim.” In the text we see the word “странник” [a
person who has no place].

52

In the above excerpt, the Polish translation of the French phrase “et pourtant”
was also changed into “and yet”. In this form, the phrase seems to fit more
closely with the style of the whole passage from the Sacrosanctum Concilium:
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy quoted in this section. In addition, the French
“et” is more often used as Polish “and.” and in conjunction with “pourtant,”
whose synonyms are “cepandant,” “toutefois” and “néanmoins,” the more so.
Also, the typical CCC edition here uses a similar “et tamen” assembly, which
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The Church as a Sacrament (CCC 774)
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In the first point of LG, the Second Vatican Coucil stated that “the
Church is a sort of sacrament.”53 This analogy also appeared in some
other conciliar.54 In addition, the authors of the CCC also devoted their
attention to this issue. They teach the doctrine of the sacramentality
of the Church in three separate points within the framework of catechetical ecclesiology. At the very beginning of CCC 774, the editors
did not approximate and explain to the reader the terminology applied
to the Church in this regard. Among it, apart from the Latin word
“sacramentum,” there also appeared the Greek “μυστήριον”55 as well
as its Latin form “mysterium.”56 The French version of the CCC used
both words almost exactly (sacrement, mystère). In the Polish edition
of the CCC, the translation was slightly different and concerned the
translation of the Latin “mysterium.” Most often, in religious texts
the word is most often translated into Polish using the noun “mystery
can be translated as “and yet”. The word “tuttavia,” which is used in the Italian
version of the CCC, has the same meaning, although in literary language this
word is typically translated into the Polish as “constantly” and “incessantly.”
Wielki słownik francusko-polski, vol. 2, Warszawa 1982, (pourtant), p. 378; ibidem, (néanmoins), p.138; Słownik łacińsko-polski, ed. M. Plezia, vol. 5, Warszawa
1979, (tamen), p. 336; Podręczny słownik włosko-polski, ed. W. Meisels, vol. 2,
Warszawa 1986, (tuttavia), p. 610.
53

“Cum autem Ecclesia sit in Christo velum sacramentum seu signum et instrumentum intimae cum Deo unionis (...).” KK 1. The use of the Latin expression
“veluit” in this case indicates that the Council Fathers “did not use this terminology hastily,” but rather prudently and catiously. Cf. P. Neuner, Ecclesiology
- teaching about the Church. Treaty VII, in: A Guide to Dogmatic Theology, ed.
W. Beinert, Kraków 1999, p. 403.

54

See Konstytucja o Świętej Liturgii (KL) 5, 26; Dekret o działalności misyjnej
Kościoła (DM) 1, 5; Konstytucja duszpasterska o Kościele w świecie współczesnym
(KDK) 42, 45; Konstytucja dogmatyczna o Kościele (KK) 1, 9, 48, 59.

55

According to K. Hola, the Greek word “μυστήριον, played an important role in
the history of Christian theology. In Christian literature it was translated intothe
Latin word “sacramentum,” which later became a technical theological term for
marking the event of salvation which we call a sacrament in today’s language.”
K. Hola, Translation of the mysterion in Latin translations of the Bible, in: RBL
1982 No. 3, p. 345.

56

The term “comes from the Greek word ‘myein’ which means to close your
mouth, squint your eyes, do something mysterious. In the pagan world, the noun
‘μυστήριον’ was used to describe religious rites, magical activities. This expression had a richer meaning in the Scriptures. According to J. Salij, the biblical
theologian, “mystery” is Saint Paul, to whom the word appears 21 times. It is
used primarily to describe God’s saving love for the people revealed in Jesus
Christ.” See J. Salij, Tajemnica, in: Katolicyzm A-Z, Poznań 19974, p.368.
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[tajemnica].”57 Similar usages can be observed in the Polish translation of CCC’s section on ecclesiology. In other words, in most cases,
the Polish translation used the word “mystery,” wherever the French
translation used the noun “mystère.”58 The translation of this French
word in this, and not other, instances, is insufficient, even when the
French-Polish dictionaries suggest that this be done.59 The Polish word
“mystery” used in the context of the Church does not fully reflect the
meaning of the French noun “mystère,” which derives from the Latin
word “mysterium.”60 According to the theological meaning of the word,
it follows that its scope entails both the plane of being and cognition. It
indicates the way God gives himself to man.61 The basic and common
meaning of the Polish words “mystery” points to something completely
different.62 The meaning of the word “mystery [tajemnica]” is not as
57

A classic and daily example of such a translation is the Memorial Acclamation
in the Liturgy of the Eucharist. There, the Latin term “mysterium” was trans- Catechetics
lated as”mystery” (The Mystery of Faith). In this respect, the Polish translation
became similar only to the German translation (Geheimnis des Glaubens) and
the Russian translation (Тайна веры). In other languages, the phrase “mysterium
fidei” was translated literally (Il est grand, le mystère de la fois; Mistero della
fede; Let us proclaim the mystery of faith). In Spanish, the translation refers to
the Latin “sacramentum” (Éste es el Sacramento de nuestra fe.) See Obrzędy
Mszy św. w ośmiu językach, Warsaw 1993, 24-25.

58

In the French text of CCC’s teaching on ecclesiology, the word “mystère” appears approximately 31 times. However, only in 8 cases has it been translated
into Polish using the Polish version of the “mystery.” See CCCP 772, 778, 963
(twice), 972, 973. In other places of the CCC, the same translation applies, among
others, to those points where, for example, the mystery of Christ is mentioned
(e.g., CCCP 80, 90,280, 389,737, 1066, 1075, 1092, 1109) or the Paschal Mystery
(e.g., CCCP 444, 542, 571, 618, 638, 654, 1076).

59

See Podręczny słownik francusko-polski, K. Kupisz, B. Kielski, Warszawa 19939,
(mystère), p. 537; Wielki słownik francusko-polski, vol. 2, Warszawa 1982, (mystère), p. 128.

60

The encyclopedia “Larousse Universel” defines the word “mystère” as follows: “(...) une vérité innaccesible a la raison, que les fidèles doivent croire sur
le témoignage de Dieu qui l’a révélée. Les principaux mystères de la religion
chrétienne concernent la nature intime de Dieu, ou ses relation surnaturelles
avec l’humanité (...).” Larousse Universel, vol. 2, Paris 19 (mystère), 277-278.

61

Cf. E. Ozorowski, Eucharystia w nauce i praktyce Kościoła katolickiego, Poznań
1990, p. 95.

62

The Polish Dictionary says that “the thing (case, fact, message) is called a secret,
which should not be announced, which should not come to light (...).” So you can
talk about the secrets of correspondence, medical secrets, business secrets. This
concept may also have a religious meaning. The authors of the Dictionary mention the word “secret” them in the context of the Sacrament of Reconciliation
(the Seal of the Confessional). Here, the term “mystery” is identified with “the
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rich as the French word “mystère,” since the Polish word emphasizes
“logical and cognitive order.”63 Moreover, from the very statement of
meaning of both concepts, the difference is clearly visible. The word
“mystery” in Polish vocabulary is characterized by a wider “semantic
field” and has a more secular overtones than a theological ones. The
word can be used in many different circumstances. By its very nature,
the word “ mystery [tajemnica]” is so “flexible” that it can simply take
on a different meaning depending on the context in which it is used.
Basically, in Polish the meaning of the word “mystery” is closer to the
French noun “secret.”64 Before, the word “secret” was by the authors
of the French edition of the CCC in several places when referring to
what Poles calls the “seal of confession” and “professional secret.”65
Therefore, in order to faithfully reflect the theological meaning of the
French word “mystère,” it is necessary to translate it into Polish as
“mystery,” not “secret.” The French word implies the essence of things
in a deeper way and more comprehensively, even though it sounds
strange to the Polish ear. In CCC 772, the authors of the Polish translation of the teaching on the Church subtitled “The Church – mystery
of men’s union with God” shows that the authors appeared to be
aware of the correctness of such a translation. In the French version,
the word “mysterium” is translated literally according to the word
confessor’s obligation not to tell anyone or make use of any information that he
has heard from the penitent.” Słownik języka polskiego, ed. M. Szymczak, vol.
3, Warszawa 19927, p. 472.
63

This word refers to “the fact that something exists, but one cannot say what it
is. You can have a secret, betray a secret or keep it, let someone keep a secret
or defend it (...).” E. Ozorowski, Kościół. Zarys eklezjologii katolickiej, Wrocław
1984, p. 34.

64

In French, the noun basically indicates: “Ce qui doit être caché: confier un
secret (..) Secret d’État, chose dont la divulgation nuirait aux intérêts du pays.
Secret professionnel, interdiction légale de divulguer un secret dont on a eu
connaissance dans l’exercice de ses fonctions.” Dictionnaire des noms communs,
des noms propres, précis de grammaire, Paryż Larousse 1993, (secret), 605-606.;
Cf. Dictionnaire du français, Hachette 1987, (secret), p.1445.

65

“Le secret du sacrement de réconciliation est sacré, et ne peut pas être trahi sous
aucun prétexte” (CCCF 2490). Les secrets professionnels - détenus par exemple
par des hommes politiques, des militaires, des médecins, des juristes- (...) doivent
être gardé …” (CCCF 2491). “La véracité observe un juste milieu entre ce qui
doit être exprimé, et le secret qui doit être gardé” (CCCF 2469). Moreover, this
term also appeared in an adjectival form in the ecclesiological part of the CCC:
“Que ce témoignage soit public, comme dans l’état religieux, ou plus discret,
ou même secret, la venue du Christ demeure pour tous les consacrés l’origine
et l’Orient de leur vie” (CCCF 933). It was translated into Polish as “ukryty”
(CCCP 933).
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“misterium,”66 in the third part of the first paragraph of the CCC on
ecclesiology, known in the French version as “Le mystère de l’Église,”
which is the heading that precedes CCC 772 “L’Église – mystère de
l’union des hommes avec Dieu,” and the phrase “les saints mystères”
from CCC 774 as well as the phrase “mystère de salut” in CCC 778.
However, in other cases, the concern for the correct translation of the
French word “mystère” seems to have been overlooked. The Polish
translation’s attachment to the “wrong form”67 seems to be very strong.
This is especially visible in CCC 772 and 773,68 where, in order to avoid
ambiguity, the translators did not even put next to the Polish word
“secret” a noun that would phonetically resemble the proper word in
Latin.69 In this respect, the Polish version of the CCC is inconsistent
in its translation of the French word “mystère.” The Italian or English
versions of the CCC do not present such a problem.70
With regard to the same point in the CCC, comparative studies of
the Polish and French versions of the work also showed that some Catechetics
Polish translations made additions that w ere impossible to overlook.
Specifically, these additions were made to a quote from St. Augustine’s Letters, which appears in CCC 774. The French text “Il n’y a
pas d’autre mystère que le Christ” has been translated into Polish as,
“There is no other Mystery of God than Christ.” After combining these
two texts, the discrepancy is clearly evident. Apart from the fact that
the French word “mystère” is not fully captured in the Polish word
“mystery,” a certain detail of a strictly grammatical nature appears in
66

See CCCP 770, 772, 774, 778.

67

In this way, the “Mały słownik teologiczny” defines the word “secret” in the
sense of natural cognition in contrast to the mystery which is assigned to “a
religious act as such.” According to the editors of the Dictionary, “the secret
[mystery] is a significant and lasting perspective of all reality in the sense that it
as a whole (and therefore infinite) becomes present to the finite, created spirit in
its essential openness to the infinite.” See Mały słownik teologiczny, K. Rahner,
H. Vorgrimler, Warszawa 1987, (tajemnica), kol. 461.

68

The French word “mystère,” which appears six times in these points has never
been translated as a “mystery” but as a “secret.” See CCCF 772 and CCCP 772;
CCCF 773 and CCCP 773.

69

Polish editors of the CCC decided to make such a specification in only one instance—namely, in CCC 774. (“In this sense, Christ Himself is” the Mystery of
the of salvation (...)” (CCCP 774).

70

The editors of the Russian translation were worse off than the Polish translators
because it was more difficult for them to translate the French noun “mystère,”
since the word is unknown in Russian vocabulary. Therefore, they had to use
the word “тайна,” which, like in Polish, is not the same as the Latin “mysterium.”
See CCCR 770, 772, 773, 774, 778.
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this sentence; the editors use of the Polish noun “God” complemented
the meaning of the word “mystery.” In the French edition of the CCC,
they omit this detail. In this text in French, the noun “Dieu” is not used
as a so-called qualifier in the same way that the Polish “God [Bog(a)]”
is used as a qualifier.71 This raises the issue as to whether the Polish
use of a qualifier departs from the meaning of the original in French
or whether it complements it. A typical edition of the CCC reveals,
however, that the Polish translation is legitimate. In the Latin version,
the text reads: “Non est enim aliud Dei mysterium nisi Christus.” Here,
the word “God [Dei]” is present and reveals that the Polish translation
undoubtedly corresponds to St. Augustine’s thought and the teaching
on the sacramentality of the Church.
Thanks to the Polish translation, it is clear that this mystery transcends all other mysteries and that God himself, who is Christ, is the
proper “mystery.” Unfortunately, the French edition did not add the
same emphasis. If, therefore, the translators of the Polish version of
the CCC strictly followed the original French text, they would have
risked repeating the same inaccuracy. The Russian translators followed
the French translation of point 774 extremely closely.72 One might ask
where the Polish translators throught to add to the quotation from St.
Augustine. Based on what text did they decide to follow through with
this idea to add to point 774 of the CCC. The answer to the question
is undoubtedly connected with the next difference that both texts of
the CCC exhibit with regard to the point of interest.
In the Polish translation of the CCC, the translation of the quote by
St. Augustine is accompanied by the Latin version.73 In the French
edition, however, the editors did not include the Latin version.74 This
reveals, therefore, that the Polish translation of this point of the CCC
had to be based on an additional text, rather than on the initiative of
the translators themselves. In this regard, the translators could have
71

In this respect, the English and Italian translations are compatibility with the
Polish translation: “For there is no other mystery of God, except Christ” (CCCE
774) and “Non c’è altro Mistero di Dio, se non Cristo” (CCCI 774).

72

In their first translation of the CCC, the Russian translators followed the French
text very faithfully. This is evident on the basis of the problem raised here with
the Latin phrase “Dei mysterium.” In CCCR 774 it reads: “- нет иной тайна кроме
Христа.” As you can see, it is an exact copy of the French version of the CCC.

73

The passage from St. Augustine’s Letter was in the Polish text of the CCC was
preceded by its Latin version: “Non est enim aliud Dei mysterium nisi Christus.”
See CCCP 774.

74

The absence of the Latin text in CCC 774 is also characteristic of the English
and Russian translations.
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referred to the Italian translation of the CCC when working on point
774, since the Italian version also contains the Latin version of the
quotation from St. Augustine.75 Another hint that Polish translators
could have referred to the Italian translation of the CCC is the fact
that a comma is present in the quotation of St. Augustine in Latin in
both editions that is not found in other translations. More specifically,
in both versions of the text, a comma precedes the Latin word “nisi,”
when in the typical version it does not appear at all. In this sense, then,
it is clear that the Polish translation in this instance is more accurate
than French and, moreover, closer to the Latin translation of the CCC.
If the authors of the French writers of the CCC, like the Italian and
Polish translators, had published a Latin quote in their edition, then
it would have been more likely that the text could have been verified,
and thus the omissions mentioned here could have been avoided.

Conclusion
It is not surprising that discrepanices exist between the Polish
translation of the CCC and other translations. In fact, the well-known
Italian saying “traduttore - traditore,” or perhaps a somewhat milder
statement of Jan Leopolita: “It is difficult to speak one language in
another language,”76 confirm that it is difficult to completely capture
the essence and content of a text or language in translation. The art of
translation is difficult. By its nature, it requires that translators exert a
persistent and zealous effort to do their job well. Taking into account
the doctrinal nature of the text and length of the CCC, it is very likely
that difficulties that the translators encountered were greater than
those of the average translator. The analysis of selected texts on the
Church in the Polish and French versions of the CCC from the perspectives of philology and translation confirms the need for continuous comparative studies of translated theological texts. In theology,
these studies are particularly important because it is a science that
is based primarily on the Word of God expressed and transmitted in
human language. Perceiving linguistic differences makes it possible
to better understand the content of these texts, more deeply probe
their meaning, and see more clearly how the Word of God works in
different linguistic conditions, specific social contexts, intellectual
75

“Non est enim aliud Dei mysterium nisi Christus” – “Non v’è altro Mistero di
Dio, se non Cristo” (CCCI 774).

76

E. Balcerzan, Pisarze polscy o sztuce przekładu (1440-1975). Antologia, Poznań
1975, p. 89.
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environments, or cultural traditions. Some of these conditions stem
from the very nature of a given language such as, for example, Polish
and French. In Polish, not everything can be expressed in the same
way as in French and vice versa. Differences in the translation of the
CCC reveal that translations do not always directly correspond with
original texts. Sometimes they enrich them and sometimes they poorly
express what the content, meaning, and sense of the original text. In
addition, translations do not exhaust the interpretative potential of
the original text, hence the process of searching for the meaning of
the original never really ends. The translation of every work conveys
whether a translator (mis)understood the text. Given the multitude of
translators, it is not surprise that the art of translation entails better
and worse translations.
Catechetics

FRANCUSKA I POLSKA WERSJA KATECHIZMU
KOŚCIOŁA KATOLICKIEGO. FILOLOGICZNA
I TRANSLATORSKA PRÓBA SPOJRZENIA NA NIEKTÓRE
WYBRANE ZAGADNIENIA Z KATECHIZMOWEGO
WYKŁADU WIARY O „MYSTERIUM ECCLESIAE”.
Problem zgodności przekładu z oryginałem jest zagadnieniem sięgającym
niepamiętnych czasów i wciąż aktualnym. Świadczyć o tym może już mowa
mędrca Pańskiego z Księgi Syracha: „Proszę więc z życzliwością i uwagą zabierać się do czytania, a wybaczyć w tych miejscach, gdzie by się komu wydawać
mogło, że mimo naszej usilnej pracy nad tłumaczeniem, nie mogliśmy dobrać
odpowiedniego wyrażenia” (Syr. Prolog, 15-20). Jako że Katechizm w ciągu
minionego ćwierćwiecza spotkał się w Kościele z dużym zainteresowaniem
dokonywano jego przekładu na różne języki. Czy istnieją różnice między
pierwszym polskim wydaniem KKK a jego francuskim „oryginałem”? Niniejszy
artykuł jest próbą odpowiedzi na postawione pytanie i ogranicza się wyłącznie
do niektórych odnalezionych różnic w wersji polskiej i francuskiej KKK, jakie
pojawiają się w „katechizmowej eklezjologii”, a które mogą mieć wpływ na odbiór treści, płynących z nauki o Kościele. Artykuł w poczynionej refleksji bazuje
generalnie na trzech punktach z KKK (770, 771, 774). Dla całościowego wglądu
w bogaty materiał źródłowy wszystko zostało zweryfikowane z tekstem łacińskim tzw. wydania typicznego KKK. Wielką pomocą dla analizy porównawczej
tłumaczeń było także odwołanie się do tekstu angielskiego, włoskiego, a także
rosyjskiej wersji Katechizmu.
Słowa kluczowe: Kościół, eklezjologia, tłumaczenie, Katechizm Kościoła Katolickiego, język teologii, semantyka, sztuka przekładu.
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Humanistic paradigm in the
research on studying

In the course of changes taking place in the higher education, particularly in
the situation of creating the education orientated to the student, a need to do
a thorough analysis of the process of studying appears. In the proposed text I
would like to present the significance of theoretical and empirical reflection on
the process of studying. I am going to outline a theoretical context of research
being placed in the current of the humanistic paradigm and a research project
according to the assumptions of humanistic methodological knowledge.
Key words: studying, student, higher education, humanistic paradigm, methodological orientation.

Some terms and theoretical basis
The changes taking place in higher education relating to the implementation of the Bologna Process lead to the student-oriented university education. The student and his/her activity, commonly called
studying becomes the centre of interest.
In the Dictionary of the Polish Language, there is no term ‘studying’,
there is the term: to study, which means:
to study at university; to get to know thoroughly, to examine something;
to familiarize oneself with something by watching something carefully
or reading something1.

According to the Dictionary of Pedagogy,
1

Słownik Języka Polskiego, http://sjp.pwn.pl.
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studying (Latin: stadium- examining, learning) learning at higher
level – beginning from the first years at university – with the utmost
participation of one’s own initiative and independence2.

According to Józef Półturzycki, “studying is independent gaining of
knowledge in the forms of classes organized by university”3.
Franciszek Bereźnicki writes
studying as a specific form of activity requires a large degree of independence. (...) – independence expressed by elements of one’s own
search for appropriate knowledge, transforming it in a creative way,
and even conducting research. A significant feature that makes studying different from learning is intellectual independence during gaining
and using knowledge4.

Student’s independence and activity are stressed in definitions of
the term ‘studying’. Cognitive independence is, according to Stanisław
Palka,
a complex of interconnected skills of solving research problems (formulating problems, designing research, analyzing and interpreting its
results), and also selecting sources and storing information relating to
a new problem (analyzing the contents of specialist literature, journal
articles, radio and television programmes and others)5.

Miscellanea

According to Maria Czerepaniak-Walczak6, studying is developing
critical competences, independence in search of new solutions, resolving ethical dilemmas. Studying is conducting research, developing new
projects, discovering new interdisciplinary spheres.
For the purposes of the presented study, it can be assumed that
studying is the independent gaining/constructing of knowledge,
acquiring skills and forming all sorts of competences, and above all
critical, creative competences, and shaping the system of values, attitudes and beliefs. Studying is the process of independent care of full
personal development of the student.
2

W. Okoń, Nowy słownik pedagogiczny, PWN, Warszawa 1992, p. 196.

3

J. Półturzycki, Jak studiować zaocznie. Poradnik metodyczny, Wydawnictwo
Naukowe NOVUM, Płock 2001, p. 7.

4

Bereźnicki, Zagadnienia dydaktyki szkoły wyższej, Wydawnictwo OR TWP,
Szczecin 2009, p. 106.

5

S. Palka, Pedagogika w stanie tworzenia, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego, Kraków 1999.

6

M. Czerepaniak-Walczak, Uczenie się czy studiowanie? Niektóre aspekty procesu
bolońskiego, in: K. Jaskot (ed.), Wprowadzenie do pedagogiki szkoły wyższej,
Oficyna IN PLUS, Szczecin 2006.
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On the basis of the way that man is understood, the approach to the
process of gaining and presenting knowledge, at least four modes of
studying can be distinguished:
–– studying as acquiring knowledge (man machine, objective
knowledge)
–– studying as constructing knowledge and negotiating meanings
(man constructor, subjective knowledge)
–– studying as realization of individual potential, self-realization
(autonomous man, subjective knowledge)
–– studying as releasing and changing social reality (man de-constructor, subjective knowledge)
The inspiration for distinguishing the above strategies of studying
comes from a study concerning paradigms in teaching7, and particularly paradigms of teaching students, that is paradigms of academic
teaching8.
The education orientated to the student results above all from
the foundations of humanistic psychology9, according to which it is
possible to explain studying as fulfilling the individual potential, the
self-realization of the student. The process of studying consists in the Miscellanea
activity, personal commitment of the entire person. The student reveals his own interests, abilities, possibilities (his own potential). He
formulates his own programme of studying or seeks help. He makes
the choice of his own way of learning with the full awareness of bearing responsibility and consequences of taken decisions. In the process
of studying according to the humanistic paradigm, the student on his
own determines the area of his activity (defines learning objectives), establishes the programme of learning (decides on the content), designs
his own education environment (he selects methods and means, he
establishes forms of the organization of his classes), and also carries out
self-control and self-assessment. The main activities of the process of
studying include: discovering, perceiving, understanding, interpreting,
acting. The assessment of the learning process can be made only by
the studying person who is aware of his own needs and who can judge
whether the taken actions led to fulfilling them. The portrait of the
7

D. Klus-Stańska, Dydaktyka wobec chaosu pojęć i zdarzeń, Wydawnictwo Akademickie „Żak”, Warszawa 2010.

8

A. Sajdak, Paradygmaty kształcenia studentów i wspierania rozwoju nauczycieli
akademickich. Teoretyczne podstawy dydaktyki akademickiej, Impuls, Kraków
2013.

9

C. Rogers, Sposób bycia w świecie, trans. M. Karpiński, Rebis, Poznań 2002;
A. Maslow, Motywacja i osobowość, trans. J. Radzicki, (ed.) T. Rzepa, PWN,
Warszawa 2006.
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autonomous man drawn by representatives of humanistic theories in
the version of the person functioning fully10 or the mature personality11
requires constant care for the individual development. Man created
in accordance with humanistic theories is open to experience, he has
confidence in his own powers and possibilities, he fulfils himself in
contacts with other people.
According to the assumptions of humanistic paradigm, the process
of studying can be supported by different people who will be creating the appropriate climate and will be offering help at all stages of
student’s activity.

The need of research on studying

Miscellanea

Due to the changes taking place in higher education, there is a need
to identify the essence and course of studying, the level of students’
learning awareness. The introduction of the National Qualifications
Framework at university and design of teaching programmes will be
successful if the main participants of the process of academic education, that is students are included in the process of changes. Students’
knowledge, understanding and commitment to the implementation
of the National Qualifications Framework ensures the achievement
of outcomes, which are used to describe the teaching programme in
a specific field. It is important to identify students’ knowledge of the
National Qualifications Framework and their commitment to achieving learning outcomes.
Working out a theory of studying, according to which the student
aspires to the individual development is a real necessity. The research
also should strive to develop practical guidelines for students oriented
to achieving high results, to shape the awareness and to increase
the involvement of students in the process of studying. The research
should allow for defining proposals for academic teachers aimed at
raising the level of education quality in the higher education institution
and, in particular, should allow for increasing a positive motivation of
students for self-study and the achievement of learning outcomes as
well as supporting students in their personal development.
Very important argument in support of the need for raising the issue of studying is the worrying situation of a low level of education at
10

C. Rogers, Sposób bycia..., op. cit.

11

A. H. Maslow, Motywacja i ...op. cit.; Allportowska psychologia jednostki, in:
C. S. Hall, G. Lindzey, Teorie osobowości, PWN, Warszawa 2001, p. 404 and the
following.
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university. Many actions are taken to improve the quality of academic
education. Most of them concern organizational solutions, the activity of academic teachers. I notice a lack of students’ commitment to
the implementation of changes at university and inclusion in the activities aimed at improving the level of education quality. I think that
the education quality at university depends largely on the students’
commitment, the quality of their work and the quality of the process
of studying.
The presented research project was shaped under the influence of
my previous constant research conducted among students. I would
like to refer to my latest research pertaining to students’ knowledge
about changes taking place in higher education, resulting from the
implementation of the Bologne Process12. I attempted to identify students’ opinion of the changes taking place in higher education, define
their level of knowledge with regard to the changes.
The conducted research indicates that students’ knowledge about
the changes is at medium level and does not depend on the respondents’ field of studies, year, level or mode of studies13. Besides, over
half of the respondents did not notice any changes, and did not feel the Miscellanea
need to introduce changes at university, which can indicate students’
indifference, passivity, lack of the sense of subjectivity and agency.
In general, this state can be described as very alarming because
changes in the higher education institution take place without students’ awareness and participation. Particularly worrying is the fact
that the changes should be aimed at the student, academic education
should be oriented towards the student. Students should consciously
participate in creating the process of academic education, should take
more interest in the things which concern them. Only then can they
make full use of the rights they are entitled to, take actions of their own
free will, take full responsibility for their decisions. This will enable
reflection on actions taken by members of the academic community.
The situation becomes an important factor of raising the quality of
academic education.
12

I carry out a detailed analysis of the research in the article: W. Wróblewska,
W poszukiwaniu uwarunkowań podwyższania jakości kształcenia w szkole wyższej, in: J. Grzesiak (ed.), Ewaluacja poprawy jakości kształcenia, WPA UAM
w Kaliszu & PWSZ w Koninie, Kalisz – Konin 2014, pp. 345-353.

13

I verified the relationship between the respondents’ year, degree and mode of
studies and the level of their knowledge about the changes taking place at university with the use of the chi-square test of independence. The analysis results
showed that the mentioned variables do not differentiate the level of students’
knowledge about the changes taking place at university.
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The changes taking place in the higher education lead to many
contradictions and tensions. The provisions of changes within the
Bologna process emphasize student-oriented academic education,
and the ways of implementing them cause that universities become
diploma factories14. What is it really like? Is studying a chance for the
full development of young people? This is the question, which requires
undertaking research in order to answer it.
It can be noticed that higher education is more and more oriented
only towards jobs in a certain narrow specialization. It seems that
gaining narrow professional qualifications can be dangerous when
the labour market changes so dynamically. The job is a very desired
value, which allows young people to become independent and settle
down. Today jobs are not available for all, particularly jobs in accordance with qualifications15. Moreover, the orientation only towards
gaining narrow professional qualifications in the process of studying
can restrict the student’s many-sided development, and especially the
development of emotional sphere, the shaping of the system of values,
critical and creative attitudes.
Another important point in favour of the scientific significance of the
project issues is the fact that research in the field of academic teaching
is situated in the socio-theoretical current and focuses on supporting
the development of students’ whole personality. Human personality as
a harmonious whole reveals its basic functions due to which man can
exist and develop (knowing the world and oneself, experiencing the
world and the values accumulated in it and transforming the world).
The analysis of literature concerning research in the field of academic
teaching shows a shortage of research within this current.
Another argument is the relationship of the raised issues with the
developing trend of lifelong learning. Independence developed in
the process of learning, a need for constant learning, a habit of constant tracing of scientific progress, reaching out to different sources
of knowledge and interpreting them independently16 determine the
14

M. Czerepaniak-Walczak (ed.), Fabryki dyplomów czy universitas?, Impuls,
Kraków 2013.

15

J. Saran, Nowa sytuacja edukacyjna studenta we współczesnej uczelni, in:
J. Saran, M. Żmigrodzki (ed.), Student jako podmiot edukacji we współczesnej
uczelni wyższej, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Wyższej Szkoły Ekonomii i Innowacji,
Lublin 2011, p. 179.

16

R. Stępień, Ukierunkowanie na studenta w dydaktyce uniwersyteckiej jako warunek jakości kształcenia, in: H. Kwiatkowska, R. Stępień (ed.), Jakość kształcenia
akademickiego w świecie mobilności i ryzyka, Akademia Humanistyczna im.
A. Gieysztora, Pułtusk 2011, p. 156.
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effectiveness of constant lifelong learning, creating the learning society,
society of knowledge and wisdom.
The presented research project is a result of many years of work
with students, participant observation, literature studies in the field
of higher school didactics, and above all continuation of many years of
research on students. My research activity constantly concentrates on
the participants of process of academic education, especially students.
I completed two stages of research pertaining to students’ educational
aspirations (2001, 2004)17, and the third stage included students’ autoeducational activities at university (2008)18.
Focusing on one of the participants of academic community, the
student, it should be noticed that nowadays being a student involves
performing many roles, and the university is to support the fulfillment
of students’ personal objectives. These days there is an evident departure from the traditional model of learning in support of students’
autonomous learning. Students acquire knowledge and competences
not only at university, but also outside the university. The academic
teacher ceases performing the role of an expert in favour of a facilitator, shaping students’ learning environment. There is a fall of the Miscellanea
traditional model of closed learning in support of the style of general
and negotiating learning. There is a preference for the model of constant learning, learning everywhere, in different places, in different
ways, ensuring the fulfillment of students’ needs and preferences in
learning. The university acknowledges competences and knowledge
gained outside educational institutions. It creates conditions so that
previous experience and knowledge could be recognized and used
in students further education, or organizes support for students who
lack formal knowledge or competences. The possibility of choosing the
course, subject and learning space by the student becomes a necessary
element of higher education.

Humanistic paradigm in the research on studying
If the process of studying is understood in keeping with the humanistic paradigm, then the research should be undertaken in accordance
with the humanistic model. It is necessary to recognize the process of
studying from students’ perspective, who should understand and be
17

W. Wróblewska, Aspiracje edukacyjne studentów, Trans Humana, Białystok
2001; eadem, Dynamika aspiracji edukacyjnych studentów w obliczu zmian,
Trans Humana, Białystok 2004.

18

W. Wróblewska, Autoedukacja studentów w uniwersytecie-ujęcie z perspektywy
podmiotu, Trans Humana, Białystok 2008.
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aware of learning outcomes. Students’ commitment and independence
in undertaking activities aimed at achieving learning outcomes as
well as verifying them is of great importance. Motives for undertaking
studies and satisfaction derived from studying are worth recognizing
in the research. Identifying the process of studying and interpreting
the data will allow for developing the theory of studying and practical guidelines for students and university teachers aimed at raising
the quality level of academic teaching. The personal contact of the
researcher with the respondents will enable shaping their awareness
and commitment and increasing self-reliance in the process of studying. In consequence the research to some extent will contribute to the
development of the idea of lifelong learning. The analysis of documents
such as the study programme in the chosen field and particularly the
learning outcomes will be an essential element in the research project.
The aim of the analysis will be to find out whether the defined learning
outcomes contribute to the students’ individual development.
It is planned to complete the prepared research project with the use
of humanistic model of teaching research19, which consists in understanding and interpreting. I would like to focus on the points of view
of the participants of the education process, their everyday practices
and knowledge of the research subject. I think that the hermeneutic,
interpretative approach should be applied in order to understand the
process of studying.
In this kind of research, the researcher constitutes an essential
part of the research process through his/her personal participation
in the research and the knowledge of the research area. Accordingly,
I will apply a methodological orientation with the elements of action
research, which was formed on the grounds of critic theory. Owing to
the elements of action research, it is possible not only to identify and
understand the process of studying and students in the process, but
also to bring about changes in the respondents’ awareness. This approach is characteristic of idiomodific sciences, whose aim is to modify
the research subject, not only its cognition20.
I adopt an approach based on the respondents’ point of view of the
analyzed subject in the project of qualitative research. The theoretical references to this perspective come from the tradition of symbolic
19

U. Flick, Projektowanie badania jakościowego, trans. P. Tomanek, PWN,
Warszawa 2010.

20

D. Kubinowski, Od poznawania do zmieniania. Czy „zwrot pedagogiczny”
w praktykach badawczych nauk społecznych?, in: T. Bauman (ed.), Praktyka
badań pedagogicznych, IMPULS, Kraków 2013, p. 56.
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interactionism and phenomenological tradition. The chosen perspective is oriented towards building a theory, deriving a theory from the
data. The grounded theory is an example of “grassroots” perspective,
leads from occurrences and practice to the theory and explanation.
The success of the research depends on the clearly and accurately
formulated research question, which determines what is important,
and what is unimportant. I realize that qualitative research requires
the approach in which actions begin from general observations and
then research questions are gradually defined.
In order to find an answer to the formulated research question, I will
apply qualitative methods such as the method of individual cases, the
analyses of documents with different techniques (e.g. semi-structured
interview, participant observation etc.) and author’s research tools21.
The technique of document analysis with the matrix – author’s tool
will be used in the analysis of the effects of education programme in the
chosen field. Another author’s tool will be an interview questionnaire.
The main technique in identifying the process of studying will be
the semi-structured interview22, and in interpreting the data I will use
the procedure of coding and contents analysis, methods of collecting Miscellanea
and analyzing data prevailing in the adopted research perspective.
The main aspect of the research project is the sample selection,
the decision as for the people included in the research and what the
research comparative potential will be like. The respondents will be
students of the chosen field – pedagogy of two levels of study (bachelor
and master), so I would like to make comparisons between groups. The
observation and literature analysis show that the first-cycle studies are
vocational studies, while the second-cycle studies can be conducive
to students’ full development23. Each group consists of students of
different specializations (the second level of intended comparisons).
Adopting this group selection, I intended to make comparisons at the
level of groups and between groups.
The decision about the size of the group will be taken during the
research process. I assume that the grade of my interest in individual
groups will depend on the potential of the knowledge growth on the
issue of my interest estimated in the course of the research. This
approach to theoretical sampling is presented by B. G. Glasser and

21

U. Flick, Projektowanie..., op. cit.

22

S. Kvale, Prowadzenie wywiadów, trans. A. Dziuban, PWN, Warszawa 2010.

23

M. Czerepaniak-Walczak, Uczenie się czy..., op. cit.
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Strauss24, the authors of the grounded theory, who suggest that repeated sampling until the data saturation, that is the situation when
the subsequent cases do not bring new knowledge.
Another issue playing a significant role in designing qualitative
research is the intended level of generalization. As a matter of fact,
generalization is not often emphasized in qualitative research. In spite
of this, I think I will be able to make internal generalizations, formulate
conclusions and research results in relation to the whole tested group.
Due to the adopted perspective of the grounded theory, my objective
will be to develop the factual theory (pertaining to a specific area – the
process of studying).
While designing the qualitative research, the quality of the research
results should be guaranteed which can be achieved by standardization of the research situation. In order to meet the requirements,
I plan to use semi-structured interviews, carried out according to the
designed author’s interview scenario, in all the interviews. The stability
of the method increases the probability of tested situations.
The qualitative research can be described as shutter research consisting in describing current states and analyzing processes.
The Dictaphone will be used for recording interviews and the computer for transcribing recordings during the research.
I think that the analysis of the qualitative material, reduction of
data, their representation and interpretation will contribute to the
formulation of the theory grounded on the data set in the context25.

Summary
The process of studying is a very important phenomenon, particularly in the course of changes taking place in the higher education, but
poorly recognized in practice and described in the theory of education.
A need to do a lot of research on the process of studying is occurring.
The presented research project takes into consideration only one
perspective – humanistic. I think that there is a need to analyse the
process of studying in the light of different teaching paradigms and to
undertake both qualitative and quantitative research.
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B. G. Glasser, A. L. Strauss, Odkrywanie teorii ugruntowanej. Strategie badania
jakościowego, trans. M. Gorzko, Nomos, Kraków 2009; K. Charmaz, Teoria
ugruntowana. Praktyczny przewodnik po analizie jakościowej, PWN, Warszawa
2009.
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K. Rubacha, Metodologia badań nad edukacją, Warszawa 2008.
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HUMANISTYCZNY PARADYGMAT
W BADANIACH NAD STUDIOWANIEM
W nurcie zmian dokonujących się w szkolnictwie wyższym, a w szczególności
w sytuacji kreowania edukacji zorientowanej na studenta, pojawia się potrzeba
wnikliwej analizy procesu studiowania. W proponowanym tekście chciałabym
przedstawić znaczenie refleksji teoretycznej i empirycznej nad procesem
studiowania. Zamierzam zarysować kontekst teoretyczny badań plasujący
się w nurcie paradygmatu humanistycznego oraz projekt badawczy według
założeń humanistycznej orientacji metodologicznej.
Słowa kluczowe: studiowanie, student, szkolnictwo wyższe, paradygmat
humanistyczny, orientacja metodologiczna.
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Freedom category of Adam Smith
and Fredrich August von Hayek.
Implications for the modern economy

The main purpose of the article is to analyze the concept of freedom in the
light of the views expressed by Adam Smith and August Friedrich von Hayek,
which makes clear how in a limited resource environment, an economic process that takes into account the freedom categories can be socially friendly.
The freedom category plays an extremely important role in both the theory
of economics and as the foundation of the philosophy of action. The article
analyzes the category of natural freedom along with the main foundations
of freedom presented in 1776 by Adam Smith and the category of negative
freedom presented by August Friedrich von Hayek.
Key words: economics, philosophy, natural freedom, negative freedom, Adam
Smith, August Friedrich von Hayek.

Introduction
Timelessness is one of the qualities that tend to reflect ever more
deeply on life, constant passage of time and the values that accompany man. Throughout history, great scholars were engaged in the
search for fundamental values, crucial for both the functioning of the
whole society and the individual. The article attempts to rethink one
of the most important categories for the functioning of society, that is
freedom. The literature on this subject is rich in definitions and theories of freedom, on the basis of which socio-economic systems were
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shaped. Looking at this category, it is worth considering whether it
has a certain universal approach, regardless a doctrine and a scientific
approach, which allows to indicate the timeless foundations that form
this category.
A. Smith, an eminent philosopher and economist, referring to
natural law conditions, analyzed the concept of the so-called natural
freedom, essential for the emergence of a free market economy. The
comparison of the approach represented by Adam Smith and Friedrich August Hayek, referring to the spontaneous market order, in the
context of the global economy and contemporary social and economic
challenges, is the main subject of these considerations. According to
Jerzy Wilkin, the importance of economists in shaping the modern
world is growing, because the role of management is widening, and
the market is entering its ever new spheres of social and political life
as a regulatory mechanism and the basis of the philosophy of action.
Such a thesis also opens a new platform for interdisciplinary discussion in which both social sciences – economics and philosophy – in
view of the continually fast-paced globalization, should search for
solutions beneficial to society. It seems that the problem of freedom
as a fundamental value on which the market economy is based is of a
timeless nature and is extremely topical1.
The main goal of the article is to analyze the concept of freedom in
the light of the views of Adam Smith and August Friedrich von Hayek,
which allows to explain how in an environment of limited resources
the economic process that takes into account the freedom categories
can be socially friendly.

Freedom and economic changes
Freedom seems to be one of the most important categories accompanying man, both in the individual and social spheres. The problem
of freedom appears in many works of social scientists, mainly philosophers, economists, sociologists.
This category is included in each functioning economic system in a
specifically implemented form – more or less limited – indoctrinated.
The discussion on freedom seems to come back cyclically, especially
during periods when economic systems change, also during periods
preceded by a crisis – when people seem to gain “new horizons” in
relation to what their freedom in deciding about themselves should
1

J. Wilkin, Ekonomia wolności i ekonomia zniewolenia. Kiedy ekonomia sprzyja
poszerzaniu ludzkiej wolności a kiedy ją ogranicza?, A paper for the IX Congress
of Polish Economists, p.1. http://www.pte.pl/ (access 28.10.2017).
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look like. Contemporary discourse on freedom usually comes down
to analyze who owns the factors of production, who is the employer,
the employee, what they are both entitled to. There are also questions
about the shape of monetary and fiscal policy and thus the allowable
interest rate on the loan depending on the risk incurred, or the progressiveness of income tax in the context of its redistributive function.
Crisis, both on a macro and micro scale, reinterprets the freedom
category, abuse of which leads to undesirable economic and social
consequences. The desire to profit, attributed to homo economicus, can
be realized only in the conditions of freedom and is usually good for
society, although sometimes it causes undesirable effects of so-called
negative externalities, leading to an unfair distribution of income or
to environmental pollution. Therefore the freedom category should
be regulated institutionally and cannot be shaped only on the basis
of economic axioms.
The freedom category plays a crucial role in both economic theory
and economic policy2. The ideas emerging over the years seemed to
create a different approach towards the freedom category, expanding
human freedom or creating institutional conditions that limited it3. Miscellanea
Currently, in the XXI st century, in a present-day climate of economic
globalization, in the face of economic, social, demographic or migration
challenges, the notion of freedom seems to take on ever-new shapes.
The key to overcoming these problems may be institutional solutions
introduced by the state, which are a mild reconciliation of freedom
with law and social justice.
Institutional conditions that affect the protection of freedom are
first and foremost the highest-ranking legal act that provides for the
tripartition of power in the state structure, dividing responsibilities
between the legislature, the executive and the judiciary. The tasks of
the legislature include creating a legal order that defines the framework for the functioning of society, while the executive implements
the described norms. The freedom of citizens depends largely on the
courts that uphold the previously enacted laws. Today, it may seem that
in the era of fast-paced globalization, effective institutional changes
aimed at ensuring prosperity, equality, and social justice with the help
2

From the point of view of economic policy, according to Tomas Sedlaczek, there
are two basic policies that shape freedom of citizens the most – it is monetary
and fiscal policy. More: J. Wilkin, Ekonomia wolności i ekonomia zniewolenia.
Kiedy ekonomia sprzyja poszerzaniu ludzkiej wolności a kiedy ją ogranicza?, A
paper for the IX Congress of Polish Economists, p.1. http://www.pte.pl/ (access
28.10.2017).

3

J. Wilkin, Ekonomia, op. cit., p. 1.
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of such tools as financial and monetary policy may even limit the freedom of the individual in some areas , as long as the society expects it.
However, this thesis seems to be quite controversial.
W. Kwaśnicki describes the institutions of societies against the
background of the ongoing process of globalization4, and along with
it the constantly growing level of the exchange of ideas, services and
material goods on a global scale. There is no doubt that globalization
affects the functioning of the society structure5,enforces the need to
introduce changes within formal institutions and at the same time
leads to transformations within informal institutions, ie. values, ideas
or lifestyles6.
As J. Wilkin claims, the importance of economists in the context of
institutional changes, as the market is the basic institution of economic
life, is constantly growing. It should be noted that the market is entering new social and political spheres as a regulatory mechanism and
the basis of the philosophy of action. Hence a need for action on the
part of economists and philosophers who refer to the moral-ethical
values Smith writes about, not only the needs of the “free market”.
It is worth noting here that the ethical and moral values maintained
by Christianity played a dominant role in the European economy for
centuries7.
Reflecting broadly on the discussed category, we should ask a question: how is it today? According to R. Kapuściński, “we live less and
less in a society, and more and more in the economy”. These words,
essentially, seem to describe certain consequences of globalization.
A Czech philosopher Jan Patock describes the situation even more
radically “because care for the soul was replaced by care for external things, economists became the most important personalities of
our times”. In his interpretation, J. Patock describes economists as
those from whom it is expected to interpret reality, to prophesy ie.
to present macroeconomic forecasts. However, on a larger scale, he
shows economists as those who are to point the way, not only in the
economic action (which was once identified only with the desire for
4

W. Kwaśnicki, Globalizacja i liberalizacja jako podstawowe warunki pokonania
biedy w skali świata, Source: http://kwasnicki.prawo.uni.wroc.pl/todownload/
Bieda%20i%20globalizacja.pdf, (acces 1.10.2017 r.).

5

According to estimates published in the book titled: Big data. Rewolucja, która
zmieni nasze myślenie, pracę i życie, since 2012, in each year, so much information is created as for the whole period of existence of science to 2012

6

K. Cukier, V. Mayer-Schonberger, Big data. Rewolucja, która zmieni nasze
myślenie, pracę i życie. Ed. MT Biznes, Warsaw 2014.

7

Presented, for example, by St. Thomas Aquinas
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profit and survival) but also in a wider dimension, not only exclusively
existential. Such changes in the surrounding world are an extremely
interesting contribution to reflection on the freedom category, because
economists are very keen to talk about the free market, but much less
about a free man8.
It seems that one of the breakthroughs promoting the values of
freedom and human subjectivity on which it is worth to base further
reflections is, among others, the work from 1776 by a Scottish philosopher and economist A. Smith titled An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations.

The category of natural freedom as the fundamental
human right in understanding of Adam Smith
The English printers in 1776 probably did not know that they were
just publishing one of the most breakthrough books in modern history
called An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations9.
Two fundamental categories of freedom were announced that year10:
– political freedom – associated with the American Declaration of Miscellanea
Independence adopted on July 4, 1776; Thomas Jefferson declared
“life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” to be unalienable human rights
– free enterprise – on 9 March 1776, the universal work of A. Smith
was published in London: An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations.
The Wealth of Nations11 was to be a recipe for wealth and financial
independence, to revolutionize the way in which citizens and political
leaders would think and act on economic and trade matters – a sort
of economic declaration of independence. The most important thing
in the context of the analyzed freedom category is that the leader of
the Scottish Enlightenment (A. Smith) promised everyone, not only
the richest class but also the ordinary man, a wonderful new world.
Smith’s model of economic order was supposed to give “universal
8

J. Wilkin, Ekonomia wolności…, op. cit.,. p. 4.

9

K. McCreadie, Adam Smith. Bogactwo Narodów. Współczesne interpretacje
klasycznej ekonomii, Ed. Studio EMKA, Warsaw 2012, pp. 8-9. M. Skousen,
Narodziny współczesnej ekonomii, Ed. Fijorr Publishing Company, Warsaw
2012, pp. 34-35.

10

H. Wnorowski, Antropologiczne granice ekonomii, [in:] “Rocznik Teologii
Katolickiej” 2014, vol. XIII/1, p. 107.

11

This shortened title of a Scottish philosopher’s work was soon adopted.
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opulence that extends itself to the lowest ranks of the people”. In his
work Smith sympathizes with ordinary citizens who used to be humiliated and exploited for centuries12.
The presented doctrine was to free people from a sixteen-hour working day, low wages and short life – lasting only about 40 years. Freedom perceived through the classical economy was a guarantee for the
growth in prosperity, either in the individual or in the social dimension.
However, economic growth operating under market freedom conditions did not immediately lead to widespread prosperity. The vision of
capitalism, which grew out of the concept of Smith’s freedom, brought
about a marked improvement in the material well-being of society
only after the World War II. The desire to run and control led to the
creation of various forms of market institutionalization simultaneously.
Society, wanting to possess more and more, to have a predictable and
theoretically safe life agreed to the increasing interventionism. Along
with this, new restrictions in the sphere of freedom – in deciding about
one’s own actions – emerged.13
Adam Smith was convinced that he had discovered the true principles of economics that would universally provide wealth. He called
the created vision of the economy a natural freedom system. Contemporary economists call this idea a classic model. It is worth noting that
Smith, while formulating his views, was inspired by the works of Sir
Isaac Newton14 , whose model of natural sciences he admired as universal and harmonious. One of the problems faced by Smith during
creating his timeless work was to sell his ideas to the rich, because at
that time the doctrine of mercantilism was strongly connected to the
power and the power was held by the rich. Ensuring freedom for all
independently of the financial status in some way would destroy the
“status quo”. As at the present, it seems that only a genius could cope
with such a difficult task, along with discovering and bringing timeless
assumptions closer15.
A. Smith treated his works as part of a larger plan in which he intended “to present the rules of law and the government, and various
transformations that took place in this field throughout the centuries
at different stages of society development, not only regarding justice,
12

M. Skousen, Narodziny współczesnej ekonomii, Ed. Fijorr Publishing Company,
Warszawa 2012, pp. 35-37.

13

Ibidem.

14

Inspiration with Newton’s works is probably one of the factors that influenced
such a timeless shape of Smith’s postulates.

15

Ibidem.
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but also public order, society’s income, defense and all that is subject
to law.” The main pillar used by Smith as the basis of his analysis
was the moral philosophy (it was presented in his earlier work entitled „Theory of moral sentiments”, which contains philosophical
assumptions, including mainly ethical ones). In particular , the above
mentioned values were the foundation for Smith’s theory of economic
and political social life.16. Perhaps this is why, today, there are so many
different interpellations of what Smith had in mind. In The Wealth of
Nations the expression „an invisible hand of the market” was used only
once. Despite this, the metaphor became a synonym for the capitalist economy which is also known to be imperfect. Modern capitalism
seems to significantly mark the need for the „invisible hand of the
market”, forgetting Smith’s fundamental values. As a result, we are
facing negative externalities such as moral hazard or asymmetry of
information.
Basically, the key to wealth, to the improvement of the standard
of living, and as a consequence to individual independence, which is
also the freedom category, was to be natural freedom. Smith puts it as
follows: “To forbid a great nation (...) to do what it wants with what it Miscellanea
created itself, or to use its property and skills in a way that it considers
most advantageous for itself, is to violate the holiest rights of mankind
...”. A. Smith treats freedom as the basic human right. He pays particular attention to the fact that this right is, most of all, a useful economic
instrument leading to an increase in the material standard of living. It
turns out that A. Smith, thinking about prosperity, does not mean only
the class of the rich as he is the defender of the poor. He also highlights
the essential aspects that create a socio-economic order, which were
recognized as the timeless foundations of freedom – relevant despite
the passage of over 240 years. In the democratic free-market capitalist
economy, A. Smith indentified the following pillars (the foundations
of the philosophy of action)17:
– Freedom as “the right to produce and exchange goods, work and
capital in accordance with one’s own interest”
– Competition – “individuals have the right to compete in the production and exchange of goods and services”
– Justice as “the actions of individuals which must be honest, fair
and must comply with social standards”.
16

Note. S. Zabieglik, Adam Smith: jego życie i znaczenie jego myśli, [in:] P. Dominiak,
P. Parszutowicz, Adam Smith w 240. Rocznicę wydania „Bogactwa Narodów”,
Warsaw 2016, pp. 13-14.

17

M. Skousen, Narodziny, op. cit., pp. 40-44.
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August Friedrich von Hayek defines individual freedom as “the lack
of compulsion on the part of the will of other individuals or groups of
people”. Freedom, according to Hayek, is the ability to act in accordance with your own will and is the opposite of the situation in which
the individual is subject to someone else’s will, who by his arbitrary
decision may force the individual to act in a certain way or to give up
acting. As Janina Godłów-Legiędź claims citing the work of an eminent
economist of the twentieth century titled “Constitution of freedom”18;
freedom is the independence from the arbitrary will of others.” The
meaning of this approach is presented by Hayek with the use of opposing concepts, ie. a free man – a slave – that is a person under personal
compulsion. Hayek, in his deliberations, allows of course such a situation in which people’s freedom may vary, however only by a degree
of independence, which a slave does not have at all19.
Personal coercion is a kind of quantifier, which qualifies human
actions as those depriving of liberty, or those affecting, however, not
breaking the will. For example: when a person is under considerable
pressure, but with the decision-making autonomy, he/she is able to
effectively use intelligence, knowledge and experience a situation
in which the restriction of his/her freedom does not occur. A drastic
example of such a situation is quoted by the author himself: “Even if
my family and I are threatened by hunger which forces me to accept
miserable work for poor payment, even if I am at the mercy of the only
man who wants to hire me, I am not forced by him or anyone else”20.
Emphasizing the personal nature of coercion, Hayek constructs a
relatively “narrow” definition of coercion, covering only that part of
social situations in which an individual person or a group of people
through their own actions consciously and deliberately are committed
to their own goals. Hayek distinguishes two extreme types of actions
affecting the individual freedom: the action of a monopolist representing the private sector and the actions by a state monopoly institutions.
The action of a monopolist, practically an entrepreneur, Hayek considers as “impersonal” phenomena, where there is no coercion, which
18

F. A. von Hayek, Konstytucja wolności, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warsaw
2006, p. 26.

19

J. Godłów-Legiędź, M. Walasek, Hayekowska koncepcja wolności, [in:] R. Ciborowski, A. Kargol-Wasiluk, M. Zalesko (ed.) Idee liberalne w ekonomii 20 lat
po śmierci Friedricha von Hayeka, Ed. University of Białystok, Białystok 2013,
p. 13.

20

Ibidem. p. 14.
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in Hayek’s concept means – actions that do not threaten freedom. As
long as the influence of a monopolist is not decisive for other people’s
lives, the conditions set by him should not be referred to as coercion.
By far differently, Hayek approaches the actions and the influence
exerted by the state institutions. In Hayek’s assessment, the state often
decides to use instruments, taking advantage of its specific monopoly
position, eg imposing bans, orders or through constantly changing law.
The actions of the state in Hayek’s concept are personal in character,
so they are a kind of action that can be even labeled as those depriving of or restricting the freedom of an individual. Defining freedom as
a lack of personal coercion leads to the concept referred to as negative. Hayek emphasizes that the liberal concept of freedom is rightly
described as a merely negative concept. Similarly to justice, it means
(freedom) the absence of evil, a condition that opens opportunities but
does not provide specific benefits, although it increases the probability
of achieving them21.
August Friedrich von Hayek22 is undoubtedly one of the leading
economists of the XXth century. His intellectual work amazes next generations of economists with richness and multiplicity of issues raised Miscellanea
and what seems to be the most important today – an interdisciplinary
approach to the analysis of economic problems. Only a genius with
such broad interests as economics, social philosophy, epistemology,
methodology of science, psychology, theory of evolution, law and political science, could create such a timeless concept of negative freedom23.

Summary
The approach to the concept of freedom presented by both A. Smith
and F. A. von Hayek seems to be timeless in character in confrontation
with contemporary socio-economic problems. Smith in his deliberations paid particular attention to the fact that only the unfettered foundation of the philosophy of action based on natural freedom is able to
provide universal prosperity to the whole society, regardless of class
differences. The only condition is that the basis of action should be
supported by three foundations: freedom, competitiveness and justice.
21

Ibidem, pp. 12-17.

22

A fuller analysis of the individual aspects of Heyk freedom includes J. GodłówLegiędź, Doktryna społecno-ekonomiczna Friedricha Hayeka, Ed. PWN, Warsaw
1993.

23

P. Leszek, Friedrich August von Hayek, [in:] R. Ciborowski , A. Kargol-Wasiluk,
M. Zalesko, Ekonomiści szkoły austriackiej, Ed. the Institute of Regional Studies in Białystok, Białystok 2011, p. 135.
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Smith’s considerations suggest that the best solution is to shape these
values freely, through the enigmatically described “invisible hand of
the market”, which has become the symbol of a free market. Smith’s
concepts are fairly justified, reasonable and logical. However, it should
not be forgotten that the effective implementation of individual freedoms is guaranteed by institutional order provided by the state, which
in Smith’s opinion fulfills the function of the so-called “night guard”.
A constantly troubling question is: what changes to modern capitalism would Smith recommend? K. McCreadie, attempting to answer
the question formulated in this way, first of all points to the issues of
morality, which were forgotten in contemporary capitalism and which
were referred to by the father of classical economics – Adam Smith.
Friedrich August von Hayek, in turn, presents the liberal conception
of freedom – a negative one, which nowadays seems to complement
demands left by Smith. In his deliberations he is fully aware of the
paradox of freedom – it is impossible to provide people with real freedom without rules limiting individuals in their actions. The concept of
Hayek’s negative freedom consists of a specific dichotomy: the actions
of entrepreneurs are considered to be “impersonal” as those resulting
from a rational market situation and not exerting any compulsion.
On the other hand, the activities resulting from state institutions are
classified as “personal” related to direct coercion, however, allowing
some exceptions. In modern times, as J. Godłów-Legiędź claims, in the
social reality, we deal with the continuum of actions much more often
than in the described bipolarity. In the XXIst century the state very
often declares its willingness to perform many functions due to the
growing needs of citizens. In his theories, Hayek takes into account
the needs of society, including in particular ethical and moral ones,
allowing the state’s activities in such areas as: providing people with
the same level of necessary assistance, so that nobody “suffers from
lack of food or shelter”. At the same time, he rejects providing everyone
with a specific standard of living, according to the rule that “everyone
cares for themselves”. The issue of social insurance, which is extremely
important in contemporary society, is particularly noteworthy. Despite
his liberal views, Hayek allows the operation of insurance provided that
the state cannot be the only guarantor. The arguments presented by
both economists seem to prove the continuing need to reflect on one
of the most important category for mankind, the freedom category. It
turns out that the guarantee of the realization of basic values in social
life, to which freedom belongs, is the institutional order created by the
state. The ongoing economic, social and cultural changes are a source
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of potential threats to the existing order, including individual freedom,
forcing the necessity of constant institutional transformations.

KATEGORIA WOLNOŚCI W UJĘCIU ADAMA SMITHA
I FRIEDRICHA AUGUSTA VON HAYEKA. IMPLIKACJE
DLA WSPÓŁCZESNEJ GOSPODARKI
Głównym celem artykułu jest analiza koncepcji wolności w świetle poglądów
Adama Smitha i Augusta Friedricha von Hayeka, która pozwala na wyjaśnienie,
w jaki sposób w warunkach ograniczoności zasobów, proces gospodarczy,
który uwzględnia kategorie wolności może być przyjazny społeczeństwu. Kategoria wolności odgrywa niezwykle istotną rolę zarówno w teorii ekonomii,
czy też jako podstawa filozofii działania. W artykule analizie poddana została
kategoria wolności naturalnej wraz z głównymi fundamentami wolności
przedstawionymi w 1776 roku przez Adama Smitha oraz kategoria wolności
negatywnej przedstawiona przez Augusta Friedricha von Hayeka
Słowa kluczowe: ekonomia, filozofia, wolność naturalna, wolność negatywna, Miscellanea
Adam Smith, August Friedrich von Hayek.
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Sprawozdanie z działalności Katedry Teologii
Katolickiej Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku
w roku akademickim 2016/2017

Kadra
W Katedrze Teologii Katolickiej UwB w minionym roku akademickim 2016/2017 zatrudnionych było trzech pracowników. Dwóch
pracowników naukowych na stanowisku adiunkta: ks. dr hab. Andrzej
Proniewski (p.o. kierownik KTK) – cały etat, od 1 marca 2017 r. na
stanowisku profesora UwB, ks. dr Tadeusz Kasabuła – 1/2 etatu oraz
ks. mgr lic. Leszek M. Jakoniuk (pracownik administracyjny w sekretariacie KTK) – cały etat.
W związku ze zmianą ordynariusza Archidiecezji Białostockiej
z dniem 12 kwietnia 2017 roku abp Tadeusz Wojda, SAC, reprezentuje
Archidiecezję, która jest stroną podpisanej umowy z dnia 8 października 1999 r. z Uniwersytetem w Białymstoku.
Z inicjatywy Katedry Teologii Katolickiej UwB w dniu 21 marca
2017 r. dr hab. Iwona Niewiadomska, prof. KUL reprezentująca Katolicki Uniwersytet Lubelski Jana Pawła II oraz dr hab. Robert Ciborowski, prof. UwB Rrektor Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku podpisali umowę
o wzajemnej współpracy w zakresie działalności naukowo-badawczej,
badawczo-rozwojowej oraz wdrożeniowej. Koordynatorami przy realizacji podpisanej umowy ze strony UwB jest kierownik Katedry Teologii
Katolickiej UwB a ze strony KUL dziekan Wydziału Teologii KUL.
Podpisana umowa o współpracy jest na czas nieokreślony i obejmuje nie tylko współpracę w zakresie teologii, ale wszystkie kierunki
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w ramach których prowadzone są badania naukowe oraz kształcenie
w obu uczelniach.

Działalność dydaktyczna

Reports
and reviews

W roku akademickim 2016/2017 Katedra Teologii Katolickiej
przeprowadziła dwa z trzech semestrów Studiów Podyplomowych
Katechetyczno-Pedagogicznych. W większości wykładowcami byli
specjaliści z Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego Słuchaczami
studiów podyplomowych było 17 księży z Archidiecezji Białostockiej.
W ramach indywidualnej działalności dydaktycznej pracownicy
naukowi KTK przeprowadzili następujące wykłady:
ks. dr hab. Andrzej Proniewski, prof. UwB
– Tajemnice wszechświata. Dialog wiary z nauką – 30 godz. (chemia)
– Tajemnice wszechświata. Dialog wiary z nauką – 30 godz. (biologia/
ochrona środowiska)
– Tajemnice wszechświata. Dialog wiary z nauką – 30 godz. (pedagogika i psychologia)
– Filozofia – 24 godz. (ekonomia i zarządzanie)
– Podstawy filozofii – 21 godz. (ekonomia i zarządzanie)
– Teologiczne uwarunkowania komunikacji interpersonalnej – 10
godz. (Studia Podyplomowe Katechetyczno-Pedagogiczne)
– Problematyka ekologii w wychowaniu – 5 godz. (Studia Podyplomowe Katechetyczno-Pedagogiczne)
– seminarium naukowe – 100 godz. (pedagogika i psychologia)
– seminarium naukowe – 10 godz. (Studia Podyplomowe Kateche
tyczno-Pedagogiczne)
ks. dr Tadeusz Kasabuła
– Język mediów rosyjskojęzycznych (0400-AR1-3MKR) – Instytut
Neofilologii, 3L stacjonarne studia I st. filologii angielskiej z językiem rosyjskim – przedmiot obowiązkowy, semestr 1. – godz. 20
– Cywilizacja zachodnia a historia Europy (0500-MS1-3PF22) –
Wydział Historyczno-Socjologiczny, 3L stacjonarne I st. studia
stosunków międzynarodowych, semestr 2 – godz. 30
– Katecheza w czasach PRL w Archidiecezji w Białymstoku
(2300-SPK-KWPRL) – Katedra Teologii Katolickiej – godz. 5
– Kościół jako wychowawca w tysiącleciu Narodu i Państwa Polskiego (2300-SPK-KJW) – Katedra Teologii Katolickiej – godz. 5
– Historia Anglii (0400-AS1-3MON) – Instytut Neofilologii, 3L stacjonarne I st. studia filologii angielskiej, semestr 2 – godz. 30
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Konferencje naukowe
Katedra Teologii Katolickiej UwB w okresie sprawozdawczym była
organizatorem 4 konferencji naukowych:
– „Misyjność Kościoła” (Białystok 7.01.2017)
– „Warsztaty formacyjno-pastoralne: Przepowiadanie z ambony
dzisiaj” (Białystok 8.03.2017)
– „XXV-lecie Metropolii Białostockiej” (Białystok 22.04.2017)
– „Kościół – Patriotyzm – Ojczyzna” (Białystok 5.05.2017)

Działalność naukowo-badawcza
Pracownicy naukowi KTK UwB w ramach działalności naukowo-badawczej opublikowali efekty swojej pracy:

Monografie, rozdziały książek, artykuły:
ks. dr hab. Andrzej Proniewski:
Artykuły naukowe
– L’attualizzazione dell’azione salvifica individuale attraverso la
realtà della giustificazione, „Studia Teologii Dogmatycznej” 3
Reports
(2017), s. 138-155
– L’atto di appartenenza alla Chiesa secondo Karl Rahner, „Studia and reviews
Koszalińsko-Kołobrzeskie” 24 (2017), w druku
– Dialog międzyreligijny w Jezusie Chrystusie, „Rocznik Teologii
Katolickiej” 16/1 (2017) [w druku]
Artykuły popularyzujące naukę
– Ekumeniczny wymiar sakramentu chrztu, WKAB 1 (2017), s. 102-111
– Łaska chrztu się nie starzeje, WKAB 1 (2017), s. 111-115
– Zachwycić się powołaniem, aby iść i głosić. Odezwa Rektora w sprawie zbiórki ofiar na Archidiecezjalne Wyższe Seminarium Duchowne
w Białymstoku, WKAB 1 (2017), s. 148-151
– Perspektywa miłosierdzia kreślona duchowością bł. ks. M. Sopoćki,
WKAB 1 (2017), s. 144-147
– Bł. Ks. M. Sopoćko wzorem dla młodzieży, WKAB 1 (2017), s. 142-143
– Rządca, pasterz, ojciec, w: WKAB 1 (2017), s. 156-158
– Podążać ku kapłaństwu za Dobrym Pasterzem, WKAB (2017),
[w druku]
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ks. dr Tadeusz Kasabuła
– Prałatury i kanonie de gremio Kapituły Katedralnej Wileńskiej
w okresie przedrozbiorowym, „Rocznik Teologii Katolickiej”, 15
(2016), nr 1, s. 127-147
– Schematyzmy diecezjalne w ich historycznym rozwoju, „Archiwa
Biblioteki i Muzea Kościelne”, [w druku]
– Parafia Choroszcz w okresie I wojny światowej, „Studia Teologiczne. Białystok – Drohiczyn – Łomża”, [w druku]
– Obsadzanie prebend kanonickich w Kapitule Katedralnej Wileńskiej
w XIV-XVIII wieku, „Rocznik Teologii Katolickiej”, 16 (2017)
– „Chryścijanskaja Dumka” w publicystyce białoruskich chrześcijańskich demokratów, „Studia Wschodniosłowiańskie”, 17 (2017)
– Arcybiskup Stanisław Bohusz-Siestrzeńcewicz pierwszy metropolita
mohylowski, [w:] Od Maximis undique pressi do Totus Tuus Poloniae
populus. Metropolie mohylewska i wileńska w latach 1798-1992,
[w druku]
– Wpływ krakowskiego środowiska kościelnego na ustrój i organizację Kapituły Katedralnej Wileńskiej w XV-XVIII w. [w:] Stołeczne
katedry Obojga Narodów. Kościoły biskupie w Krakowie i Wilnie,
[w druku]
– Abyśmy zdobyli mądrość serca… (kazanie wygłoszone w Sanktuarium Miłosierdzia Bożego w Białymstoku podczas Mszy św. z okazji
jubileuszu 25-lecia ustanowienia Archidiecezji i Metropolii Białostockiej, 23 kwietnia 2017), WKAB, [w druku]
– Ty dla nas byłeś ucieczką z pokolenia na pokolenie... (kazanie wygłoszone w katedrze białostockiej podczas Mszy św. z okazji jubileuszu
400-lecia wzniesienia pierwszego kościoła murowanego w Białymstoku [tzw. białego kościółka], 18 czerwca 2017), WKAB, [w druku]
– Świadkowie narodowej goryczy, „Drogi Miłosierdzia”, 9(2017),
s. 16-17

Udział w konferencjach, zjazdach naukowych
i wydarzeniach kulturalno-naukowych, referaty
W roku akademickim 2016/2017 pracownicy naukowi oprócz uczestnictwa w wydarzeniach organizowanych lub współorganizowanych
przez KTK wzięli udział w sympozjach, zjazdach, wernisażach:
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– sesja naukowa dla Zgromadzeń Archidiecezji Białostockiej (Białystok 20.01.2017), referat: „Ekumeniczny wymiar sakramentu
chrztu”
– konferencja naukowa: „Syn, brat, ojciec – ksiądz i kobiety”.
53 Konferencja Rektorów Wyższych Seminariów Duchownych,
Diecezjalnych i Zakonnych (Częstochowa 4-7.09.2017), uczestnik
– głos w dyskusji
– „Fatima w Bożym planie Zbawienia” – Międzynarodowy Kongres
Mariologiczno-Maryjny (Zakopane 13-17.09.2017), uczestnik – głos
w dyskusji
– „Osoba ludzka- rzeczywistość czy użyteczna metafora?” – Konferencja Naukowa Towarzystwa Teologów Dogmatyków (Lublin
18-20.09.2017), członek komitetu organizacyjnego
– „Historia – wiara – nauka. Źródła poznania Jezusa Chrystusa” –
Konferencja Naukowa Stowarzyszenia Teologów Fundamentalnych (Łomża 20-22.09.2017), uczestnik – głos w dyskusji
ks. dr Tadeusz Kasabuła
– Międzynarodowa Konferencja Naukowa „Abiejų Tautų sostinių
katedros. Krokuvos ir vilniaus vyskupiškosios bažnyčios (Sto- Reports
łeczne katedry Obojga Narodów. Kościoły biskupie w Krakowie and reviews
i Wilnie)” (Wilno 12-14.10.2016), referat: „Wpływ krakowskiego środowiska kościelnego na ustrój i organizację Kapituły Katedralnej
Wileńskiej w XV-XVIII w.”, moderator sesji
– Międzynarodowa Konferencja Naukowa „Od Maximis undique
pressi do Totus Tuus Poloniae populus. Metropolie mohylewska i wileńska w latach 1798-1992” (Białowieża – Białystok 1618.11.2016), współorganizacja, referat: „Arcybiskup Stanisław
Bohusz-Siestrzeńcewicz pierwszy metropolita mohylowski”
– sesja naukowa „Milenium Chrztu Polski. W 50. rocznicę białostockich obchodów Milenium Chrztu Polski”(Białystok 18.11.2016),
organizacja
– wernisaż wystawy „Chore ciało, dusza artysty – wystawa twórców
niepełnosprawnych z Ośrodka Terapii Zajęciowej”(Białystok
29.11.2016), organizacja
– wernisaż wystawy ikon współczesnych na jubileusz 1050-lecia
Chrztu Polski „Idźcie i głoście Ewangelię”, otwarcie warsztatów ikonopisarskich „Droga Ikony” (Białystok 7.12.2016),
współorganizacja
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– wernisaż wystawy z okazji „Jubileuszu 300-lecia koronacji obrazu Matki Boskiej Częstochowskiej” (Białystok 19.01.2017),
organizacja
– promocja książki ks. Tadeusza Krahela Martyrologia duchowieństwa Archidiecezji Wileńskiej 1939-1945 (Białystok 3.03.2017),
organizacja
– wernisaż wystawy „Krzyż” (Białystok 22.03.2017), organizacja,
prowadzenie
– Konferencja Naukowa „Kościół – Patriotyzm – Ojczyzna” (Białystok 05.05.2017), współorganizacja, głos w dyskusji
– wernisaż wystawy podopiecznych Środowiskowego Domu Pomocy Społecznej w Białymstoku „Nitką malowane” (Białystok
13.09.2017), współorganizacja
– Międzynarodowy Festiwal Sztuki Fotograficznej „Interphoto”
pod hasłem „Limits of tolerance”, wernisaż wystawy fotograficznej Wojciecha Zawadzkiego „Hobbiton” (Białystok 16.09.2017),
współorganizacja

Wydawnictwo
Reports
and reviews

Nakładem Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku w ramach
działalności KTK ukazały się następujące pozycje:
– „Rocznik Teologii Katolickiej”, Białystok 2016, t. 15/1 (10 punktów)
– „Rocznik Teologii Katolickiej”, Białystok 2016, t. 15/2 (10 punktów)
– „Studia Teologii Dogmatycznej”, t. III, Białystok 2017

Projekty
Katedra Teologii Katolickiej w ramach ministerialnego programu
DUN (działalność upowszechniająca naukę) jest w trakcie realizacji
dwóch zadań:
– zwiększenie udziału zagranicznych recenzentów w ocenie publikacji w „Roczniku Teologii Katolickiej” (2016-2017). Kwota
dofinansowania z DUN 66 000 zł
– umiędzynarodowienie czasopisma „Rocznik Teologii Katolickiej”
przez zamieszczenie artykułów wyłącznie w języku angielskim,
a także upowszechnienie w skali międzynarodowej wyników
badań naukowców, w tym pracowników Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku (2017-2018). Kwota dofinansowania z DUN 79 200zł.
Razem kwota dofinansowania z DUN 145 200 zł w latach 2016-2018.
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– kierownik projektu: „Ochrona i cyfrowe udostępnienie obiektów
dziedzictwa kulturowego znajdujących się w zasobach Archiwum
i Muzeum Archidiecezjalnego w Białymstoku” – czas realizacji:
2016-2020
– kierownik projektu: „Renowacja wybranych tkanin liturgicznych
fundacji Branickich dla kościoła w Choroszczy” – czas realizacji:
2016-2017
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Noty o autorach
ks. MAREK CHMIELEWSKI – prof. dr hab., wykładowca teologii duchowości, kierownik Katedry Duchowości Systematycznej i Praktycznej
Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego Jana Pawła II . Założyciel i prezes
(2009-2017) Polskiego Stowarzyszenia Teologów Duchowości, autor ponad
300 artykułów naukowych oraz ponad 20 książek z dziedziny duchowości.
Doctor honoris causa Uniwersytetu Witolda Wielkiego w Kownie (Litwa).
ks. DANIEL DZIKIEWICZ – kapłan Archidiecezji Wileńskiej, wykładowca przedmiotów biblijnych w Instytucie Teologicznym Seminarium
św. Józefa w Wilnie, magisterium z teologii: Wydział Teologii Katolickiej
na Uniwersytecie Witolda Wielkiego w Kownie (1995), licencjat z teologii
biblijnej: Papieski Uniwersytet Gregoriański w Rzymie (2003), doktorat
z teologii biblijnej: Papieski Wydział Teologiczny we Wrocławiu (2014).
ANNA GRZEGORCZYK – prof. zw. dr hab., filozof, kulturoznawca,
kierownik Zakładu Semiotyki Kultury Instytutu Kulturoznawstwa
UAM, założycielka i dyrektor Centrum Badań im. Edyty Stein, redaktor
naczelny ukazującej się w jego ramach serii Fenomenów i prac o Edycie Stein ( Niewidzialna rzeczywistość, 1999; Nowa rzeczywistość, 2000)
oraz autorka, m.in., książek: Niekartezjańskie współrzędne w dzisiejszej
humanistyce (1995), Anioł po katastrofie. Szkice z filozofii kultury (1995),
Kochanek prawdy. Rzecz o twórczości Alberta Camusa (1999), Filozofia
nieoczekiwanego. Między fenomenologią a hermeneutyką (2002), Filozofia
światła Edyty Stein (2004), Obecność wartości (2010); Ponad kulturami.
Uniwersalizm Edyty Stein (2010); jej obecne zainteresowania skupione
są wokół kultury chrześcijańskiej, filozofii rozwoju duchowego i historii
mistyki. Ostatnio opublikowała książki Humanistyka i obecność (2014)
oraz Moi święci (2015).
ks. LESZEK MARIUS JAKONIUK, mgr lic., ur. 1976, absolwent Archidiecezjalnego Wyższego Seminarium Duchownego w Białymstoku
i Uniwersytetu Kardynała Stefana Wyszyńskiego w Warszawie. W latach
2002-2005 na Uniwersytecie Katolickim w Paryżu (Institut Catholique
de Paris) odbył specjalistyczne studia z katechetyki (pedagogie de la foi)
uwieńczone dyplomem DSET (Diplôme Supérieur d’Études Théologiques). W 2010 roku ukończył doktoranckie studia III stopnia na Uniwersytecie w Strasburgu we Francji (Université de Strasbourg). W latach
2010-2014 sekretarz i kapelan Arcybiskupa Metropolity Białostockiego
oraz notariusz Kurii Metropolitalnej Białostockiej. Od 2011 konsultor
i sekretarz Rady Katechetycznej Archidiecezji Białostockiej. Od 2014
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roku pracownik Katedry Teologii Katolickiej Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku
i sekretarz redakcji „Rocznika Teologii Katolickiej”. Od 2015 r. sekretarz
redakcji „Studiów Teologii Dogmatycznej”, czasopisma naukowego
Towarzystwa Teologów Dogmatyków. Autor artykułów: Odwołanie się
do tradycji wojskowej innowacją w wychowaniu młodzieży z niepowodzeniami szkolno-społecznymi w dobie kultury postmodernistycznej we
Francji (2007), Taizé - miejscem krzyżowania się ludzkich dróg. Fenomen
spotkań (2009), Podmiotowość w kształtowaniu świadomości eklezjalnej.
Międzynarodowe Spotkania Młodych w Taizé (2009), L’Exultet – La Bonne
Nouvelle chantée (2012), L’Exultet – une catéchèse vécue (2013), Wspólnota
z Taizé – współczesna forma życia monastycznego na Zachodzie (2014) oraz
The French and Polish Versions of the Catechism of the Catholic Church:
An Examination of Certain Passages of the Catechism’s teaching on the
„Mysterium Ecclesiae” from a Philological and Translational Perspective
(2017). Współredaktor książek: Kultura, młodzież, edukacja (2008) oraz In
eo qui confortat (2009). Uczestnik krajowych i zagranicznych sympozjów
naukowych we Francji, Włoszech, Szwajcarii, Belgii. Obszary zainteresowań naukowych: eklezjotwórczy charakter liturgii i katechezy, tożsamość
eklezjalna w zjednoczonej Europie, podmiotowość w dialogu międzykulturowym i międzywyznaniowym.
LESZEK LORENT – perkusista, dr hab. sztuki muzycznej, laureat krajowych i międzynarodowych konkursów. Jest wykładowcą Uniwersytetu
Muzycznego Fryderyka Chopina, gdzie kieruje Studium Muzyki Nowej.
Specjalizuje się w realizacji partytur multiperkusyjnych oraz dzieł teatru
instrumentalnego. Jako specjalista tej dziedziny bierze udział w sesjach
badawczych i odczytach w kraju i za granicą. Zasiada w jury konkursów.
Laureat wielu nagród i stypendiów m.in.: stypendium Ministra Kultury
i Dziedzictwa Narodowego, stypendium Prezesa Rady Ministrów, nagroda
Banku Societe Generale, stypendium Stowarzyszenia Autorów Zaiks,
nagroda Rektora UMFC za osiągnięcia naukowe, stypendium Młoda Polska, stypendium dla wybitnych młodych naukowców Ministerstwa Nauki
i Szkolnictwa Wyższego. Leszek Lorent jest autorem książek specjalistycznych: Szkice Perkusyjne (2014), Ineffabilis. Perkusyjne dzieła Marcina
Błażewicza (2015) oraz wielu artykułów o sztuce perkusyjnej. Dotychczas
ukazały się 3 solowe płyty artysty: Eidos (wyd. For-tune), Kundalini. Lorent
plays Błażewicz, Tonisteon – płyta nominowana do nagrody Fryderyk 2017.
ROBERT ŁUCKA – dr inż. arch. – absolwent Technikum Architektoniczno-Budowlanego w Warszawie i Wydziału Architektury Politechniki Białostockiej. Doktorat na Wydziale Architektury Politechniki Warszawskiej.
Od 2011 r. pracownik Katedry Architektury Uniwersytetu Technologiczno-Przyrodniczego w Bydgoszczy m.in. autor: części architektonicznej
Ołtarza Papieskiego zrealizowanego w 1999 r. w Drohiczynie, kaplicy
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kontemplacyjnej i wystroju auli w Seminarium Duchownym w Drohiczynie, projektu kościoła pw. św. Jana Pawła II w Bydgoszczy. W latach
2005-2011 architekt miasta Bydgoszczy – dyrektor Wydziału Administracji
Budowlanej. Praca naukowa ogniskuje się, przede wszystkim, na problematyce powiązań architektury z elementami filozofii języka.
MARIUSZ MAK – mgr, aktualnie asystent w Katedrze Skarbowości,
Wydziału Ekonomii i Zarządzania, Uniwersytet w Białymstoku. W 2009 r.
uzyskał świadectwo dojrzałości natomiast studia magisterskie ukończył
w 2015 na kierunku Ekonomia na Wydziale Ekonomii i Zarządzania
Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku. Doktorant na stacjonarnych studiach
doktoranckich od 2015 r. Zainteresowania naukowe skupiają się wokół
finansów publicznych, a w szczególności polityki fiskalnej.
bp JERZY MAZUR – urodził się w Hawłowicach, w 1953 r. Wstąpił do Zgromadzenia Słowa Bożego (werbistów) w Pieniężnie, gdzie został wyświęcony
na kapłana w 1979 r. Studiował na Katolickim Uniwersytecie Lubelskim
oraz Papieskim Uniwersytecie Gregoriańskim w Rzymie. W latach 19831986 pracował w Ghanie (Afryka). W 1986 r. został przeniesiony do prowincji
polskiej, gdzie sprawował funkcję prefekta, a od 1987 r. był wykładowcą
misjologii w Misyjnym Seminarium Duchownym Księży Werbistów w Pieniężnie. Od 1989 r. był także radcą prowincjalnym w polskiej prowincji
werbistów. W 1992 r. podjął pracę w Baranowiczach. Był m.in. założycielem
i dyrektorem Kolegium Katechetycznego, ojcem duchownym kapłanów
Diecezji Pińskiej oraz Archidiecezji Mińsko-Mohylewskiej, proboszczem
parafii Matki Bożej Fatimskiej w Baranowiczach. Jako proboszcz tworzył
od podstaw parafię, rozpoczął i zakończył budowę kościoła. W latach 19941998 był redaktorem czasopisma „Dialog” ukazującego się w językach:
rosyjskim, białoruskim i polskim. Od 1994 r. sprawował funkcję przewodniczącego Komisji Katechetycznej Diecezji Pińskiej. W 1996 r. został członkiem Komisji Organizacyjnej Synodu Archidiecezji Mińsko-Mohylewskiej
i Diecezji Pińskiej oraz sekretarzem Komisji Koordynacyjnej tegoż Synodu,
a od 1997 r. był odpowiedzialny za sprawy ekumeniczne w przygotowaniu
do Wielkiego Jubileuszu Roku 2000. W zgromadzeniu SVD pełnił funkcję
superiora Dystryktu od 1992 r., a od 1997 został superiorem regionalnym
Regii Ural, obejmującej terytorium Białorusi, Rosji i Ukrainy. Dnia 23 marca
1998 r. Jan Paweł II mianował go biskupem pomocniczym dla administratury apostolskiej Azjatyckiej Części Rosji (Syberii). Sakrę przyjął 31 maja
1998 r. Gdy 18 maja 1999 r. Ojciec Święty utworzył oddzielną administraturę apostolską Syberii Wschodniej z siedzibą w Irkucku, bp Mazur został
pierwszym jej administratorem apostolskim. Dnia 11 lutego 2002 r. wraz
z podniesieniem dotychczasowych czterech administratur apostolskich na
terenie Federacji Rosyjskiej do rangi diecezji i utworzeniem m.in. diecezji
św. Józefa w Irkucku bp Mazur został pierwszym biskupem diecezjalnym
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nowej jednostki terytorialnej. 17 kwietnia 2003 roku Ojciec Święty mianował
go biskupem ełckim.
ks. PAWEŁ MĄKOSA, dr hab. nauk teologicznych w zakresie katechetyki, prof. KUL. Zainteresowania naukowe: psychopedagogiczne uwarunkowania katechezy, wykorzystanie technologii informacyjnej w nauczaniu
religii, różne wymiary katechezy młodzieży, prawne aspekty nauczania
religii w polskim systemie oświaty, a także koncepcje edukacji religijnej
w Europie i Ameryce Północnej.
ks. KRZYSZTOF MIELNIK – mgr teologii, absolwent Wyższego Seminarium Duchownego w Świdnicy oraz Papieskiego Wydziału Teologicznego
we Wrocławiu (magisterium z teologii – 2012), student IV roku studiów
doktoranckich z Teologii Duchowości na Katolickim Uniwersytecie Lubelskim im. Jana Pawła II w Lublinie.
TATIANA MISIJUK – dr architektury wnętrz. Studia: Politechnika Białostocka, Wydział Architektury, praca dyplomowa 1986: „Projekt cerkwi
w Bielsku Podlaskim”, promotor: prof. Witold Czarnecki; Akademia Sztuk
Pięknych w Warszawie, Wydział Architektury Wnętrz, praca dyplomowa
1992: „Projekt wystawy ikon w Muzeum Podlaskim w Białymstoku”, promotor: prof. Henryka Noskiewicz-Gałązka; praca kwalifikacyjna I° w dziedzinie: sztuki plastyczne, w zakresie dyscypliny artystycznej architektura
wnętrz – Wydział Architektury Wnętrz ASP w Warszawie, 2003, projekt
dyplomowy i rozprawa: „Cerkiew Przemienienia. Wnętrze, bryła i otoczenie świątyni jako funkcja sprawowanego w niej nabożeństwa”, opiekun
artystyczny: prof. Andrzej Bissenik, recenzenci - prof. dr hab. Andrzej
Basista, prof. Lech Koliński. Dydaktyka: od 1999 r. pracownik Wydziału
Architektury Politechniki Białostockiej na kierunku architektura wnętrz:
podstawy kompozycji i teoria barwy, wzornictwo, wiedza o działaniach
i strukturach wizualnych, dyplomy inżynierskie i magisterskie. Uprawiane dziedziny: architektura wnętrz, architektura, wzornictwo, malarstwo
sztalugowe, ilustracje. Wybrane realizacje: scenariusz i współpraca przy
realizacji projektu Muzeum Ikon w Supraślu; baptysterium w cerkwi Ducha Świętego w Białymstoku; projekt kaplicy w Zespole Szkół Niepublicznych św. św. Cyryla i Metodego w Białymstoku, projekty wnętrz domów
jednorodzinnych, wnętrz użyteczności publicznej. Wystawy malarstwa:
Muzeum w Bielsku Podlaskim, Oddział Muzeum Podlaskiego w Białymstoku 2011; Lahti, Finlandia 2012; Koblenz, Niemcy 2013; planowana
wystawa malarstwa – wrzesień 2016 Uusi Valamo, Finlandia.
ELŻBIETA MŁYŃSKA – dr katechetyki na KUL. Długoletni wykładowca katechetyki w Papieskim Wydziale Teologicznym w Warszawie.
Sekcja Świętego Jana Chrzciciela, Studium Teologii w Białymstoku oraz
w Archidiecezjalnym Wyższym Seminarium Duchownym w Białymstoku.
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Studiowała w Instytucie Katechezy Dorosłych w Uniwersytecie Katolickim w Lille (Francja). Jest animatorem i promotorem katechezy dorosłych
Mess’AJE w Polsce. Należy do Stowarzyszenia Katechetyków Polskich.
W badaniach naukowych zajmuje się katechezą parafialną i katechezą
dorosłych.
ks. MIECZYSŁAW OLSZEWSKI, dr hab. z zakresu teologii pastoralnej, ur. w 1943, wykładowca na Papieskim Wydziale Teologicznym
w Warszawie oraz w Studium Teologii w Białymstoku, członek Rady
Wydziału PWTW. Autor wielu publikacji z dziedziny teologii pastoralnej
oraz teologii pastoralnej Kościołów Wschodnich i publikacji z dziedziny
bibliotekarstwa.
ks. MAKSYM PODHAJSKI – kapłan Archidiecezji Białostockiej, doktor
teologii w zakresie teologii ekumenicznej.
ks. PAWEŁ RABCZYŃSKI – kapłan Archidiecezji Warmińskiej, absolwent KUL Jana Pawła II, stypendysta Rządu Republiki Francuskiej
(staż naukowy w Instytucie Katolickim w Paryżu), rektor Wyższego Seminarium Duchownego Metropolii Warmińskiej „Hosianum” w Olsztynie
(2011-2017), adiunkt w Katedrze Teologii Dogmatycznej i Fundamentalnej
Uniwersytetu Warmińsko-Mazurskiego w Olsztynie; zainteresowania
naukowe koncentrują się na chrystologii, eklezjologii i ekumenizmie oraz
teologii powołania i rodziny.
JAN RABIEJ – prof. dr hab. inż. arch. Jest pracownikiem naukowo-dydaktycznych na Wydziale Architektury Politechniki Śląskiej w Gliwicach
od 1989 r. W latach 1983-1988 studiował na Wydziale Architektury Politechniki Śląskiej w Gliwicach i jako wolny słuchacz na Akademii Sztuk
Pięknych w Katowicach. W latach 1989-1991 odbył specjalistyczne studia
podyplomowe na Wydziale Liturgicznym Papieskiej Akademii Teologicznej w Krakowie w dziedzinie Sztuki Liturgicznej. W roku 1994 uzyskał
na Wydziale Architektury Politechniki Śląskiej stopień naukowy doktora
nauk technicznych. Stopień naukowy doktora habilitowanego uzyskał na
Wydziale Architektury Politechniki Krakowskiej w 2006 r. W roku 2015
nadano mu tytuł naukowy profesora nauk technicznych. Zainteresowania
zawodowe Jana Rabieja wytycza postrzeganie architektury jako fenomenu
kulturowego, który łączy właściwości dzieła techniki z walorami dzieła
sztuki. Przedmiot opracowań teoretycznych ma bezpośredni związek
z jego pracami projektowo-twórczymi. Jest autorem około 50 samodzielnych publikacji naukowych, jest głównym projektantem zrealizowanych
12 obiektów architektonicznych (zespoły sakralne, zespoły mieszkalne,
budynki biurowe, zakłady produkcyjne) i ponad 30 wnętrz architektonicznych oraz jest autorem kilkudziesięciu projektów witraży, kompozycji
malarskich i rzeźbiarskich.
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ANNA RYSZKA-KOMARNICKA – dr, obecnie asystent w Zakładzie
Powszechnej Historii Muzyki Instytutu Muzykologii UW (doktorat:
Oratoria Pasquale Anfossiego). Jej zainteresowania badawcze obejmują
muzykę XVII, XVIII i XIX w. ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem dorobku
kompozytorów włoskich (w zakresie opery, oratorium, kantaty, formy
sonatowej w muzyce wokalno-instrumentalnej i instrumentalnej) oraz
polskiej kultury muzycznej tych czasów.
TOMASZ SOSNOWSKI – dr, zainteresowania naukowe koncentrują
się wokół zagadnień szeroko rozumianej Pedagogiki społecznej, w sposób szczególny dotyczą rodziny oraz zagadnień związanych z rolą ojca
w procesie wychowania rodzinnego. Udział w licznych projektach badawczych w roli eksperta zespołu badawczego i programowego, autor
publikacji i raportów z prowadzonych badań oraz recenzent serii publikacji z zakresu pracy socjalnej. Autor i współautor monografii naukowych (np.: T. Sosnowski, C. Domínguez López de Castro: Dobre praktyki
wspierające powrót rodziców na rynek pracy na przykładzie lokalnych
inicjatyw, Białystok 2014; T. Bajkowski, K. Sawicki, T. Sosnowski: Sytuacja społeczna i perspektywy zawodowe 15+ - czynniki, bariery, dobre
praktyki. Przeciwdziałania wykluczeniu społecznemu młodzieży wchodzącej na lokalny rynek pracy, Białystok 2013; T. Sosnowski: Ojciec we
współczesnej rodzinie. Kontekst pedagogiczny, Warszawa 2011), redaktor
naukowy wieloautorskich monografii (np.: T. Sosnowski, W. Danilewicz,
M. Sobecki (red.): Pedagog jako animator w przestrzeni życia społecznego,
Toruń 2016; В. К. Пельменев, Й. Жисько, Т. Сосновский (red.): Спорт и Туризм:
Администрирование и Развитие (СТАР-2014), Варшава 2015; T. Pilch, T. Sosnowski (red.): Zagrożenia człowieka i idei sprawiedliwości społecznej,
Warszawa 2013; M. Sobecki, W. Danilewicz, T. Sosnowski (red.): Szkoła
– Kultura – Tożsamość. Pedagogika społeczna wobec zmian przestrzeni
życia społecznego, Warszawa 2013; M. Sobecki, W. Danilewicz, T. Sosnowski (red.): Środowisko – Zasoby- Profesjonalizacja. Pedagogika społeczna
wobec zmian przestrzeni życia społecznego, Warszawa 2013; T. Bajkowski,
T. Sosnowski (red.): Innowacje w edukacji – alternatywny model praktyk
studentów wychowania fizycznego, Białystok 2011 oraz wielu rozdziałów
w pracach zbiorowych.
ks. JAROSŁAW TOMASZEWSKI – dr, jest kapłanem diecezji płockiej
oraz misjonarzem od trzech lat posługującym w Urugwaju, w diecezji
Minas. W roku 2014 obronił doktorat z teologii duchowości na Papieskim
Wydziale Teologicznym w Warszawie. Od roku 2015 jest wykładowcą
teologii życia wewnętrznego oraz duchowości patrystycznej na Faculdad
Teológica de Mariano Soler w Montevideo. Publikuje prace teologiczne
w Rocznikach Teologii Katolickiej, w „Studia Theologica Varsaviensia”,
w kwartalniku Księży Jezuitów „Studia Bobolanum” oraz w półroczniku
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religioznawczo – misjologicznym Księży Werbistów „NurtSVD”. Specjalizuje się w aktualnym odczytywaniu myśli teologicznej błogosławionego
Johna Henry‘ego Newmana.
WERONIKA WĘCŁAWSKA-LIPOWICZ – studia w PWSSP (obecny
Uniwersytet Artystyczny) w Poznaniu. Dyplom z architektury wnętrz
oraz rysunku. Kierownik Pracowni Architektury Wnętrz na Wydziale
Architektury Wnętrz i Scenografii UAP. Kierownik Katedry Architektury
Wnętrz. Obszar zainteresowań: architektura, architektura wnętrz, mebel,
wystawiennictwo, projektowanie w przestrzeni historycznej i sakralnej,
kulturowe konteksty architektury.
WALENTYNA WRÓBLEWSKA – doktor nauk humanistycznych w zakresie pedagogiki; starszy wykładowca w Zakładzie Dydaktyki Ogólnej na
Wydziale Pedagogiki i Psychologii Uniwersytetu w Białymstoku. Zajmuje
się problematyką uczestników procesu edukacyjnego szkoły wyższej,
sytuacją studentów w zmieniającej się szkole wyższej, a w szczególności
aspiracjami edukacyjnymi w różnych aspektach, autoedukacją studentów oraz procesem studiowania. Interesuje się również nowoczesnymi
tendencjami w dydaktyce. Jest autorką ponad 100 publikacji: artykułów,
opracowań redakcyjnych i książek, dotyczących aspiracji edukacyjnych studentów, analizy ich treści, poziomu, uwarunkowań, dynamiki,
a w ostatnich latach nade wszystko przebiegu, poziomu i uwarunkowań
autoedukacji studentów, podstawowego procesu lokującego się w nurcie
rozwoju idei edukacji ustawicznej w społeczeństwie wiedzy oraz troski
o edukację akademicką zorientowaną na studenta; m. in. Aspiracje edukacyjne studentów (2001), Dynamika aspiracji edukacyjnych studentów
w obliczu zmian (2004), Autoedukacja studentów w uniwersytecie – ujęcie
z perspektywy studenta (2008), Pola poznawcze dydaktyki w dialogu i perspektywie (współred., 2008), Dylematy dydaktyki szkoły wyższej w dialogu
i perspektywie (współred, 2008), Kierunki rozwoju dydaktyki w dialogu
i perspektywie (współred., 2011), Dydaktyka akademicka-wybrane obszary
badawcze (współred., 2014), W kierunku edukacji akademickiej zorientowanej na studenta (współred., 2016).
MARCIN ZATYKA – absolwent studiów doktoranckich z zakresu stosunków międzynarodowych na Uniwersytecie Nowym w Lizbonie, politolog,
dziennikarz, dyplomata. W latach 2008-2010 II sekretarz ambasady RP
w Lizbonie. Od 2011 r. korespondent Polskiej Agencji Prasowej w Portugalii i Hiszpanii. Autor książki João Paulo II e a integração polaca na Europa
unida (Lizbona 2015) oraz współautor książek O tym, co najważniejsze
(Warszawa 2004), Ekumeniczna Wspólnota z Taizé (Ząbki 1999). Publikował
m.in. w “Relações Internacionais”, kwartalniku Portugalskiego Instytutu
Stosunków Międzynarodowych (IPRI).
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A

C

art 55, 137, 176, 180, 181, 182, 192, 209,
211, 217, 221, 233, 234, 237, 238,
239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245,
246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252,
253, 254, 257, 258, 265, 266, 267,
278, 280, 287, 291, 292, 293, 295,
298, 299, 300, 301, 306, 317, 321,
335, 336
artist 217, 239, 240, 241, 243, 244, 245,
248, 249, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255,
256, 257, 265, 266, 291, 292, 295,
296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301
art of translation 317, 321, 335, 336
author 10, 15, 16, 45, 56, 70, 72, 73, 80,
84, 113, 132, 134, 153, 181, 191, 209,
215, 226, 239, 240, 241, 288, 291,
295, 296, 298, 299, 300, 347, 348

canon of iconography 221
Catechism of the Catholic Church 25,
115, 317, 319, 321, 337, 371
Catholic Action 163, 164, 165, 166, 167,
168, 169, 170, 171, 172
Catholic Church 25, 37, 48, 49, 50, 69,
71, 72, 73, 109, 115, 118, 120, 163,
164, 167, 168, 169, 170, 242, 303,
304, 305, 308, 309, 310, 314, 315,
317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 337, 371
Catholic Church on migration 109, 118
celebration 15, 23, 32, 114, 123, 124, 129,
130, 131
chaos 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 70, 71, 72, 74, 76,
77, 81, 166, 250, 298
Christ as the King of Poland 69
Christian family 133, 134, 142, 144, 145,
146
Christian spirituality 53, 54, 59, 60, 62,
65, 66, 124
Christian traditions 37, 47
Church 20, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
37, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 69, 71, 72,
73, 74, 75, 76, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103,
104, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 112,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
128, 130, 131, 132, 134, 136, 139,
142, 146, 151, 152, 155, 159, 160,
163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169,
170, 172, 177, 192, 199, 200, 211,
221, 224, 229, 230, 231, 235, 236,
237, 242, 245, 246, 247, 248, 251,
253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 268, 271,
277, 288, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307,
308, 309, 310, 312, 314, 315, 317,
318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 324, 325,
326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332,
334, 335, 337, 371

B
Babylonian captivity 9, 14
Baroque music 275
beauty 78, 86, 137, 146, 175, 176, 178,
179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 185, 186,
195, 209, 215, 224, 232, 236, 239,
240, 242, 249, 250, 251, 252, 254,
261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267,
268, 270, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279,
280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286,
287, 288, 291, 293, 294, 295, 296,
297, 299, 300
Biblical Canon 37, 38, 50, 51
bless 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28
blessing 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Book of Genesis 9, 11, 22, 295
Book of Judith 275, 276, 277, 278, 280,
282, 283, 285, 289
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cognition 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180,
181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 213,
214, 216, 217, 218, 219, 249, 264,
291, 301, 323, 324, 331, 333, 346
colour 214, 261, 268, 270, 272, 278
conjurer 291
contemplative apostolate 69
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